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ABSTRACT 

 

 Perhaps no figure of England’s Civil Wars and Interregnum (1642-1660) is more 

deserving of study than Edward Sexby (c. 1616 – d. 1658). From April 1647 to July 1657 Sexby 

was, in succession, an ‘agitator’ (or agent) put forward from the Long Parliament’s New Model 

Army to communicate soldierly grievances, and larger concerns over England’s future; an 

intermediary between Oliver Cromwell and John Lilburne in the forging of a New Model and 

Leveller alliance directed against Charles I; an army officer and intelligencer for the English 

Republic or Commonwealth; and lastly, a conspirator against Oliver Cromwell’s Protectorate.  

Scholars of England’s 1640s and 1650s have long commented on parts of Sexby’s story, but few 

scholars have examined his work from beginning to end as a career and considered its impact. 

This dissertation seeks to fill that important historiographical gap.   

 The chapters of this study provide a narrative and an analysis of a career that is shown to 

have been consequential, inasmuch as Sexby was a figure behind some of the momentous events 

that occurred in England between the spring of 1647 and the spring of 1657. This study reveals 

that Sexby’s work helped to produce discussions in the New Model Army in the fall of 1647 of 

proposed changes to England’s constitution, the New Model and Leveller alliance of the fall of 

1648 that was a step towards Charles’ execution and founding of the Commonwealth, and the 

second Protectorate parliament’s offer in the spring of 1657 to restore England’s monarchy with 

Oliver Cromwell as king. Three times in his career, Sexby’s work touched on the very 

constitution and future of England. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

 

Sexby is in England, and upon a dangerous design. I have used all possible endeavors to 

learn, where he is, and with whom he corresponds there, but with no success. 

    ― Sir William Lockhart to John Thurloe (19 June 1656) 

 

 

Spanning a decade of England’s Civil Wars and Interregnum (1642 - 1660), the various and 

often dangerous enterprises of Edward Sexby (c. 1616 - d. 1658) amounted to a most 

“remarkable career.”
1
 Having been an apprentice in London and then a soldier for the Long 

Parliament in the first Civil War (1642 - 1646), Sexby first came into prominence in April 1647 

as an elected ‘agitator’ or agent of a cavalry regiment of the New Model Army. He later 

functioned as an intermediary between Oliver Cromwell and John Lilburne in the forging of a 

New Model and Leveller alliance aimed at holding Charles I accountable for the second Civil 

War (1648), and after Charles’ execution was an army officer in Scotland and then an 

intelligencer in France for the English Republic or Commonwealth. After turning against 

Cromwell in 1654, Sexby was a conspirator against Cromwell’s Protectorate, and as such was a 

figure behind the second Protectorate parliament’s offer to restore the monarchy with Cromwell 

as king. Sexby is most often remembered today as a participant in those discussions in the New 

Model Army now known as the Putney Debates (1647), where he clashed with Cromwell and 

Henry Ireton to demand the parliamentary franchise for the army’s ordinary soldiers as part of 

                                                 
1
 Charles Firth and Godfrey Davies, The Regimental History of Cromwell’s Army 2 vols. (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 1940), 1: 61-62, and 64-66. Sexby awaits the publication of a book-length biographical study. In 

the meantime see Robert Zaller, “Sexby, Edward (c. 1616 - 1658),” in Biographical Dictionary of British Radicals 

in the Seventeenth Century 3 vols. eds. Richard Greaves and Robert Zaller (Brighton, UK: Harvester Press, 1984), 3: 

161-163; Antonia Southern, Forlorn Hope: Soldier Radicals of the Seventeenth Century (Sussex, England: The 

Book Guild Ltd, 2001), 115-146; and Alan Marshall, “Sexby Edward (c. 1616 - 1658),” in the online Oxford 

Dictionary of National Biography, http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/article/25151 [accessed 26 Aug 2015]. 
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their recovered ‘birthright;’ and as the author of Killing Noe Murder (1657), a pamphlet which 

provided learned arguments for Cromwell’s assassination in response to the offer of the crown 

and to what Sexby maintained was Cromwell’s tyranny. While pursuing another design against 

Cromwell, Sexby was arrested by Protectorate officials in July 1657 and died of an illness in the 

Tower of London on 13 January 1658, about eight months before the death of Cromwell, the 

target of his years of conspiracy, but with whom he had previously had a close relationship.
2
 

Historians of England’s 1640s and 1650s have long regarded Sexby’s ‘career’ as 

‘remarkable.’ For Charles Firth and Godfrey Davies, “There is no more remarkable career in the 

annals of the New Model Army.”
3
 Gerald Aylmer wrote of Sexby, “His career, it can safely be 

said, is one which only the most reckless historical novelist would dare to invent!”
4
 But few 

historians have examined Sexby’s career from beginning to end and considered its impact.
5
 This 

dissertation seeks to fill that important historiographical gap. Its chapters examine Sexby’s 

successive enterprises more thoroughly than has yet been done and show that his career was 

indeed impactful, and that he was a factor behind some momentous developments that occurred 

in England. At the same time, this dissertation adds to our understanding of Sexby’s character 

and his relationship with Cromwell, thus supplying a context for Killing Noe Murder.   

                                                 
2
 Most of these details of Sexby’s career are found in Zaller, “Sexby, Edward,” 161-163; Southern, Forlorn 

Hope, 115-146; and Marshall, “Sexby, Edward.” Other and less well-known details of Sexby’s career are found in 

sources examined later in this ‘Introduction’ and in the Chapters.   

 

 
3
 Firth and Davies, The Regimental History of Cromwell’s Army, 1: 66. 

 

 4 G. E. Aylmer, ed. The Levellers in the English Revolution (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1975), 

24. The historical Sexby has required little fictionalization in order for his character to hold people’s attention in 

recent works of popular historical fiction. In 2008 Sexby, as portrayed by the actor John Simm, was a central figure 

in The Devil’s Whore, a four episode drama produced for British television. More recently, Sexby appears in 

Lindsey Davis’ novel Rebels and Traitors. See http://www.channel4.com/programmes/the-devils-whore/, [accessed 

on 26 September 2014]; and Lindsey Davis, Rebels and Traitors (London: St. Martin’s Press, 2010).     

 
5
 These include Zaller, “Sexby, Edward,” 161-163; Southern, Forlorn Hope, 115-146; and Marshall, 

“Sexby, Edward.” James Holstun examines Sexby’s conspiracy against Cromwell and Killing Noe Murder in Ehud’s 

Dagger: Class Struggle in the English Revolution (2000, reprint, London: Verso Books, 2002), 305-366.  

http://www.channel4.com/programmes/the-devils-whore/
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David Wootton observes that Killing Noe Murder “is indeed perhaps the finest of all 

tracts in favour of tyrannicide and is evidently the work of an accomplished author.”
6
 Other 

scholars have more recently suggested Sexby as the author of some earlier tracts.
7
 But no attempt 

has yet been made to define Sexby’s body of written work to show how he might have become 

‘accomplished.’ Therefore, another purpose of this dissertation is to show what tracts may have 

helped prepare Sexby to write Killing Noe Murder. To this purpose, works to which Sexby put 

his pen, and several tracts suggested of him, are examined in their various contexts.  

 The chapters of this study are arranged chronologically. Chapter 1 is meant as a 

prolegomenon to the four chapters that examine Sexby’s ‘career’ (April 1647 to July 1657). It 

considers the implications of Sexby’s apprenticeship with the Grocers’ Company of London,
8
 

and his service as a cavalryman for parliament in the first Civil War, first in the Army of the 

Eastern Association, and then in the New Model Army,
9
 to render Sexby’s early life less 

obscure. The picture of Sexby which emerges is of a man about thirty-one years of age in 1647, 

the social near-equal of Cromwell and others who figure into his story, with opportunities to 

                                                 
 

6
 David Wootton, ed. Divine Right and Democracy: An Anthology of Political Writing in Stuart England 

(1986, reprint Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 2003), 54. For the text of Killing Noe Murder see E. 

501 (4): Killing Noe Murder (May 1657), 1-16. Hereafter, I identify, as here, items from the British Library’s 

Thomason Collection with call numbers preceded by the letter E (for pamphlets and books) or by the initial digits 

669 (for single page items), using G. K. Fortescue’s Catalogue of the Pamphlets, Books, Newspapers, and 

Manuscripts Relating to the Civil War, the Commonwealth, and Restoration, Collected by George Thomason, 1640-

1661 2 vols. (London: 1908). Dates in parentheses with these items refer to when Thomason acquired his copy.  

Wootton reprints Killing Noe Murder in Divine Right and Democracy, 360-388. 

 

 
7
 See Holstun, Ehud’s Dagger, 314; John Morrill and Philip Baker, “The Case of the Armie Truly Re-

Stated” in The Putney Debates of 1647: The Army, the Levellers, and the English State, ed. Michael Mendle (2001, 

reprint Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 103-124; and Michael Mendle, “Putney’s Pronouns: Identity 

and Indemnity in the Great Debate” in The Putney Debates of 1647: The Army, the Levellers, and the English State, 

ed. Michael Mendle (2001, reprint Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 129-130. In addition, see an 

earlier suggestion by David Wootton in Wootton, ed. Divine Right and Democracy, 53, 54, and 273.    

 

 
8
 G. E. Aylmer, “Gentlemen Levellers?,” Past and Present no. 49 (November 1970): 120-121. 

 

 
9
 Firth and Davies, The Regimental History of Cromwell’s Army, 1: 61. 
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have participated in demonstrations with other London apprentices, and to have adopted ideas of 

Civil War ‘radicalism’ while he served in the New Model Army.
10

 

 Chapter 2 considers Sexby’s part in developments in the New Model Army in 1647.
11

 It 

first examines his role as one of the ‘agitators,’ who were elected agents or representatives of 

New Model regiments. In April and May agitators and like-minded officers were behind a 

metamorphosis of soldierly grievances, and larger concerns over England’s future, into a refusal 

of most of the army to submit to the parliament’s authority. It fell to the New Model’s generals, 

Lord General Sir Thomas Fairfax, and his subordinates, Lieutenant-General Oliver Cromwell, 

and Commissary-General Henry Ireton, to keep this movement from heading in too radical a 

direction. At a rendezvous of regiments in early June, officers and soldiers pledged not to allow 

the New Model to be disbanded by the parliament until their grievances as veterans, and their 

larger concerns as Englishmen, were put to rest to the satisfaction of a ‘General Council of the 

Army’ that was to include two officer-agitators and two soldier-agitators from each regiment.  

Later in June the New Model issued a declaration which demanded social and political reforms, 

including political reforms at the constitutional level, of the king and the parliament in a post-

war, national settlement. 
12

  Sexby’s role as agitator began in this context.   

                                                 
 

10
 David Como “construes as ‘radical’ any idea or programme which challenged or threatened to subvert 

existing orthodoxies, power arrangements, institutions or hierarchies (whether spiritual or temporal), and which 

threatened in turn to redistribute power, authority or resources outwards and downwards.” This seems a useful 

definition of ‘radical’ for the purposes of this dissertation. See David Como, “Secret Printing, The Crisis of 1640, 

and the Origins of Civil War Radicalism,” Past and Present no. 196 (August 2007): 40, footnote 6.      

 

 
11

 On developments in the New Model Army in 1647, see especially Mark Kishlansky, The Rise of the New 

Model Army (1979, reprint Cambridge University Press, 1983), 179-272; Austin Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen: 

The General Council of the Army and its Debates, 1647-1648 (1987, reprint Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2002); Ian Gentles, The New Model Army in England, Ireland and Scotland, 1645-1653 (1992, reprint Oxford: 

Blackwell, 1994), Chapters 6 and 7; and Austin Woolrych, “The Debates from the Perspective of the Army” in The 

Putney Debates of 1647: The Army, the Levellers, and the English State, ed. Michael Mendle (2001, reprint 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 53-78. 

 

 
12

 See Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, Chapters 1-5; Gentles, The New Model Army, 140-176; and 

Woolrych, “The Debates from the Perspective of the Army,” 53-60.    
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 Chapter 2 shows how Sexby had become a formidable figure in the New Model Army by 

the summer of 1647. Sexby began his career in late April as one of the ‘original’ agitators.  

These were the sixteen cavalrymen who produced and signed The Apologie of the Common 

Souldiers, a manifesto that inspired resistance in the army to the parliament’s authority.
13

 Sexby 

and two fellow agitators presented copies of this work to Fairfax and to the House of Commons, 

which resulted in their being interrogated by the House.
14

 Returning to his regiment, which was 

the Lord General’s own regiment of horse, Sexby would take part in the drafting of other agitator 

documents, including a work of late May which gave Fairfax no choice but to order the army 

rendezvous of early June, in defiance of votes by the parliament to begin reducing the army.
15

  

Just before the rendezvous, Cornet George Joyce and a force of cavalry brought together by the 

agitators’ organization took Charles into army custody.
16

 A letter written by Sexby suggests that 

he had foreknowledge of this mission. Possibly he took part in it himself.
17

 Later in June Fairfax 

approved payments to Sexby from a New Model contingency account.
18

 This may have been an 

attempt to influence his behavior.
19

 Sexby is linked to an army printing press which issued some 

                                                 
 

13
 E. 385 (18): The Apologie of the Common Souldiers (3 May 1647); Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 

41, and 57; and Marshall, “Sexby, Edward.”    

 

 
14

 Charles Firth, ed. The Clarke Papers 4 vols. (hereafter Clarke Papers, London: Camden Society, 1891-

1901), 1: 430-431; and Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 57-59.  

  

 
15

 Firth and Davies, The Regimental History of Cromwell’s Army, 1: 61; Clarke Papers, 1: 78-79 and 87-

88; E. 409 (25): A Declaration of the Engagements, Remonstrances, Representations, Proposals, Desires and 

Resolutions from his Excellency Sir Thomas Fairfax and the Generall Councell of the Army (hereafter Army 

Declarations, 27 September 1647), 16; and Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 101-102.   

 

 
16

 Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 106-115; and Gentles, The New Model Army, 169-171. 

  

 
17

 Clarke Papers, 1: 82-83; Firth and Davies, The Regimental History of Cromwell’s Army, 1: 62; and 

Marshall, “Sexby, Edward.” 

 

 
18

 Ethel Kitson and E. Kitson Clarke, eds. “Some Civil War Accounts, 1647-1650” (hereafter “Some Civil 

War Accounts”), Publications of the Thoresby Society 11 (Leeds: 1902): 155 and 156. 

   

 
19

 Mendle, “Putney’s Pronouns,” 130, footnote 21.   
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radical tracts, one of which, The Grand Informer, may have been his own work.
20

 In early July 

Fairfax approved Sexby’s appointment to a committee for presenting impeachment charges 

against eleven members of the Commons who were believed to be planning military action 

against the army.
21

 The selection of these members was largely up to Cromwell and Ireton, who 

were members of the Commons themselves.
22

 Later in July, at the first meeting of the General 

Council of the Army, Sexby and other soldier-agitators and some officer-agitators argued the 

necessity of an immediate march of the New Model into London, in order to coerce the 

parliament and achieve some army objectives at a stroke.
23

 The next day Ireton introduced to the 

General Council a draft of a document soon to be called The Heads of the Proposals. It projected 

social and constitutional reforms but would not overturn England’s ‘ancient constitution’ of a 

monarch and a parliament consisting of a House of Lords and a House of Commons. Over the 

next several months Cromwell and Ireton would seek to achieve a national settlement on the 

basis of this document, through negotiations involving the army, the parliament, and the king.
24

  

In August Sexby and other agitators petitioned Fairfax for a purge of the parliament to remove 

members who were complicit in an outbreak of popular violence in London that had amounted to 

a counter-revolution against the New Model.
25

 

                                                 
 

20
 Clarke Papers, 1: 82-83; Mendle, “Putney’s Pronouns,” 127-130. 

 

 
21

 Clarke Papers, 1: 151; Army Declarations, 47-50; and Gentles, The New Model Army, 176-177. 

 

 
22

 Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 137-139. 

 

 
23

 Clarke Papers, 1: 176-211; and Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 153-160.     

 

 
24

 Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 160-165; Gentles, The New Model Army, 181-184; and Woolrych, 

“The Debates from the Perspective of the Army,” 61-64.  For the text of The Heads of the Proposals (1 August 

1647) see Samuel Gardiner, ed. The Constitutional Documents of the Puritan Revolution, 1625-1660 (hereafter 

Constitutional Documents; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1947), 316-326.     

 

 
25

 E. 402 (8): The Humble Address of the Agitators of the Army (14 August 1647), especially 6-8; Valerie 

Pearl, “London’s Counter Revolution,” in The Interregnum: The Quest for Settlement, 1646-1660, ed. G. E. Aylmer 

(London: Macmillan, 1972), especially 49-54; and Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 168-174 and 182-184.      
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 Chapter 2 will argue that Sexby had an impact in the New Model Army, in October and 

November 1647, in connection with “the London-based radicals who would soon be known as 

the Levellers.”
26

 The Levellers – “John Lilburne, Richard Overton, William Walwyn and their 

associates” – had been trying to indoctrinate the army in hopes that it would set aside the ancient 

constitution and launch a commonwealth based on Leveller ideals of government.
27

 These ideals 

were made public in March in what became known as the Levellers’ ‘Large Petition.’
28

 This 

work in effect demanded “a constitutional revolution,” the annihilation of the power of the king 

and Lords to veto measures approved by the Commons, to make the House supreme in matters of 

government, and the Commons’ acceptance that it was accountable to the people of England as a 

whole.
29

 Addressed to the Commons as England’s “supreme authority,”
30

 it had demanded of the 

House a program of reform that Samuel Gardiner observed “was one for three centuries rather 

than for a single parliament.”
31

 There were supporters of the Large Petition in the army.
32

 The 

Levellers, through contacts in the New Model, “had hoped to indoctrinate” the agitators and 

                                                 
 

26
 Woolrych, “The Debates from the Perspective of the Army,” 54. Useful introductions to the Leveller 

movement include Don Wolfe, ed. Leveller Manifestoes of the Puritan Revolution (hereafter Leveller Manifestoes; 

New York: Humanities Press, 1967), 1-108; Aylmer, ed. The Levellers in the English Revolution, 9-55; Andrew 

Sharp, ed. The English Levellers (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), vii-xxii; and David Wootton, 

“Leveller Democracy and the Puritan Revolution” in The Cambridge History of Political Thought, 1450-1700, eds. 

J. H. Burns and Mark Goldie (1991; reprint Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 412-442. On Leveller 

political thought, see also Rachel Foxley, The Levellers: Radical Political Thought in the English Revolution 

(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013). A useful history of the Leveller movement is Henry Brailsford, 

The Levellers and the English Revolution, ed. Christopher Hill (1961, reprint Nottingham, UK: Spokesman, 1983). 

 

 
27

 Woolrych, “The Debates from the Perspective of the Army,” 53 and 57.  

 

 
28

 Woolrych, “The Debates from the Perspective of the Army,” 57-58.  For the text of the Large Petition, 

see Aylmer, ed. The Levellers in the English Revolution, 75-81.     

  

 
29

 Leveller Manifestoes, 131. 

  

 
30

 Aylmer, ed. The Levellers in the English Revolution, 75. 

 

 
31

 Samuel Gardiner, History of the Great Civil War 1642-1649 4 vols. (1889, reprint London: Phoenix 

Press, 2002), 3: 256. 

 

 
32

 Gardiner, History of the Great Civil War, 3: 256-257; Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 63-64.  
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“make them their chief agents in a mass conversion of the soldiery.”
33

 There is evidence linking 

Sexby to Lilburne,
34

 but the long-held supposition that he was an intermediary for Lilburne and a 

promoter of Lilburne’s writings in the New Model in 1647 is now disputed.
35

  

 After about the end of September, there was contact between the Levellers and a new 

organization of radical cavalrymen known to New Model scholars as the ‘new agents.’
36

 The 

new agents claimed to represent five regiments of horse, “but a sixth should be added, namely 

Fairfax’s own regiment of horse, because . . . Sexby . . . was closely associated with them from 

the start, and was an intimate of Lilburne.”
37

 Sexby’s name and regiment were kept from new 

agent documents, so as not to jeopardize his accreditation as an agitator with a right to attend the 

General Council of the Army, which was holding regular Thursday meetings in Putney Parish 

Church, located on the Thames, about six miles upstream from London Bridge.
38

 On 18 October 

two new agents presented to Fairfax a manifesto titled The Case of the Armie Truly Stated. This 

                                                 
 

33
 Woolrych, “The Debates from the Perspective of the Army,” 65.   

  

 
34

 Lilburne mentions Sexby in a letter addressed to Fairfax, dated 22 July 1647, printed in E. 409 [22]: The 

Juglers Discovered (28 September 1647), at 1 and 2; and again in a letter addressed to the agitators, dated 27 August 

1647, printed in E. 407 [26]: The Just Man’s Justification (27 August 1647), at 26. The royalist Sir Lewis Dyve 

described a conversation with Lilburne about Sexby in a letter to Charles, dated 5 October 1647, printed in H. G. 

Tibbutt, ed. “The Tower of London Letter-Book of Sir Lewis Dyve, 1646-1647” (hereafter “The Tower of London 

Letter-Book of Sir Lewis Dyve”), Publications of the Bedfordshire Historical Record Society 38 (1958): 90-92. 

 

 
35

 In The Juglers Discovered, Lilburne maintained that he was innocent of the charges made against him by 

the House of Lords, as Fairfax may come to see by reading Lilburne’s book The Freeman’s Freedom Vindicated, 

which Lilburne writes is “now with the rest of my bookes in the hands of Mr. Saxby.” It was upon this passage that 

Pauline Gregg based her influential conclusions that Sexby was “the chief intermediary between Lilburne and the 

Army” and that “Sexby kept copies of Lilburne’s pamphlets, and was the chief medium for their distribution among 

the soldiers.” See Pauline Gregg, Free-Born John: A Biography of John Lilburne (London: George G. Harrap & Co. 

Ltd, 1961), 163. Austin Woolrych accepted Gregg’s conclusions and this shaped his own work.  See Woolrych, 

Soldiers and Statesmen, 41, 63, 74, 130, 144, and 203-204. For a more recently formed and contrary viewpoint from 

this evidence, see Morrill and Baker, “The Case of the Army Truly Re-Stated,” 116-117. 

 

 
36

 Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 203-209; Gentles, The New Model Army, 198-201; Woolrych, “The 

Debates from the Perspective of the Army,” 65-67; and Morrill and Baker, “The Case of the Armie Truly Re-

Stated,” 105, and 108-110. 

 

 
37

 Woolrych, “The Debates from the Perspective of the Army,” 65. 

 

 
38

 Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 190, 194, and 203-204  
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work would cause a special meeting of the General Council to be scheduled for Thursday, 28 

October.
39

 It proposed that the New Model break off negotiations with the king and the 

parliament, which Cromwell and Ireton were conducting on the basis of The Heads of the 

Proposals, purge the parliament of members who were opponents of the army, and put pressure 

on the purged parliament not only to put to rest the concerns of the soldiery as veterans, but enact 

measures providing for free elections to a new parliament and a new expanded parliamentary 

franchise. Charles would be recalled as king as the final stage of a national settlement imposed 

by the New Model.
40

 Long considered a product of the Leveller movement, The Case of the 

Armie is shown in a recent study to be the work of soldiers who were associating with Levellers.  

In that study, John Morrill and Philip Baker suggest that its main author was likely to have been 

Sexby.
41

 For Austin Woolrych this is “a convincing attribution,” for “Sexby was close to 

Lilburne, and he was the principal link-man between the old agitators and the new agents.”
42

 

 In late October Sexby performed a function which Chapter 2 will argue was necessary for 

the ‘Putney Debates’ to have occurred, and that was linking the new agents and their Leveller 

associates to the General Council. On 28 October Sexby introduced two new agents and two 

Levellers, John Wildman and Maximillian Petty, to the assembled General Council.
43

 That 

meeting was to have been a discussion of The Case of the Armie, but the delivery to New Model 

headquarters the day before of the Levellers’ first Agreement of the People, and the presence of 

Wildman and Petty before the General Council as spokesmen for that work, superseded the 

                                                 
 

39
 Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 207-215. 

 

 
40

 See E. 411 (9): The Case of the Armie Truly Stated (15 October 1647), 1-24 (also printed in Leveller 

Manifestoes, 198-222); and Morrill and Baker, “The Case of the Armie Truly Re-Stated,” 113-114.   

 

 
41

 Morrill and Baker, “The Case of the Army Truly Re-Stated,” 103-124. 

 

 
42

 Woolrych, “The Debates from the Perspective of the Army,” 66.   

 

 
43

 Clarke Papers, 1: 226; and Woolrych, Soldiers and Statesmen, 217.   
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planned agenda and precipitated discussions on that work’s contents, implications, and 

underlying principles.
44

 The first Agreement assumed that Charles’ defeat in the war had made 

the ancient constitution irrelevant. It proposed a new constitution, providing for popular 

sovereignty, and specific rights for the people that were to be out of the reach of government.
45

 

The Levellers intended for the first Agreement to be legitimated by popular subscription and 

implemented by the New Model.
46

 Over three days (28 and 29 October and 1 November), army 

secretary William Clarke, and possibly others who were present, took down on paper, or 

remembered, the essentials of a great many speeches, which Clarke transformed into a 

manuscript, working about fifteen years later.
47

 Clarke’s manuscript includes four speeches by 

Sexby which are memorable for the way that he impugned Cromwell and Ireton’s “reputation” 

for seeking to settle England through negotiations with a king they would not please, unless they 

were to “cutt” their own “throates,” and a parliament that had some “rotten members;” disputed 

their position that the electorate must of necessity remain restricted to men with a material stake 

                                                 
 

44
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in the nation, insisting at one point that the franchise was included in the “birthrights and 

priviledges as Englishmen” that the parliament’s ordinary soldiers had “ventur’d [their] lives” to 

recover; and compared restoring Charles to his regal authority to setting up a “Babylon . . . which 

God will destroy.”
48

 According to Clarke’s manuscript, Sexby spoke much less frequently than 

the other radicals in the debates, chiefly Wildman, Petty, and Colonel Thomas Rainborough, 

each of whom defended the Agreement against the objections of Cromwell and Ireton.
49

  

Rainborough spoke the words that are most celebrated by Putney Debate scholars, including “I 

thinke that the poorest hee that is in England hath a life to live as the greatest hee.”
50

 But 

speeches by Sexby contain words that are more stirring to the emotions, including these directed 

at Cromwell and Ireton: “Doe you not thinke itt were a sad and miserable condition that wee 

[soldiers] have fought all this time for nothing?”
51

 In a close-reading of Clarke’s manuscript, 

Sexby steals the spotlight from the other radicals. Indeed, after many of the radicals’ speeches 

had occurred, Cromwell is recorded to have said “I confesse I was most dissatisfied with that I 

heard Mr. Sexby speake of any man heere.”
52

 It has been “easy to see” Sexby as “the “hothead 

and enragé” of the Putney Debates, and so he may have been.
53

 But it will appear from Chapter 2 

that Sexby’s speeches at Putney were consistent with positions he had taken earlier as agitator, 

and compatible with The Case of the Armie, which may have been largely his own work.
54
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 At Putney, resolutions were adopted for the New Model that were either derived from or 

compatible with The Case of the Armie. Chapter 2 goes on to show that Sexby rejected those 

resolutions and took part with other new agents in producing a letter which called on regiments 

to disobey Fairfax’s orders for three separate rendezvous and assemble all together in support of 

the first Agreement of the People.
55

 Judged a “clearer incitement to mutiny” than what the 

Levellers were circulating, this letter helped inspire the two regiments which arrived at Corkbush 

Field on 15 November, in defiance of orders, with copies of the Agreement attached to their hats 

and “England’s Freedoms, and Soldiers’ Rights” written on the outer side of these papers.
56

 For 

his part in inciting what has been termed a mutiny,
57

 Sexby appears to have suffered not in the 

least, for promotion and a close relationship with Cromwell were to occur in the years ahead.
58

   

 In December 1647 Charles signed an engagement with representatives from Scotland 

which promised him better settlement terms than what his English subjects were offering. These 

terms were “to be enforced by an invading Scots army.” “In the spring of 1648, while the Scots 

were raising an army, sporadic revolts broke out” across England and Wales, “ostensibly in 

support of the king, but mainly . . . as a protest against the rule of the Long Parliament.” This 

was the start of the second Civil War. It would include a “Scottish invasion of England,” the 

Scots’ defeat by the New Model Army at the Battle of Preston, and a “subsequent English 
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invasion of Scotland.”
59

 The second Civil War brought New Model leaders around to a position 

held by the Levellers – the king would have to be killed and the ancient constitution set aside if 

England was to have lasting peace.
60

 At a prayer meeting in April, after they had learned that 

much of Wales was up in arms for the king, many New Model officers agreed that it was now 

their “duty, if ever the Lord brought [them] back again in peace, to call Charles Stuart, that man 

of bloud, to an account, for that bloud he had shed.”
61

 From that moment, Charles’ “blood guilt” 

was at the center of army political considerations.
62

 In this context, Chapter 3 considers Sexby’s 

role as an intermediary between John Lilburne and Oliver Cromwell.  

 Sexby departed the New Model about the end of 1647, and his movements for most of 

1648 are unrecorded, but he remained close to army leaders and he kept contact with Lilburne.
63

 

Sexby reached Cromwell with a message from Lilburne in time to be present at the Battle of 

Preston (17 August 1648). Cromwell had him to carry not only a reply to Lilburne but also a 

dispatch to Westminster, with an account of the New Model’s victory over the invading Scots. 

As the bearer of this welcome news, Sexby received a gift of £100 from the Commons.
64

 The 

messages that Sexby carried between Cromwell and Lilburne “laid the foundations of a working 
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alliance” between New Model leaders and Leveller leaders against those in the parliament who 

remained committed to a national settlement that would restore Charles to regal authority.
65

 The 

resulting alliance did not produce the sort of commonwealth that the Levellers aimed for, but it 

brought a temporary cessation of Leveller agitation in the New Model and this cleared the way 

for army ‘Grandees’ to purge the parliament in December, place the king on trial for his life, and 

launch the English Republic or Commonwealth in the aftermath of Charles’ execution, which 

took place on 30 January 1649.
66

 Chapter 3 shows that Sexby’s ability to be welcome in different 

political camps simultaneously, and bridge the gaps between them, made a contribution to ‘the 

English Revolution’ of late 1648 and early 1649.
67

  

 Chapter 3 next considers Sexby’s work in the service of the Commonwealth. Sexby 

proved his usefulness to the ‘Rump Parliament’ and a new Council of State in February 1649 by 

carrying out the Rump’s order for the arrest of three Scottish commissioners in England who had 

condemned the execution of Charles and were about to depart for the Continent to invite his 

oldest son to Scotland as Charles II.
68

 Sexby was afterwards employed in the monitoring of 

shipping at Dover, where he arrested other opponents of the Commonwealth.
69

 It was about this 

time that John Milton, who was Secretary for Foreign Languages, recorded that “one Sexby or 
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Saxby” had approached him about having “letter-office.”
70

 In the spring of 1649 the Levellers 

were condemning the tyranny of the Rump, promoting their third Agreement of the People, 

denouncing army leaders for treachery, and encouraging a new round of soldierly agitation in the 

New Model.
71

 But Sexby turned away from radicalism and accepted promotion from the new 

regime.
72

 By May 1649 he had been commissioned a captain and appointed governor of Portland 

Castle.
73

 In June 1650 he was promoted to colonel and given command of a regiment of foot 

raised for service in Ireland but afterwards assigned to Scotland, where Cromwell was in 

command of operations to subjugate that country to the Commonwealth.
74

 Sexby led his 

regiment north during the fall of 1650, making a slow progress because of the mutinous 

disposition of some of the men, caused by an arrears of pay.
75

 After arriving in Scotland, Sexby 

and his regiment were employed in February 1651 at the siege of Tantallon Castle.
76

 

 Chapter 3 shows the circumstances of Sexby’s departure from the army in 1651. In June 

he was tried by court martial in Edinburgh on sixteen charges, the most serious being that he had 

unjustly ordered the execution of a soldier on his regiment’s march to Scotland.
77

 William Clarke 
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attended Sexby’s court martial and took detailed notes of the proceedings. He describes Sexby as 

behaving admirably in the face of his accusers, which included “Leveller sympathizers” among 

his regiment’s officers, who were keen to ruin him for his abandonment of the radical cause; and 

under the scrutiny of the officers who were his judges, which included men who were resentful 

of Sexby’s ascent to a colonelcy.
78

 Colonel Thomas Pride, who directed the New Model’s purge 

of the parliament in December 1648 to produce the Rump, spoke in Sexby’s defense.
79

 After a 

four-day trial, the court found Sexby guilty of one of the lesser charges, of withholding the pay 

of some soldiers under his command at Portland Castle who had refused to enlist for Ireland, his 

regiment’s originally intended destination.
80

 Sexby was cashiered but continued to be addressed 

as colonel.
81

 Sexby’s court martial was a “high-profile” affair among the forces serving under 

Cromwell in Scotland, and so it is noteworthy that Cromwell did not attend.
82

 It is possible that 

Sexby held Cromwell’s absence against him, as he thought that Cromwell’s presence would have 

influenced the outcome of the trial in his favor. 

 Sexby had only to wait a few months after his court martial for an important assignment, 

which is an indication that he remained a valued servant of the Commonwealth. In the summer 

of 1651 the French civil war known as ‘the Fronde’ (1649-1653) resumed in southwest France, 

and the leaders of the Commonwealth had reasons for wishing it to continue, the most immediate 

of which was that Anne of Austria, who was Queen Regent for young Louis XIV, and Cardinal 
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Mazarin, who was her chief advisor and minister of state, would be prevented from providing 

effective support for the restoration of the Stuart monarchy in England.
83

 In the autumn of 1651 a 

secret committee of the Commonwealth’s Council of State sent Sexby to Bordeaux as an 

intelligencer, with instructions to send back information, and also as an emissary of possible 

English support for the Prince de Condé, a cousin of the king who had raised a standard of 

rebellion against Anne and Mazarin and was conducting military operations from the city against 

royalist forces.
84

 Sexby would remain in France about two years, wrote twice a week to the 

Council and to Thomas Scot, who directed the Commonwealth’s intelligence service, and would 

later claim that his orders promised £1,000 a year for himself and four companions.
85

 After about 

a year Sexby exceeded his instructions to enter into an association with leaders of the Ormée, a 

radical group that aspired to make Bordeaux into a democratic republic, out from under the rebel 

prince.
86

 In association with these Frenchmen, and with the assistance of Thomas Arundel, who 

had accompanied him from England, in the spring of 1653 Sexby helped produce “two of the 

most remarkable documents to emerge from the Fronde.”
87

 The first document, titled L’Accord 

du Peuple, was a translation into French, with some omissions, of the Levellers’ third and final 
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Agreement of the People, of May 1649. L’Accord included the original work’s demand for a 

republican government by sovereign parliaments, which were to be seated by an electorate of all 

males over twenty-one who were not servants or beggars. This “exceeded” what was in place in 

England, for “Cromwell and other Commonwealth leaders” had opposed Leveller demands for 

democratically-elected parliaments.
88

 The second document was an original composition titled 

Manifeste. Its introduction justifies the right of a people to rebel against tyranny. In English 

translation, its conclusion reads: “We are all by birth equally free, and, because we are so, have 

the power to choose the government by which we will be governed.”
89

 It is a conclusion of 

Chapter 3 that these documents presage the remainder of Sexby’s career.          

 When Bordeaux fell to royalist forces in August 1653, Sexby returned to England.
90

 In 

April Cromwell had used the army to dissolve the Rump. In December he accepted a quasi-

monarchical, written constitution for England from army officers, the Instrument of Government, 

which named him Lord Protector for life.
91

 These developments are context for Chapter 4, which 

examines Sexby’s role as a conspirator against Cromwell’s Protectorate.
92

 Sexby gave some 

indication that he accepted England’s new constitution and Cromwell’s dominance.  In early 

1654, in a letter of advice on foreign policy to Cromwell, he described himself as “being 
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inbarked in that shipp that God hath made your Highnesse pilate of.”
93

 But on the other hand, 

Sexby was meeting with John Wildman soon after Cromwell was installed as Lord Protector.
94

  

Less than a year later Sexby would be embarked with Wildman, and other republicans, on what 

would be called ‘the Good Old Cause.’
95

 This was the cause of “men who rejected the regal rule 

of the Cromwellian Protectorate and concluded that the rights and liberties they had sought in the 

Civil Wars could only be secured by a supreme legislature elected by the people and 

untrammeled by Lords, King, or any single executive.”
96

 Chapter 4 shows that Sexby burned his 

bridges with care. In May 1654 he began pressing the Protectorate Council of State for over 

£1,400 he claimed was owed to him for his work as an army officer and intelligencer.
97

 Sexby 

turned against Cromwell in the autumn of 1654, after he had appealed to the Protector for 

payment and the Council had ordered that he be paid £1,000 in settlement of all his claims.
98

 

 Chapter 4 shows the depth of Sexby’s involvement, from the autumn of 1654 into early 

1655, in linked military and civilian plots against Cromwell’s Protectorate. These plots have 

been called the ‘Overton Plot,’ after Major-General Robert Overton, and the ‘Wildman Plot,’ 

after John Wildman. Both plots aimed to produce a rebellion against Cromwell that would have 

support from the army, and both plots involved republicans excluded by Cromwell from the first 
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Protectorate parliament. These excluded republicans included Wildman, Thomas, Lord Grey of 

Groby, Sir Arthur Hesilrige, and Colonels Thomas Saunders and John Okey. Chapter 4 shows 

that Sexby conspired against Cromwell with each of these men.
99

 The Overton Plot and the 

Wildman Plot each involved the dissemination of two closely related, incendiary documents.  

The first document, drafted by Wildman, was published as The Humble Petition of Several 

Colonels of the Army. Intended for subscription by the army, it decried the regal authority of the 

Protector and warned the army that immediate action was needed to prevent the people of 

England from being put under “an absolute tyranny and vassalage.”
100

 The second document, an 

anonymous work also meant for an army readership, was published as Some Mementos for the 

Officers and Souldiers of the Army.
101

 Sexby has been suggested as its author, for this work 

assigned to Cromwell the characteristics by which tyrants are known, just as Killing Noe Murder 

was to do less than three years later.
102

 Copies of these documents were distributed together in 

bundles, and Sexby distributed some of them, as part of the preparations for the projected 

rebellion.
103

 In the midst of these preparations, Sexby and Wildman discussed assassinating 

Cromwell, calling themselves “two Feltons,” after John Felton, who had assassinated the first 

Duke of Buckingham in 1628.
104

 Overton and Grey were to have led the armed forces raised 
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against Cromwell.
105

 John Thurloe, who was the Protectorate’s Secretary of State and the chief 

of its intelligence service, monitored both plots.
106

 Thurloe’s vigilance led to the arrests, in early 

1655, of Overton, Wildman, and Grey, but Sexby remained at large.
107

 Cromwell clearly wanted 

Sexby arrested, for Captain Unton Croke and other officers kept Cromwell informed as they 

conducted searches for Sexby in England’s West Country.
108

 Chapter 4 describes these searches 

and shows that there was sympathy for Sexby in Weymouth, Dorsetshire, where Croke had some 

of his men detained by townsmen after these townsmen learned that the searchers lacked a 

warrant for Sexby’s arrest.
109

 Major-General Thomas Harrison, who was being held prisoner as a 

precaution against a coup, was not favorably inclined towards Sexby. When informed about the 

searches for Sexby, Harrison commented that Sexby was “a treacherous fellow” and a spy for the 

Protector who only “pretended to be searcht for.”
110

 

 After eluding searches for him, Sexby crossed to the Continent, and next appeared in 

May 1655, in Antwerp, in the Spanish Netherlands, where he made contact with English 

royalists in exile.
111

 Chapter 4 describes Sexby’s efforts to bring English royalists, English 

republicans, and Spain together in a campaign to overthrow Cromwell. In meetings with Colonel 

Robert Phellips, Sexby gave assurances that his associates in England would soon pull down 
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Cromwell, and he personally would be willing to accept King Charles II, if allowances were 

made for the supremacy of parliaments and the rights and liberties of the people. Phelipps 

described the meetings to Sir Edward Nicholas, Charles’ Secretary of State, taking care to 

include what Sexby was saying about the group in England that royalists were calling “the 

Levelling party.”
112

 By early June Sexby was meeting in Brussels with the governor of the 

Spanish Netherlands, Count Fuensaldaña, to whom he revealed that Cromwell intended a war 

with Spain, and to whom he declared that his associates could be of great service to Spain by 

causing Cromwell problems in England.
113

 In June Sexby began meeting with the Earl of 

Norwich, who described Sexby to Nicholas as “the prime Leveller,” “the great Leveller,” “the 

greatest enemy to [Cromwell’s] person,” “the Spaniard’s favorite,” and possibly “a knave,” but 

certainly “no foole.”
114

 Fuensaldaña and Norwich arranged for Sexby to go to Spain.
115

 Sexby 

had arrived in Madrid by August, and he made a favorable impression on members of Spain’s 

Council of State. He remained in Madrid several weeks, during which time he was regarded as 

“the main instrument” by which Spain’s Philip IV would strike a blow against England.
116

 Sexby 

departed Spain “with supplies of money and conditional promises of support” for designs against 

Cromwell.
117

 He was back in Brussels by November, and meeting with the Leveller Richard 
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Overton and the royalist Sir Marmaduke Langdale.
118

 From England, John Thurloe was 

attempting to counter the threat that Sexby posed to the Protectorate. In December Thurloe wrote 

to an agent in the Spanish Netherlands that “one Col. Sexby is in Brussells, a great foe of ours; 

he came from Madrid lately and has brought papers; I would you could get his papers some waye 

or other and send them hether; he must be looked after, to see what he does.”
119

 From December 

1655 Sexby kept himself and his associates involved in negotiations between English royalists 

and Spanish representatives. These negotiations produced a treaty between Charles II and Spain, 

signed in April 1656, which projected joint military operations, with roles for Irish soldiers and 

Sexby’s associates in England, and promised concessions to English republicans and suspension 

of laws against English Catholics, when Charles had recovered his kingdoms.
120

 The invasion 

projected by this treaty never took place, but the prospect had Protectorate leaders quite worried. 

In May Thurloe wrote to Major-General Henry Cromwell, “The Spanyard, Cavalier, Papists, and 

Levellers, are all come into a confederacy. What monstrous birth this wombe will bring forth, I 

cannot tell.”
121

 Father Peter Talbot, an Irish Jesuit who served as Sexby’s interpreter in his 

dealings with Spanish officials in Brussels, attempted to win Sexby over to the cause of Charles 

II.
122

 Sexby agreed to a meeting with Charles, on the condition that he would “be excused from 

kneeling,” which he thought was “a kind of idolatry.”
123
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 In May or early June 1656 Sexby ventured over to England. He was there undetected for 

several weeks, but his crossing the Channel was noticed and reported to Sir William Lockhart, 

Cromwell’s ambassador to France and also an intelligencer for Thurloe. On 19 June Lockhart 

wrote to Thurloe: “Sexbie is in England, and upon a dangerous desyne. It is most certain he is 

there, and his return is expected by Charles Stuart at Bruges. I have used all possible endeavors 

to learn, where he is, and with whom he corresponds there, but with no successe.”
124

 After 

returning to the Spanish Netherlands, Sexby attended a meeting of English royalists and Spanish 

officials, with Charles II in attendance as well.
125

 Of his mission into England, Sexby would 

write, enigmatically, in a letter to John Wildman, that he had put “jackals in the forest amongst 

the lions.”
126

 What Sexby had done was put Miles Sindercombe, an ex-soldier who had been 

involved in the Overton Plot, and other willing men, to the work of assassinating the Lord 

Protector.
127

 Sindercombe and some accomplices made several attempts on Cromwell’s life.
128

 

Chapter 4 examines these attempts as part of Sexby’s conspiracy against Cromwell. A first 

attempt was planned for 17 September, when it was known that Cromwell would be present to 

open the second Protectorate parliament. A plan to shoot the Protector with pistols was aborted at 

the last moment,
129

 and Cromwell went on to deliver a speech to the parliament, in which he 
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made a case for a war with Spain. He spoke of Sexby’s mission to Madrid, and he called Sexby 

“a wretched creature.”
130

 In early January 1657 Sindercombe and two accomplices planted an 

incendiary device inside a chapel in the Palace of Whitehall, in hopes that Cromwell would be 

killed by the resulting fire. One plotter decided that he must inform Cromwell about the device, 

and this resulted not only in Sindercombe’s arrest, but in the discovery that Sindercombe and his 

accomplices had made several previous attempts on the Protector’s life.
131

 

 The discovery of the ‘Sindercombe Plot’ helped to produce the second Protectorate 

parliament’s offer of the crown to Cromwell in the spring of 1657.
132

 How this happened is 

shown at the beginning of Chapter 5, the last chapter of this dissertation. On 19 January Thurloe 

provided details of the plot to the parliament and identified Sexby as the plot’s instigator.
133

 As 

the members realized the danger that the Protector’s life had been under, they realized also the 

peril to the government and to themselves, for the Protector’s sudden death would have meant 

the collapse of the Protectorate and likely their own ruin. They turned their attention to the 

undecided matter of the succession, for as long as the government “depended on Cromwell’s life 

alone,” England’s future hung in the balance.
134

 This was an opportunity for members to speak 

not only in favor of hereditary succession but also of monarchy. One member, John Ashe, 
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proposed that the Protector be asked “to take upon him the government according to the ancient 

constitution, so that the hopes of our enemies in plots would be at an end.”
135

 “Ashe’s proposal 

was deeply controversial,” but it found support among members who sought to replace the army-

based Protectorship founded on the Instrument of Government with a more traditional form of 

government.
136

 The upshot was a new constitutional document titled The Humble Petition and 

Advice. It asked Cromwell to assume the “name, style, title, dignity, and office of king,” and to 

name the person to succeed him.
137

 Parliament presented The Humble Petition and Advice to 

Cromwell on 31 March, and he was urged to accept the offer of the crown. Cromwell replied he 

must have time to consider so weighty a matter. “For the moment, therefore, the decision was 

postponed” but it was “the general belief” that “Cromwell would accept” the offer.
138

 

 Chapter 5 next shows that Sexby’s determination to kill Cromwell was not diminished, 

but was instead increased after he received word of Sindercombe’s arrest. There are numerous 

references from the first half of 1657 of Sexby’s intention to go to England in order to kill 

Cromwell himself, even if committing the act in person would result in his own death.
139

 Neither 

was Sexby discouraged by news of the parliament’s offer of the crown to Cromwell. He shared 

with English royalists his belief that “Cromwell’s being king will increase the number of his 
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[Sexby’s] friends,” meaning confederates in designs against Cromwell.
140

 Republicans in 

England saw opportunity in the offer of the crown, for they intended to take advantage of the 

general indignation, and quite likely a coup from the army, which they believed would follow 

from Cromwell’s acceptance of the crown.
141

 English republicans had been opposing Cromwell’s 

Protectorate with printed attacks.
142

 Chapter 5 considers some republican works of May 1654 to 

March 1657 to show that the offer of the crown presented Sexby with an opportunity. Every 

Englishman involved in the Good Old Cause regarded Cromwell as “an apostate and a usurper,” 

and many regarded him as “a tyrant.” Here was a chance for Sexby to set forth the doctrine and 

tradition of tyrannicide against Cromwell with a chance of success. The result was the pamphlet 

titled Killing Noe Murder.
143

 

 Described as “the most brilliant republican polemic of the 1650s,”
144

 and finished about 

the end of April 1657, when the excitement over the offer of the kingship to Cromwell was at its 

height,
145

 Killing Noe Murder was a sixteen-page public incitement to Cromwell’s assassination, 

published under the name of Sexby’s close associate and fellow army agitator in 1647, William 

Allen.
146

 The pamphlet’s provocative title derives from its argument that Cromwell was a 
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usurper and a tyrant, and therefore outside the normal protection of the law, and so his killing by 

a private citizen would not be an act of murder.
147

 The body of Killing Noe Murder addresses 

these questions: “Whether my Lord Protectour be a tyrant or not? Secondly, if he be, whether it 

is lawful to do justice upon him without solemnity, that is, to kill him? Thirdly, if it be lawful, 

whether it is like to prove profitable or noxious to the commonwealth?”
148

 Sexby answered each 

question in the affirmative, invoking books of the Old Testament and works by Ames, Appian, 

Aristotle, Augustine, Bacon, Cicero, Grotius, Hooker, Machiavelli, Milton, Plato, Plutarch, 

Polybius, Seneca, Sophocles, Suetonius, Tacitus, Tertullian, Tully, and Xenophon.
149

 It is due in 

part to Sexby and Killing Noe Murder that current scholars of England’s 1640s and 1650s 

“acknowledge” incidents of “systematic plebeian learning.”
150

 Chapter 5 includes a summary of 

Killing Noe Murder. This summary provides insights into Sexby’s character, his political beliefs, 

the scope of his reading, and the ways in which he had come to view Cromwell.                                        

 Sexby had Killing Noe Murder printed in the Dutch Netherlands, possibly in Amsterdam, 

and bundles of the pamphlet shipped to England about the middle of May 1657.
151

 Chapter 5 

provides details concerning the discovery of bundles in London, and the arrests, by Protectorate 
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officials, of John Sturgeon and others who were involved in the distribution of copies.
152

 In a 

London newspaper, copies of Killing Noe Murder were described as “treasonous pamphlets . . . 

written to infect men’s mindes with that inhumane and damnable doctrine of privy murther and 

assassination.”
153

 Thurloe, to whom it chiefly fell to suppress circulation of the pamphlet, 

described Killing Noe Murder, in a letter to Henry Cromwell, as “a very vile book.”
154

 In his 

reply to Thurloe, Henry Cromwell called Killing Noe Murder a “pestilent booke.”
155

 Oliver 

Cromwell was worried by Killing Noe Murder. He attended Sturgeon’s interrogation;
156

 he had 

William Allen brought before him because Allen’s name was on the work as author;
157

 and he 

ordered that seized copies of the pamphlet be burned, to prevent them from getting back into 

circulation.
158

 About two weeks after copies of Killing Noe Murder began circulating in London, 

a Protectorate officeholder wrote “there has been the most dangerous pamphlet lately thrown 

about the streets that ever has been printed in these times.”
159

 Chapter 5 considers these and other 

comments on Killing Noe Murder in their contexts. It also considers a response to Sexby’s 

pamphlet that was titled Killing is Murder;
160

 and it includes comments on Killing Noe Murder 

by exiled English royalists, who were impressed with the work, “despite its republican 
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principles.”
161

 For all its notoriety and careful argument, Killing Noe Murder “proved entirely 

innocuous” to Cromwell because “it came too late.”
162

 In a speech to the parliament on 8 May, 

Cromwell had refused to be made king.
163

 On 25 May, the very day Sturgeon was caught 

carrying two bundles of Killing Noe Murder, Cromwell accepted a revised version of The 

Humble Advice and Petition which appointed him Lord Protector.
164

 Sexby had “counted” on 

Cromwell’s acceptance of the crown, and afterwards, a “swelling tide of indignation” amongst 

the people of England, but there was instead “a general feeling” that the army-generated and 

implemented Instrument of Government had been replaced by a constitution drawn up by “the 

representatives of the people,” and “Cromwell’s government was stronger than ever.”
165

 

 Cromwell’s refusal of the crown adversely impacted Sexby’s plans to see the Protector 

killed,
166

 but at the end of April, about the time Killing Noe Murder went to press, Sexby had 

revealed, in a letter to Father Peter Talbot, addressed from Amsterdam, that he had “more irons 

in the fire for Cromwell than one.”
167

 In June Sexby crossed over to England to promote some 

fresh plot. He remained in England for nearly a month, “in spite of all the vigilance of the 

government.”
168

 But on Friday, 24 July, Sexby was arrested, on board ship, as he was attempting 
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a return to the Continent.
169

 Sexby’s arrest may have been the result of a betrayal by John 

Wildman.
170

 After an examination by Cromwell, Sexby was taken to the Tower of London,
171

 

where he was held “close prisoner” on a charge of “high treason.”
172

 Sexby died in the Tower, of 

an illness, on Wednesday, 13 January 1658.
173

 Shortly thereafter, an account of his final months 

appeared in Mercurius Politicus, the Protectorate’s quasi-official newspaper.
174

 According to this 

account, Sexby fell seriously ill within ten days of being imprisoned in the Tower, and then 

recovered, somewhat, in October, and made two confessions. In the first, Sexby said he was 

“guilty of the whole business of Sindercombe, as to the killing of the Lord Protector.”
175

 In the 

second confession, Sexby owned up to “the books intitled Killing Noe Murder . . . as his own 

work.” He then went on to say that the books “were made before the Lord Protector was settled 

by parliament,” when Sexby believed “he might have destroyed the Protector, because he was 

not chosen or set up by the people;” but “now the case was altered,” and he believed differently, 

“the parliament having settled the government on him.”
176

 

 Because they come to us by way of his captors, Sexby’s confessions may be contrived in 

places.
177

 Chapter 5 will argue that it is more likely that Sexby remained of his former opinions 
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on Cromwell and the Protectorate and put up a resistance.
178

 Certainly, he refused to betray 

confederates who were still plotting against Cromwell.
179

 A truly puzzling matter concerning 

Sexby’s final months is why he was not brought to trial. A conviction for treason carried the 

death penalty. It may be that Sexby’s illness sheltered him from prosecution.
180

 Chapter 5 

considers some other possibilities, one of which is that Cromwell had somehow retained enough 

affection or admiration for Sexby to spare him. This possibility is not all that improbable in view 

that Cromwell and Sexby had a close relationship in the years that followed their rancorous 

exchanges in the Putney Debates.
181

 Chapter 5 describes Sexby’s illness, his final moments, and 

his burial, on Tower of London grounds, on Friday, 15 January 1658.
182

       

 After his appearance as agitator in April 1647 and before his arrest in July 1657, Sexby 

was a force behind several momentous developments, chiefly the politicization of the New 

Model Army and the Putney Debates, the New Model and Leveller alliance against Charles I, 

and the offer of the crown to Oliver Cromwell. From the agitators’ Apologie of the Common 

Souldiers (April 1647) to Killing Noe Murder (May 1657), Sexby’s pen was employed in several 

important works. Charles Firth and Godfrey Davies’s verdict on Sexby’s career will hardly be 

challenged: “there was no more remarkable career in the annals of the New Model Army.”
183

 It 

is to a closer examination of that remarkable career that we now turn. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

APPRENTICE AND SOLDIER 

 

 

Sexby’s life prior to April 1647 has been described as “largely a blank to us.”
1
 Our sources for 

Sexby’s ‘life’ before his ‘career’ are limited to an entry for an Edward Sexby in a registry of 

London apprentices, dated 1632,
2
 and a description of Sexby recorded by the House of 

Commons during an interrogation on 30 April 1647, which calls him a “Suffolk man” and which 

places him as a soldier for the Long Parliament in the first Civil War (1642-1646).
3
 However, a 

general picture of Sexby’s life prior to April 1647 emerges when we consider the implications of 

his London apprenticeship and service in the first Civil War, and combine that information with 

what we know of Sexby’s peers and his career (April 1647 to July 1657).
4
 

I 

Sexby is identified as the Edward, son of Marcus Sexby of London, gentleman, who was 

apprenticed to Edward Price of the Grocers’ Company of London in 1632.
5
 The normal age for 

starting an apprenticeship was sixteen, so if the identification is correct, Sexby was likely born in 

1616, making him about thirty-one in April 1647, when he came into prominence as a New 
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Model Army agitator.
6
 From the career that followed, we know that Sexby could recite from the 

Bible and speak and write persuasively.
7
 Antonia Southern suggests that he was educated, from 

the age of seven, at a grammar school, where the teaching of English grammar preceded the 

teaching of Latin grammar, usually followed by an introduction to works by Roman authors.
8
  

Southern observes of Sexby that if “his schoolboy Latin had become rusty in later life he could 

rely on translations of classical texts; many were available in seventeenth-century England.”
9
 In 

Leviathan (1651) Thomas Hobbes claims that the English monarchy was brought down by “the 

reading of the books of policy and histories of the ancient Greeks and Romans,” for from such 

books men had come to believe that “the subjects in a popular commonwealth enjoy liberty, but 

that in a monarchy they all are slaves,” and that it was “lawful, and laudable,” for “any man” to 

kill a king, “provided before he do it, he call him tyrant.”
10

 In view of Sexby’s vigilance against 

slavery and tyranny as an agitator in the spring of 1647,
11

 and the appearance of Killing Noe 

Murder ten years later,
12

 he may have been impacted in the way Hobbes describes.   
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 Sexby’s apprenticeship suggests that he was a younger son.
13

 In the 1630s a significant 

percentage of London’s apprentices were younger sons of gentlemen. The Grocers’ Company 

was one of London’s “twelve Great Companies, the oldest and most prestigious” of London’s 

more than seventy livery companies, and so among the Grocers’ Company were some of the 

city’s wealthiest men.
14

 Sexby’s apprenticeship, therefore, would have required his father to pay 

Edward Price of the Grocers’ Company “a premium of several hundred pounds” for taking 

Sexby on as an apprentice.
15

 Even so, Sexby’s character may have been shaped by that era’s 

“curse of the younger son.” In accordance with the custom of primogeniture, “the lion’s share” 

of a gentleman’s estate went to the eldest son. A gentleman’s younger sons “were also gentry 

born and bred, but in manhood they had to fend for themselves.” Younger sons bitterly resented 

primogeniture, and in Sexby’s time, “to describe anyone as ‘a younger son’ . . . meant an angry 

young man, bearing more than his share of injustice and resentment, deprived of means by his 

father and elder brother.”
16

 Sexby seems to speak with the voice of a gentleman’s younger son in 

asides he directs at Oliver Cromwell and Henry Ireton in William Clarke’s record of the Putney 

Debates.
17

 When the Putney Debates occurred, Cromwell and Ireton were father-in-law and son-

in-law, and they may have resembled a father and an elder brother to Sexby.
18
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 In 1647 Cromwell was Lieutenant-General of the New Model Army and forty-eight years 

old, and Ireton was Commissary-General and thirty-six.
19

 They were Sexby’s military superiors 

but not his social betters. “Cromwell was the eldest (surviving) son of the younger son of 

knight.” “In consequence his social status was very ill-defined and his economic situation 

precarious.” By 1631 Cromwell’s standing “was essentially that of a yeoman, a working farmer.” 

“He had moved down from the gentry to the ‘middling sort.’” Cromwell’s income and status had 

improved before he joined the Commons of the Long Parliament in November 1640, but during 

the first Civil War and immediately afterwards he was “a man on the margins of the gentry.”
20

  

Ireton was the first-born son of a Nottinghamshire gentleman, but in accordance with the local 

custom of ultimogeniture, all of his father’s landed estate went to his youngest son.
21

 The Putney 

Debates, then, began with Sexby challenging two men with origins similar to his own, with 

Ireton about five years and Cromwell about seventeen years his senior.
22

 

 Sexby’s origins are also consistent with those of the Levellers John Lilburne, Richard 

Overton, John Wildman, and Maximilian Petty, all of whom mattered at points in his career.
23

  

“Their backgrounds are precisely what one might expect for the political leaders of a movement 

which claimed to speak for people who had previously had no voice in politics,”
24

 including men 

who did not meet a requirement for selecting members of a parliament or for sitting in a 
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parliament themselves.
25

 In retrospect, Lilburne described these men as “the hobnails, clouted 

shoes, the private soldiers, the leather and woollen aprons, and the laborious and industrious 

people in England.”
26

 David Wootton observes that “the Leveller leaders were on the lower 

fringes of the social and educational elite, with enough in common with” the people below them 

“to act as their spokesmen, but at the same time with the social and educational confidence 

which would make them potential leaders.” “These were men who had both worn leather or 

woollen aprons and sat at school desks.”
27

 All this applies to Sexby. Lilburne, born about a year 

earlier than Sexby, was the second son of a gentleman with a modest estate in Northumberland.  

He attended grammar school and was apprenticed to a London clothier in 1630.
28

 Overton’s 

origins are obscure, but his writings indicate a good education.
29

 Wildman, identified as the son 

of a yeoman from Norfolk, acquired some legal training and set himself up as a solicitor.
30

 Petty, 

the second son of a gentleman of Oxfordshire, was apprenticed to John Randall of the Grocers’ 

Company in 1634.
31

 About seven years later Sexby introduced Petty, along with Wildman, to the 
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General Council of the New Model Army, and the Putney Debates ensued.
32

 In retrospect it 

seems more than coincidental that Sexby and Petty were apprenticed with the same London 

Company within two years of one another,
33

 and we should be mindful that associations Sexby 

entered into prior to 1647 may have factored into the army politics which launched his career.
34

 

 Petty’s indenture was for eight years and ended, in 1642, when he received freedman’s 

status in London.
35

 Sexby’s indenture, if also for eight years, would have ended in 1640, when he 

was about twenty-four, but his name is not listed among the Grocers’ apprentices who were 

granted their freedom that year.
36

 He may not have completed his apprenticeship.
37

 In view, 

however, of the prominent part that apprentices, and former apprentices, played in the petitioning 

movements, demonstrations, and riots which swept London between 1639 and 1642,
38

 it is easy 

to imagine Sexby having an apprenticeship in these forms of popular agitation.
39

 By the spring of 

1638 Lilburne was a popular figure in London for having suffered for his public opposition to the 

Church of England, as reformed under Archbishop of Canterbury William Laud, and to the 

constitutional improprieties which had accompanied Charles I’s rule without parliaments.  

Despite being held in the Fleet prison, Lilburne began writing and publishing the first of his great 
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many public letters and pamphlets,
40

 and in May 1639 he published a letter addressed to 

London’s apprentices, imploring them to stand for “God” and their “liberties and privileges” as 

Englishmen.
41

 Sexby may have heeded Lilburne’s call to the “brave, courageous, and valiant 

apprentices”
42

 and taken part in the rioting that ensued.
43

 After his release from the Fleet prison 

by order of the Long Parliament in November 1640, called for by Cromwell in the newly 

assembled Commons, Lilburne went on to take part in the riotous demonstrations of 1641 and 

1642, in support of the parliament, which helped to raise the political temperature between 

Charles and the parliament to the brink of war.
44

 Popular demonstrations secured the execution 

in May 1641 of the Earl of Strafford, the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, who was widely believed to 

have advised Charles to use an army of Irish Catholics against the parliament,
45

 and they were a 

compelling reason for Charles to abandon London for York in January 1642, after he led an 

armed intrusion into the Commons in an attempt to arrest the ‘Five Members.’
46

 At one 

demonstration against Strafford, Lilburne was heard to declare that if the crowds “could not have 

Strafford, they would have the king.”
47

 It was willful talk of this sort that made Cromwell “most 

dissatisfied” with Sexby in the Putney Debates.
48
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II 

 

“On 30 April 1647 Sexby was interrogated at the bar of the House of Commons,” with William 

Allen and Thomas Shepherd, about the “drafting, circulating, and presenting” to Sir Thomas 

Fairfax, the Lord General of the New Model Army, and to the Commons, manuscript copies of a 

letter printed a few days later in a pamphlet titled The Apologie of the Common Souldiers.
49

 This 

was “the first manifesto drawn up by the elective representatives of the ordinary soldiery” who 

were soon to be known as the ‘agitators.’
50

 After his interrogation, the Commons had a 

description of Sexby as a “Suffolk man, trouper in the Generall’s owne troupe, serv’d fower 

yeares, before hee served the Generall hee serv’d the Lieutenant Generall in that troupe which is 

now the Generall’s.”
51

 Sexby was evasive when questioned about the soldiers’ manifesto,
52

 but 

he may have given the Commons an accurate account of himself.
53

 The Commons’ description 

of Sexby may be explained as follows: a man from county Suffolk, currently serving in the horse 

troop of Sir Thomas Fairfax, the Lord General of the New Model Army; he had served the 

parliament four years, two years in the horse troop commanded by Oliver Cromwell, who was 

then a Lieutenant-Colonel in the Army of the Eastern Association, and two years under Fairfax, 

after the cavalry of the Eastern Association was incorporated into the New Model Army.
54
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 The identification of Sexby as a ‘Suffolk man’ is “not inconsistent” with an 

apprenticeship with London’s Grocers’ Company.
55

 Each year, thousands of adolescent males 

traveled from their home counties to apprenticeships in London.
56

 Also, many of Sexby’s peers 

departed London for their home counties to enlist as soldiers in the first Civil War.
57

 Sexby may 

have done the same. An allegiance by Sexby to Suffolk is consistent with service in the Army of 

the Eastern Association. This army was raised from and maintained by the strongly 

parliamentarian counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Hertfordshire, Cambridgeshire, 

Huntingdonshire, and the Isle of Ely.
58

 Sexby’s service in the cavalry is an indicator of his social 

status. Of the Long Parliament’s armies, Ian Gentles writes that “In every army the infantry, who 

after 1644 were mostly conscripts, came from the lowest ranks of society: apprentices, servants, 

labourers, the jobless, vagrants, and other criminals. . . . Cavalry troopers, many of whom 

reported for service already mounted, clothed, and armed, were of distinctly higher social 

status.” It was commonplace to find in the cavalry men who had been “apprentices, copyholders, 

husbandmen, small tradesmen, and craftsmen,” even scholars at Cambridge before enlisting.  

“They were, in sum, men of the ‘middling sort’ or slightly below.” “Mostly literate, and 

animated by a political and religious consciousness not found among the infantry, they would 

play a leading role in the conflict between the army and parliament from 1647 to 1649.”
59

 

Gentles could have had Sexby in mind while writing this description.     
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 After witnessing the poor performance of the parliamentarian cavalry at the Battle of 

Edgehill on 23 October 1642, Cromwell returned to Cambridge, from where he proceeded to 

raise a double regiment of cavalry for the Army of the Eastern Association with far more care 

than was usual for a Civil War commander.
60

 It is possible, therefore, to infer something about 

Sexby from the men with whom he served. Of his “Ironsides,” as these spirited yet disciplined 

troops of horse came to be called, 
61

 Cromwell would later boast that “I raised such men as had 

the fear of God before them, and made some conscience of what they did.”
62

 Richard Baxter, 

who was a chaplain to men Cromwell had recruited after they were incorporated into the cavalry 

of the New Model Army,
63

 recalled them as “religious men” who were “of greater understanding 

than common soldiers” and therefore “more apprehensive of the importance and consequence of 

the war.” “Making not money, but that which they took for the public felicity to be their end, 

they were more engaged to be valiant.”
64

 Austin Woolrych observes that “One of Cromwell’s 

greatest strengths was his power to communicate to his officers and men his own utter certainty 

that they were the instruments of a divine plan . . . [that] they were the shock-troops of the people 

of God.”
65

 Sexby gave voice to this sort of certainty early in the Putney Debates, in a speech in 

which he declared, in effect, that the New Model Army might justly purge the parliament of its 

enemies and impose a peace settlement on the king and the parliament, for the good of the people 
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of England.
66

 In September 1643 Cromwell praised his twelve troops of horse as “a lovely 

company,” excepting only some troopers from Suffolk who were “so mutinous” he feared they 

might “cut his throat.”
67

 Cromwell’s comment on the Suffolk men is interesting when we 

consider that Sexby, a ‘Suffolk man,’
68

 would later plot against Cromwell’s life.
69

 

 On 2 July 1644 at the Battle of Marston Moor the discipline of Cromwell’s Ironsides for 

the Army of the Eastern Association “turned imminent defeat into overwhelming victory” over 

the royalist forces commanded by Prince Rupert and the Marquis of Newcastle.
70

 Cromwell’s 

own troop was in the thickest of the fighting and he suffered “a nasty head wound.”
71

 In view 

that Sexby spoke on more than one occasion at Putney of the common soldiers who had ventured 

their lives, including himself among them, we can easily imagine that he was engaged in some 

fighting.
72

 Sexby’s soldiering with the Eastern Association matters for another reason: for about 

two years he was in the same army as John Lilburne, who was a Lieutenant-Colonel of dragoons 

for the Eastern Association from 1643 to April 1645.
73

 Lilburne, who would rate Sexby’s 

influence among the soldiery of the New Model Army very highly just weeks before the Putney 

Debates,
74

 may have formed some impressions of Sexby at this earlier juncture.   
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 “The fruits of Marston Moor were thrown away,” in later battles, by the Earls of Essex 

and Manchester.
75

 As parliamentarian generals they split time between their armies and the 

House of Lords, and with Denzil Holles in the Commons, they provided leadership to a peace 

party in the parliament. These men knew that the Civil War posed a threat to the traditional 

political and social order and they wanted an immediate end to the war. They were in favor of 

negotiations with the king, though not very concerned to obtain real guarantees from him in a 

post-war settlement, and opposed to measures for a more successful waging of the war.
76

 On the 

other extreme was a war party in the Commons that included Henry Marten, Sir Arthur 

Hesilrige, and Cromwell. These men were distrustful of Charles, generally not in favor of 

negotiations with him, and supportive of measures for a more successful pursuit of the war. They 

envisioned a war fought to a decisive victory and, after the unconditional surrender of the king, a 

post-war settlement dictated by the parliament.
77

 The peace and war parties competed for the 

support of the members of a middle group that also wanted peace, but not a peace obtained by 

surrender. The middle group men were ready to negotiate with the king, “but they saw the 

connection between negotiation and the military situation . . . that only a vigorous conduct of the 

war could persuade Charles I to an acceptable peace.”
78

 

 Adding to tensions between the peace and war parties was disagreement in the parliament 

on matters of religion. All members agreed on the need to do away with the popish innovations 

brought about under Archbishop William Laud, but when it came to the matter of a post-war 
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settlement for the Church of England, general agreement ceased. Dominating the peace party 

were men who would be called ‘presbyterians’ after the war, like Holles, who, while determined 

to abolish the episcopal structure of the Church, that is its governance by crown-appointed 

bishops, nonetheless wanted “a national church with strict doctrinal conformity.” They took their 

name from the lay elders, or ‘presbyters,’ who with ordained ministers would be charged with 

imposing that conformity. Holding sway in the war party were men, like Cromwell, who would 

be called ‘independents.’ While also anti-episcopalians, they were opposed to an “insistence 

upon national doctrinal conformity.” “They wished to have each congregation govern itself 

within the context of an essential uniformity, to allow for the practices of ‘tender consciences 

that differ not in fundamentals.’” Numerically larger than both these groups combined, and 

encompassing the middle group, were “reforming ‘episcopalians,’” who would strip the Church 

of its Laudian innovations but leave its traditional episcopal structure intact.
79

 

 Desire for a broad ‘liberty of conscience’ in matters of religion was something future 

independents had in common with future Levellers. In 1639, “from a conviction that the bishops 

were an outgrowth of popery, and that therefore they and the whole Anglican Church were the 

creatures of anti-Christ,” John Lilburne had issued a work titled Come Out of Her My People, in 

which he insisted that “true believers must quit the established church, and separate themselves 

from it, and must worship according to their consciences in their own congregations.”
80

 With 

ecclesiastical discipline collapsed during the Civil War, men and women were doing this with 

impunity in 1644, among them groups the presbyterians would call “the Baptists, who denied the 

efficacy of infant baptism,” and “the Antinomians, who preached that the saved could not sin.” 
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To future presbyterians, allowance for a ‘liberty of conscience’ was opening a floodgate to all 

sorts of sectarianism and religious errors.
81

 

 On 25 November 1644 Cromwell “launched an attack on Manchester’s military conduct” 

in the Commons, “aiming to secure his removal as commander-in-chief of the [Army of] the 

Eastern Association.” A week later in the Lords, Manchester launched a counter-attack, charging 

that Cromwell stood for “religious and political radicalism.” The Earl of Essex supported this 

charge and initiated proceedings to have Cromwell barred from military command “by having 

him indicted as an incendiary.”
82

 This quarrel added to feelings “that God was displeased” with 

the parliamentarian commanders, “and that He was withholding victory because of the worldly 

pride that governed their actions.” The parliament’s “worldly response to this religious 

perception was the Self-Denying Ordinance, which made a clean sweep of the high command 

(all members of parliament had to choose between military and parliamentary duties and all 

chose the latter).” Essex, Manchester, and Cromwell were removed from military command. As 

an additional measure aimed at achieving victory, the war party and the middle group supported 

one another to secure the parliament’s approval of the New Model Ordinance. In accordance 

with this measure, the armies of Essex, Sir William Waller, and the Eastern Association would 

be “fused into a single new strike force – the New Model Army.”
83

 “It was to consist of eleven 

regiments of horse of 600 men each, one regiment of dragoons numbering 1,000 men, and twelve 

regiments of foot of 1,200 men each,” for a total force of 22,000 men.
84

 It was to be funded by “a 

monthly assessment of approximately £45,000” to be laid on the seventeen counties currently 
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under the parliament’s control.
85

 To command the New Model Army, parliament commissioned 

Sir Thomas Fairfax, a “non-political Yorkshireman” with no strong feelings on the Church 

settlement issue, and an excellent war record, as Lord General.
86

 When the Eastern Association 

army was incorporated into the New Model in the spring of 1645, Cromwell’s Ironsides were the 

basis of the new cavalry regiments of Fairfax and Colonel Edward Whalley.
87

 This is how Sexby 

came to be in the Lord General’s own troop of horse.
88

 When the New Model took the field in 

April, the post of Lieutenant-General was unfilled. The Commons appointed Cromwell to this 

position on 10 June, just four days before the Battle of Naseby. Fairfax had urgently requested 

Cromwell’s appointment, and a revised Self-Denying Ordinance did not bar members of the 

parliament from reappointment to military service.
89

 

 Sexby’s service in Fairfax’s troop of horse put him close to the political and religious 

radicals that Richard Baxter described. Baxter, who had friends in the New Model Army, and 

who happened to be near Naseby, visited encampments after the battle.
90

 As he wrote later, 

Baxter at once encountered some “plotting heads” intimating “very hot . . . their intention to 

subvert both church and state.”
91

 In 1643 Baxter had declined an invitation from Cromwell to act 

as a chaplain to the Ironsides. He agreed now to be a chaplain to Whalley’s regiment of horse, 
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but he declared his intention was to disabuse men of their radical ideas.
92

 It was a frustrated 

mission. Over the remainder of the war, Baxter observed that most of the ordinary troopers, and 

many of the officers, were “honest, sober, orthodox men,” and that others were “tractable” and 

“ready to hear the truth.” But his work was counteracted by “a few proud, self-conceited, hot-

headed sectaries,” who by “their very heat and activity bore down the rest, or carried them along 

with them.” Baxter perceived that such men “took the king for a tyrant and an enemy, and really 

intended absolutely to master him, or to ruin him; and that they thought if they might fight 

against him, they might kill or conquer him; and if they might conquer him, they were never 

more to trust him further than he was in their power.” As concerned a settlement of religion, 

Baxter saw men who were “far from thinking of a moderate episcopacy, or of any healing way” 

between the positions of reforming episcopalians and future presbyterians. These men “most 

honored the separatists, Anabaptists, and Antinomians.” Men would often dispute with Baxter, 

arguing “sometimes for state democracy, sometimes for church democracy.” But their “most 

frequent and vehement disputes were for ‘liberty of conscience,’ as they called it; that is, that the 

civil magistrate had nothing to do to determine of anything in matters of religion, by constraint 

or restraint, but every man might not only hold, but preach and do in matters of religion what he 

pleased.”
93

 Sexby too was for a broad ‘liberty of conscience,’
94

 and at Putney he spoke against 

reinstating Charles as king.
95

 Baxter estimated that when he began his chaplaincy, less than one 

man in twenty in the New Model was infected with the beliefs he described. But the ones who 

were infected were “Cromwell’s chief favorites” and “the soul of the army,” with “their strength 
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being in the General’s [Fairfax’s], and Whalley’s, and [Colonel Nathaniel] Rich’s regiments of 

horse.”
96

 It should be pointed out that Baxter’s sympathies lay with the future presbyterians 

while he was a chaplain, that he was writing long after the experiences he described, and that his 

recollections were no doubt influenced by a knowledge of what the New Model Army would do 

to the parliament and Charles I in the aftermath of the second Civil War (1648).
97

 But we may 

still conclude that Sexby had been near the epicenter of early New Model Army radicalism. 

 The Battle of Naseby (14 June 1645) “made a parliamentarian victory [in the first Civil 

War] all but inevitable.” Charles’s main army was destroyed and the defeat cost him access to 

the men and other military resources of the Midlands and North of England. From Naseby, the 

New Model Army proceeded into the West Country where it routed the only other significant 

royalist force, Lord George Goring’s army (at Langport on 10 July), before compelling Prince 

Rupert to surrender Bristol (on 10 September), and putting an end to the possibility that Charles 

might continue the war with forces disembarked there from Ireland or the Continent.
98

 Another 

eight months of marches, skirmishes, and sieges lay ahead for the New Model Army, and other 

parliamentarian forces, but “the war was effectively over.”
99

 Oxford, the royalist capital, 

surrendered to Fairfax on 24 June 1646.
100

 The king was not present. On 27 April Charles had 

slipped out of the city in disguise and then made his way north, intent on presenting himself at 
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the headquarters of a Scottish army near Newcastle.
101

 He had already begun to scheme for the 

start of a second war by offering Scotland his consent to a Presbyterian settlement of religion in 

that kingdom in return for military assistance against his English enemies. When commissioners 

from Scotland demanded his guarantee of a Presbyterian settlement of religion in England as 

well, Charles refused and he became a virtual prisoner.
102

 On 30 July, when a delegation from 

the Lords and Commons arrived at Newcastle to offer Charles what are known as the Newcastle 

Propositions, the parliament’s quest for a post-war settlement had begun.
103
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

AGITATOR AND NEW AGENT  

 

 

Sexby made his “first public appearance” on 30 April 1647 when he, along with William Allen 

and Thomas Shepherd, was interrogated before the House of Commons about a document 

published a few days later in a pamphlet titled The Apologie of the Common Souldiers.
1
 Two 

days earlier, Sexby, Allen, and Shepherd had presented a copy of this document to Sir Thomas 

Fairfax, the Lord General of the New Model Army, and then, with extraordinary boldness, they 

brought a copy to the Commons and waited around to observe the reaction in the House.
2
 The 

“first manifesto” produced by the “elective representatives of the ordinary soldiery” of the New 

Model, soon to be known as the ‘agitators,’ the document Sexby and his companions carried, had 

the support of eight cavalry regiments behind it.
3
 It called on Fairfax “to join with the soldiery in 

resisting” a plan in the parliament to reduce his army by drawing an expedition for Ireland from 

its ranks. Also, it alleged this plan was part of a plot to set up a “parliamentary tyranny.”
4
 The 

wording and the charge contained in the paper struck hard at members of the Commons, and so 
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Sexby and his companions were called to the bar of the House for questioning. “Though pressed 

hard,” they stuck to a prepared statement which gave away little about the origins of the 

manifesto.
5
 Afterwards, there were motions to punish the three troopers for their impudence and 

obstructionism, but cooler heads prevailed with the argument that such an act might trigger a 

mutiny in the New Model Army, of which the manifesto seemed the harbinger. Sexby, Allen, 

and Shepherd were allowed to depart the House and they returned to their regiments.
6
      

 Sexby’s significance in what transpired over the next seven months with the New Model 

Army
7
 has rested on two traditions: the first holds that he was “a principle force behind the 

agitator movement and the mutiny it inspired;”
8
 the second holds that he was “an associate of the 

Leveller leaders” and a promoter of Leveller writings amongst the soldiery.
9
 More recent 

scholarship has challenged these traditions.
10

 In response, this chapter offers a reassessment of 
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Sexby’s role in the politics of the New Model Army in 1647. It shows that he was consequential 

in other ways. Those other ways were mentioned in the Introduction, but are considered more 

closely in this chapter.
11

 Much of Sexby’s importance in 1647 related to his role as an agitator, 

but his greatest significance that year related to his concurrent roles as agitator and new agent in 

October and November. It has been “very plausibly” suggested that Sexby was the main author 

of The Case of the Armie Truly Stated,
12

 which two new agents presented to Fairfax on 18 

October.
13

 Sexby and other new agents shared responsibility, with Levellers, for the mutinous 

arrival of two New Model regiments, in support of the Levellers’ Agreement of the People, at the 

army rendezvous on Corkbush Field on 15 November.
14

 Between these dates, Sexby’s status as 

both agitator and new agent had remarkable effect. At the end of October Sexby performed the 

pivotal function of intermediary between the New Model’s General Council of officers and 

agitators, meeting at Putney, and the new agents and their Leveller contacts.
15

 On 28 October the 

different political agendas of the General Council, the new agents, and the Levellers intersected 

at Putney to produce three extraordinary days of recorded debates (28 and 29 October and 1 

November).
16

 This chapter proceeds, in part, from the seemingly underappreciated fact that 

William Clarke’s record of the Putney Debates begins with Sexby’s introduction of two new 

agents and the civilian Levellers John Wildman and Maximillian Petty to the assembled General 
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Council.
17

 The recorded debates at Putney followed from the presence before the army Council 

on 28 October of Wildman and Petty as spokesmen for the Agreement of the People.
18

 John 

Morrill and Philip Baker have pondered, as Ivan Roots pondered before them, “What were 

civilian Levellers doing there?”
19

 A goal of this chapter is to show that Sexby’s status as both 

agitator and new agent in October offers the most plausible explanation. Sexby may not have 

been “a principle force behind the agitator movement and the mutiny it inspired,”
20

 and he may 

not have been “an associate of the Leveller leaders” and a promoter of their writings amongst the 

soldiery,
21

 but he was a pivotal figure behind the Putney Debates, and more generally, from the 

summer of 1647, a formidable figure in the politics of the New Model Army, with an impact 

very much out of proportion to his rank of private trooper.   

 

I 

 

Before we proceed with an examination of Sexby’s role as agitator, it will be helpful to consider 

developments to the end of March 1647 which gave rise to the election of agitators. Behind those 

developments were rival parties in the parliament, Charles I, the officers and soldiers of the New 

Model Army, and the radicals of London who would soon be known as the Levellers.
22
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 By the beginning of 1647 the “three-way division in the parliament” that had existed 

during the Civil War, “between a war party, a middle group, and a peace party had given way to 

an increasing polarization between two groups . . . called presbyterians and independents.”
23

 

Their disagreement over a national settlement of religion gave them their labels, but religion was 

not the only matter on which they disagreed. What matters most here is that they disagreed over 

what to do with the New Model Army now that the war had ended.
24

 The presbyterians, behind 

the leadership of Denzil Holles in the Commons, included virtually all of the old peace party and 

were dominant in the parliament.
25

 For two main reasons, they were determined to see the New 

Model broken up as soon as possible. First, they feared its effect as a subversive force, based on 

reports of sectaries and radicals in its ranks. Their fears were freshly confirmed by Thomas 

Edwards, who had seen cause to inveigh against the New Model in the third and last part of 

Gangraena, his compendium of the religious and political infections of the times.
26

 Second, they 

believed their opponents in the parliament, the independents, “who were the army’s allies,” 

would call on the New Model to block the partisan deals that they, the presbyterians, intended to 

“strike with the king” in a peace settlement.
27

 With Charles defeated in England, the parliament’s 

next military objective was to recover Ireland from the rebel confederation that had been 

controlling much of that country.
28

 The need to raise an expeditionary force for Ireland presented 
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the presbyterians with “a golden opportunity to break the New Model as an entity.”
29

 

Accordingly, Holles and his closest supporters made plans to raise the expeditionary force from 

the New Model, in exclusion of other parliamentarian forces, and to disband most of the rest.
30

 

The independents, who included virtually all of the old war party, recognized a political motive 

behind the presbyterians’ plans for the New Model, because “it made no military sense” to break 

up the parliament’s most effective army until the king had been made to accept “satisfactory and 

binding peace terms.”
31

 They wanted the New Model maintained at full strength until this goal 

had been achieved.
32

 More than the presbyterians, they were mindful of Charles’ capacity for 

intrigue, and they knew that many Scots and Irish, as well as English, were prepared to take up 

arms for him. The second Civil War was, in fact, “little more than a year away.”
33

 

 In early 1647 Charles was no closer to accepting the peace terms that commissioners sent 

from the parliament had presented to him some six months earlier at Newcastle.
34

 He had given 

only temporizing replies to these ‘Newcastle Propositions’ and requested on several occasions 

that he be allowed to come to London to negotiate a “personal treaty” with parliament.
35

 He was 

exploiting the divisions in his kingdoms and making preparations for a new war that would 
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overturn the decision against him in the last. Apprehensive of what Charles’ presence in London 

might produce, the parliament would scarcely consider his request.
36

 As we saw at the end of the 

preceding chapter,
37

 Charles had slipped out of Oxford in April 1646 and made his way to the 

headquarters of a Scottish army near Newcastle. He was mistaken that the terms upon which this 

army would fight to restore him to his regal authority had been agreed. At the headquarters, 

Scottish commissioners had demanded that he guarantee a Presbyterian settlement of the Church 

of England. He had refused and become the Scots’ prisoner.
38

 But there had remained the danger 

to the parliament that Charles and the Scots would come to an agreement and initiate a war.
39

  

Therefore, the parliament negotiated the withdrawal of the Scottish army from England and the 

transfer of the king to its custody in return for payment of £400,000 owed to the Scots for their 

military contributions. By the middle of February 1647, this sum had been paid and the Scottish 

army had returned to Scotland.
40

 Under the guardianship of commissioners sent by the 

parliament, Charles was brought into a supervised residence at Holmby House, an estate in 

Leicestershire.
41

 For the parliament’s presbyterians, the departure of the Scottish army and 

custody of the king removed all reason for keeping the New Model Army in existence.
42

 

 In February 1647 the New Model Army was soon to become a political force for Charles 

and the parliament to reckon with. “As a body it had so far scrupulously refrained from political 

activity,” and so far belied the fears of the presbyterian party, but it did not lack “political 
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awareness.”
43

 The New Model had, in fact, a “keen” political awareness.
44

 According to Austin 

Woolrych, this awareness had three main origins. First, there were the officers who were 

members of the Commons. These included Lieutenant-General Oliver Cromwell, his son-in-law 

Commissary-General Henry Ireton, and Colonels Thomas Rainborough and Thomas Harrison.
45

  

Each of these men was an independent
46

 and would take part in the Putney Debates.
47

 These 

‘officer-MPs’ were in contrast to Sir Thomas Fairfax, the Lord General of the New Model, who 

avoided political involvement, as much as his position would allow, and preferred that his 

officers and soldiers do likewise.
48

 Second, there were the majority of the officers who knew of 

the contest in the parliament that attended the New Model’s formation.
49

 Future independents 

had supported the Self-Denying and New Model Ordinances, and future presbyterians had 

opposed these measures.
50

 Also, many officers had been put through a drawn-out scrutiny by 

future presbyterians in the Commons before they received their commissions.
51

 Third, there were 

the cavalry troopers.
52

 As we saw in Chapter 1,
53

 New Model cavalrymen were “men of the 
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‘middling sort.’”
54

 Woolrych describes them as “not only literate but highly aware of the issues 

at stake during the war and since its conclusion.”
55

 Most of them had volunteered for military 

service and were aware that the issues for which they had risked their lives could be settled, or 

not, depending on the terms of a peace settlement between the king and the parliament.
56

               

 “Latent political awareness” in the New Model Army became “overt political activity”
57

 

because of “two main grievances” common to officers and soldiers.
58

 Woolrych explains these 

grievances as follows: “the shabby treatment that the parliament was according to its soldiers, 

starving them of their pay, failing to provide them with adequate indemnity from prosecution for 

acts committed under the stress of war (such as commandeering horses or doing damage to 

property for defensive reasons), and making little provision either for those incapacitated by their 

wounds or for the widows and orphans of the fallen;” and “the growingly obvious intention of 

the presbyterian-dominated parliament to liquidate the New Model Army by constituting an 

expeditionary force for Ireland exclusively from its ranks and disbanding most of the rest.”
59

 The 

presbyterians’ plans for the army aroused strong resentment in the New Model for three main 

reasons.
60

 First, while officers and their men saw the need to reduce the military establishment 

burdening England, now that the war had been won, they could not accept a plan that would 

reduce the New Model but leave in arms the much greater number of men who served in 

garrisons and in several regional armies. Until the king had been bound to satisfactory peace 
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terms, and while there was a danger that he would attempt to improve on his position with a 

second war, this time relying mainly on armed forces from Scotland, a substantial English force 

needed to be maintained, and “it made no military sense to lay the axe first to the New Model, 

whose fighting quality and corporate morale far outshone those of the provincial forces.”
61

 

Second, while officers and soldiers could see a need to reassert control over Ireland, and a 

military case for deploying the parliament’s most effective forces to that operation, most in the 

army thought that a plan to raise the expeditionary force for Ireland exclusively from the New 

Model, drawing no part of it from parliament’s other armed forces, was unjust. Woolrych 

observes that “[m]any veterans, including most of the cavalrymen, had enlisted as volunteers to 

fight a specific enemy, and had had no thought of serving outside their own country.”
62

 Third, 

officers and cavalrymen suspected, as did their allies in the independent party, that a purely 

political motive was behind the presbyterians’ plans for the New Model; as we just saw, this was 

to remove the New Model as a potential impediment to any presbyterian deal-making with the 

king.
63

 The presbyterians’ hostility towards the New Model had been made obvious in some 

resolutions they had carried in the Commons.
64

 On 18 February it was decided that “only five 

New Model regiments,” all of them cavalry, among them the regiments of Fairfax (Sexby’s 

regiment) and Cromwell, were to be spared disbandment or assignment to Ireland.
65

 On 6 March 

it was decided that “the entire force for Ireland, which was to consist of 3,000 horse, 1,200 
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dragoons, and 8,400 foot, should be formed from the New Model.”
66

 About 6,000 New Model 

infantry were to be disbanded.
67

 On a single day, 8 March, the presbyterians carried three 

resolutions, aimed at Cromwell and the other officer-MPs, and at officers who desired ‘liberty of 

conscience’ as part of a post-war religious settlement: first, that with the exception of Fairfax, 

“no officer in England . . . should rank higher than colonel,” which would have meant a 

demotion for Cromwell and Ireton; second, that members of the Commons “should hold no 

military commands in England,” which would have forced the officer-MPs to chose between 

military and parliamentary service; and third, that “all officers serving in England” be made to 

conform to a “parliamentary settlement of religion,” to be determined by the leaders of the 

presbyterian party.
68

 “Very many officers had taken up arms for the parliament before there was 

any question of [it] imposing a Presbyterian uniformity on the country.”
69

 What this last 

resolution communicated to the New Model was that its nonconforming officers might risk their 

lives for the parliament again in Ireland, but they would not be tolerated in England.
70

        

 Cromwell’s discouragement after these resolutions passed in the Commons was such that 

he considered taking military service in Germany in support of toleration for Calvinists.
71

 He 

apparently had no idea that the New Model might resist the plans of the presbyterians, for on or 

about 20 March, he assured the House that the army would submit to the will of parliament.
72
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By early June the opposite had proven to be the case.
73

 Cromwell’s assurance belied the reality 

that a petitioning movement was underway among the men of the eight cavalry regiments 

stationed in East Anglia.
74

 A demand common to these petitions was for the parliament to attend 

to the army’s arrears of pay.
75

 The presbyterian leadership in the Commons knew nothing of the 

movement when, apparently with Cromwell’s assurance as an encouragement, they sent three of 

their party as commissioners to Fairfax’s headquarters at Saffron Walden in Suffolk to enlist 

officers and their men for the expedition to Ireland.
76

 In a meeting with forty-three officers, most 

of them senior (colonels to captains), these commissioners were affronted to be asked for 

answers to four questions before there could be any enlistment for the Irish expedition: “What 

regiments were to be kept up in England? Who was to command the army in Ireland? How 

would the soldiers who went to Ireland be paid, fed, and clothed? How would the soldiers be 

satisfied regarding arrears of pay and indemnity?”
77

 Within a few days of this meeting, a new 

petition was being circulated for signatures. It had been produced by sympathetic officers as a 

compendium of earlier petitions. Addressed not to the parliament but to Fairfax, its tone was 

respectful, but it straightforwardly enumerated the soldiery’s chief concerns as follows: 

“indemnity for acts done in war, security for their arrears of pay, provision for the maimed and 

for their fallen comrades’ widows and children, and that there should be no compulsion on those 
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who had enlisted as volunteers to serve outside the kingdom.”
78

 On 27 March the three 

commissioners submitted a copy of this petition when they reported on their recruiting mission to 

the Commons. The House immediately sent word to Fairfax to suppress the petition, and he 

obediently issued orders that it be circulated no further, but “it had taken on a momentum beyond 

his control.”
79

 On 29 March the Commons received a letter which reported that not only was the 

petition still circulating, but that its supporters now included a group of senior officers. The 

presbyterian leadership became furious and carried a motion that these officers be summoned to 

Westminster to answer for their actions. That evening, after many independents had departed the 

House, Holles took the opportunity to draft and introduce “what would soon be notorious [in the 

New Model Army] as the Declaration of Dislike.”
80

 It passed in the thin Commons and the Lords 

approved it the next day.
81

 It declared the Houses’ “high dislike” of the army petition, for putting 

“conditions upon the parliament” and obstructing “the reliefe of Ireland,” and threatened that all 

who continued in a “distempered condition” and promoting the petition would “be looked upon, 

and proceeded against as enemies to the state, and disturbers of the publike peace.”
82

 By 8 April 

it had been decided in parliament that “almost all of the New Model,” six regiments of cavalry 

and all twelve regiments of infantry, would have two choices: engage for service in Ireland or 

submit to immediate disbandment.
83
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 Woolrych describes the parliament’s response to the army petition as “over-reactions.”
84

 

The “experienced politicians” who made up the Lords and Commons over-reacted, he suggests, 

for two main reasons.
85

 First, Holles successfully exploited the opportunity presented by the 

anger in the House, over the report of the continued circulation of the army petition, and still 

more of its promotion by senior officers, to hasten the destruction of the New Model.
86

 Second, 

and more importantly, the army petition came to the attention of the parliament only twelve days 

after “another petition that contained the fullest statement so far of the aims of those who would 

soon be known as the Levellers.”
87

 For Woolrych, the army petition seems to have appeared so 

closely on the heels of the Leveller petition by “sheer coincidence.”
88

 He observes that the army 

petition specifies the concerns of veterans, not of aggrieved Englishmen, and stresses that “the 

Levellers had made a few converts in the army, but not many as yet.”
89

 Nonetheless, members of 

the parliament believed the two petitions were products of the same subversive movement.
90

 The 

Levellers – “John Lilburne, William Walwyn, Richard Overton and their associates” – had up to 

this point been articulating “specific grievances, especially those felt by [England’s] ‘middling 
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sort.’”
91

 With this ‘Large Petition,’
92

 as it is known to scholars, they had “shocked and shaken”
93

 

the parliament by demanding not only immediate relief of a great many grievances, but also, in 

effect, “a constitutional revolution,”
94

 and this was the annihilation of the power of the king and 

Lords to veto measures approved by the Commons, to make the House supreme in matters of 

government, and the Commons’ recognition that it was accountable to the people of England as a 

whole.
95

 Addressed to the Commons as “the supreme authority of this nation,” the Large Petition 

had also demanded of the Commons a program of reforms that included the toleration of all 

religious opinions, the abolition of tithes, imprisonment for debt, and monopolies, the issue of 

laws in plain English, the right of accused persons to refuse to answer questions against 

themselves and to have due process, and provisions for the relief of the poor.
96

 To Samuel 

Gardiner, the program of the Large Petition was “one for three centuries rather than for a single 

parliament.”
97

 Woolrych observes that what the Large Petition implied, which made it “so 

offensive to most MPs, was that the present parliament was oppressing the people in ways all too 

similar to those that it had charged against the personal rule of Charles I, not least in the matter 

of religious persecution.”
98

 It is understandable, therefore, why the parliament reacted so 

strongly against the army petition, in a case of guilt by mistaken association with the Leveller 

movement. In March 1647, the Levellers’ most extraordinary political ideas were still several 
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months from being put into writing. These were ideas for “a democratic commonwealth,” 

founded on “franchise and parliamentary reform,” where there would be “natural rights that not 

even the people’s democratically elected representatives might encroach upon.”
99

 The Levellers’ 

achievement in getting these projected reforms before members of the General Council of the 

New Model Army in October, with their first Agreement of the People, provided discussion 

points for “one of the most remarkable debates in constitutional history,” the Putney Debates.
100

 

It is to a discussion of Sexby’s role in bringing about those debates that we now turn.    

 

II 

 

In compliance with an order from the parliament, Sir Thomas Fairfax dutifully caused copies of 

the Declaration of Dislike to be read out to each regiment of his army. About a two week lull in 

the promotion of the army petition followed, but there was initially some protest.
101

 On 3 April 

someone at New Model headquarters, Saffron Walden, put into his letter that at one reading of 

the declaration “some of the souldiers gave out, it was an hard case with them, that they that had 

fought for the liberty of the subjects of England, should be denied the liberty of a subject to 

petition.” Closing the letter, the writer asked for the soldiers, “And have they fought to maintain 

the Petition of Right, and be denied a right of petitioning themselves?”
102

 In another letter from 

Saffron Walden, also dated 3 April, someone asked, “Who would have thought that so modest 

and moderate an addresse . . . [as the army petition] . . . would have raised so much dust? Or, 
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have the souldiers onely, who have been instruments to recover the lost liberties of the nation, 

fought themselves into slavery?” Probably a member of the New Model, this writer insisted 

“Sure there is a right of petitioning for us, as well as there was a Petition of Right once for the 

parliament.”
103

 What makes these letters remarkable is that they each feature a language, born of 

exasperation, desperation and fear of slavery, like Sexby and his fellow agitators were to use.
104

  

 By the middle of April the intimidating effect of the Declaration of Dislike had largely 

worn off and there began a “rapid heightening of political consciousness” in the New Model, 

starting in the cavalry regiments.
105

 At a meeting at Ipswich in Suffolk on 15 April, the men of 

Henry Ireton’s regiment, far from heeding the declaration, ruled out abandoning the army 

petition as an option and discussed sending copies of it to Westminster by “two out of every 

troop,” even though they expected these men would be imprisoned by order of the parliament.
106

 

This is the earliest evidence for the emergence of New Model’s agitators, which were elected at 

the troop level before two agitators were “chosen to represent whole regiments.” The parliament 

was now only weeks away from having its votes to dissolve the New Model rendered of no 

effect by the work of regimental agitators. That these regimental agitators appeared first from the 

horse regiments was to be expected, for cavalrymen “were not only more widely literate and 

politically conscious than most foot soldiers . . . but being mounted they could communicate 

much more easily between scattered troops and regiments.”
107
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 As late as the end of April, neither House of parliament had any “conception” of the 

“crisis” into which they were heading with the New Model.
108

 On 27 April it was decided in the 

Lords that regiments not going to Ireland should be given six weeks’ pay on disbandment,
109

 

though it has been calculated that the cavalry regiments “were owed forty-three weeks’ pay” and 

the infantry regiments eighteen.
110

 The Commons protested the Lords’ breach of their privileges 

in initiating this expenditure but agreed to the amount of arrears to be paid.
111

 On 27 April a 

delegation of seven officers from New Model headquarters arrived at Westminster to present to 

the Commons a work titled The Petition and Vindication of the Officers of the Armie. Though it 

had been signed by 151 commissioned officers, the Commons did not even allow it to be read 

while the delegation was present. Instead, they put off a reading until Friday, 30 April. When at 

last The Petition and Vindication was read before the House, its pages announced to the 

parliament that “the New Model’s officers, or at least a powerful cross-section of them, . . . stood 

squarely with their men, and that all ranks shared a concern in the future of the kingdom as well 

as in their specific grievances as soldiers.”
112

 The officers defended the condemned army petition 

as their own work, though they acknowledged that the petition “tooke its first rise from amongst 

the souldiers” and that officers were “ingaged but in the second place” to improve on its wording 

for presentation to the Lord General. Also, they defended the people’s right to petition their 

representatives, citing the parliament’s own declaration of this right from November 1642, and 

writing as follows: “For our liberty of petitioning, we hope this honourable house will never 
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deny it to us, wee know not anything more essential to freedome . . . And we hope by being 

souldiers, wee have not lost the capacity of subjects, nor divested our selves thereby of our 

interest in the commonwealth, that in purchasing of the freedomes of our brethren, wee have not 

lost our owne.” The officers closed their work with two requests of the Commons: first, that they 

be allowed their “liberty of petitioning” in what may concern them “now as soldiers” and 

“afterwards as members of the commonwealth;” and second, that they be given “justice” and 

“vindication” in the “irksome” matter of the Declaration of Dislike against the army petition.
113

  

 As we saw at the beginning of the chapter, Sexby’s “first public appearance” occurred 

before the Commons on 30 April.
114

 Just after the officers’ Petition and Vindication had been 

read to the House, Oliver Cromwell handed the Speaker another document. This was the first 

manifesto produced by the elected regimental representatives of the ordinary soldiers, known as 

the agitators. “It was addressed not to [the] parliament but to Fairfax” and would be published a 

few days later in London, in a pamphlet titled The Apologie of the Common Souldiers, “over the 

names of sixteen troopers, two from each of the eight cavalry regiments” near New Model 

headquarters.
115

 Three of these troopers had been given the honor, or mission, of presenting this 

document to the Lord General in London, and had done so two days earlier. Cromwell had also 

received a copy. The three troopers had brought a copy to the House and were waiting outside.
116

 

The paper began as follows: “Wee who have for these two yeares past bin by your Excellence 

conducted through many dangers . . . are yet sensible of another more dangerous storme hanging 
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over our heads . . . which unless diverted, strike not onely at our liberty, but our lives also.” 

Following this arresting opening was a powerful appeal for Fairfax to put himself at the head of 

the soldiery in resisting the parliament’s votes to reduce his army. The Lord General was asked, 

“Can this Irish expedition be anything else but a designe to ruine and break this army in pieces?” 

The paper then made the prediction that with the New Model regiments disbanded or sent to 

Ireland, the liberties of Englishmen would be annihilated, for the soldiery perceived, as Fairfax 

was asked to do, that plans for the army and relief of Ireland were “a meere cloake for some [in 

the parliament] who have lately tasted of sovereignty, and being lifted beyond their ordinary 

spheare of servants, seek to become masters, and degenerate into tyrants.” Finally, even if 

Fairfax himself were appointed to command the expedition to Ireland, the soldiery were “averse 

to that service” until their “desires be granted” and “the just rights and liberties of the subjects 

vindicated and maintained.”
117

 When the paper containing these words had been read to the 

Commons, all attention to the officers’ Petition and Vindication ceased, and the three troopers 

who had brought the paper were called into the House to be questioned.
118

 As the Commons was 

soon to determine, their names were Edward Sexby, William Allen, and Thomas Shepherd.
119

      

 It is indeed remarkable that Sexby, Allen, and Shepherd waited around for the Commons’ 

reaction to the paper they had brought, for by doing so they risked imprisonment. Three days 

earlier the House had imprisoned an Ensign Nichols for promoting the army petition.
120

 Each 
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man had expected an interrogation and prepared answers to the likeliest questions.
121

 The 

Commons’ record of the interrogation suggests a directness and boldness in the three troopers 

that was characteristic of Sexby.
122

 Asked “by what authoritie” the paper had been sent to 

Westminster, they answered “the joynt and unanimous consent of the eight regiments of horse, 

they having attested to it by two of every regiment.” Asked if they knew the contents of the 

paper, they answered “they did know the contents . . . else they would not have subscribed it.”
123

  

Pressed on the matter of subscriptions, they explained that copies of the paper had been read at 

the head of each troop of the eight regiments, whereafter each troop had subscribed. These 

signed copies, they explained, were with the troops; the paper before the House was an unsigned 

copy. Sexby, Allen, and Shepherd were then questioned individually. Each man was asked for an 

account of himself and his service record, and as we have seen, Sexby described himself as a 

“Suffolk man” who had been in Cromwell’s own troop of horse in the Army of the Eastern 

Association, who was now serving in Fairfax’s troop of horse in the New Model. Each man was 

asked to explain what the Commons regarded as the most offensive part of the paper, the charge 

that some had ‘tasted of sovereignty and degenerated into tyrants.’ The Commons recorded 

Allen’s response to this as follows: “As it was the joynt act of the eight regiments to contrive it, 

they will joyntly answer it.” The Commons recorded Sexby’s reply as similarly terse: “Being the 

generall act of all hee can give noe answer being but one particular man.” When it was 

Shepherd’s turn to be asked about the charge, he suggested that the Commons might do well to 

send its “queries” to the eight regiments “in writing.”
124
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   Members of the House, Denzil Holles (the author of the Declaration of Dislike) and other 

presbyterians especially, were infuriated by what they regarded as the impudence and 

obstructionism of Sexby and his two companions in the face of their interrogation, and there 

were calls to have them “severely punished.” Recalling the incident after the Restoration, Holles 

believed that had the parliament had the courage to hang one of the three troopers, “they all well 

deserving it,” as a warning to the army, it would have “prevented a great deal of mischief.”
125

   

 Sexby, Allen, and Shepherd were saved by division in the Commons. When presbyterians 

moved to have them committed, an independent member stood and declared they should be 

“committed indeed” and “to the best inn of the town.” Other independents and moderates then 

prevailed in staying the presbyterians’ motion, with the argument that punishment of the three 

troopers might trigger the mutiny of the eight horse regiments, of which the agitator manifesto 

and its couriers seemed the harbinger. Holles records that “the House flatted, let them go without 

punishment and, by this tameness, encreased their madness and presumption.”
126

 

 When the agitator manifesto was printed in London on 3 May in The Apologie of the 

Common Souldiers, first on the list of sixteen troopers’ names appended to it was “Edward 

Saxby,” identified as one of two “Commissioners for the Generall’s Regiment.” The original 

manifesto was accompanied by “A Second Apologie of all the Private Souldiers . . . to their 

Commissioned Officers.” No names were appended to this Second Apologie.
127

 Austin 

Woolrych speculates its author could be Sexby, “with or without” the help of other agitators.
128

 

In the Putney Debates, Cromwell declared himself “most dissatisfied” after a speech by Sexby 
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because Sexby’s argument for the soldiery’s “birthrights and priviledges as Englishmen” was 

delivered with “soe much of will.”
129

 Cromwell might have had a similar reaction after reading 

this Second Apologie, which had not only a willful but a threatening tone.  It begins by declaring 

the soldiery’s reasons for risking their lives in the Civil War to their officers as follows: “to free 

this our native land and nation from all tyrannie and oppressions whatsoever . . . so that justice 

and equity, according to the law of this land, should have been done to the people, and that the 

meanest subject should fully enjoy his right, libertie, and proprieties in all things.” This was 

requiring no more than the parliament men themselves had demanded of the king “in divers of 

their Declarations.”
130

 This could be a reference to what scholars call the parliament’s ‘Book of 

Declarations,’ a compendium of parliamentarian argument ordered published by the Commons in 

March 1643 as part of the propaganda war with Charles and royalist polemicists, which John 

Lilburne used to construct arguments, and which may have been a source of some of Sexby’s 

political ideas.
131

 With the officers’ own Petition and Vindication presented to the parliament 

less than a week earlier, the Second Apologie asked for the officers’ continued support of the 

soldiery, but with the warning to them that “if any of you shall not, he shall be marked with a 

brand of infamie forever, as a traytor to his countrey, and an enemie to his armie.” The soldiery, 

it maintains, “have been quiet and peaceable in obeying all orders and commands,” but their 

obedience could not continue unless they were “relieved” of six “grievances” that the officers 

were asked to present to the Lord General. Four of these demands were repeated from the 

condemned army petition: an act of indemnity for all things done in time and place of war, 
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provision for the widows and children of fallen soldiers and for maimed soldiers, immediate 

payment of some of their arrears of pay and security for the rest, and that no member of the New 

Model be compelled to serve outside England. The first and sixth demands, however, were “that 

the honour of this army may be vindicated,” in the matter of the army petition and the 

Declaration of Dislike, “and justice done upon the fomenters,” and “that the liberty of the subject 

may be no longer inslaved, but that justice and judgement may be dealt to the meanest subject of 

this land, according to old law.”
132

 

 The demands of the Second Apologie soon became the demands of the New Model 

Army, for the election of agitators spread very quickly from the cavalry to the infantry 

regiments.
133

 There would eventually be more than forty agitators at any given time, and 

regiments did not keep the same agitators.
134

 Most of these men “quickly sank back into the 

obscurity from which they had briefly emerged,” but Sexby remained agitator for Fairfax’s 

regiment of horse, and William Allen remained agitator for Cromwell’s cavalry regiment.
135

 

Samuel Gardiner’s comment on the agitators who gained notoriety was that “in troublous times 

the most decided and energetic come to the front.”
136

 

 After the reading of the agitators’ first manifesto and the interrogation of Sexby, Allen, 

and Shepherd, the Commons took immediate action to head off an army revolt. Meeting on 

Saturday, 1 May, the day after the agitators’ visit to Westminster, the House appointed Cromwell 
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and Ireton and two other officer-MPs as special commissioners to the eight regiments that had 

subscribed to the agitator paper. They were instructed to quiet “distempers” in these regiments.  

To facilitate this work, they were told to assure officers and ordinary troopers alike that they 

would soon have an ordinance for their indemnity, a considerable portion of their arrears, and 

security for payment of the rest.
137

 On 4 May the presbyterian leadership secured the Lords and 

Commons’ approval of an ordinance for a worst case scenario. This ordinance returned control 

over London’s militia companies, numbering about 18,000 men, to the City Corporation so that 

it could place those forces under the command of officers who would do the bidding of the 

presbyterian party. The effect was to provide the presbyterian leadership of the parliament with 

some armed forces to use against the New Model, should this be necessary.
138

   

 Meanwhile, at New Model headquarters, Saffron Walden, the agitators of the eight horse 

regiments were making preparations of their own. They were, in fact, planning ahead for a 

movement they expected to grow. This is clear from a document titled “Advertisements for the 

managing of the Councells of the Army,” dated 4 May from Saffron Walden.
139

 Practically 

everything that was to happen in the New Model over the next few months can be read into this 

document, including the launching of the General Council of the Army and the Oxford ‘army’ 

press, the impeachment of presbyterian MPs, the abduction of the king, the presentation of 

demands to the generals and the parliament in writing, and the army’s issue of proposals for a 

national settlement.
140

 Charles Firth, who believed that Sexby was “the leading spirit amongst 
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the agitators” at this early stage, thought Sexby was “probably” the author.
141

 Austin Woolrych 

suggests that it was the product of “a meeting of agitators” but he thought it “highly likely that 

[Sexby] had a hand in the paper.”
142

 More recently it has been argued that the Advertisements 

were handed down to the agitators as a restraining measure, by the same seven officers who 

presented the Petition and Vindication to the Commons on 27 April, three days before the visit 

of the three agitators.
143

 Even so, we may be sure that Sexby was familiar with the policies that 

the Advertisements outline, for among the Clarke Papers is a “Lettre from Sexby to the 

Agitators” which touches on two of the policies.
144

  This letter will be considered in greater 

detail later in the chapter.  

 Cromwell, Ireton, and the other officer-MPs, in their capacity as commissioners from the 

Commons, met with officers of the cavalry regiments in Saffron Walden Church on 7 May. By 

this time, officers and agitators were arriving at New Model headquarters from the infantry 

regiments.
145

 After the commissioners declared their purpose, some officers wanted to know 

what the House meant by “distempers.” They were offended by this word and what it implied 

and insisted that if it referred to the soldiers’ “grievances” then they were unwilling to say what 

these were until they had consulted with their men. The commissioners, therefore, allowed a 

week for each regiment to prepare a statement of grievances.
146

 Agitators played a major role in 

preparing these statements, and this accounts for statements that featured “extreme and 
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provocative language.”
147

 The statement produced by the Lord General’s own regiment of horse 

was headed “An unanimous answere to the commissioners propositions lett them be what they 

will.” Six articles followed, the second of which demanded “that that enormous and 

contemptable declaration against this army be forthwith called in and razed out of the bookes and 

burned by the hands of the hangman and the occasioners thereof brought to condigne 

punishment.” This refers, of course, to the Declaration of Dislike and its presbyterian supporters. 

The statement’s third article reads as follows: “that wee absolutely declare our averseness to the 

businesse of Ireland or disbanding till the real freedome of the free people of England be 

established according to the end wherefore parliaments were called.”
148

 We might expect such a 

statement to come from the regiment that had Sexby as its “leading agitator.”
149

 

 The statements produced by the regiments were aired in a meeting between officers and 

the commissioners from the Commons in Saffron Walden Church on 15 May.
150

 After all the 

statements had been read, a committee of officers was appointed the task of drafting a statement 

of grievances common to all or most of the regiments that could be presented through the 

commissioners to the parliament as the sense of the whole army. 
151

 The statement that resulted 

identified these grievances as follows: the Declaration of Dislike remained on the books against 

the army; other aspersions had been cast upon the army without just cause; officers had been 

questioned, even imprisoned, for promoting the army petition; the army’s arrears had not been 
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audited and no assurance of full payment had been given; soldiers lacked indemnity for things 

done in the stress of war, and stood in fear of being pressed into service in Ireland; soldiers who 

had been apprentices before volunteering to serve the parliament in the war remained bound by 

the terms of their indentures; there was no provision for the widows and children of fallen 

soldiers, or for disabled veterans; and, finally, soldiers, for want of their pay, were being forced 

to take free quarter, thus making themselves burdensome and loathsome to the kingdom.
152

 The 

statement specifying these grievances was a matter of discussion when the officers and the 

commissioners reconvened in the church on 16 May. During this meeting, officers who were 

loyal to the presbyterian party, some of whom had enlisted for service in Ireland, did as they had 

done in the meeting on 15 May and objected to the airing of complaints against the parliament, 

and to ordinary soldiers taking part in the proceedings.
153

 On 17 May Sexby and the rest of the 

agitators of the eight horse regiments declared against these officers who were “dissenting from 

the army” in a letter to the commissioners. Their letter stated that “whatever dissent there may be 

by any particular officers,” there was “not any dissent . . . among the souldiers” from the 

grievances presented to the commissioners by the other officers.
154

 

 While Cromwell and his fellow commissioners were at Saffron Walden, and before they 

reported the results of their mission to the New Model to the Commons, there were 

developments in the parliament with regard to the king which had a bearing on the agitators 

generally and on Sexby particularly. On 12 May Charles sent the Lords and Commons a letter 

which seemed to indicate that he would be willing to accept the Newcastle Propositions, with 
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modifications, as the basis of a peace settlement. For instance, he might consent to a Presbyterian 

Church of England for three years and agree to give up his military powers for ten.
155

 “Charles 

asked” that he “be allowed to come to Westminster as a sovereign” so that each negotiated 

proposition might be made into law by “the royal assent.” On 18 May presbyterians carried 

motions in both Houses to accept the king’s letter as the “basis of [an] accommodation.”
156

 These 

developments were context for a letter mentioned earlier, in connection with the agitators’ 

Advertisements of 4 May.
157

 This is a remarkable “Lettre from Sexby to the Agitators”
158

 which 

sought to implement two of the policies adopted in the Advertisements. It indicates that by the 

middle of May Sexby had a leadership role among the agitators, perhaps in connection with the 

preparing of statements of grievances for the regiments and their airing in the meetings at New 

Model headquarters,
159

 for he writes as “one particular man,” to use the words he had spoken in 

his interrogation before the Commons.
160

 After addressing his fellow agitators as “Gentlemen,” 

Sexby writes “If there be not a presse gott into the army wee shall be att a losse.”
161

 This quite 

clearly aligns with the second item of the Advertisements which calls for “a propagandist 
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organization” for the New Model, which it figured to need in a contest with the parliament.
162

 

After instructing the agitators to approach their officers for “the money” for the press, Sexby 

wrote “The king will it is verily thought come and joyne with them, and that makes them soe 

high.”
163

 He refers less clearly here to a suspicion amongst the agitators that followed from the 

negotiations between the king and the parliament, that the presbyterian leadership was about to 

bring the king to Westminster to conclude a partisan peace settlement.
164

 Item five of the 

Advertisements calls for vigilance, to “especially prevent the removall or surprizall of the king’s 

person,”
165

 and with the parliament’s quite favorable response to Charles’ letter on 18 May, there 

was “a great apprehension” in the New Model that “the presbyterians would suddenly remove 

the king from Holmby” to the army’s great detriment.
166

 The army was kept well-informed of 

developments in London and in the parliament by well-wishers, and by its officer-MPs, and the 

agitators had their own network of informants.
167

 Sexby was obviously in some information 

networks. His letter to the agitators appeared about eighteen days before Cornet George Joyce 

and a force of cavalry assembled by the agitators took Charles away from Holmby House and 

into the custody of the New Model.
168

 Leaving a discussion of Sexby’s possible connection to 

that famous exploit for a little later in the chapter, Michael Mendle reads Sexby’s letter as an 
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indication that he was behind the establishment of the “Oxford-based ‘army’ press” which was in 

operation in June and July 1647. Its printers were John Harris and Henry Hills. Harris, who 

would become “a somewhat independent London Leveller,” and Hills, “a man of extraordinarily 

volatile opinions” who had once been employed by John Lilburne to carry messages, would turn 

out some approved New Model publications, but also tracts that originated with army radicals.
169

 

Two of these tracts will be considered in relation to Sexby later in the chapter.  

 Even before the appearance of the agitators, the presbyterian-dominated parliament had 

been attempting to “drive a wedge” through the New Model by enlisting officers and ordinary 

soldiers for service in Ireland and drawing these men from their regiments, segregating them 

from veterans who would not enlist.
170

 Recruiters employed by the parliament were having some 

success with promises of back pay and a month’s pay in advance to ordinary soldiers who would 

engage themselves for Ireland, and promises of land in Ireland to officers.
171

 This is context for a 

letter produced by Sexby and a representative group of agitators, addressed to the regiments of 

the New Model and dated 19 May from Bury St. Edmunds. The letter alerted their “fellow 

souldiers” that “dividing” and “destroying designes” were at hand. Soldiers must not allow 

themselves to be enticed out of the army with offers of money, for then they would be “prest 

away for Ireland, or hang’d in England” for promoting the army petition. Also, parliament would 

now target the officers who had stood up for their men in the meetings at Saffron Walden and in 

the production of the statements of grievances. Soldiers, therefore, must reciprocate and stand by 

these officers. The letter then reads as follows: “Fellow souldiers, the summe of all this is, if you 
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doe but stand, and not accept of anything nor doe anything without the concent of the whole 

army, you will doe good to your selves, your officers, and the whole kingdome. Stand with your 

officers, and one with another you need not feare. If you divide you destroy all.”
172

         

 

III 

 

The “solidarity” that Sexby and the other agitators called for in their letter of 19 May “was never 

more vital” than it was in the week or so that immediately followed, for the parliament was now 

to attempt to disband all New Model regiments, except for the five cavalry regiments that were 

to be kept as part of a standing force in England.
173

 Ironically, a presentation to the Commons by 

Oliver Cromwell provided encouragement to the presbyterian MPs behind this decision. On 21 

May Cromwell read to the House the report that he and his fellow commissioners had produced 

from their meetings with officers at New Model headquarters.
174

 Cromwell’s place as ranking 

officer at the headquarters was taken by Sir Thomas Fairfax, who had missed the meetings while 

convalescing in London.
175

 The report stated that the “cheife officers” of eight regiments of 

horse, and of eight regiments of foot, had assured the commissioners, by word of mouth, that 

they “doe find their souldiers very quiet and in noe visible distemper at present, but having 

divers greivances sticking upon them.” The report recommended that the parliament give top 

priority to a statement of those grievances, produced and sent to Westminster by a committee of 

officers.
176

 Speaking for himself and not as a commissioner, Cromwell then declared that, with 
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these grievances remedied, the army would submit to orders for its disbandment, though officers 

and ordinary soldiers who had not already enlisted for service in Ireland would not be enlisting.  

There would be “the greatest difficulty,” he believed, in satisfying some veterans, but “a great 

part of the army” would “remit themselves entirely to be ordered by parliament.”
177

 Cromwell’s 

presentation seemed to point the way around the crisis with the New Model. On the same day as 

his presentation, the Commons voted to remedy with ordinances the grievances specified in the 

committee of officers’ statement, but with a crucial exception: there was to be no retraction of 

the Declaration of Dislike.
178

 Still, these votes seemed sufficient to the presbyterians in the 

House. On 25 May they carried a motion to approve a plan for the dissolution of New Model 

regiments, starting on 1 June with the Lord General’s own regiment of foot. Regiments were to 

be issued eight instead of six weeks’ arrears of pay and disbanded singly at locations “up to forty 

miles apart” so as to hinder concerted resistance by two or more regiments.
179

 This plan could be 

carried out, the presbyterians reasoned, with London’s militia companies, the discharged officers 

and soldiers in London called ‘reformadoes,’ and enlistments for Ireland from the New Model 

waiting as a counter-force to send against any combination of mutinous regiments.
180

 On 27 May 

the Lords voted their approval of this scheme for disbanding the New Model.
181

 

 News of the vote in the Commons to begin disbanding New Model regiments may have 

come to Sexby by way of a letter sent to the agitators by Lieutenant Edmund Chillenden, who 
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was one of the agitators’ earliest supporters among the junior officers.
182

 After reporting that the 

House had “ordered and voted the army to be disbanded, regiment by regiment,” Chillenden 

wrote to the agitators “You must by all meanes frame a petition in the name of all the souldiers, 

to be presented to the generall by you the agitators, to have him in honour, justice, and honestie, 

to stand by you.”
183

 Sexby and his fellow agitators did frame a petition to the Lord General in 

reaction to the vote in the Commons, but judging from the tone of this petition, they needed no 

prompting from Chillenden.
184

 Their work was titled The Humble Petition of the Souldiers of the 

Army. It was signed by Sexby, William Allen, Thomas Shepherd, and another twenty-eight 

agitators, representing ten regiments of horse, including the eight from which agitators had first 

emerged, and ten regiments of foot. It was presented to Fairfax at Bury St. Edmunds on 29 May, 

just before he met with nearly a hundred officers, whom he had called to meet as a Council of 

War, in response to the parliament’s votes against his army. With this petition Sexby and his 

fellow agitators asked that “considering the late orders for disbanding the army” had come 

“without redressing [its] grievances, vindicating the army, or calling to accompt such persons 

who have been intenders, contrivers, and promoters of [its] destruction,” that Fairfax “appoint a 

rendezvous speedily for the army” and also do his “utmost” to see all its “sad and pressing 

greivances . . . fully redressed” before it was disbanded; otherwise, they said, “we shall be 

enforced upon many inconveniences, which will of necessitie arise when we (though unwilling) 

shall be necessitated,” for avoiding the destruction of the whole army, “to doe such things our 
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selves.”
185

 What Sexby and the agitators were requesting was a full assembly of the army so that 

no disbandment of regiments could take place. But what their petition was in effect stating was 

that if the Lord General did not cause a rendezvous of regiments to happen, the agitators would 

do so, without his authorization.
186

 The Council of War considered the agitators’ petition and the 

parliament’s orders for the army, and then an “overwhelming” majority of the officers agreed 

that Fairfax should disregard the latter and “accede to the agitators’ request,” which was in effect 

a demand.
187

 Henry Ireton and a committee of officers advised Fairfax in writing that any 

attempt to do otherwise would produce “dangerous disturbances and tumultuous actions amongst 

severall parts of the army,” especially as the votes in the House on 21 May came “much short of 

satisfaction as to the greivances of the army.”
188

 On 30 May Fairfax wrote in a letter to the 

Commons, “I am forc’d to yeeld to something out of order, to keep the army from disorder, or 

worse inconveniences.”
189

 Like the appearance of Sexby, Allen, and Shepherd before the House 

on 30 April, Fairfax’s words can be seen as a harbinger. He wrote them to give notice of the 

forthcoming rendezvous, but he might have written these same words or very similar ones at any 

point over the next several months. He, Cromwell, and Ireton, the New Model’s generals, were at 

the mercy of a highly politicized army, and the most they could hope to do was prevent it from 

heading in too radical a direction.
190
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 After writing letters of apology and explanation to the Lords and Commons, Fairfax 

issued orders for an army rendezvous in the vicinity of Newmarket.
191

 As regiments converged 

on that location, there occurred “the most decisive” and dramatic of all the moves to guarantee 

the New Model’s survival, and this was when Cornet George Joyce and a force of about 500 

cavalry abducted Charles I from Holmby House and took him into army custody.
192

 Behind this 

exploit, as we have seen, was suspicion amongst the agitators, indeed the whole army, that the 

presbyterian leadership was about to bring the king to Westminster in order to conclude a 

settlement. Sexby’s “Lettre . . . to the Agitators,” written about the middle of May, speaks of this 

concern.
193

 To that context we add another: widespread belief in the New Model by the end of 

May that the parliament would place Charles at the head of an army it would send against the 

New Model to force its disbandment.
194

 Collectively, this is the context of Joyce’s mission. 

Charles Firth and Godfrey Davies, in their pioneering scholarship on the New Model, and with 

Sexby’s letter to guide their thinking, argued that Sexby “arranged the seizure of the king.”
195

 

But Sexby’s letter by itself does not warrant such a claim.
196

 It has been established beyond 

reasonable doubt that when Joyce arrived at Holmby House on the evening of 2 June, his mission 

was to make the king secure at that location, against any attempt to take him away, in effect to 

replace Charles’ presbyterian-appointed attendants and guard with his (Joyce’s) own force.  

Joyce met with Cromwell in London on 31 May and received the Lieutenant-General’s approval 
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of this plan. Joyce accomplished his intended mission without major incident, but by the evening 

of 3 June, and without any word from Cromwell, he was anxious that a force superior to his own 

would arrive to wrest control of the king away from him. Joyce and his men conferred and 

decided that they must remove the king to a more secure location and Joyce communicated this 

to Charles in person. In a remarkable exchange on the morning of 4 June the king and the cornet 

decided jointly that the place they should go was Newmarket. Charles himself suggested 

Newmarket, no doubt with the knowledge that the New Model had defied the parliament’s orders 

for its disbandment and was about to rendezvous there.
197

 Fairfax, who had not been informed of 

the mission that Joyce was to attempt, was shocked to learn that the king had been removed from 

Holmby and was drawing nearer. He at once dispatched two regiments of cavalry from the army 

rendezvous to stop Joyce and escort the king back to Holmby House. Joyce and the king were 

met near Cambridge, where Charles absolutely refused to return to Holmby.
198

 At that time 

Cromwell was approaching Newmarket. He was seeking refuge with the army, having fled 

London and possible arrest, for presbyterian MPs were convinced that his declaration that the 

New Model would disband when so ordered had been meant to deceive the parliament into 

provoking an army mutiny. Also, he was implicated by Joyce’s mission, which by 3 June was the 

talk of all London.
199

 On 7 June Fairfax, Cromwell, Ireton and other officers met with the king in 

an effort to convince him to return to Holmby House. Charles once more very firmly refused.
200

 

He recognized opportunity for himself in the conflict between the New Model and the 
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parliament, a chance to gain by playing one against the other. Also, he much preferred the 

army’s custody to that of the parliament, because it had already proven to be less restrictive of 

his movements and visitors.
201

   

 Still, there remains a possibility that Sexby was involved in these developments 

surrounding the king. First, Sexby’s “Lettre . . . to the Agitators” shows that he was aware of the 

possibility that Charles might suddenly be taken from Holmby and alerted others to be vigilant 

on that account.
202

 Secondly, Joyce had Cromwell’s approval for his mission, but the mission 

originated with the leaders of the agitators’ organization, and that same organization brought 

together the force of cavalry that Joyce took with him to Holmby. Joyce was a cornet in Fairfax’s 

regiment of horse and his force included troopers from that regiment.
203

 Sexby was the 

regiment’s leading agitator.
204

 Finally, in November 1656, while involved in negotiations with 

the future Charles II, Sexby claimed to have been in the presence of Charles I and to have been 

excused by him from kneeling.
205

 Might this meeting between Sexby and Charles I have 

occurred at Holmby, during the ride towards Newmarket, or at Huntington, where Joyce, his 

party of horse, and their royal charge spent the night of 4 June?
206

 In the end, we can only 

wonder.  

 News of Joyce’s mission to Holmby, which reached Westminster on 3 June, had an 

immediate impact in favor of the New Model. That same day the Commons voted that each 
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soldier should be paid his full arrears. Early on the morning of 4 June, independents carried a 

motion that the Declaration of Dislike should be expunged from the Commons’ journal. Later 

that day the House began work on a watertight indemnity ordinance. A few weeks earlier, this 

activity might have averted a crisis with the army.
207

 A majority in the parliament now began to 

question the presbyterian leadership in favor of a policy of appeasement. But the time had passed 

when officers and soldiers would be satisfied with the redress of those grievances declared at 

Saffron Walden in the middle of May, and they were to cry for the removal from power of those 

MPs who had intended the New Model’s destruction, and for “fundamental changes in England’s 

constitution.”
208

 These demands were issued soon after the army rendezvous demanded by Sexby 

and other agitators with their Humble Petition.
209

 

 That army rendezvous occurred on Kentford Heath, near Newmarket, on 4 and 5 June. It 

was attended by six regiments of cavalry, among them Fairfax’s regiment of horse, and seven 

regiments of infantry, in all about 10,000 men.
210

 On 4 June the regiments assembled and each 

approved “An Humble Representation of the Dissatisfaction of the Army,” a document inspired 

if not produced by the agitators. It declared a common reason for the refusal to obey the 

parliament’s orders for disbanding regiments, and for the army rendezvous, and this reason was 

that the Commons, with its votes of 21 May, had “come farre short of satisfaction” in the matter 

of the army’s grievances. Those grievances were then restated, with emphasis on the failure of 

the House to retract the Declaration of Dislike or punish its authors.
211

 Of course, word had not 
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yet reached the New Model that the Commons had voted that very morning to withdraw the 

Declaration.
212

 Also on 4 June, Fairfax “addressed each of the thirteen regiments in turn, urging 

them to moderation and appealing to them to refrain from mutinous expressions against the 

parliament.”
213

 The next day, the regiments reassembled and the officers and soldiers were read 

another document that would be more important in the months ahead.
214

 In October and 

November, Sexby and his fellow new agents would hold to its words almost as scripture.
215

 It 

was titled A Solemne Engagement of the Army.
216

 It had been prepared for the rendezvous by 

Ireton, who was now to be the New Model’s “principal draftsman” of army-issued documents.
217

 

But to produce the Solemne Engagement, Ireton worked “in consultation with at least some of 

the agitators.”
218

 Considering Sexby’s later reverence for the work, and the fact that he was a 

“leading agitator,” it seems probable that he was among those Ireton consulted.
219

 The Solemne 

Engagement prescribed “a military covenant” for the New Model.
220

 By their mass subscription 

on 5 June, or individually afterwards, officers and soldiers, by signing copies or giving verbal 

assent, pledged each to another not to allow the army “to be disbanded or divided” prematurely.  

But by signing or assenting, officers and soldiers were also pledging to the parliament and to 
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England that they would “chearfully and readily disband” when the army had received 

“satisfaction” on certain matters. As for these matters, the Solemne Engagement specified the 

grievances already made known to the parliament and the matter of the MPs most responsible for 

the parliament’s mistreatment of the army, but with references to “the free-borne people of 

England” and to the army’s promotion of “an establishment of common and equall right and 

freedome” the document in effect declared that the officers and soldiers of the New Model had 

moved on to far greater concerns. What is most remarkable is that the Solemne Engagement 

specified how the New Model’s satisfaction on these matters was to be registered: it was to be 

done by a “counsell” which would be called the General Council of the Army. This was to 

consist of “the generall officers” (Fairfax, Cromwell, and Ireton and their staff officers), and 

“two commission officers” and “two souldiers [agitators implied] chosen for each regiment.”
221

 

“In effect, [the General Council] gave formal recognition to the agitators and brought them 

within the regular chain of command, stretching from the Lord General downward, for it was for 

Fairfax to decide when to summon the General Council.”
222

 Another occurrence of the army 

rendezvous should be mentioned in relation to Sexby. On both days, officers who dissented from 

the proceedings were driven off the field and out of the army.
223

 This cannot have happened to 

many officers, for a purge of the New Model officer corps was nearly complete. About “one in 

four” of the senior officers and “one in five” of the officers overall had left the army, either 

because they had sought or accepted service in Ireland, or because they had been unwilling to 

disobey the orders of the parliament. Some of these officers departed under their own initiative, 
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but others were violently disarmed and driven from their commands.
224

 This is context for an 

item produced by the ‘army’ press, which was operating by mid-June at Oxford. On 12 and 16 

June, John Harris and Henry Hills printed A True Declaration of the Present Proceedings of the 

Army. This was in fact the text of the Solemne Engagement issued under another title, but 

appended to the work was a letter from Sexby and nineteen of his fellow agitators, representing 

ten regiments of cavalry. Their letter was headed “Severall Reasons Why Wee Souldiers Cast 

Out Our Dissenting Officers.” Seven reasons were given, and these amounted to an argument 

that the excluded officers, by dissenting “from the principles by which wee [soldiers] have 

alwaies acted,” those principles being “the maintaining of our just rights and priviledges,” had 

made themselves a security risk to the New Model. Sexby’s name headed the list of agitators, 

and if we accept his role in the establishment of the ‘army’ press, his part in the production of 

this particular tract becomes a greater probability.
225

 

 Just after the rendezvous was completed, Fairfax issued orders for the New Model to 

advance towards London. These orders were in response to troubling news of furious activity by 

the presbyterians in the parliament and by City officials to raise a counter-force from 

reformadoes, London militia, and enlistments for Ireland, many of them formerly of the New 

Model.
226

 By 10 June the Lords and Commons had repealed the Declaration of Dislike, passed 

an ordinance offering veterans complete indemnity for things done in the war, and voted an 

additional £10,000 towards the speedy payment of the New Model’s arrears, but the effect of all 

this on the army was more than offset by the Lords and Commons’ votes on 11 June to create a 
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Committee of Safety, composed of members of both Houses, to meet with the City of London’s 

Militia Committee in taking all measures necessary to defend the parliament and the City against 

the threat posed by the New Model.
227

 Commissioners from parliament had been visiting the 

army to find out its intentions. Partly in response to their visits and written requests, and partly to 

follow up on the Solemne Engagement, the New Model issued its famous Declaration of 14 

June, stating its political objectives for all England.
228

 Ireton was its principal draftsman and it 

was formally approved by a Council of War.
229

 In its most memorable passage it proudly 

affirmed of the officers and soldiers who remained in the New Model, “we were not a meer 

mercenary army hired to serve any arbitrary power of a state,” but one that had been raised by 

the parliament “to the defence of our owne and the people’s just rights and liberties.”
230

 In the 

Putney Debates, as we shall see, Sexby invoked some of these words of Ireton against him.
231

 

The Declaration set forth demands “for the setling and securing of [the army’s] and the 

kingdome’s common right, freedome, peace, and safety.” These demands were principally as 

follows: that both Houses of the parliament should be “speedily purged” of members who by 

their abuse of power had disqualified themselves for that trust; that the MPs responsible for “the 

late unjust and high proceedings against the army” especially be removed from power and 

prevented from holding positions of power ever afterwards; that a maximum duration be set for 
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the present parliament, and all future ones, and that a timetable be set for the election of a new 

parliament; that there be “secure provisions” put in effect so that future parliaments “may not be 

adjournable or dissolvable at the king’s pleasure;” that “the right and freedome of the people” to 

represent their grievances to parliament by way of petition be cleared, vindicated, and 

guaranteed; and that there be “a generall act of oblivion” protecting all persons for things done in 

the past war and suppressing the grounds of a “future warre.” When these and other measures 

had been provided for, by bills or ordinances of the parliament, and assented to by the king, his 

rights could then be considered and settled “so farre as may consist with the rights and freedome 

of the subject, and with the security of the same for [the] future.”
232

 

 The New Model’s Declaration was presented to parliamentary commissioners on 15 

June. New Model headquarters was at that time located at St. Albans, about twenty-one miles 

from London.
233

 On 14 June the commissioners had been presented with a paper that named 

Denzil Holles and ten other presbyterian members of the Commons as deserving of immediate 

impeachment. The paper charged that these ‘Eleven Members’ had jointly and individually done 

things infringing on “the rights and liberties” of the people, deliberately and maliciously caused 

the parliament to hold hostility against “their army,” sought after and seized “a power from the 

parliament for themselves,” and, at the risk of embroiling England “in a new and bloody war,” 

resolved on the raising of an army to oppose the New Model, in order to escape punishment and 

continue with their “unjust” and “oppressive . . . designes and proceedings.” Another paper, 

given to the commissioners on 15 June, gave assurance that the army would “make good” these 

general charges with detailed indictments against each of the accused MPs, and it requested 

(amounting to demands) that the parliament agree beforehand to admit of those indictments, that 
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it suspend the named members from the Commons pending their impeachment, and that while 

there remained “businesse betwixt the parliament and the army,” that the Houses put a stop to the 

organizing of armed forces in the capital.
234

 After the New Model had been halted in positions 

around St. Albans for eleven days, and a week had passed without there being a positive 

response to the Declaration or the other papers presented to the commissioners, Fairfax and his 

Council of War decided to put more pressure on the parliament. On 23 June they presented to the 

commissioners a remonstrance to give to parliament. Its chief complaints were that the 

Commons had not suspended the Eleven Members and that preparation of an armed force to 

confront the New Model continued.
235

 The following day, Fairfax issued orders for the army’s 

further advance towards London. By 25 June New Model headquarters was at Uxbridge, fifteen 

miles from London, and some units of the army were within ten miles of the city. On the same 

day the Commons refused the army’s demand for an immediate suspension of the Eleven 

Members. This had the makings of a serious, potentially violent confrontation, but on 26 June, 

with the situation threatening, Holles and the other accused presbyterian members, in order to 

save the parliament from “imminent military coercion,” requested leave of absence and withdrew 

from the House.
236

 After the departure of the Eleven Members, the Commons was sufficiently 

free on 28 June to adopt a resolution which stated that “they do own this army as their army” and 

which signaled that the parliament’s hostility towards the New Model was at an end.
237

 The 
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Lords adopted this resolution the next day.
238

 “As a tangible sign of appreciation” of these 

developments, and of no ill will towards the parliament as a whole, Fairfax issued orders for the 

New Model’s retreat to positions around Reading, thirty-six miles west of London, where he 

established a new army headquarters.
239

 On 2 July new commissioners sent out to the army by 

the parliament to initiate negotiation of a “treaty” arrived at the headquarters.
240

 These men 

asked that the New Model produce “a consolidated statement of its desires regarding a national 

settlement.” “Ireton was deputed to prepare this, with Colonel John Lambert to assist him, and 

the result was the famous document that came to be known as The Heads of the Proposals.”
241

  

This document will be considered a little later in the chapter.                  

 By early July Sexby must already have been a figure well-known to Fairfax, Cromwell, 

and Ireton, no doubt as the leading agitator of Fairfax’s regiment of horse, and quite likely as one 

of those involved in the drafting and presenting of agitator papers to Fairfax. This is evident in 

two ways. First, the New Model’s charges against the Eleven Members had not been abandoned, 

and on 5 July Fairfax and a Council of War appointed Sexby to a committee for presenting a 

paper of detailed indictments against each of the Eleven Members to the Commons. The 

committee consisted of Sexby, one other agitator, and ten senior officers.
242

 Cromwell and Ireton 

must have had much to do with the formation of this committee, for as the leading officer-MPs, 
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they had been behind the singling out of the eleven presbyterian members of the House for 

impeachment. The object of the impeachment was to remove from the parliament “the army’s 

most active and effective enemies” and “to cripple the presbyterian leadership.”
243

 On 6 July the 

committee presented “a formidable document” to the Commons. The gist of its twenty-five 

articles was that Holles and the other ten MPs had plotted the restoration of the king on terms 

desired by the presbyterian party but injurious to the New Model, its independent allies in the 

Commons, and England as a whole.
244

 On 12 July the House resolved that the New Model did 

have “a charge” against the Eleven Members, and it ordered Holles and the other impeached 

MPs to answer the accusations against them by the following week. In fact, they never complied 

with the order, for by mid-July the army’s case against the Eleven Members had been quietly 

jettisoned in the interest of improved relations between the parliament and the New Model and a 

comprehensive settlement of the kingdom.
245

 That Fairfax, Cromwell, and Ireton were familiar 

with Sexby by July is further evident with substantial sums of money issued to him in June. Just 

after the army rendezvous near Newmarket, the agitators’ organization began to be issued sums 

of money from the New Model’s contingency fund, for the extra service they had taken on and to 

help cover their expenses. A record of disbursements from the fund shows that between 10 June 

and 31 December, Fairfax approved over £1,000 in payments to agitators. Lump sums went to 

“agitators” and the money was distributed, but some agitators, including Sexby and William 

Allen, were issued sums by name.
246

 Sexby was issued £2 on 17 June for delivering “a message 
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to Hereford” and £3 on 27 June “for special service.”
247

 To put these amounts in perspective, the 

pay for a cavalry trooper was two shillings a day, which amounted to £3 a month. There were 

twenty shillings to the pound in 1647, so Sexby was being issued twenty days’ and thirty days’ 

worth of extra pay, respectively.
248

 Sexby probably received some of the money issued out as 

lump sums to “agitators” and to officers closely involved with the agitators’ organization.
249

 In 

addition, he received some portion of the £16 that Fairfax approved for Lieutenant Edmund 

Chillenden and Sexby jointly on 17 September as payment “for extra service into Kent.”
250

  

Allen was similarly well paid for his work as an agitator. 
251

 

 To some extent, New Model funds were used by Fairfax, Cromwell, and Ireton to restrain 

the agitators, that is, to “purchase the acquiescence of the agitators” to official army policy.
252

 

This being the case, the money paid to Sexby and Allen seems to indicate that, from the 

generals’ perspective, they were the agitators that most needed restraining. This speculation 

gains force considering that at the first meeting of the General Council of the Army, at Reading 

on 16 July, Sexby and Allen argued for a march of the New Model into London to achieve army 

objectives through military coercion of the parliament.
253

 Indeed, Fairfax was persuaded to 

summon this first General Council by “the more radical agitators” who “had been dismayed by 
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the army’s abandonment of its advance on London, and were pressing that it should be 

resumed.”
254

 Sexby was probably among these agitators.   

 The meeting of the General Council at Reading on 16 July began with the reading of a 

“Humble Petition and Representation” from the agitators. It requested that “the army may be 

immediately march’d to or near London” and proposed that the parliament be given just four 

days in which to prevent the Eleven Members from returning to the Commons, place the City 

militia under the control of men not belligerent towards the New Model, prohibit the raising of 

new armed forces (unless under Fairfax’s command), set at liberty some men who, to their view, 

were wrongly imprisoned, and make provision for the New Model to be paid equally to the 

enlistees for Ireland who had deserted the army.
255

 Though it contained specific demands, this 

agitator paper raised “the essential question” that followed from the New Model’s new political 

role, and that was whether the army’s political objectives should be achieved by the army 

asserting “its naked power.”
256

 Cromwell and Ireton, who presided over the first General 

Council, though Fairfax was present, recognized this immediately. Cromwell moved that a 

committee of the Council should compare the agitator paper with the army’s previous written 

statements, or “engagements,” to the parliament before the full Council considered the former 

further. Sexby and Allen were among the six agitators appointed to this committee.
257

 After an 

adjournment, Cromwell reported for the committee when the Council reconvened. It had 

determined that the specific aims in the agitator paper were justified, and some had even been 

previously communicated to parliamentary commissioners. It was now for the Council to 
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consider and decide whether these aims should be pursued through the “treaty” being negotiated 

between the army and the parliament, or, as the agitator paper called for, by a four-day 

ultimatum and a march into London. Cromwell informed the Council that some proposals for “a 

generall settlement of the peace of the kingdom and of the rights of the subject” were being 

prepared (a reference to The Heads of the Proposals) and then he made a plea for a continuance 

of the treaty, urging “whatsoever wee gett by a treaty . . . whatsoever is granted in that way itt 

will have firmenesse in itt,” and “wee shall avoide that great objection that will lie against us, 

that wee have gott thinges of the parliament by force.”
258

 Later, Cromwell asked the Council to 

consider that the army’s supporters in parliament, the independents, were “uppon the gaining 

hand” and in a position to “gaine more.”
259

 He and Ireton each placed great significance on the 

declaration in which the Lords and Commons did “own” the New Model as “their army.”
260

 

Ireton argued “that wee had uppon our former march to London better grounds, and now wee 

have nott any left us,” and “wee were in all probability butt as ruin’d men, under noe 

acknowledgement nor own’d by noe body, by noe aucthoritie in the kingdome.” Now that “the 

case [was] very clearly altered,” Ireton could not support a march into London.
261

 Sexby and 

Allen were unimpressed with the generals’ arguments. Allen, in reply to Cromwell, countered 

that as the agitators saw it, the army’s friends in the parliament were “a loosing partie, and 

loosers rather than gainers.”
262

 In reply to Ireton, Allen countered “wee are own’d in name, butt 
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nott in nature, to bee the parliament’s army.”
263

 After Cromwell asked whether the continued 

apprehensions of a few agitators might not have the result that “wee shall quarrel with every 

dogge in the streete that barks att us, and suffer the kingdome to be lost,” Sexby made an 

impressive speech.
264

 To Sexby, it was “very cleare” that the parliament’s “declaring us their 

army” was done “out of fear” and not “love.” He argued this for two reasons. First, the officers 

and soldiers who had “deserted” the army were “better look’t uppon, countenanc’t, and 

abundantly better paid” than those who remained with it. Secondly, the parliament looked upon 

those in the army as “enemies” and sent commissioners to “treate” with the army; “for truly 

parliaments or armies never treate with friends butt [only] enemies, and truly wee cannot butt 

looke uppon our selves soe.”
265

 In response to Sexby’s speech, Cromwell said to the General 

Council, “Lett us nott thinke that this is a greater argument that they love those that deserted, that 

they have paid them and nott us, which was Mr. Sexbye’s argument, which if itt had weight in it 

I should have submitted to itt..”
266

 Before the meeting ended it was agreed to put the specific 

aims of the agitators’ Humble Petition and Representation to the parliament, with a demand for 

“a positive answer within for days,” but without a threat to march into London.
267

 

 When the General Council reassembled the next day (17 July) Ireton introduced “the 

draft of what would soon be known as The Heads of the Proposals” and the draft was then read 

out.
268

 Ireton had prepared this document with the assistance of Colonel John Lambert, in close 
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consultation with two leading members of the independent party who were in the Lords, Lord 

Wharton, who was one of the parliamentary commissioners with the New Model, and Viscount 

Saye and Sele.
269

 The document projected “a comprehensive scheme for a [national] settlement” 

that Ireton and Cromwell especially, but Fairfax also, “hoped could be presented to parliament 

and the nation in the name not only of the whole army” but of the independent party in the 

parliament as well. The opposition of the presbyterian party was expected, but if the king would 

agree to this scheme, “lasting peace” might be achieved.
270

 The Heads of the Proposals, in the 

form in which they existed on 1 August,
271

 were at once “generous” to Charles and “radical” in 

what they projected for the English state. Compared to the parliament’s Newcastle Propositions, 

“they treated [the king] handsomely.”
272

 Parliament was to control England’s armed forces for 

ten years, instead of twenty, and appoint the chief officers of state for ten years, instead of for the 

remainder of Charles’ life. The penalties imposed on royalists were to be less harsh, and only 

five of them were to be left exposed to capital punishment. All others who had served in Civil 

War armies were to benefit from an act of oblivion for all illegal acts committed under the stress 

of war. As for religion, there was to be a broad liberty of conscience. There would continue to be 

a Church of England, but bishops would have no power to enforce religious conformity, use of 

the Book of Common Prayer was not to be compulsory, and tithes were to be abolished. Also, 

acts that had imposed penalties for not attending the Church, or for meeting elsewhere for 

worship, were to be repealed. England’s ‘ancient constitution’ of king, Lords, and Commons was 
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to remain, but Charles would share executive power with a Council of State drawn from the 

existing parliament. Future parliaments were to assemble biennially and sit for a minimum of 

120 and a maximum of 240 days. Seats in the Commons were to be apportioned according to the 

number of rate payers in the counties and boroughs represented. The present parliament was to 

set a date for its own dissolution, within a year, and make provision for the election of its 

successor. In addition to these religious and constitutional reforms, the people were to benefit 

from many specific social reforms, including some called for in the Levellers’ Large Petition.  

For examples, the hated excise tax was to be abolished, along with imprisonment for debt, and 

the people were to have the right to petition parliament and the right not to incriminate 

themselves when accused of a crime.
273

 

 William Clarke’s transcript of the General Council on 17 July is incomplete, but it makes 

clear that Ireton introduced the draft of The Heads of the Proposals as a work in progress. Ireton 

explained it was for the Council’s “consideration” and not its “present conclusion.”
274

 He wanted 

a committee of the Council to improve on the work before the full Council considered it further 

and moved towards its final approval and a presentation to the parliament and the king as the 

New Model’s official scheme for a national settlement. Allen, the only agitator Clarke recorded 

as speaking that day, declared that the agitators were “young statesmen” and therefore “not well 

able to judge” from the reading out of the draft how well it accorded with “the ends” the army 

hoped to achieve. Allen supported Ireton’s motion that a committee be appointed and then asked 

that plenty of time be given for debating “thinges unsatisfactory to the ends for which they are 
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proposed.”
275

 It is possible that Allen, and Sexby with him, were at once suspicious that 

negotiations with the parliament and the king on the basis of Ireton’s scheme for a settlement 

might mean the abandonment of the demands issued by the New Model in June. As new agents 

in October, Sexby and Allen would make the argument that negotiations with the king and the 

parliament on the basis of The Heads of the Proposals had achieved nothing effectual, for the 

army or the kingdom.
276

 The committee proposed by Ireton was appointed. It consisted of twelve 

officers, appointed by Fairfax on 18 July, and twelve agitators selected from the General Council 

meeting the day before. A list of latter has not survived, but it seems reasonable to conclude that 

Sexby was among them. He had been appointed on 5 July to the committee for presenting 

indictments against the Eleven Members to the Commons.
277

       

 Sexby may have spent some time in June and July writing a tract for the “Oxford-based 

army press,”
278

 of which something has already been said.
279

 Not long before the New Model’s 

first General Council assembled at Reading, John Harris and Henry Hills printed The Grand 

Informer. This tract is suitably titled because it sought to inform the public that “the late 

proceedings of the army” in no way deserved all the “discourse, preaching, and writing” which 

aimed to make those proceedings “odious.” Two “positions” were stated early in the paper: first, 

“That the end and true intent of civill government in nations and kingdomes, is the safety and 

prosperity of the people therein;” and second, “That the safety and prosperity of the people is the 

supreame law.” Eight pages of careful argument then follow, after which the author declared it 
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“evident” that “the people” have a “two fold liberty”: first, “of weighing, trying, examining, and 

judging, by common rules of equity and reason, all such orders or decrees as are issued out by 

the higher powers,” and, secondly, “of non submission to such orders or decrees,” and “of 

endeavouring . . . to prevent the evill and mischief of them,” if “in their own thoughts” they “are 

able to discover upon sober and rationall grounds, that the face of them is set against the 

common good of the nation.” This supports the conclusion that “If the people of a nation have 

liberty of trying the conclusions of state,” and of dissenting from them and resisting them “upon 

due grounds of non satisfaction,” then “the army demurring upon some votes of parliament, and 

suspending the execution of them,” is “not . . . to be censured as men disobedient to authority,” 

but “the reasons and grounds of [its] doing so are to be taken into consideration,” and “the 

grounds of [its] proceedings” and the “proceedings themselves,” to determine whether they “doe 

comport with the publike interest of the kingdome,” which for the author was indeed the case.
280

  

Michael Mendle, in his reading of The Grand Informer, observes: “in tone, style, and argument, 

it bears a remarkable resemblance to a tract written a decade later, Sexby’s Killing Noe 

Murder.”
281

 The Grand Informer is therefore possibly part of Sexby’s body of written work, and 

perhaps a step towards the “accomplished author” that David Wootton sees behind Killing Noe 

Murder.
282

 Could the £3 Sexby was issued on 27 June “for special service” have been payment 

for writing this vindication of the New Model? 
283

 It is at least a possibility. 
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IV 

 

Negotiations between the New Model Army, the parliament, and the king were interrupted later 

in July by tumultuous events in London amounting to a “counter-revolution.”
284

 Popular 

sentiment in the capital was running strongly in favor of Charles’ immediate restoration to regal 

authority, and strongly against the New Model, with the perception that the army was keeping 

the king from negotiating with parliament, thereby preventing a national settlement. The 

culmination of this sentiment occurred on 26 July when a great mob of citizens, including many 

apprentices, militiamen, and reformadoes, with the encouragement of City officials and at least 

some of the Eleven Members, placed Westminster under virtual siege. The mob pressured first 

the Lords, and then the Commons, into voting to reverse recent concessions to the New Model 

and into inviting the king to London, though no settlement terms with him had been agreed. The 

demonstrations on 26 July caused the Speakers of both Houses, fifty-seven independent MPs, 

and eight independent peers to seek refuge with the army, and they requested that Sir Thomas 

Fairfax march his army into the capital to restore order. Over the next several days, other 

members of the parliament, some of the Eleven Members among them, not only continued to 

assemble at Westminster as if nothing had happened, but also confirmed the votes coerced from 

the Lords and Commons on 26 July. The first of the army entered London on 4 August and all 

counter-revolutionary activity ceased. On 6 August Fairfax escorted the Speakers and the 

fugitive members of parliament back to Westminster.
285
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 On 28 July, just before the New Model set out for London, Henry Ireton and a delegation 

of officers that included Colonel Thomas Rainborough went to the king and pleaded for his 

immediate assent to The Heads of the Proposals, which had been shown to him about five days 

earlier. If Charles had accepted these settlement terms at that moment, Fairfax, Ireton, and Oliver 

Cromwell would have had him restored to regal authority, on their basis, when the New Model 

marched into London. But Charles declined to give his assent, apparently believing that popular 

pressure on the parliament might produce an offer of still better settlement terms.
286

   

 With Charles’ rejection of The Heads of the Proposals there began a sea-change of 

opinion in the army. Whereas much of the New Model had been “quite well disposed” towards 

Charles, “from now on many of its members thought him so incorrigible and untrustworthy that 

they should have no further dealings with him.” Some in the army, like Rainborough, “were 

already tinged with republicanism,” but more of the New Model now began to turn against the 

king “on religious grounds, seeing him as a man of blood, bent on defying the judgement that 

God had delivered against him and his cause in battle.”
287

 That Sexby had formed this opinion of 

Charles by October is clear from two of his speeches in the Putney Debates.
288

 Cromwell and 

Ireton, however, and Fairfax with them, felt obligated to continue with negotiations on the basis 

of The Heads of the Proposals, which the parliament was just beginning to consider, and which 

Charles had at one time stated that he preferred to the parliament’s own Newcastle 

Propositions.
289
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 With the entry of the New Model into London, the chief aim of the agitators became the 

immediate removal from Westminster, by military coercion if necessary, of all of the peers and 

MPs who had continued to meet after the flight of the Speakers and independent peers and MPs 

to the army.
290

 Sexby was involved in the production of agitator papers which demanded such a 

purge. One such paper, presented to Fairfax on 5 August, was signed by Sexby, William Allen, 

Thomas Shepherd, Edmund Chillenden, George Joyce, and another forty-seven agitators and 

officer-representatives of the regiments. It asked the Lord General to consider “how dangerous . . 

. it may prove, if persons disaffected to the peace and welfare of the kingdom,” should “retain 

places” in the parliament, and then requested “that all those who have sate at Westminster, 

usurping a parliamentary authority . . . may immediatly be excluded [from] the Houses.”
291

 The 

agitators made a similar argument and request for a purge in a paper presented to Fairfax on 14 

August, and published without signatures.
292

 Sexby, Allen, Shepherd, and Joyce, and another 

thirty-seven agitators and officer-representatives, signed another paper that was presented to 

Fairfax on Thursday, 2 September. This declared it part of “the inviolable ingagement of the 

army, immediately to restrain those late usurpers of parliamentary power from sitting in 

parliament,”
293

 probably in reference to the New Model’s Solemne Engagement of 5 June.
294

 

This same paper complained of “the delays of removing the people’s burdens, and clearing and 

securing their rights and freedoms,” caused by some “incendiaries sitting in parliament,” and 
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declared that the agitators were “weary of waiting” for something “effectual” to be done, even 

proposing a deadline of Saturday, 4 September for a purge of the parliament to be completed.
295

  

But Fairfax, Cromwell, and Ireton were unwilling to carry out so sweeping a purge. They would 

have had to have removed “nearly twice as many members” as had sought refuge with the New 

Model, “and they would thereby have destroyed any remaining chance of reaching a settlement 

commanding the assent of the army, the king, and anything that could credibly have been called 

a parliament.”
296

 Sexby’s comment early in the Putney Debates, that there were some “rotten 

members” in the parliament, reveals his frustration that a purge had not been conducted.
297

   

 After order was restored in London, Fairfax issued orders for the New Model to retreat to 

positions around the town of Putney, where he established headquarters on 27 August. Putney is 

located on the Thames, about five miles upstream from Westminster. The army would remain 

close to London in order to react quickly against any new crisis in the capital, and to maintain 

some pressure on the parliament.
298

 Putney was also well-situated for negotiations involving the 

army, the king, and the parliament, for it was located halfway between Hampton Court Palace, 

where Charles was to reside, and Westminster.
299

 In order to press forward with negotiations, 

Fairfax, Cromwell, and Ireton, began “regular weekly meetings of the General Council, which 

were held on Thursdays in Putney Parish Church from 9 September onward.” These meetings 
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served as a forum for discussing changes to The Heads of the Proposals, and as “a safety valve 

for the soldiery’s grievances.”
300

   

 During the first meeting at Putney, an incident occurred which must have made an 

impression on Sexby. While the Council was considering what authority the king should have, 

Major Francis White, an officer-representative of Fairfax’s own infantry regiment, declared there 

was “no visible authority in the kingdome but the power and force of the sword.”
301

 This was to 

say, essentially, that the army might impose on the king and the parliament any scheme for a 

national settlement it decided upon. “For saying what he did White was expelled from the 

General Council” by unanimous agreement. His expulsion demonstrated that the generals of the 

New Model, and the Council as a whole, were “against any usurpation of the civil authority,” 

and firmly committed to settlement within the bounds of the traditional constitution.
302

 Sexby’s 

later role as a new agent proved that he had agreed with White, but Sexby the agitator was 

careful not to jeopardize his seat on the Council by declaring this openly.
303

 

 The New Model’s position around Putney made it “more susceptible than ever to radical 

infiltration and propaganda.”
304

 In March, John Lilburne and his fellow ‘Levellers,’ as they came 

to be known, had demanded, with their Large Petition, a great many social reforms and, in effect, 

“a constitutional revolution”: the annihilation of the power of the king and Lords to veto 

measures approved by the Commons, to make the House supreme in matters of government, and 
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the Commons’ acceptance that it was accountable to the people of England as a whole.
305

 Such 

changes could only happen through the coercion of the king and the parliament, so the Levellers 

had sought to indoctrinate the New Model and have it to supply this force.
306

 Lilburne was being 

held in the Tower of London for challenging the constitutional authority of the Lords, but he was 

allowed visitors, and they brought him news and writing materials and carried away his 

manuscripts for publication.
307

 Some of these publications consisted exclusively of letters 

addressed to Fairfax, Cromwell, and the ordinary soldiery of the New Model.
308

 

 By the summer of 1647, perhaps earlier, Sexby was in contact with Lilburne. In a letter 

addressed to Fairfax, dated 22 July, Lilburne asked that the Lord General acquaint himself with 

his reply to the charges made against him by the Lords by reading The Free Man’s Freedome 

Vindicated, “now with the rest of my bookes in the hands of Mr. Saxby.”
309

 But while it appears 

that Sexby had copies of Lilburne pamphlets, he was not necessarily “an intermediary [for 

Lilburne] or a promoter of Lilburne’s tracts,” as some scholars have claimed.
310

 In a letter 

addressed to the agitators, dated 27 August, Lilburne asked that they read The Just Man’s 

Justification, “now with the whole relation of my present suffering in the hands of Mr. 

Saxby.”
311

 Lilburne may have been implying here that Sexby was doing too little (or nothing at 
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all) to secure his release, and that Sexby was doing too little proselytizing (or none at all) with 

Lilburne’s pamphlets.
312

 

 By September Lilburne and other Levellers had become disappointed with the agitators. 

“They had hoped to indoctrinate them and make them their chief agents in a mass conversion of 

the soldiery, for in the short term they could see little chance of realizing their cherished reforms 

and constitutional changes except through pressure from the army.”
313

 In September the 

Levellers launched a new and more intense campaign to win over the army.
314

 By October it had 

become “a bid . . . to wrest control” of the New Model from its generals and steer it in a radical 

political direction.
315

 Lilburne’s part in all of this activity was to sow suspicion among the 

soldiery towards Cromwell and Ireton, and towards the existing agitators in the hope that more 

sympathetic ones would replace them.
316

 On 8 September Lilburne addressed a letter to the 

“Private Soldiers” of the New Model in which he urged them to “suffer not one sort of men too 

long to remaine adjutators” because they would become corrupted by contact with the general 

officers and by prospects of promotion. In the same letter he warned soldiers to trust Cromwell 

and Ireton “no further then you can throw an oxe,” for they had, with their “cunning and subtile 

policies,” usurped the power of the New Model from Fairfax and its “too flexible agitators.”
317

 

 The failure to recruit Sexby as a Leveller agent must have been frustrating for Lilburne, 

for he evidently believed that Sexby had great influence among the soldiery of the New Model.  
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Lilburne conversed about Sexby with his fellow prisoner in the Tower, the royalist Sir Lewis 

Dyve, and in a letter to the king, Dyve wrote of Lilburne’s comments about Sexby.
318

 Lilburne 

had informed Dyve that, in all the army, there were no more than “6 or 7 men” opposed to the 

king’s restoration to “full power” and whose power was “considerable with the souldiers.” He 

named three of these men: Captain John Reynolds, Major Francis White, and Sexby.
319

 Lilburne 

assured Dyve that if Charles could somehow win the devotion of these three men, “within a 

moneth or six weeks at the farthest the wholl army should be absolutely at [his] majestie’s 

devotion to dispose thereof as [he] pleased.”
320

 

 About three weeks after Lilburne urged that the soldiery of the New Model replace their 

‘too flexible agitators,’ cavalrymen calling themselves ‘the agents of the five regiments’ emerged 

from the eight horse regiments which had produced the original agitators in April. These ‘new 

agents,’ as they are known to scholars, do not appear to have been put forward in the usual way. 

They did not displace the agitators of the five regiments on the General Council, and they had no 

right to attend meetings of that body, other than by invitation. “Yet they had solid support in at 

least two of the five regiments,” and some support in a third. 
321

 

 Sexby and Allen were new agents from the start, but they were careful to hide this from 

the General Council.
322

 In October and November new agents produced and signed several 
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documents which opposed a negotiated settlement involving the army, the parliament, and the 

king. But Sexby did not sign a new agent tract until well into November, and Allen may never 

have signed one.
323

 Moreover, in their productions, new agents signed on behalf of five 

regiments of cavalry, including those of Cromwell and Ireton, but not that of Fairfax. This 

regiment was not mentioned in new agent tracts so as not to call attention to Sexby, its leading 

agitator.
324

 Behind all of this deception was the new agents’ desire to attain representation on the 

General Council through Sexby and Allen, for if either was linked to activity subversive of a 

negotiated settlement, they risked being expelled from it. Such was the lesson learned from 

Major Francis White’s expulsion.
325

 It was crucial for the new agents that Sexby and Allen 

maintain concurrent status as agitators, since otherwise the new agents would have no voice on 

the General Council.
326

 

 Lilburne claimed responsibility for the appearance the new agents,
327

 but the most recent 

study of the latter argues that they came forward of their own volition, motivated by concern that 

negotiations involving the New Model, the parliament, and the king would drag on indefinitely, 

prolonging England’s unsettled condition and postponing redress of the soldiery’s grievances. 

The new agents’ aim was not to get the New Model behind the Levellers’ program, but to get the 
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army back behind what it had demanded in June with its Solemne Engagement and its 

Declaration.
328

 

 This is not to deny a connection between the new agents and the Levellers, however. 

Events were to show that such a connection existed through two civilians: John Wildman and 

Maximillian Petty.
329

 Sexby and Petty may have had a history stretching back several years 

before the autumn of 1647, for both men had been apprenticed to the Grocers’ Company of 

London.
330

 Considering this possible link, and Sexby’s connection with Lilburne, the new agents 

were probably connected to the Levellers through Sexby also, for it seems that none of the new 

agents had as many links to Lilburne’s circle as he. Indeed, Michael Mendle writes that Sexby’s 

various contacts place him “at the hub of a hypothetical flowchart” of political activity involving 

the New Model.
331

 By autumn 1647 Sexby was extraordinarily positioned. He was a leading 

agitator on the General Council, close to Fairfax, Cromwell and Ireton, and a new agent linked to 

Lilburne, a leader of the Levellers.
332

 Sexby’s status in October 1647 helps to answer a question 

with regard to Wildman and Petty and the General Council of the Army, first pondered by Ivan 

Roots, and more recently asked by John Morrill and Philip Baker: “What were civilian Levellers 

doing there?”
333

 The most plausible explanation is that Sexby brought them before the General 
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Council. The three channels of political expression that Sexby linked – those of the new agents, 

the Levellers, and the General Council – connected to produce the Putney Debates.
334

 

 In early October the new agents produced a manifesto titled The Case of the Armie Truly 

Stated. Two of them presented it to Fairfax on 18 October.
335

 In this work, they questioned 

whether the New Model could actually secure the redress of its grievances and a national 

settlement through negotiations alone.
336

 In the preface they declared that “the present manner of 

actings of many at the headquarters” had caused “nothing to have been done effectually, either 

for the army or the poore oppressed people of the nation,” and, moreover, that there was “little 

probability of any good, without some more speedy and vigorous actings.”
337

 After the preface, 

The Case of the Armie argued that the New Model should break off negotiations with parliament 

and king and impose a settlement for the good of the army and the people of England. 

Negotiations on the basis of The Heads of the Proposals, it maintained, had led the army to break 

its promises to itself and to the kingdom in its Solemne Engagement, and had caused the army to 

retreat from the demands specified in its Declaration. Consequently, redress of the New Model’s 

grievances had not been achieved, and the reforms demanded in the Declaration were no closer 

to being realized.
338

 Accordingly, The Case of the Armie demanded that the parliament “certainly 

be desolved” within ten months; that it “be forthwith purged” of all members who had “forfited 

their trust,” especially those who had sat in the “pretended parliament;” and that “before [the 

king’s] businesse be further considered,” the parliament “effectually redresse” the New Model’s 
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grievances and secure “the people’s rights and freedomes.” But the most remarkable demand 

followed from two populist assertions: first, that “all power is originally and essentially in the 

whole body of the people;” and secondly, that “their free choice or consent by their representors 

is the only originall or foundation of all just government.” It followed from these assertions that 

the parliament must promptly enact “a law paramount,” to be “unalterable” in the future, 

providing for biennial parliaments, and providing also that the electors of those persons to 

represent the people in the Commons be “all the freeborn” (men only implied) aged twenty-one 

or over, who had not deprived themselves of that right by delinquency.
339

 The Case of the Armie 

was signed only by the agents of the five regiments, and they contributed to its text. But the tract 

shows “the stamp of a more sophisticated hand,”
340

 most likely Sexby’s.
341

 He was the principal 

link between the new agents and the General Council.
342

 Also, The Case of the Armie expressed 

an exasperated attitude towards king and parliament, and pessimism regarding negotiations with 

them. Sexby enunciated all of these views in his first speech in the Putney Debates. Moreover, 

his other speeches at Putney seem to support The Case of the Armie.
343

 

 Fairfax recognized The Case of the Armie as a serious challenge to a national settlement 

by constitutional means, and he decided that it must be put before the General Council, if only to 

expose its authors and disown their motion for a settlement imposed by the New Model, just as 
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Francis White’s motion had been repudiated in September.
344

 The Lord General brought the 

paper to the General Council meeting on Thursday, 21 October, and it was referred to a 

committee headed by Ireton and including six officer-representatives and six agitators, Sexby 

and Allen among them.
345

 This committee produced a statement of objections to The Case of the 

Armie, which was delivered to the new agents’ organization by Sexby, Allen, and Robert 

Lockyer, another agitator on the committee, “along with a friendly invitation to send delegates to 

next Thursday’s General Council on 28 October, to explain their position.”
346

 

 The New Model’s generals had probably intended Ireton’s committee “to furnish material 

for disciplinary proceedings against the authors of The Case of the Armie.” That the committee’s 

response to the new agents instead included an invitation for them to send delegates before the 

General Council can be explained by the presence on the committee of Sexby and Allen. The 

new agents “jumped at this opportunity, for which they may have planned, to make the General 

Council their captive audience.”  It was arranged that Sexby, Allen, and Lockyer would bring a 

delegation from the new agents before the Council on 28 October.
347

 This delegation would 

include the civilian Levellers, Wildman and Petty, and it seems that the new agents called them 

in to argue points in The Case of the Armie related to constitutional reform.
348
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 As it happened, Wildman and Petty spoke in support of a very different work, the first of 

three Leveller, written constitutions for England, each titled An Agreement of the People.
349

 The 

first Agreement of the People “seems to have been an inspired improvisation,” as the Levellers 

seized an opportunity to have the reforms and constitutional changes they hoped to see in a 

national settlement discussed before the General Council of the Army.
350

 This opportunity came 

about because they were close to the new agents, and because Sexby could attend the General 

Council. Robert Everard, a new agent from Cromwell’s regiment of horse, delivered the first 

Agreement to New Model headquarters on 27 October.
351

 It was later published as the work of 

the agents of the five regiments, but it was composed by a civilian. Wildman is a likely 

candidate.
352

 The first Agreement demonstrates that the Levellers and the new agents cooperated 

in getting alternatives to The Heads of the Proposals discussed before the General Council.
353

 

 The first Agreement of the People “was not a scheme for a settlement along constitutional 

lines, analogous to The Heads of the Proposals,” for it assumed that the king’s defeat in the late 

war “had wiped the constitutional slate clean.” “It contained the outline of a new constitution, 

which was to be legitimated . . . by the personal assent of each and every one of the sovereign 

people.”
354

 It proposed that the seats for the people’s “deputies in parliament” be reapportioned 

“according to the number of inhabitants” of England’s counties, cities, and boroughs; that the 
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present parliament be dissolved by 30 September 1648; that the people “chuse themselves a 

parliament” every two years, and that no parliament sit longer than six months; and that the 

power of the people’s representatives in the Commons be acknowledged as superior to that of 

“any other person or persons,” meaning the king and the Lords, but inferior to the people “who 

chuse them.”
355

 In addition, the first Agreement would have provided for popular sovereignty 

with five rights or “powers” to be “reserved by the people to themselves,” and which not even 

their elected deputies might encroach upon.
356

 These ‘reserves’ were that matters of religion be 

left to individual conscience, that no man be made to perform military service against his will, 

that no person be held accountable for anything they had said or done in the late war, that 

everyone be treated equally before the law, and that all laws be consistent with “the safety and 

well-being of the people.”
357

 Since there was no chance that the parliament or the king would 

even consider the terms of the Agreement, its terms could only be implemented by force. 

Wildman and Petty came to Putney in an effort to get the New Model to supply that force.
358

 

 The Putney Debates, then, concerned two documents, with one far more radical in what it 

proposed than the other.
359

 Moreover, there seems to have been a contest at Putney over which 

should be discussed, with the proponents of The Case of the Armie eventually succeeding against 

the promoters of the Agreement of the People because Cromwell and Ireton, who presided over 

the debates, were willing to consider the proposals in the former, which had their roots in the 

New Model’s Declaration of June, but not the later, which proposed alterations that would be a 
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“constitutional earthquake.”
360

 In the Putney Debates, Sexby seems to have restricted his remarks 

to supporting The Case of the Armie, which may have been his own work.
361

 

 

V 

 

The Putney Debates began on Thursday, 28 October. Oliver Cromwell opened the General 

Council of the Army, saying that “the meeting was for publique businesse” and that “those that 

had anythinge to say concerning the publique businesse might have libertie to speak.”
362

 The 

business of that session of the General Council called for introductions, and Sexby performed 

them. He first presented William Allen, Roger Lockyer, and himself to the General Council as “a 

threesome.” If they had been there “only in their normal role as accredited agitators of their 

respective regiments,” this introduction would not have been necessary. But Sexby, Allen, and 

Lockyer were there also as new agents, and as intermediaries between a committee of the 

Council and the new agents and their Leveller associates.
363

 Sexby then introduced the delegates 

the new agents had sent to comment on The Case of the Armie; these were “two souldiers” whom 

he did not name, though one was the new agent Robert Everard, and two civilian “gentlemen,” 

John Wildman and Maximillian Petty.
364
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 After Henry Ireton explained to the General Council that a committee had asked the 

producers of The Case of the Armie to send spokesmen to its meeting,
365

 Sexby made a speech 

consistent with that document.
366

 “The kingdome’s cause,” he said, “requires expedition,” and 

“souldiers cry out for present help.” He then declared that the New Model was in a state of 

“misery” brought about by two things: laboring to please a king they would never please, unless 

they were to “cutt” their own “throates,” and supporting a parliament that had “rotten members.” 

With incredible boldness he then said to Cromwell and Ireton, “Your creditts and reputation hath 

bin much blasted uppon these two considerations.” Sexby made it clear that he and his associates 

wanted the army to cease negotiations with the king and the parliament. He then asked Cromwell 

and Ireton to “consider those thinges that shall be offer’d,” and, if they should see “any thinge of 

reason,” to adopt it for the New Model so that “the kingdome may bee eas’d” and the soldiery 

“quieted in spirit.”
367

 

 Cromwell immediately rebutted Sexby’s personal attack. He insisted that he had done 

nothing, nor said anything to king or to parliament “as the mind of the army, except what the 

General Council had approved.”
368

 After Colonel Thomas Rainborough supported Cromwell’s 

disclaimer,
369

 Ireton defended himself against Sexby’s charges. He insisted that it would be 

counter-productive to rule out negotiations, and he refused to join with any who did “seek the 

destruction either of parliament or kinge,” for he was resolved to make “the best use that can bee 

of both for the kingdome.” Ireton then said, “I did nott heare any thinge from that gentleman 
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(Mr. Sexby) that could induce or incline mee [from] that resolution.”
370

 If Sexby replied to 

Cromwell and Ireton, it was not recorded.
371

  

 Ireton brought the meeting back to its business, and the Agreement of the People was read 

to the Council. The ensuing debate centered on that document. Apparently neither the debate nor 

the document was of much concern to Sexby.
372

 Cromwell said of the Agreement: “Truly this 

paper does containe in itt very great alterations of the very government of the kingdome.” He 

granted that there were some “very plausible” things proposed, but only if it were possible to 

“leape out of one condition into another.” Cromwell asked would not “utter confusion” result 

from setting aside the kingdom’s actual constitution for a “plausible” one on paper, for where 

would the process of replacing existing constitutions with plausible paper ones ever end?
373

 

 “Cromwell’s other main argument” on 28 October was that the New Model “was bound 

in honour to adhere to the various declarations of its intentions that it had published to the nation 

since June,” among them the Solemne Engagement and the Declaration. He insisted that it would 

be improper for the General Council to consider the proposals of the Agreement of the People 

before it had been established how far these proposals “were compatible with the public 

engagements that the army had already entered into.”
374

 A motion from Cromwell that these 

engagements should first be considered brought a rejoinder from Wildman. He urged that the 

General Council “should first consider the merit of the Agreement, and, if it was found to be just 

and honest, then the army’s previous engagements should be reviewed in its light.”  His position 
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was that “no engagement could be binding if it was found to be unjust.”
375

 Wildman’s speech led 

to a long series of exchanges during which Ireton said “when I heare men speake of laying aside 

all engagements to [consider only] that wild or vast notion of what in every man’s conception is 

just or unjust, I am afraid and doe tremble att the boundlesse and endlesse consequences of 

itt.”
376

 Ireton proposed that a committee should review the army’s declarations and prepare a 

summary of “what it was morally committed to,” so that the General Council could consider the 

new proposals.
377

 The committee was duly appointed. It consisted of twelve officers, including 

Cromwell, Ireton, and Rainborough, and six agitators, including Sexby, Allen, and Lockyer.
378

 It 

was agreed that the committee would meet the following day, at the quarters of the 

Quartermaster-General, and seek God’s guidance through prayer, before it started its work.  

Wildman and Petty were invited to attend the prayer meeting.
379

 

 It is noteworthy that Sexby and Allen seem to have kept out of the debate on 28 October, 

not weighing in on the matter of the army’s public engagements.
380

 Two explanations may be 

offered. First, this debate was generated by the Agreement of the People, which did not directly 

concern them. Secondly, Sexby and Allen, like their fellow new agents, were still behind the 

Solemne Engagement and the Declaration, for The Case of the Armie shows a commitment for 
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these documents.
381

 They may have been content to let Cromwell and Ireton uphold the New 

Model’s engagements against Wildman and Petty, the civilian outsiders.
382

 

 The committee was holding its prayer meeting early on the afternoon of Friday, 29 

October, when Wildman and Petty came to it and pressed for an immediate debate on the 

Agreement of the People.  Cromwell was opposed to that demand, but a debate ensued after he 

was persuaded to allow an informal second reading of the paper and Ireton pounced on the first 

article which stated that “the people of England . . . for the election of their deputies in 

parliament, ought to be more indifferently proportioned, according to the number of the 

inhabitants.”
383

 Ireton said that if this meant “that every man that is an inhabitant is to bee 

equally consider’d, and to have an equall voice in the election of the representors,” then he had 

“somethinge to say against itt.”
384

 Petty confirmed Ireton’s suspicions. Speaking for those who 

supported the Agreement, Petty said “Wee judge that all inhabitants that have nott lost their 

birthright should have an equall voice in elections.”
385

 At this point Rainborough, who seems to 

have been a recent convert to Leveller ideas, declared that even “the poorest hee that is in 

England” had a right to live under a government of his own choosing.
386

  

 After Rainborough delivered this challenge, the debate on 29 October became a battle 

royal that pitted Wildman, Petty, Rainborough, and Sexby, who would extend the parliamentary 
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franchise to all freeborn Englishmen, against Cromwell and Ireton, who would keep that 

franchise restricted to men who met a property qualification. It went on for a long time and was 

dominated by Ireton, Rainborough, Wildman, and Cromwell, who said little in comparison to 

Ireton.
387

 But after the debate was underway, Sexby managed to interject two speeches. The 

timing of these speeches suggests that he was speaking in support of The Case of the Armie.
388

 

 Ireton’s immediate reply to Petty and Rainborough was a speech in which he insisted that 

“noe person” had a right to a say in how England was governed that had not “a permanent fixed 

interest” in the kingdom. Birth in England, according to Ireton, did not confer this right. Indeed, 

being born in England, he argued, did not confer on a person anything more than a right to live in 

England. Ireton then contended that a franchise restricted to the propertied classes was “a 

fundamentall parte” of England’s constitution. Giving the vote to men who had no interest in the 

kingdom, he maintained, would lead to anarchy and the abolition of private property.
389

 Ireton’s 

comments offended Sexby, so his first speech was a reply.
390

 He seems to have timed his 

response to join the debate when it had moved away from the Agreement of the People to a moral 

high ground, the rights of the parliament’s soldiers, for he spoke up not for the poor Englishman, 

but for the poor soldier: 

  

 Wee have engaged in this kingdome and ventur’d our lives, and itt was all for this: to 

 recover our birthrights and priviledges as Englishmen, and by the arguments urged there 

 is none. There are many thousands of us souldiers that have ventur’d our lives; wee have 

 had little propriety in the kingdome as to our estates, yett wee have had a birthright. Butt 
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 itt seems now except a man hath a fix’t estate in this kingdome, hee hath noe right in this 

 kingdome. I wonder wee were soe much deceived.
391

 

 

 

At this point, Sexby invoked Ireton’s own work, the army’s Declaration of June against him, 

saying “If wee had nott a right to the kingdome, wee were meere mercinarie souldiers.”
392

 

 Midway through his speech, Sexby directed a comment towards Cromwell and Ireton. He 

declared: “There are many in my condition, that have as good a condition [as I have], itt may bee 

little estate they have att present, and yett they have as much a [birth-] right as those two who are 

their law givers, as any in this place.”
393

 And then Sexby said, presumably to Cromwell and 

Ireton, “I shall tell you in a worde my resolution. I am resolved to give my birthright to none.  

Whatsoever may come in the way, and [whatsoever may] bee thought, I will give itt to none.”  

Shortly afterwards, Sexby disputed a claim made by Ireton. Far from threatening anarchy, as 

Ireton had alleged, “the poore and meaner” men of England, Sexby said, had been “the meanes 

of the preservation of [the] kingdome.” Sexby brought his speech to a close with a motion that 

those debating “may nott spend soe much time uppon these thinges.” Further deliberation 

regarding whether the parliament’s poor soldiers were to have the vote would not settle the issue. 

“Wee must be plaine,” Sexby said. “When men come to understand these thinges they will nott 

loose that which they have contended for.”
394

 

 Sexby’s speech drew an immediate reprimand from Ireton, who said “I am very sorry . . . 

that from reasoning one to another wee should come to expresse our resolutions.” Ireton then 

said he could not help but “professe direct contrary . . . to what that gentleman [Sexby] said.” 
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“For my parte,” Ireton said, “rather then I will make a disturbance to a good constitution of a 

kingdome . . . I will parte with a great deal of my birthright.” Not yet finished with Sexby, Ireton 

said “that gentleman [Sexby], and . . . every Christian ought to beare that spiritt in him, that hee 

will nott make a publique disturbance uppon a private prejudice.”
395

 

 When Rainborough next got a chance to speak, he put a question to Ireton that Sexby 

might have asked: “Butt I would faine know what the souldier hath fought for all this while?”
396

 

Not one to mince words, Ireton replied “I [will] tell you what the souldiers of the kingdome hath 

fought for.” They fought, Ireton explained, so that “the will of one man should nott bee a law,” 

and so that the people of England “must have this right att least, that they should nott bee 

concluded [but] by the representative of those that had the interest of the kingdome.”
397

 

 After Ireton had finished speaking, Cromwell too reprimanded Sexby, saying “I confesse 

I was most dissatisfied with that I heard Mr. Sexby speake of any man heere, because itt did 

savour soe much of will.” Cromwell then asked they not spend “soe much time” debating 

whether men without property should have the right to vote, but rather discuss other ways in 

which “the representative might bee mended.”
398

 When Cromwell was through speaking, 

Rainborough spoke in Sexby’s defense. He asked how it was that the generals could think it 

“wilfulnesse in one man that is reason in another,” and he professed that he thought it “noe fault 

in any man” to refuse to part with “that which is his birthright.”
399
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 At this point, Sexby interjected another speech. As he had done earlier, he argued that the 

electorate should be expanded to include those Englishmen without property who had entered 

military service to uphold parliament.
400

 Speaking in the first person plural, as in ‘we the 

soldiers,’ Sexby put a question to Cromwell and Ireton similar to that which Rainborough had 

posed earlier: “Doe you [not] thinke itt were a sad and miserable condition that wee have fought 

all this time for nothing?” He then made the point that if Englishmen without property were to 

remain excluded from the electorate, then they should have been told so at the beginning of the 

war, for fewer of them would have then risked their lives for parliament. He made this point to 

Cromwell and Ireton, saying: “Itt had bin good in you to have advertis’d us of itt, and I believe 

you would have fewer under your command to have commanded.”
401

 Sexby then made a 

comment which sounds like the voice of the ‘younger son,’ directed at Cromwell and Ireton, who 

possibly represented, for Sexby, a father and elder brother.
402

 This comment was:   

 

 [I]f this bee the businesse, that an estate doth make men capable to chuse those that 

 shall represent them – itt is noe matter which way they get it, they are capable – I thinke 

 there are many that have nott estates that in honesty have as much right in the freedome 

 [of] their choice as any that have great estates. 
403

 

 

 

Sexby reproached Cromwell for a motion for “putting off [the] question” of whether the soldiers 

of the New Model without property were to have the vote,
404

 and then fiercely declared “what in 
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a cooler moment he must have known was untrue.”
405

 Sexby declared that the vote was “the 

ground” for which he and his fellow soldiers “took uppe armes.” Sexby then declared that he and 

his fellow soldiers would “maintaine” this “ground,” and then he brought his speech to an end 

with a response to Ireton’s reprimand. Far from being a “particular” man “making rents and 

divisions” in the army, as Ireton had charged, Sexby claimed that he was “sent by a regiment.”  

Sexby said that “guilt” would lie upon him if he “should nott speake.”
406

 

 While he was responding to the charges made by Cromwell and Ireton, Sexby may have 

been promoting The Case of the Armie. His comments demonstrate that he was not so much 

concerned with the future of Englishmen in general as he was with his own future and that of his 

fellow soldiers. Sexby’s concern for the rights of the soldiery of the New Model, the populist 

assertions in The Case of the Armie, and an apparent readiness on his part to speak to that 

document, all suggest that his was the skilled pen behind the tract which occasioned the Putney 

Debates. In the least, his Putney speeches are consistent with The Case of the Armie.
407

 After 

Sexby finished his second speech, he apparently had nothing more to say, and exchanges 

between Cromwell and Ireton on the one side and Rainborough and Wildman on the other 

continued as before.
408

 After Ireton alleged that Wildman was the author of The Case of the 

Armie, and he denied authorship, the record of the debate of 29 October “breaks off,” leaving 

“some mystery as to how the day’s meeting ended.”
409
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 One outcome of that Friday’s prayer meeting, turned debate, was a new committee which 

was assigned the work of producing “a draft statement of what the army should insist upon for 

the settlement of the kingdom.”
410

 This committee included Cromwell, Ireton, Rainborough, 

Allen, and Sexby.
411

 It met the very next day (Saturday, 30 October) and produced “a set of 

proposals for the General Council’s approval which are remarkable for their scope and boldness 

when one considers what seemingly irreconcilable opinions its members had been expressing the 

day before.”
412

 The committee proposed that the present parliament be dissolved not later than 1 

September 1648, and that, henceforth, parliaments be elected biennially and have a maximum 

duration of six months. The committee tacitly assumed the continuance of the monarchy and the 

House of Lords, but with greatly reduced powers. The committee proposed a redistribution of 

seats allotted to parliamentary constituencies “soe as to render the House of Commons as neere 

as may bee an equall representative of the whole body of the people.” What was to be the 

electorate for the Commons? The committee decided to leave this to the present Commons to 

determine, but it proposed that the army make the strong recommendation to the Commons, 

virtually a demand, that the electorate should be extended to include “all freeborne Englishmen . 

. . who have served the parliament in the late warre for the liberties of the kingdome,” and also 

those who had voluntarily assisted the parliament materially, “with mony, plate, horse, or 

armes,” even if they should fail to meet the traditional property qualifications.
413

   

 The committee met again on Tuesday, 2 November and approved some resolutions that it 

would have the General Council to approve as resolutions for the whole army. It was resolved 
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that the power of the representatives of “the commons of England” assembled in “the Commons 

in parliament” should be acknowledged as superior to that of the king and Lords in all matters 

concerning the kingdom’s government. It was resolved also that matters of religion should be left 

to individual conscience, that no free man should be pressed into military service, and that no 

person should be questioned for anything said or done in relation to the late war. These 

resolutions were to be approved by the General Council and put to the parliament as the sense of 

the New Model Army. On the same day (2 November) the committee members also resolved to 

“prepare such other particulars to bee presented to the parliament as they shall finde necessary in 

relation to our former declarations,” such as that of 14 June. Finally, the committee adopted a 

resolution that, until the General Council had presented to the parliament a new declaration of 

“thinges” that it held as “essentiall to the liberty and peace of [the] kingdome,” the parliament 

should “suspend the sending” of its settlement propositions to the king.
414

 

 The committee that wanted the General Council’s approval of these resolutions for the 

New Model Army tacitly “accepted parliament as the agency through which a settlement of the 

kingdom must be achieved,” and it “assumed that the historical framework of king, Lords, and 

Commons was to hold firm, however much the balance within it was to be shifted in favour of 

the people’s representatives.”
415

 From this standpoint, the Putney Debates were a success for 

Fairfax, Cromwell, and Ireton, for this was the best political direction they could hope for from 

the army. But proponents of The Case of the Armie could also consider the debates a success. 

The committee agreed that the measures insisted upon during the summer for the good of the 

soldiery and the people of England should be put to the parliament again in a new declaration; 

that all freeborn Englishmen who had risked their lives for the parliament in the war, or 
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supported it voluntarily with their material goods, should not be denied a voice in England’s 

government, even if they could not meet the traditional franchise requirement; that a Commons 

more representative of the kingdom should have supreme power in government; and, finally, that 

negotiations with a king who had demonstrated his intransigence should be restricted. The 

Putney Debates were a defeat for the Levellers, for the committee did not take up those proposals 

in the Agreement of the People for a new constitution and manhood suffrage.
416

 

 

VI 

 

The resolutions adopted in committee on 30 October and 2 November for the approval of the 

General Council of the New Model Army were derived from or were compatible with the new 

agents’ The Case of the Armie.
417

 Sexby’s presence on the committee would have facilitated its 

adoption of these resolutions.
418

 Therefore, it is puzzling to find that Sexby joined with some 

other new agents in disowning those resolutions and in denouncing “the double-dealing” of 

Oliver Cromwell and Henry Ireton.
419

 Cromwell and Ireton had conceded much that the 

cavalrymen behind The Case of the Armie sought, but something made Sexby and other new 

agents turn against these generals, even to the point of inciting mutiny.
420

 The most likely 

catalyst of this development was the king.
421
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 It was common knowledge in the army that Charles was negotiating with commissioners 

from Scotland for military support from that country for the recovery of his regal authority in 

England, and contemplating an escape from Hampton Court Palace.
422

 A context for the meeting 

of the General Council on Monday, 1 November, therefore, was suspicion with regard to the 

intentions of the king.
423

 Cromwell, who again presided in Lord General Sir Thomas Fairfax’s 

place, opened the session by inviting those present to share what God had revealed to them in 

answer to their Sunday prayers.
424

 At this invitation, Captain Francis Allen, an officer-

representative, declared that it had been revealed to him by God and “godly people” that “the 

worke that was before [the army] was to take away the negative voice of the king and lords.”
425

 

The Case of the Armie had argued against restoring Charles with “a negative voice,”
426

 and 

Cromwell made some comments on that document: he said “There is much in itt usefull, and to 

bee condescended to; butt I am nott satisfied how farre wee [i.e. the army] shall presse [it].”
427

 

Cromwell would have the New Model “leave the settling of the government to the parliament,” 

when the General Council had tendered a declaration of the army’s desires to the parliament, and 

he urged the General Council to accept this policy.
428
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 William Allen spoke after Cromwell, and “requested that the [General] Council return to 

a discussion of The Case of the Armie.”
429

 Afterwards, Allen explained to those in attendance 

that what the new agents most desired was that the New Model’s summer declarations would 

“bee look’t uppon, and adhered unto.” Allen maintained that this policy would “putt the 

businesse [of the kingdom] to a very faire issue.” Later, he attempted to clarify the most divisive 

issue facing the General Council: whether the king should be reinstated, and, if so, upon what 

terms. Directing his comments to Cromwell, Allen said: “You say you will sett uppe the kinge as 

farre as may bee consistent with, and nott prejudiciall to the liberties of the kingdome; and really 

I am of that minde [too];” but “If the setting uppe of him bee nott consistent with them, and 

prejudiciall to them, then downe with him.” But Allen maintained that if the terms were right, 

Charles could be “sett uppe,” without danger to the liberties of England, and he declared that this 

was the “judgement . . . of those that sett forth the case of the army.”
430

 

 After a comment by Colonel Thomas Rainborough, Sexby spoke. He and Allen now took 

“divergent lines” on the matter of reinstating Charles as king. “Sexby claimed to be convinced by 

the workings of God within him” that reinstatement of Charles was no longer possible.
431

 He 

used biblical language to argue this point:  

 

 Wee finde in the worde of God “I would heale Babylon, butt shee would nott bee 

 healed.”  I thinke that wee have gone about to heale Babylon when shee would nott.  Wee

 have gone about to wash a blackamore, to wash him white, which he will nott.  I thinke 

 wee are going about to sette uppe the power of kinges, some parte of itt, which God will 

 destroy. 
432
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Sexby’s speech made two main points: first, the army had no business negotiating further with a 

king who would not negotiate in good faith and agree to correct his ways; and, second, there was 

no point in reinstating a king who God had so clearly marked for destruction. Further dealings 

with Charles would only prolong the “wildernesse condition” in which the New Model was 

trapped.
433

 Cromwell followed Sexby’s comments with a very long speech which began by 

reproving Sexby for speaking “with too much confidence,” and urging that “wee should all take 

heede of mentioning our owne thoughts and conceptions with that which is of God.” After 

charging that Sexby had misinterpreted and misapplied Scripture, Cromwell described himself as 

“one of those whose heart God hath drawne out to waite for some extraordinary 

dispensations.”
434

 By this he meant that he was not yet convinced that God would have the New 

Model to set aside the ancient constitution. But the rest of Cromwell’s speech reveals that he was 

“envisaging a possibility that the king and the Lords might have to go.” “His attitude had plainly 

changed since The Heads of the Proposals were first framed, and Charles’ temporizing response 

to them probably explains why.” “The second’ Civil War would clinch [Cromwell’s] conviction 

that the king had earned God’s wrath.”
435

 Sexby had already arrived at this conviction. He must 

have agreed with Captain George Bishop, an officer-representative, who declared his belief that 

the reason why the army was “distracted in councill,” and not able “as formerly [to] preserve the 

kingdome from [a] dying condition,” was that it had “a compliance to preserve that man of 

bloud, and those principles of tyranny which God from heaven by his many successes hath 
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manifestly declared against.”
436

 After Bishop spoke, there was a long debate, focused mainly on 

whether the king and Lords should retain the power to veto bills passed by the Commons. During 

this debate, it was evident that Ireton was more attached than Cromwell to the ancient 

constitution.
437

 Later, the General Council adjourned, having resolved to meet “day to day” until 

all the proposals offered by its committee, for inclusion in a declaration to the parliament, had 

been debated.
438

 

 Different convictions with regard to the king, between Sexby on one side and Cromwell 

and Ireton on the other, would explain why Sexby joined with other soldiers, some of them new 

agents, in declaring openly for the Levellers’ first Agreement of the People.
439

 Printed copies of 

that work were available in London by 3 November, and were circulating among the soldiery of 

the New Model shortly thereafter. They were issued with a title page which boasted that the text 

had received “the generall approbation of the army.” Nine regiments of horse, including the Lord 

General’s own regiment, also Sexby’s regiment, and seven of foot were listed as supporters.
440

 

These claims were grossly exaggerated, but by early November the Levellers did have a serious 

campaign of subversion underway in the New Model.
441

 One instrument of this subversion was a 

pamphlet titled A Cal to all the Souldiers of the Armie by the Free People of England. Copies of 

it began circulating in the army on 29 October. Its author, probably John Wildman, accused 

Cromwell and Ireton of blocking a free discussion of The Case of the Armie in the 21 October 
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session of the General Council, and, far worse, of machinations to reinstate the king, who was a 

“tyrant,” “a man of blood,” and the army’s “most deadly enemy,” on “most unjust, unsafe, and 

unconscionable tearmes.” Possibly with Rainborough in mind, the author proposed a solution to 

the obstacle presented by Cromwell and Ireton: “ye have men amongst you as fit to governe, as 

others to be removed, and with a word, yee can create new officers.” In closing, the author 

enjoined the soldiery not to let their regiments be separated “far distant from one another.” 

Behind this remark was the Levellers’ hope and intention to have a general army rendezvous 

declare for and subscribe to the first Agreement.
442

    

 A Cal to all the Souldiers was an open incitement to mutiny. As such, it added to the 

tension underlying the last meetings of the General Council at Putney. When the Council met on 

Friday, 5 November, Fairfax presided. But the Lord General’s presence did not prevent things 

from getting badly out of hand from the perspective of himself, Cromwell, and Ireton. Leveller 

converts, Rainborough chief among them, pressed for an immediate general army rendezvous, in 

hopes of getting the Agreement carried “by acclamation, as the Solemne Engagement had been 

carried in June.”
443

 Rainborough had pressed for exactly this course of action in the debate of 29 

October.
444

 A letter issued by Sexby and other new agents would claim that at the meeting of the 

Council on 5 November their “friends” obtained a decision to call the army to “a generall 

randezvouz.”
445

 That letter will be considered a little later in the chapter. What certainly did 

happen on 5 November is that Rainborough and his allies succeeded in getting a letter written to 
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the Commons, which in effect declared the New Model’s opposition to any further efforts by the 

parliament to reach a settlement with the king. After he failed to block the dispatch of this letter, 

Ireton left the meeting, refusing to return to the Council unless the letter was recalled.
446

 

 By Monday, 8 November, Fairfax and Cromwell had reached the decision to terminate 

the debates in the General Council. They would not wait for the Council to approve the 

declaration of the New Model’s desires that the Council’s committee was preparing, and they 

would abandon the effort, begun in July, to achieve a national settlement, reached with the 

agreement of the army, the king, and the parliament. There are three possible reasons for this 

decision, none of which rules out the others. First, the prospects were not good for getting the 

committee’s declaration adopted by the Council, which had essentially been captured by Leveller 

sympathizers; secondly, Leveller subversion was causing serious cases of indiscipline in the 

army, and this needed to be dealt with without delay; thirdly, Fairfax and Cromwell may have 

received further news of the king’s intention to escape from Hampton Court, for it was on the 

weekend of 6-7 November that Charles decided to do so.
447

 

 At the meeting of the General Council on 8 November, Fairfax and Cromwell launched 

an offensive against radical subversion in the New Model. The Lord General announced his 

intention to appoint a rendezvous for the army, which would make it easier to impose military 

discipline.
448

 Cromwell spoke to the Council about the “danger” inherent in the “principles” of 

those who were seeking “to devide the army,” meaning the Levellers and their converts in the 

ranks. He brought up the Agreement of the People and attacked its first article, the one that 
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implied unqualified manhood suffrage, as a thing which “did tend very much to anarchy.” 

Subsequently Cromwell moved that the officer-representatives and agitators should be sent back 

to their regiments until the Lord General should “see cause to call them together againe,” which 

Fairfax never did. The Council approved the motion without a vote being recorded.
449

 Before 

adjourning, the Council appointed a committee to draft a remonstrance that Fairfax planned to 

put to regiments for their agreement and subscription at the forthcoming rendezvous, and also to 

reconsider the Council’s recent letter to the Commons. Cromwell and Ireton were appointed to 

committee, along with fourteen subordinate officers, and the agitators William Allen and Robert 

Lockyer. It did not include Sexby, whose position regarding the king, and association with 

Levellers, may have made him appear unsuitable for further committee work.
450

 

 The General Council met for the last time before the army rendezvous on 9 November. It 

approved a second letter to the Commons, explaining that it did not intend its previous one to be 

interpreted as a demand that the parliament send no further settlement propositions to the king. It 

was announced at this meeting that the rendezvous would be held on three different days and at 

three separate places, with about a third of the New Model summoned to each. This was 

regrettable news to the Levellers and their adherents in the army, who were aiming for a massive 

demonstration for the first Agreement of the People at a single, general army rendezvous.
451

 

Before it adjourned, the Council appointed one more committee. It was asked to “make a 

summary of what the army stood committed to in the Solemne Engagement and its subsequent 

declarations, with regard to the good of the kingdom, the liberties of the people and its own 
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interests, and to consider how far the demands in The Case of the Armie and the Agreement were 

compatible with them.” Other committees had performed similar work, but this new committee 

was asked to assist Fairfax in preparing a new engagement that he was planning to put to the 

army, along with a remonstrance, to regiments at the three forthcoming rendezvous. The 

committee had twenty-three members, but included “only two relatively obscure agitators.” 

“Sexby, Allen, and Lockyer are conspicuously absent from its roll.”
452

 Allen and Lockyer may 

already have departed Putney, after the previous day’s vote to send the agitators back to their 

regiments. Sexby was apparently busy with other new agents in preparing the text of what 

amounted to an incitement to mutiny.
453

 

 

VII 

 

The last meetings of the General Council of the Army at Putney form the background to a 

mutiny by two regiments of the New Model Army.
454

 Some of the new agents, Sexby among 

them, incited this mutiny.
455

 By 11 November copies of a work titled A Copy of a Letter sent by 

the Agents of Severall Regiments were “being disseminated in the army.” This new agent work 

was “an even clearer incitement to mutiny than A Cal to all the Souldiers had been a fortnight 

earlier.”
456

 A Copy of a Letter called on New Model regiments “to disobey Fairfax’s orders for 

three separate rendezvous” and assemble all together in support of the Agreement of the People.  

Sexby signed A Copy of a Letter “as a representative of Fairfax’s regiment of horse.” This was 
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the first time that he or that regiment had been mentioned in a new agent document.
457

 A Copy of 

a Letter charged the New Model’s generals with apostasy, for it claimed that they had made 

concessions and then reneged on them.
458

 It claimed that on 29 October, after the first article of 

the Agreement was “long debated,” that it “was concluded by a vote in the affirmative . . . That 

all souldiers and others, if they be not servants or beggers, ought to have voices in electing those 

which shall represent them in parliament, although they have not fortie shillings in the yeare, by 

free-hold land.” It claimed that at the meeting of the General Council on 5 November “our 

friends obtained a generall randezvouz and a letter from the Councell to cleare the armie from 

any desire or intent of constraining the parliament to send new propositions to the king.” A Copy 

of a Letter next charged that at the meeting of the General Council on 6 November “Lieutenant 

Generall Crumwell, and the rest” promised to allow “a free-debate of this question: Whether it 

were safe, either for the armie, or the people, to suffer any power to be given to the king;” that 

the General Council for 8 November “was appointed for that purpose;” that when the General 

Council met on 8 November, the generals “wholly refused” to go through with the debate and 

instead “spake very reproachfully” of those who desired the debate and of their “actions,” and 

also “declared against that which was past the Councell before, concerning the voyces of those in 

election, which have not fortie shillings by the yeare free-hold, and against the letter sent by the 

Councell to the parliament.”
459

   

 A Copy of a Letter also claimed that at the meeting of the General Council on 9 

November, where it was announced that the New Model was “to randezvouz severally,” Fairfax 

and Cromwell decided that the Council “would only prepare some faire propositions to the army 
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about arrears and pay, and sent to the parliament for a month’s pay” for the separate rendezvous.  

With regard to these separate rendezvous, Sexby and the other new agents who signed A Copy of 

a Letter issued a challenge to the generals. They urged the soldiery to stand on principle and 

unite behind the Agreement of the People:  

 

 And if any declarations or propositions about pay, or arrears, be offered to you, 

 remember you have been fed with papers too long, we desire that there may be a generall 

 randezvouz, and no parting each from other  . . . untill our arrears be actually secured, 

 and the foundations of our native freedom, peace, and security in the Agreement 

 established.  

 

 

Under the names of Sexby and seventeen other new agents, there is a postscript which reads: 

  

 Gentlemen, The urgent necessity of one general randezvouz, wherein wee may insist 

 upon our rights as souldiers, and the settlement of our freedoms as Englishmen, still 

 appears more evident to us. . . . Wee see no good will be done but by a general 

 randezvouz, and remember the parliament would have brought us to several randezvouz, 

 when they would have divided and disbanded us, therefore we with that we may so  

 remember our ingagement, as we may all resolve to meet, and not to part untill the rights 

 and freedoms of us all, and of all our countrymen may be settled and secured. 

 

 

It is easy to imagine Sexby as the principal author of A Copy of a Letter. As an agitator of the 

General Council, he could provide the details of the debates it described.
460

 

 The first of the three New Model rendezvous was “appointed to be held at Corkbush 

Field near Ware on 15 November.” The other ones were to be held on 17 and 18 November.  

“They would obviously furnish a vital test of the army’s loyalty and obedience, and the first was 

likely to be crucial, since it would show what response there would be to the new agents’ call for 

a single general rendezvous.” Fairfax and Cromwell faced two dangers at Corkbush Field: “that 

more regiments would be assembled there than Fairfax had commanded, and that those which he 
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had summoned would try to declare for the Agreement of the People.”
461

 Seven regiments were 

called to the first rendezvous: four of cavalry, including that of Fairfax, and three of infantry. 

When Fairfax and Cromwell arrived on the field, civilian agents of the Levellers were 

distributing copies of the Agreement among the soldiers, and a Colonel William Eyre and a 

Major Thomas Scott were urging them to stand up for that work. When Fairfax appeared, 

Colonel Thomas Rainborough presented him with a copy. Fairfax’s reaction is not recorded, but 

Rainborough probably left the field with Eyre and Scot, who were taken into custody by army 

marshals.
462

 

 “The real drama of the day” occurred with the arrival on Corkbush Field of Colonel 

Thomas Harrison’s regiment of horse and Colonel Robert Lilburne’s regiment of foot, contrary 

to the Lord General’s orders and without their officers.
463

 The men of these regiments came onto 

the field with copies of the Agreement of the People stuck to their hats, with the words 

“England’s Freedom, and Soldiers’ Rights” written on the visible outer side.
464

 Both regiments 

were later judged to have acted “upon the seducements of the new agents.”
465

 For these soldiers 

to have come to the rendezvous against orders and without their officers “was a highly mutinous 

act.”
466
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 The mutiny of Harrison’s men collapsed when Fairfax issued them a “severe reproof” 

and Cromwell tried to seize hold of some copies of the Agreement of the People. The soldiers 

then removed the offending papers from their own hats, understanding “their error,” and they 

“expressed their resolution to be obedient to His Excellencie’s commands.”
467

 These men lost 

their resolution for the Agreement in view not only of “the two generals’ determination,” but of 

“the manifest loyalty and affection of the seven regiments present there by Fairfax’s orders.”
468

 

The Lord General then conducted a review. He and his attending officers paused before each 

regiment so that a remonstrance could be read aloud and subscribed. This document, which had 

been produced by the committee of the General Council, appointed on 8 November, blamed the 

“disorders” in the New Model on the new agents and their civilian Leveller associates. These 

men, it charged, had attempted to incite mutiny, for they had “laboured . . . to withdraw severall 

parts of the army from their duty & obedience to the generall’s orders (and that) in things most 

necessary for the safety of the army and kingdome.” If these “disorders” did not cease, Fairfax 

would resign his commission as commander of the New Model Army.
469

 

 Fairfax intended “his threat of resignation” to “spur” the assembled regiments into a new 

engagement. With it, the officers and soldiers of the New Model would “reunite in pursuit of the 

objectives for which [they] had banded together in the spring and summer.” “In return for a 

pledge of full obedience,” Fairfax and the higher officers would continue to seek for the army 

regular pay; security for arrears; secure indemnity; provision for disabled soldiers, widows, and 

orphans; freedom from impressment; and credit for apprenticeships interrupted by the war. For 
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England, the New Model’s commanders would lawfully seek the dissolution of the present 

parliament; provisions for subsequent parliaments; and provisions for the more free and equal 

election of members of the Commons.
470

 “That was not only most of what the army had asked 

for in June,” but was most of what the new agents had asked for “as lately as 28 October.”
471

 

Fairfax was adamant, however, that the army must acquiesce in the final determination of these 

matters by the existing parliament.
472

 As a demonstration of mutual acceptance that this should 

be the policy of the New Model, “all officers and soldiers were asked to sign a declaration that 

they were satisfied with [Fairfax’s] continuance as their General; that as to the particular 

decisions involved in pursuing these objectives, they would abide by what the General Council 

agreed to; and that in what concerned the ordering, conduct, and government of the army, each 

member of it would be subject to his superior officers, and all to the General and his Council of 

War.”
473

 

 Fairfax and his attending officers came before Lilburne’s regiment after they had 

reviewed all the others on Corkbush Field. Like the men of Harrison’s regiment, these men had 

arrived with copies of the Agreement of the People attached to their hats and with “England’s 

Freedoms, and Soldier’s Rights” written on the papers. Lilburne’s regiment had been in a state of 

mutiny for over three weeks.
474

 “Fairfax had ordered [it] to Newcastle,” but on 23 October it was 

overtaken by some new agents with copies of The Case of the Armie, “which they read to the 
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soldiers.” These new agents urged the soldiers to proceed no further, since the New Model “had 

covenanted in the Solemne Engagement that it would not let itself be divided until its demands 

were met.” Men who opposed a continuance of the march subsequently drove off the regiment’s 

commanding officer, some subordinate officers, and those soldiers who wanted to obey orders; 

and they killed two soldiers and cut off a lieutenant’s hand in an ensuing skirmish. What 

remained of the regiment had decided collectively to attend the first rendezvous, and they had 

made a forced march to be at Corkbush Field on 15 November.
475

 

 When Fairfax ordered Lilburne’s regiment to remove the copies of the Agreement of the 

People from their hats, he was answered with refusals.  At this, some of Fairfax’s attending 

officers went amongst the regiment and began to pluck away some of the offending papers. 
476

  

Royalists were soon circulating the story that Cromwell himself led this action, and charged into 

the regiment with sword drawn to demand obedience at once. 
477

 After Lilburne’s regiment was 

brought under control, Fairfax and his attending officers conducted an inquiry which identified 

“eight or nine ringleaders.” These men, all private soldiers, were tried by an improvised court 

martial, “found guilty, and sentenced to death;” but Fairfax pardoned all but three. The three men 

were made to “cast lots for their lives,” and the unfortunate one, Richard Arnold, was shot dead 

by the other two “at the head of the regiment.” In addition, some other men were held on charges 

of mutiny for later trial. The Levellers were very shortly to make a martyr out of Arnold.
478

 The 

two remaining rendezvous, on 17 and 18 November, occurred without incident, though they 
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involved cavalry regiments for which new agents claimed to speak. Over the three appointed 

days, each of the New Model’s regiments was reviewed, and they all “solidly endorsed Fairfax’s 

remonstrance,” even those which had come to Corkbush Field contrary to orders.
479

 

 The new agents behind A Copy of a Letter, Sexby among them, failed in their attempt to 

produce a mass demonstration in support of the Agreement of the People at a general rendezvous. 

Wildman and other Levellers likewise failed.
480

 A development with the king helped to produce 

these failures. On the night of 11 November, the very day that new agents began the circulation 

of copies of A Copy of a Letter in the New Model, Charles fled from Hampton Court with a few 

close attendants, eventually placing himself in the custody of the governor of Carisbrooke Castle 

on the Isle of Wight on 14 November.
481

 He later declared publically that he had been warned of 

an assassination plot by the Levellers and their sympathizers in the army, and that this was the 

reason for his flight from Hampton Court, but the actual reason was so that he might have 

opportunity to negotiate unhindered with commissioners from Scotland.
482

 The news of his 

escape made very real to the New Model the possibility that Charles would make a pact with the 

Scots which would bring a Scottish army into England on his behalf. The king’s whereabouts 

were not known to the army until after the Corkbush Field rendezvous, but with the news of his 

flight from Hampton Court, the renewal of war that much of the New Model had feared since the 

spring was suddenly a more real and frightening prospect. Therefore, they closed ranks and 

rallied behind their commanders. They were keen to see grievances redressed and reforms for 
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England, but these could wait. What mattered most immediately to a majority of officers and 

soldiers was to present a united front now that war seemed a certainty.
483

 

 Under these circumstances, A Copy of a Letter was almost bound to fail to produce the 

desired general rendezvous. Sexby may have anticipated that any movement in the army for the 

Agreement of the People was likely to go badly for those involved. This would explain why there 

is no mention of him in the contemporary accounts of the Corkbush Field rendezvous, though it 

seems he would have been present with the rest of Fairfax’s cavalry regiment. On the fateful day, 

Sexby seems to have shied away from any activity that would attract the attention of Fairfax and 

Cromwell. He was not among those of the army who were arrested on the field for encouraging a 

mass acclamation for the Agreement.
484

 Considering the firm action that Fairfax, and by 

extension Cromwell and Ireton, took against the new agents in the remonstrance he put before 

the New Model at the three army rendezvous, and that Sexby’s involvement with the new agents 

was evident with his name appearing on A Copy of a Letter, that he escaped punishment for his 

part in inciting mutiny is puzzling.
485

 Perhaps the generals took no action against Sexby because 

Fairfax’s regiment of horse had conducted itself obediently. Perhaps Sexby’s regiment had 

ceased to be influenced by him.
486

 

 There is another puzzle: if Sexby was such “an incorrigible enemy to the generals” by 

November 1647, why then was he employed “as such an important intermediary in 1648 

between Cromwell and Lilburne and Cromwell and the House of Commons?” “Why was he then 
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commissioned and made a garrison commander and subsequently a colonel?”
487

 These questions 

are addressed in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

 

INTERMEDIARRY, ARMY OFFICER, AND INTELLIGENCER 

 

 

David Wootton has observed that “Sexby was never one to act merely as the tool of others.”
1
 

This chapter illustrates Wootton’s point by examining Sexby’s career from August 1648 to 

August 1653. In August 1648 Sexby functioned as an intermediary, carrying a letter from John 

Lilburne to Oliver Cromwell and a reply from Cromwell to Lilburne. This communication “laid 

the foundations of a working alliance” between the Levellers and the leaders of the New Model 

Army.
2
 Ian Gentles shows that this alliance was a crucial development behind the “revolution” of 

late 1648 and early 1649 which produced the English Republic or Commonwealth.
3
 From May 

1649 to June 1651 Sexby was an army officer for the Commonwealth, first in England and then 

in Scotland. During these two years he achieved the rank of colonel.
4
  

 From August 1648 pay and promotion came to Sexby in the service of the new regime, 

but employment by more conservative men had not extinguished his radicalism.
5
 This is shown, 

and Wootton’s point illustrated, by the circumstances of Sexby’s next assignment. In the autumn 

of 1651 a secret committee of England’s Council of State sent Sexby into southwest France as an 
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intelligencer. He was instructed to provide the committee with accurate information about the 

French civil war known as the Fronde.
6
 In Bordeaux, Sexby exceeded his instructions by 

translating into French the Levellers’ third Agreement of the People (1649) and producing an 

original document titled Manifeste (1653), sketching out the basis on which the citizens of 

Bordeaux might found a democratic republic, with political and social reforms more radical than 

Cromwell, who was soon to become Lord Protector, and other Commonwealth leaders had 

allowed in England.
7
 Sexby’s Manifeste was an important step in his becoming the 

“accomplished author” that Wootton sees behind Killing Noe Murder, and Sexby’s work in 

France demonstrates how he was “never one to act merely as the tool of others.”
8
 Sexby’s 

Manifeste was a harbinger of his opposition to Cromwell’s Protectorate.
9
 

 

I 

 

In February 1648, the Lord General of the New Model Army, Sir Thomas Fairfax, approved a 

payment of £15 “To Mr. Sexby for severall journyes and losse of horses.”
10

 Fairfax, Oliver 

Cromwell, and Henry Ireton may have been using Sexby to gather intelligence as they prepared 

the New Model for the second Civil War (April to October 1648). This conflict pitted the New 

Model against Englishmen in rebellion against the rule of parliament, and against a Scots army 
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that invaded England in July.
11

 In early August Sexby was recruited in London by John Lilburne 

to carry a letter to Cromwell, who was in northern England, on the move to meet the Scots with 

part of the New Model.
12

 The royalist newspaper Mercurius Elencticus reported on Sexby’s 

mission to find Cromwell. Referring to Sexby as “that plaguy blood hound,” it alleged that 

Cromwell sent Sexby to Westminster to assure such members of the Commons “as study the 

doctrine of Levelling, that hee would withal faithfullnesse and constancy adhere to them.”
13

 

Sexby next appears in the historical record in February 1649 as an agent of the Commonwealth, 

after the revolution which produced it had run its course.
14

 

 Sexby’s role as intermediary deserves more attention. It prepared the way for the New 

Model and Leveller alliance behind the revolution which produced the political instability which 

was the context for the rest of his career.
15

 The developments from September 1648 which 

culminated in the execution of Charles I and the founding of the Commonwealth in early 1649 

are not explained in this chapter, for they are examined in other works.
16

 Of necessity, however, 

this chapter begins by addressing the political situation in England by early August 1648, and 
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why the leaders of the New Model Army and the leading Levellers were inclined towards an 

alliance. These considerations are essential to an appreciation of Sexby’s role as intermediary.  

 It helps to remember that Cromwell and Ireton were opposed to radical constitutional 

change at the time of the Putney Debates. Early in the debate on 28 October 1647 they defended 

their efforts to bring Charles and the parliament together in a settlement against Sexby’s criticism 

of those efforts, and they went on to uphold England’s ‘ancient constitution’ of a monarch and a 

parliament consisting of a House of Lords and a House of Commons.
17

 What changed the 

positions of Cromwell and Ireton regarding a constitutional settlement for England, and brought 

them closer to the Levellers’ position on the constitution, more than anything else, was the 

outbreak in the spring of 1648 of the second Civil War.
18

 Charles made that conflict a near 

certainty in December 1647 at Carisbrooke Castle, on the Isle of Wight, by rejecting the 

parliament’s latest settlement propositions, the so called ‘Four Bills,’ and signing the 

‘Engagement,’ an agreement with commissioners from Scotland.
19
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 By the end of August 1648 the New Model Army had crushed most armed opposition. Its 

leaders went about their work with a determination to see Charles punished for his crimes.
20

  

William Allen, Sexby’s close associate in 1647, remembered that a prayer-meeting of officers, 

including Cromwell, resolved at the start of the war “to call Charles Stuart, that man of bloud, to 

an account for that bloud he had shed, and mischief he had done . . . against the Lord’s cause and 

his people.”
21

 But such a resolution ran counter to sentiment in the parliament, which by the time 

Sexby carried Lilburne’s letter to Cromwell was turning in favor of negotiations with Charles.
22

 

On 24 August the Lords and Commons voted to repeal earlier votes of No Addresses and to open 

negotiations with the king.
23

 These votes suited most people in England, “who craved nothing 

more than a permanent end to civil strife,” but “powerful figures within the [New Model] army,” 

chiefly Cromwell and Ireton, “were at a loss to comprehend why the ‘author of the late troubles’ 

should be offered anything other than an imposed settlement.”
24

 

 After their failure in October and November 1647 to secure the power of the New Model 

Army behind the first Agreement of the People, the Levellers had gone back to writing and 

circulating petitions in an effort to secure mass support for their program of reform.
25

 Lilburne, 

who was released from the Tower of London in early November 1647 by order of the Commons, 

was returned to the Tower about the middle of January 1648 on charges of treason and sedition.  
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He had been denounced to the Commons as a subversive and arrested after speaking at a rally in 

London on 17 January in support of a petition which demanded the abolition of the monarchy 

and the Lords, and that all Englishmen “not under 21 years of age, or servants, or beggars” be the 

persons to elect representatives to the Commons and all local authorities as well.
26

 Sexby and 

other new agents had demanded the same new electorate two months earlier.
27

 

In December 1647 Lilburne had issued a pamphlet that condemned Fairfax and Cromwell 

for using martial law to crush support for the first Agreement at the New Model rendevous at 

Corkbush Field. Titled England’s Freedome, Souldiers’ Rights, this pamphlet upheld the right of 

members of the New Model to agitate for civil reform, and it charged that Fairfax and Cromwell 

were guilty of “arbitrarie tyrannie, injustice, and oppression” that tended towards “an absolute 

destruction of the very fundamental laws of England.”
28

 Lilburne’s new imprisonment inspired 

him to make even more furious attacks on the New Model’s commanders.
29

 In early April 1648 

he published a pamphlet that charged that “Cromwell and his grandee faction” in the army 

intended to “set up an absolute tyrannical arbitrary government by sword.”
30

 

Lilburne’s attacks helped to generate a renewal of agitation in the New Model Army. By 

April many junior officers and soldiers were uniting behind a petition which called on the 
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Commons to proceed with the measures specified in the petition Lilburne was arrested for 

promoting in January.
31

 Concurrently, regiments were putting forward agitators and demanding a 

revival of the General Council of the Army.
32

 The agitation in the New Model in the spring of 

1648 resembled that in which Sexby played a leading part a year earlier, with the exception that 

much of the soldiery regarded not just the parliament but also their generals and senior officers 

with suspicion.
33

 Agitation in the New Model was kept in abeyance only by the second Civil 

War and a willingness of most of the army to put aside political considerations for military 

ones.
34

 

By August 1648 presbyterian members of the Commons were gathering support in 

parliament for reconciliation with the king. They were more afraid of what the leaders of the 

New Model might bring about with the army than they were of Leveller agitation or “of any 

excesses of kingship” by Charles I.
35

 They saw an opportunity in a charge of treason brought 

against Cromwell in the Lords.
36

 On 2 August leading presbyterians secured Lilburne's release 

from the Tower. They expected him to work at bringing down Cromwell by rallying support for 

an impeachment. But the presbyterians were to be disappointed. The Levellers observed the 
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sentiment in parliament for reconciliation with the king with “grave uneasiness.” Since late 1647 

they had “intensely” mistrusted the leaders of the New Model. But by August 1648 they “even 

more deeply dreaded the prospect” of a settlement between Charles and the parliament, for they 

knew that would mean the certain “annihilation of their political hopes.”
37

 

Not wanting the presbyterians to succeed, Lilburne would do nothing to secure an 

impeachment of Cromwell. On 3 August Lilburne wrote a letter to Cromwell, who had gone with 

detachments of the New Model to confront an army of invading Scots.
38

 With this letter Lilburne 

informed Cromwell, that while an opportunity to bring him down had come along, he scorned 

that opportunity because Cromwell was "low." Ending the letter, Lilburne wrote to Cromwell, 

that “if ever my hand be upon you, it shall be when you are in your full glory, if then you shall 

decline from the righteous wayes of truth and justice: Which, if you will fixedly and impartially 

prosecute, I am yours, to the last drop of my heart blood."
39

 

Lilburne's letter to Cromwell opened a “new phase” in the relationship between the 

Levellers and the leaders of the New Model Army.
40

 With Lilburne’s letter went a letter from 

someone he described as “my comrade.” This may have been Edmund Ludlow, one of a few 

republicans or Commonwealthsmen in the Commons. 
41

 In January 1648 Ludlow had tried to get 

Cromwell and other army leaders to commit to overthrowing the monarchy.
42

 About the end of 

August Ludlow visited Fairfax and Ireton to urge them to bring the army to Westminster and see 
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to it that the proposed negotiations with Charles never took place.
43

 What the comrade’s letter 

stated is not known, but Lilburne wrote to Cromwell that what his comrade had written “might 

be sufficient for [them] both.”
44

 Lilburne sought out Sexby to deliver the letters.
45

 

 

II 

 

Sexby was quite capable of acting as an intermediary. He had been in multiple camps in 1647 as 

an agitator and a new agent, and “both Lilburne and Cromwell trusted him.”
46

 Lilburne would 

claim that Sexby reported back that the letters to Cromwell were “not a little welcome to him.”
47

 

Sexby met up with that part of the New Model under Cromwell’s command just before its 

victory over the Scots in the Battle of Preston (17 August), and he was “well received at the 

front.”
48

 Sexby later claimed to have commanded the ‘forlorn hope’ at Preston, that troop of 

cavalry assigned to lead the initial charge.
49

 Cromwell had Sexby carry to Westminster a 

dispatch announcing the New Model’s victory over the Scots which was read in the Commons 

on 23 August. The Commons awarded Sexby £100 for bringing the welcome news.
50
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 Sexby’s mission “laid the foundations of a working alliance” between the leaders of the 

New Model and the Levellers.
51

 With Cromwell away from London, Ireton played “the key role” 

in the building of this alliance, though he acted with Cromwell’s “counsel and approval.”
52

 In 

late 1647 Cromwell and Ireton had rejected the Leveller program because the Levellers wanted 

the New Model to set aside the ancient constitution and settle England on the basis of the first 

Agreement of the People.
53

 However, in the autumn of 1648 Cromwell and Ireton were prepared 

to oppose the parliament’s policy of reconciliation with the king, and were “desperately in need 

of allies.”
54

 The Levellers were rapidly adding to their following in London and the neighboring 

counties. Moreover, their influence in the army was “considerable.” With the Levellers as allies, 

the commanders of the New Model might block a negotiated settlement between Charles and the 

parliament. Without the Levellers as allies, the army that Cromwell and Ireton meant to put in 

the way of a negotiated settlement “would be infected by dissension and mistrust.”
55

 

 The autumn of 1648 may be when the tale that the Earl of Clarendon recorded originated: 

Sexby “had so great an interest in Cromwell” and was so “great” in Cromwell’s “trust” that 

Cromwell had “frequently” had Sexby to share sleeping quarters with him so that they might 

more “freely converse.”
56

 Cromwell would normally have confided in Ireton, but as Ireton was in 

London, he may have confided in Sexby. The dispatch that Sexby carried to Westminster does 
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reveal Cromwell’s “state of mind.”
57

 After attributing the outcome of the Battle of Preston to 

“the hand of God . . . for whom even kings shall be reproved,” Cromwell asked three things of 

the Commons: first, that its members “would not hate [God’s] people who are as the apple of his 

eye;” secondly, that they would “take courage to doe the work of the Lord, in fulfilling the end of 

[their] magistracy, in seeking the peace and welfare of the people of [England];” and thirdly, that 

“they that are implacable, and will not leave troubling the land, may be speedily destroyed.”
58

 

 What Cromwell seems to have been urging is that the parliament not persecute England’s 

religious independents; that it proceed with settling the kingdom, giving Charles no agency in the 

process, and that it hold the king accountable for the trouble he had caused. Cromwell’s words, 

thus interpreted, do “convey the substance” of the three “chief demands” of the parliament that 

the Levellers and the leaders of the New Model agreed upon in their alliance: first, that there be a 

broad liberty of conscience in matters of religion; secondly, that no more negotiations be held 

with the king; and thirdly, that there be “impartial justice for all the authors” of the late war. It 

appears that Sexby’s report to Lilburne made clear that Cromwell did mean this, and nothing 

less, for the Levellers were “encouraged by Sexby’s report” to produce their Large Petition of 

September 1648. This was “the most important of the Levellers’ manifestoes.”
59

 

A copy of the Large Petition was delivered to the Commons on 11 September. It was a 

petition that the New Model could rally behind and it contained nothing to which Cromwell and 

Ireton might object.
60

 It called for broad liberty of conscience, and for the New Model to have 

regular pay and indemnity for all illegal acts committed under the stress of war. It condemned 
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negotiations with Charles, and contained a demand for “justice” to be done “upon the capital 

authors” of “the former or late wars.”
61

 The Large Petition contained many familiar Leveller 

demands, but a royalist newswriter understood it chiefly as a demand that the king “be called to 

accompt in a criminall way.”
62

 On 26 September “a statement of demands” from the New Model, 

“almost identical” to the Large Petition, was published in London.
63

 

The Large Petition of September 1648 was the first product of the New Model and 

Leveller alliance, and “the first salvo in the political battle whose culmination was the trial and 

execution of the king.”
64

 The mission behind that petition, Sexby’s mission, therefore deserves 

greater appreciation among scholars.
65

 Through Sexby, Lilburne and Cromwell came to an 

understanding which led to an alliance between army leaders and Levellers.
66

 In view that the 

forging of this alliance was a crucial development behind the English “revolution” of late 1648 

and early 1649, Sexby’s role as intermediary in 1648 was most consequential.
67

 

Some explanation of the outcome of the New Model and Leveller alliance may be 

warranted. A committee produced by the alliance had the draft of a new Agreement of the People 

completed by 11 December 1648. This, the Levellers’ second Agreement of the People, 
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“assumed the abolition of the monarchy and the House of Lords.” It required that the existing 

parliament be dissolved no later than 30 April 1649. In place of parliaments, there would be 

biennially elected “representatives.” These would consist of 300 members apportioned to reflect 

England’s “demographic realities.” The electors and their representatives would be all males 

over twenty-one who subscribed to the Agreement, paid regular poor relief, and were not 

royalists, wage-earners, or servants. There would be an executive body, or “Council of State,” 

chosen “by the representatives and responsible to it.” These Councils would govern England in 

the intervals between meetings of the representatives. As with the Levellers’ first Agreement, the 

second Agreement listed “powers reserved by the people to themselves.” There would be no 

compulsion in matters of religion, no conscription for military service, no prosecution of people 

for things said and done in the late wars, no violation of “the principle of equality before the 

law,” and no punishment where no law was violated.
68

 The leaders of the New Model scrutinized 

the second Agreement and produced what is known as “the Council of Officers Agreement of the 

People.”
69

 On 20 January 1649 a delegation of officers presented this work to the Commons. The 

House ordered that it be published in London and promised to consider it as soon as “the 

necessity of the present weighty and urgent affairs would permit.”
70

 As it happened, the 

Commons “never did consider it,” and the New Model’s leaders never pressed the House on the 

matter of its promise. The chief explanation is that the leadership of the New Model was “more 
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preoccupied with the king’s trial than with promoting a new constitution for England.” 

Immediately after Charles’ execution they had to direct their attention to military threats from 

Ireland and Scotland. Both the second Agreement and the officers’ Agreement were “politically 

sidelined, and soon forgotten by everyone except John Lilburne.”
71

  

 

III 

 

On 30 January 1649 Charles I was beheaded outside the Banqueting House of the Palace of 

Whitehall.
72

 On 6 February the remnant of the Commons left after ‘Pride’s Purge’ (6 December 

1648), soon to be labeled ‘the Rump’ by its detractors, voted to abolish the House of Lords as 

“useless and dangerous.”
73

 The next day it voted to abolish the office of king of England as 

“unnecessary, burdensome, and dangerous to the liberty, safety, and public interests of the 

people of this nation.”
74

 Henceforth, England was to be a republic or ‘Commonwealth,’ with 

executive authority vested in a Council of State appointed by the ‘parliament,’ which is what the 

reduced body meeting at Westminster called itself. Among the first appointments to the Council 

were Oliver Cromwell and the ‘Commonwealthsmen’ Edmund Ludlow and Thomas Scot.
75

 

 Sexby may not have been aware, so soon as John Lilburne, that the abolition of the 

monarchy and the Lords, and the creation of the Commonwealth, “had involved a betrayal of the 
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radicals;” that England’s ancient constitution had been set aside “with the tacit support of the 

Levellers but without further concessions to the Leveller programme.”
76

 After repeated attacks 

on the new political arrangement, and the army ‘Grandees’ who had brought it in to being,
77

 

Lilburne, William Walwyn, Thomas Prince, and Richard Overton, issued forth, on 1 May 1649, 

what was to be the Levellers’ third and final Agreement of the People.
78

 Because Sexby would 

offer its most essential articles, in French translation, to leaders of the Ormée, a republican 

movement based at Bordeaux, during his mission as a Commonwealth intelligencer in southwest 

France,
79

 some explanation of the Levellers’ third Agreement will be helpful.   

 The last Agreement of the People reiterated “all the Leveller demands of their most 

important petitions.”
80

 It aimed to "ascertain" England's government, "abolish all arbitrary 

power," set “bounds and limits” both to the “supreame” and “subordinate authority,” and 

"remove all known grievances." The “supreame authority of England” was to be a 

“representative of the people” consisting of 400 members. The electorate and those eligible for 

election, "according to naturall right," were to be all men twenty-one years and older who were 

not servants, alms recipients, or supporters of the late king. The later were to be ineligible only 

for ten years. With their anger towards the New Model’s leaders, the Leveller authors specified 
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that no army officers could serve in the people’s representative. Members of the army Grandees’ 

creation, the Rump, were also to be ineligible for election. The representatives were to be elected 

annually and remain in session no less time than four months. In the intervals between 

representatives, affairs of state were to be handled by a committee of the last representative.
81

 

The Leveller authors provided against “oligarchical concentrations of power.” Not only were 

representatives to be dissolved and elected annually, but no member of a representative could be 

chosen for the representative immediately following.
82

 Also, the Leveller authors had “a greater 

confidence than ever in the judgment of the voting public.”
83

 Along with members of the annual 

representatives, all local office holders, even ministers, were to be elected by the people.
84

       

 With the third Agreement, a ‘representative of the people’ was to be “omnicompetent,” 

but as with the former Agreements, there were to be powers, or matters, “reserved by the people 

to themselves,” upon which no representative might encroach.
85

 Under the reserves of the third 

Agreement there would be no compulsion in matters of religion, no conscription for military 

service, no prosecution of people for things said and done in the late wars (except for such 

persons as had “adhered to the [late] king against the liberties of the people”), no violation of the 

principle of equality before the law, no punishment where there was no violation of a law, no 

punishment for anyone refusing to self-incriminate, and no laws except in English.  In addition, 

no representative was permitted to do the following: restrict free trade, impose an excise tax, 
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enact imprisonment for debt, impose tithes, establish a standing army, or impose capital 

punishment, except for murder or for any attempt “by force to destroy” the Agreement itself.
86

   

 The inaugural representative of the third Agreement of the People was to assemble on the 

first Thursday in August 1649, for the work stipulated that the Rump must be dissolved not later 

than the preceding Wednesday. In case the Rump should fail to dissolve, the people were to 

proceed to elect the representative, the power of the people being superior to that of the Rump.
87

 

 The third Agreement outlines the radical program that Sexby, for a time, was to eschew. 

As Lilburne and other Levellers were making themselves hated enemies of the leaders of the 

New Model and the Commonwealth, with repeated public attacks and encouragement for a new 

round of soldierly agitation in the army,
88

 Sexby was accepting employment and promotion from 

those leaders.
89

 

 On 24 February the Rump employed Sexby to arrest three commissioners from Scotland 

who, as instructed by the Scottish parliament, had condemned the execution of Charles I.
90

 These 

commissioners had departed London and intended to make their way to the Continent to meet 

Charles, the exiled eldest son of late king. The Scottish parliament had conditionally proclaimed 

the accession of Charles II on 5 February, the day after news of the regicide reached 

Edinburgh.
91

 The commissioners had charged that the Rump was aiming for "a licentious liberty 

and ungodly toleration in matters of religion." They had demanded of the Rump that there be no 
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such religious toleration and no change in "the fundamental constitution and government . . . by 

king, Lords, and Commons." The Scots would have the Church of England reformed in the 

manner of the Presbyterian Kirk of Scotland, and "Charles II . . . upon just satisfaction given to 

both kingdoms, [was] to be admitted to the exercise of his government."
92

  

 On 25 February the Scots commissioners were at Gravesend, on board a ship that was to 

sail for Holland, when Sexby, with the assistance of two soldiers, arrested them.
93

 Sexby brought 

the commissioners back to London, where on 26 February the Council of State of the Rump 

ordered that they be returned to Scotland, by land, under armed escort. The Council made note of 

Sexby's "care" in the execution of the parliament’s orders, and promised him assistance in 

getting money for his pay and expenses.
94

 On 28 February the Rump ordered that Sexby be paid 

£20 for effort "expended in the service of the Commonwealth."
95

 Two weeks later the Council of 

State agreed to pay Sexby £15 in accordance with an expense report he had submitted.
96

 On 31 

March the Council, in accordance with an “order of parliament,” paid to Sexby an additional £5, 

the amount which he paid out to "the two gentlemen who assisted him in staying the Scottish 

commissioners."
97

 

On 27 February the Rump had charged the Scots commissioners with "laying the grounds 

of a new and bloody war."
98

 The leaders of the New Model Army had hoped for peace, but 
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armed conflict in the British Isles was not ended by the execution of Charles I. The Rump was 

now to seek to make England’s new government the ruling authority over Scotland and Ireland, 

and the opposition of Scotland and Ireland to the Commonwealth was now to be the chief 

concern of England’s new regime. That it was so was owing to the eagerness of royalists to 

recruit armed forces to advance the cause of Charles II in Scotland and Ireland.
99

 The 

Commonwealth would send expeditions under Cromwell to Ireland in August 1649 and to 

Scotland in July 1650 to subjugate these countries to its authority.
100

 At the same time, armed 

forces had to be maintained in England to suppress movements in favor of the ancient 

constitution.
101

 

Under these conditions Sexby was commissioned as a captain and put to the task of 

arresting individuals who were suspected of threatening the security of the Commonwealth. On 5 

May the Council of State issued a warrant to Sexby, instructing him “to go to Dover and arrest 

some persons coming over in the packet boat, and to seize their papers and bring them to [the] 

Council.”
102

 Sexby carried out these instructions. On 11 May the Council appointed "a 

committee to examine the prisoners brought by Mr. Sexby, and to view the letters." The Council 

decided that same day that Sexby was “to have his charges paid, and £5 for his pains in his 

journey to Dover."
103

 It was about this time that Sexby was appointed governor of Portland 

Castle, in Dorset. On 14 May the Council forwarded a petition from Captain Sexby, “governor of 
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Portland," to the army committee of the parliament.
104

 Sexby had requested munitions, for the 

Council asked that "30 barrels of powder may be furnished to [Sexby] forthwith" for the use of 

Portland's garrison.
105

 Sexby was evidently a conscientious and responsible governor.
106

 

 It was about early May that John Milton, Secretary for Foreign Languages for the 

Commonwealth, recorded the following: "One Sexby or Saxby offers how packets may be 

opened and sealed again, if he or his associates may be entrusted with [the] letter office.”
107

 

Sexby's governorship of Portland Castle did not prevent his further service to the Council of 

State as a security officer. On 14 May the Council issued Sexby a warrant, instructing him to go 

to Dover, to arrest some persons "suspected of holding correspondence with the enemy," and to 

bring them and their papers to the Council.
108

 On 24 May the Council, “being informed that 

some persons were to arrive at Dover from Holland” with "letters of concernment," sent Sexby to 

Dover again. The result was that Sexby arrested and hauled before the Council one Walter 

Breame, a royalist. Sexby had caught Breame in possession of letters that referred to the death of 

Isaac Dorislaus.
109

 The Council had sent Dorislaus, a Dutchman by birth, as “a special envoy” to 

The Hague, “to cultivate a good understanding” between the Commonwealth and the Dutch 

Republic. Dorislaus arrived at The Hague on 29 April, and was murdered by exiled English 
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royalists on 2 May.
110

 The Council interrogated Breame, and after “some contradictions in his 

examination” became clear, committed him to the Tower of London in connection with that 

murder.
111

 

 

IV 

 

Sexby was governor of Portland Castle from early May 1649 into June 1650.
112

 Therefore, he did 

not take part in Oliver Cromwell’s expedition to conquer Ireland.
113

 By May of 1650 the Rump 

was insisting that Cromwell return to England where the new immediate threat was invasion 

from Scotland. Charles Stuart had consented to a Presbyterian Kirk of Scotland, satisfying the 

chief condition on which the Scottish parliament would wage a war to make him king of 

England, and at Westminster it was expected that Charles would soon land in Scotland and take 

command of an army.
114

 On 20 June the Council of State decided that “an English invasion of 

Scotland was the only means of preventing a Scottish invasion of England.”
115

 In expectation 

that he and Sir Thomas Fairfax would lead the invasion, Cromwell departed Ireland for England, 

leaving command of military operations in Ireland to Henry Ireton.
116

 

 It may have been that Sexby requested a transfer to Ireland, for on 17 June the Council of 

State decided that "Captain Sexby may go to Ireland upon such terms as [Cromwell] and he shall 
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agree."
117

 Either Fairfax or Cromwell approved a promotion for Sexby, for Sexby is mentioned 

in the record of the Council's proceedings for 29 June as a colonel. That same day the Council 

considered a petition concerning pay submitted by Captain George Joyce, who the Council had 

decided would take Sexby’s place as governor of Portland Castle.
118

 This was the same Joyce 

who led the mission which took Charles I into army custody in early June 1647. At that time 

Joyce had been a cornet in Fairfax's regiment of cavalry, and Sexby an ordinary trooper in that 

regiment, and so by late June 1650 Sexby had surpassed in rank one of his former officers.
119

 

 Transfer to Ireland in the summer of 1650 would have put Sexby under the command of 

Ireton, with whom he had clashed in the Putney Debates, and so it may be that Sexby persuaded 

the Council of State to reconsider that assignment.
120

 In June the Council gave Sexby command 

of a regiment of infantry and orders to take it to Ireland, but on 25 July the Council decided that 

Sexby's regiment should be kept in England as part of a “reserve” for the army that Cromwell 

had taken into Scotland.
121

 Fairfax had so strongly objected to a preemptive invasion of Scotland 

that he had resigned his commission on 26 June. Thereafter, the Rump appointed Cromwell Lord 

General of the New Model Army, and "Commander-in-Chief of all the forces raised or to be 

raised within the Commonwealth of England."
122

 Cromwell’s more disciplined force achieved a 
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“one-sided victory” over an army of Scots near Dunbar, Scotland on 3 September. A few days 

later, Edinburgh fell to Cromwell.
123

 

 From Edinburgh, Cromwell requested reinforcements from England. There were other 

Scots forces to defeat and strategic positions to secure, and he had lost many men to sickness and 

desertion.
124

 It appears that Cromwell expressly asked the Council of State to send Sexby's 

regiment to Scotland. On 9 September the Council approved a payment of £500 to Sexby "[f]or 

raising the Lord General's regiment of foot."
125

 On 23 September, after the Council's “committee 

for martial affairs” considered a letter from Cromwell, expressing “the present want of foot 

regiments in Scotland,” it decided that "Col. Sexby's regiment [would] be ordered to march 

thither."
126

 A week later the full Council ordered Sexby “to march with his regiment to Carlisle, 

and receive orders from Sir Arthur Hesilrige, the governor.”
127

 

 Though ordered to march to Scotland at the end of September, Sexby's regiment was not 

yet paid or equipped to make the march. On 29 July the Council of State had instructed an army 

ordnance committee to proceed with the arming of Sexby's regiment, but on 30 September, the 

same day the Council issued Sexby his orders, it had also to issue instructions to various army 

committees so they might provide his regiment with a month's pay, wagons, horses, additional 

clothing, and “a surgeon's chest.”
128

 It speaks to Sexby's credit as an officer that he had made 

these wants known to the Council in August, when he had spent £20 of his own money to buy 
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“colours for his regiment.”
129

 Sexby may have commanded as many as 1,200 men, for on 4 

October the Council agreed that his regiment should be issued “1,200 pairs of shoes, and 1,200 

pairs of stockings,” the cost of which was to be deducted from its forthcoming pay.
130

 

 Sexby encountered delays in getting his regiment started for Scotland, for not until        

28 October did the Council of State write to Cromwell that Sexby's regiment was on its way.
131

 

Sexby had to deal with a mutiny when the regiment’s pay ran out.
132

 This is ironic in view of his 

stating of soldierly grievances as one of the agitators, and his incitement of mutiny as one of the 

new agents, with the New Model Army in 1647.
133

 Near Morpeth in Northumberland, Captain 

Hugh Gosnell’s company of Sexby’s regiment refused to march any further, demanding pay and 

declaring “no money, no march.”
134

 In Newcastle, Sexby reported to Hesilrige a similar incident 

orchestrated by the principle soldier behind this mutiny, and with leave from Hesilrige to execute 

martial law, Sexby put down the mutiny by having that soldier hanged.
135

 Sexby’s regiment 

arrived in Edinburgh about the beginning of December when it was reported to Sexby’s 

superiors, perhaps by himself, that his regiment had committed “miscarriages” against civilians 

along the roads it marched into Scotland.
136

 

 While in Scotland, Sexby and his regiment took part in an important military operation. 

In early February 1651 Cromwell found his lines of communications south from Edinburgh 
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threatened by a royalist force based at Tantallon Castle in Berwickshire. In response, he sent 

Colonel George Monck with about 3,000 men and much of the artillery he had in Scotland to 

seize Tantallon. Sexby’s regiment made up part of Monck's force. The siege began on 15 

February. After twelve days of bombardment, artillery breached a wall, and the defenders agreed 

to surrender in return for a promise of quarter.
137

 

 The siege of Tantallon Castle may have been the only armed engagement in which Sexby 

took part as a colonel of infantry. Just four months after that engagement ended he was tried by 

court martial in Edinburgh and discharged from the army.
138

 William Clarke, the army secretary 

who took notes of the Putney Debates, took notes of Sexby's trial.
139

 From what he recorded “it 

is evident that Sexby’s downfall was brought about principally by Leveller sympathizers among 

the officers in his own regiment.”
140

 Sexby's court martial was a “high profile” affair, so it is 

noteworthy that Cromwell did not attend.
141

 Cromwell had been ill, but he was sufficiently 

recovered and performing some official duties on the days of the trial.
142

 It is possible that Sexby 

held Cromwell’s absence against him, with the thinking that Cromwell might have influenced the 

outcome of the trial in his favor. 

 Sexby’s trial began on 10 June with the stating of sixteen articles against him. The chief 

charges were that he had received £500 for improvements at Portland Castle and kept some of 
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this money to himself, that he had withheld pay from some soldiers who had refused to follow 

him to Ireland, and that he had ordered the execution of a soldier near Morpeth without sufficient 

cause.
143

 Clarke wrote “that there was more of malice than matter in the articles” and that “the 

witnesses against the colonel carried themselves with much bitterness and malice.” Among 

Sexby’s accusers were Major John Clobery, Captain George Everard, and Captain Hugh Gosnell.  

Clarke noted that Sexby’s accusers “shewed much violence and bitterness of spirit in their 

appearances and countenances.” By comparison, “the colonel,” meaning Sexby pleaded to all 

with much discretion and moderation.” Presiding over the four days’ proceedings were 

Lieutenant-General John Lambert, Major-General Richard Deane, Commissary-General Edward 

Whalley, Colonel Mathew Tomlinson, and Comptroller Solomon Saffery. According to Clarke, 

Lambert and Deane acted with “wisdom and moderation towards both parties, and nothing at all 

of bitterness appeared in them.” But Whalley, Tomlinson, and Saffery “were very scrutinous 

upon every article and made many unnecessary queries and did what they could to find out 

something of issue in [Sexby’s] actions,” so that it appeared to Clarke “that they had a design 

rather to ruin him out of passion than out of justice and had rather aim prejudice to the person 

than to his actions.”
144

 

 Sexby did have some defenders. On 10 June Colonel Thomas Pride (of Pride’s Purge 

fame) stated, as Clarke recorded, that the charges against Sexby were “trivial,” that if such 

charges “were suffered they should have very few colonels left,” and that “if he had such in his 

regiment [as Sexby had in his] he would cut them in pieces or knock them in the head.” The next 

day Sexby defended himself against the charge that he had kept money issued for repairs at 
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Portland Castle. He stated that he had received not more than £450, and not £500, as charged 

against him, and that he could give an accounting of £450 being spent on repairs. Afterwards, the 

presiding officers considered the charge about the hanging of the soldier near Morpeth, to which 

Sexby’s defense was “that he had order from Sir Arthur Hesilrige.” At this point in the 

proceedings, a letter from an officer serving under Hesilrige was read to the court, in which this 

officer confirmed that “after some discourse between Colonel Sexby and Sir Arthur,” the later 

bid Sexby “do what he would do” with the soldier. The second day of the trial closed after Sexby 

called as a witness an ensign in Captain Gosnell’s company, which was the company of the 

soldier executed for mutiny. The ensign testified for Sexby, as Clarke noted that the ensign stated 

that Gosnell had told him after the execution “that he had observed a great providence of God in 

the execution of the man,” for “they should march into Scotland 200 men stronger for that 

execution.”
145

 

 Sexby's court martial reconvened on 13 June with Sexby making an address to the court 

in expectation that it would rule against him. As Clarke recorded it, Sexby declared to the court 

that “he had always manifested his faithfulness unto the interest of the Commonwealth;” that “he 

had made as good a defence” against the articles against him as his time to prepare and “want of 

witnesses” would allow; " that “he hoped he had done all things in the integrity of his honour, 

and without any intentions of doing prejudice to the publike;” that “if in any thing he had 

miscarried which to his knowledge he had not, it was through weakness and infirmity, and not 

through willfulness or wickedness;" that he was ready to give to the parliament an accounting of 

money that he had received as governor of Portland Castle; that “it was his unhappiness that 

none of his officers or any about him did at all manifest any dislike of these proceedings;” and, 

finally, that he had not known that his accusers were “discontented . . . till the articles were 
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exhibited against him.” After Sexby had finished speaking, two letters from Sir Arthur Hesilrige 

were read to the court, one addressed to Major-General Lambert, the other to Sexby. The letter to 

Lambert affirmed that Sexby had indeed had authorization from Hesilrige to execute the soldier 

most responsible for the mutiny near Morpeth, that soldier being "a fellow very inconsiderable," 

and as an example to Sexby’s regiment. In his letter to Sexby, Hesilrige stated that if the letter to 

Lambert did not suffice to exonerate Sexby in the matter of the hanging, then he would 

“indeavour” to clear Sexby “when he came from Newcastle, which would be very suddenly." 

After the letters were read, Sexby was ordered to leave the court, and the court arranged to meet 

the next morning to issue its verdict. At some point in this day's proceedings, not clear from his 

account, Clarke recorded Commissary-General Whalley to have said "Colonel Sexby you are 

now so high because you are a colonel, but . . . we shall take you a pin lower."
146

 

 Clarke did not record in detail the proceedings of Sexby's court martial on 14 June, only 

that the officers of the court debated for “7 or 8 hours” and then "voted Colonel Sexby to be 

cashiered chiefly . . . for the detaining of pay from 7 or 8 soldiers belonging to him at Portland 

who would not go with him for Ireland." This incident had occurred a year earlier, not long after 

Sexby received command of the infantry regiment and orders to take it into the extremely 

unpopular Irish service, and Sexby stated before the court on 14 June that he only withheld pay 

from these soldiers in an effort to compel them into that service. Clarke concluded that what 

Sexby had done "for the public service yet now proved his greatest crime."
147
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V 

 

 

A few months after Sexby’s court martial, a secret committee of the Council of State, including 

Oliver Cromwell and Thomas Scot, who directed the Commonwealth’s intelligence service, sent 

him to southwest France on an assignment of “considerably more consequence” than command 

of an infantry regiment in Scotland.
148

 Sexby’s selection for this assignment was no doubt 

influenced by the service he had performed for the Council of State in 1649 and 1650. Clearly, 

Cromwell still trusted Sexby at this stage in their relationship.
149

  

 Sexby’s mission to France was a product of interest on the Council of State in taking 

advantage of a rebellion underway at Bordeaux, in the province of Guienne.
150

 This city had long 

been of interest to England. Bordeaux “served as the entrepôt of a region” which had maintained 

strong commercial ties to England, “principally through the wine trade.” Also, the city and its 

environs were populated by thousands of Huguenots, France’s persecuted Protestant minority.  

Finally, Bordeaux was located near some coastal citadels which had strategic importance.
151

 In 

reaction to an increase in the taxes on the export of the region’s wines, the Bordelais had rebelled 

against the government of Anne of Austria, Queen Regent for young Louis XIV, and her chief 
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minister of state, Cardinal Mazarin, and accepted the government of Louis Bourbon, Prince de 

Condé.
152

 This cousin of the king was, with several other members of the great nobility, in a state 

of armed opposition to the Regency in an effort to reverse the weakening of the nobility under 

the government of Louis XIII and Cardinal Richelieu. Condé’s objective was to secure Mazarin’s 

impeachment and make himself the chief minister of state.
153

 Condé was conducting military 

operations from Bordeaux in order to expand the area of Guienne under his control, and thereby 

to strengthen his bargaining position with the Queen Regent.
154

 

 By the autumn of 1651 Bordeaux was, in effect, the capital of an autonomous state within 

France, and members of England’s Council of State, including Cromwell, had seen reasons for it 

to remain so.
155

 Anne and Mazarin had refused to recognize the Commonwealth, and it was 

feared that they might, if all of France was again under royal authority, commit France to the 

restoration of the Stuart monarchy in England. Therefore, it was politically expedient for the 

Commonwealth to support rebellion from Bordeaux, so that the monarchy of France might 

remain preoccupied and unable to provide effective support for the cause of Charles Stuart and 

English royalists.
156

 Moreover, by extending such support the Commonwealth might secure for 

England trading privileges with Guienne, concessions for the Huguenots, and use of Bordeaux’s 

magnificent port on the River Gironde as a base for English shipping. Also, there was the 
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possibility that the Bordelais and Guiennese might wish to establish a republic in imitation of the 

Commonwealth, and have some Englishmen among them to propagate the Protestant religion. 
157

 

What England’s Council of State required, therefore, was accurate information on the 

state of affairs at Bordeaux and the affections of its people, on which to ground a policy for 

realizing some of the area’s potential.
158

 Consequently, “a secret committee” of the Council, 

including Cromwell and the Commonwealth’s chief of intelligence, Thomas Scot, sent Sexby to 

Bordeaux in 1651 as an intelligencer and emissary of possible English aid for its rebel prince.  

According to a statement Sexby produced in May 1654, the committee agreed that he would 

have £1,000 a year for himself and four companions.
159

 Sexby’s companions were his servant 

Samuel Dyer, Thomas Arundel, John Tubbing, and possibly Richard Overton, the Leveller.
160

 

Sexby established headquarters in Bordeaux and, according to his own statement, sent reports 

“twice a week” to Scot and the Council for a period of “almost 2 years.”
161

 

After Sexby had been in Bordeaux for about a year, he “proceeded to exceed his 

commission.”
162

 By the summer of 1652 Condé was struggling to contain the ambitions of an 

association of the city’s residents who were known as ‘the Ormée.’ They took their name from a 

grove of elm trees (ormes) outside the city where they originally held their meetings. “Like the 

Levellers” the Ormée were mostly of “the middle sort of people.” The Ormée had a “core” of 
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about 500 persons, including Catholics and Huguenots, but its “adherents” numbered in the 

thousands. The leaders of the Ormée intended to make Bordeaux and its environs a democratic 

republic, out from under the Prince de Condé and other aristocratic leaders.
163

 By September 

1652 Sexby had embarked on an association with the leaders of the Ormée, for that month, using 

an assumed name (“Stephen Edwards”), he wrote a letter on their behalf to Henry Marten, 

perhaps a member of the committee that sent him to France. Marten had been a committed 

republican long before the Commonwealth of England had come into being, so Sexby expected 

him to be more sympathetic to the cause of a democratic republic at Bordeaux than Cromwell 

and other Commonwealth leaders would be. Sexby’s letter to Marten reveals his “mistrust” of 

Cromwell’s ambition, and in it he suggests that he and Marten continue their communication 

using letters with “interlinear writing with invisible ink.” In the letter Sexby urges Marten to look 

on the situation at Bordeaux “as a chance to make good the opportunities missed by the 

Commonwealth.”
164

 He described the Ormée as desperate for English assistance, with its leaders 

saying, “Oh England come and help [and] your laws shall be ours.”
165

 

What Sexby proceeded to do next was present the Ormée not with the laws of England 

“as they were but as they might be.”
166

 In early 1653, probably with the assistance of some of the 

leaders of the Ormée, Sexby and his associate Thomas Arundel produced “two of the most 

remarkable documents to emerge from the Fronde.”
167

 The first document, titled L’Accord du 
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Peuple, was derived, “title and all,” from the Levellers’ third Agreement of the People,
168

 which 

was discussed earlier in this chapter.
169

 L’Accord was an attempt to adapt the Levellers’ final 

projected constitution for England “for a French milieu,” but it was “evidently edited” in some 

“haste,” for in it were left some “references and provisions” which were “quite inappropriate for 

France.” L’Accord called for “a republican government by parliament, male suffrage for all over 

twenty-one who were neither servants nor recipients of alms, legal reforms to reduce special 

privilege, the right of all persons to a trial by jury, and religious toleration.” “The sum of these 

and other demands exceeded anything then in force in the Commonwealth,” for “Cromwell and 

other Commonwealth leaders [had] fought against many of these demands as too radical.”
170

 

The second document carried the title Manifeste. It was produced “for more specific 

application” to Bordeaux and Guienne and suggests that Sexby and Arundel worked in “close 

collaboration” with some Huguenot members of the Ormée.
171

 Written in the first-person plural, 

as in ‘we the people,’ the Manifeste first defends the right of rebellion.
172

 “We,” it observes, “are 

under the power and authority of a king, to whose predecessors our fathers submitted 

themselves.” After this observation the work states that “there are but two ways that kings come 

to reign over a people in these times: that is by consent or by conquest.” “If by consent,” the 

Manifeste continues, “then there was an agreement made with our fathers, and our fathers would 

not grant such great privileges and revenues to a king, unless he agreed to render them services.” 
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In such case, it was clear that kings had broken the agreement, and so the people stood “free and 

clear of any contract.” “But even if all this were not so,” the Manifeste argues, “our fathers could 

not obligate us, for if it were lawful for them to chose a king to govern them, then it is also 

lawful for us to chose what government will suit us, for we are as free and clear so to do as our 

fathers were.” The Manifeste defends rebellion against kings empowered by conquest more 

succinctly. “When kings come to reign by conquest,” it reads, “the people are slaves, and, being 

such, it cannot be a sin through victory to reclaim what the conqueror took from them and they 

lost.” The Manifeste further defends the right of rebellion in a passage that may have been 

Sexby’s personal contribution to the work, for it recalls Thomas Rainborough’s and Sexby’s 

speeches in the Putney Debates. The passage reads:  

 

We find that no man is born a slave. . . . The Governor of the universe, maker of 

everything in it, and of man as the glorious head of all, made us a rational people, and for 

a guide He gave us his word, which tells us that all men were equal in their first state, and 

will be the same at the end. The peasant is as free as the prince, for he comes into the 

world with neither sabots on his feet nor a saddle on his back, no more than the son of a 

king is born with a golden crown on his head. We are all by birth equally free, and, 

because we are so, have the power to choose the government by which we will be 

governed, for no man can be bound save by his representatives or by his own consent.
173

 

 

What was to be done when a rebellion of the Ormée had succeeded? The Manifeste provided 

answers in a program of twenty-one articles. There was to be “a democratic state in which all 

[were] equal before the law.”
174

 No laws were to be considered valid except those approved by a 

“representative of the people,” elected by all males over twenty-one who were not servants or 

beggars. This representative was also to approve all forms of taxation, and any person attempting 
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to collect taxes without such approval was to be proceeded against as “a common thief.”
175

 “All 

public officials [were] to be elected annually.”
176

 The Manifeste rejected traditional social 

inequities with provisos requiring that the peasants of rural Guienne have “the same rights in 

court” as the nobles, “God having no respect for such inequality,” and that “services and 

obedience” due to nobles on the basis of an aristocratic birth, to “the great support of tyranny, be 

completely banished.”
177

 The Manifeste “bid for support” from Bordeaux’s middle class by 

providing for the “equal treatment” of all persons of Guienne who were “engaged in 

commerce.”
178

 That commerce was to be encouraged by the removal of all trade barriers between 

Guienne and its trading partners, especially those barriers that impeded trade with England. To 

ease the suffering of the poor, the Manifeste would have the state to make provisions for such 

persons, “that they might not have to become beggars, and especially for those who cannot work 

and who sleep and die in the streets as they have done heretofore.”
179

 

 Five articles of the Manifeste dealt with matters of religion. One of these articles, adapted 

from the third Agreement, would make religion a matter over which the representative of the 

people could exercise no power.
180

 The Manifeste provided that “no one be constrained by 

penalties or otherwise concerning matters of faith, religion, or ordinances from God,” and that 

“no one be restrained from the profession of his faith, or the practice of his religion, according to 
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his own conscience.”
181

 Huguenots were to “be [as] eligible for public offices and employments” 

as Catholics, and they were to “be free to erect their buildings for public worship where they 

pleased.”
182

 Those who attempted to divide the people of the two religions were to be punished, 

for those who were “brothers in Christ” should not “devour each other like cannibals,” and, “in 

the name of Christ the reconciler,” no more controversial sermons were to be preached by either 

side, but “only the word of God.”
183

 

Two articles provided for a reformation of manners, according to the word of God, based 

on a belief that, without such a reformation, God would not bless the new republic. Magistrates 

were to enforce a more strict observance of the Sabbath, and all persons found guilty of “the 

enormous sins of drunkenness, blasphemy, and debauchery,” for which sins “God had destroyed 

many nations,” were to be punished “wherever they are found, in a prince as well as in a peasant, 

and this according to the laws of England created for such cases.”
184

 When compared to the 

Manifeste as a whole, these two articles seem out of place, and Henry Brailsford observes that 

“Sexby never talked in this strain.”
185

 However, Sexby and Arundel may have inserted them as 

an additional attraction for Guienne’s Huguenots, some of who were very austere, or as an 

attempt to win the approval of Cromwell and other Commonwealth leaders for the project.
186
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Sexby and Arrundel were so caught up in their republican idealism that they imagined 

that the Prince de Condé might adopt L’Accord and the Manifeste as texts for his rebellion. They 

presented copies to Pierre Lenet, Condé’s lieutenant at Bordeaux, who before sending them on to 

the prince, who was in the field with his army, wrote the equivalent of “I do not approve” on the 

Manifeste.
187

 Neither did many ‘middle sort of people’ ever declare for the documents. By the 

spring of 1653 Condé was suffering military reversals, and Bordeaux seemed likely to fall to 

forces in the service of Queen Anne and Cardinal Mazarin. Consequently, republicanism waned 

among the Bordelais and they resumed their loyalty to Louis XIV and his representatives. Many 

Huguenots could remember how England had failed to safeguard the Huguenots of La Rochelle 

in 1628, and “they refused to build their hopes on English intervention a second time.”
188

 Condé 

and his closest supporters fled Bordeaux in July, leaving Mazarin to enter the city at the head of 

an army virtually unopposed on 3 August. Shortly thereafter, Mazarin singled out a leader of the 

Ormée for exemplary torture and execution.
189

 Edmund Ludlow, who was perhaps a member of 

the committee which sent Sexby into France, records that Sexby, having received word that the 

magistrates of Bordeaux had issued orders for his arrest, “made his escape by night over the wall 

of the town.”
190
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Sexby was back in England by September 1653.
191

 His mission to France put him in 

considerable danger. Sexby later reported that John Tubbing, one of his companions, whom he 

had sent into Languedoc, “was taken as a suspected person . . . put in prison . . . and racked, and 

though he kept secret what he knew, the torture cost him his life.”
192
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CHAPTER 4 

 

 

CONSPIRATOR 

 

 

When Sexby returned to England from France, Oliver Cromwell was only a few months away 

from his inauguration as Lord Protector.
1
 Sexby arrived in England “towards the end of 

September” 1653.
2
 A year later he was embarked on a mission to end Cromwell’s Protectorate so 

that an English republic, founded on the principle of popular sovereignty, might emerge. Sexby’s 

mission against Cromwell involved a series of conspiracies.
3
 This chapter examines Sexby’s role 

as a conspirator. It is divided into seven time and theme-coherent sections. The first section 

covers the period from April 1653 to December 1653. It surveys developments in England 

related to the collapse of the Commonwealth and the establishment of the Protectorate to provide 

a context for following sections. Section two, covering early 1654 to late August 1654, shows 

how Sexby appeared to accept England’s new constitution and Cromwell’s Protectorship but 

joined in the opposition to Cromwell immediately after he had received pay for his mission in 

France. Section three covers September 1654 to May 1655. It relates how Sexby, in partnership 

with John Wildman and other republicans, worked with disaffected army officers in laying the 

groundwork for an uprising against Cromwell, and how after the discovery of this plot and 
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Wildman’s arrest, Sexby was able to escape to the Continent. Sections four and six cover May 

1655 to December 1656. These sections look at Sexby’s meetings on the Continent with English 

royalists and Spanish officials as he attempted to bring Spain, the exiled court of Charles II, and 

opposition parties in England together in joint action against the Protectorate. Sections five and 

seven, covering September 1656 to January 1657, survey the attempts to assassinate Cromwell 

conducted by Miles Sindercombe, an ex-soldier Sexby recruited to this task. The discovery and 

capture of Sindercombe and his accomplices in January 1657 is an important context for Sexby’s 

Killing Noe Murder. That remarkable tract will be considered in the next chapter. 

 

I 

 

On 20 April 1653 Oliver Cromwell summoned soldiers into a meeting of parliament and 

dissolved the Rump.
4
 Sentiment in the army had been running strong for the Rump’s forcible 

dissolution. The consensus among officers and soldiers was that the members of the Rump had 

been in power too long and accomplished too little.
5
 In fairness to the Rump, it had been 

preoccupied from the outset of the Commonwealth with the suppression of opposition to the new 

regime, notably from Levellers in England and royalist supporters of Charles Stuart in England, 

Scotland, and Ireland.
6
 But even in the relative peace that had followed Cromwell’s victory over 

the latest royalist invasion force from Scotland (3 September 1651), the Rump had made little 
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progress on such matters as law, land, religious, and franchise reform, all of which the army 

demanded.
7
 More provocative still, the members of the Rump had repeatedly demonstrated their 

unwillingness to transfer power to a new representative.
8
 

 In early 1653 the army had been waiting more than five years for the election of a new 

legislature to succeed the Long Parliament. Franchise reform and new elections had been goals 

of the army for just as long, but the second Civil War and the subjugation of England, Ireland, 

and Scotland to the Commonwealth had caused delays.
9
 A new round of intermittent pressure by 

the army for franchise reform and elections began in September 1651, following the end of the 

invasion threat from Scotland, but only in late February 1653, after a renewal of agitation by the 

army, did the Rump begin debating a bill for a new representative.
10

 On 30 March the Rump set 

£200 as the minimum property requirement for the franchise.
11

 At last it seemed to the army that 

elections were coming. But as much as officers and soldiers wanted elections, they worried about 

what those elections would bring. Unrestricted elections would seat a representative generally 

hostile towards the Commonwealth, the army that had brought it into being, and the reforms that 

the army desired. Selections could be vetted by the Rump but this would allow the Rump to 

continue sitting until the new representative had assembled.
12

 Under pressure from the army the 
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Rump had scheduled the new representative to assemble on 3 November 1653. This was a year 

earlier than the Rump had previously intended, but still the army faced the prospect of several 

additional months of the Rump’s governance. This prospect generated demands in the army for 

the Rump’s immediate dissolution, preferably by its own authority, but by force if necessary.
13

 

 Over the first half of April, Cromwell arranged several meetings between representatives 

of the army’s Council of Officers and leading members of the Rump. His goal was to avoid a 

forcible dissolution. In a meeting on 19 April Cromwell proposed that the Rump dissolve itself 

very soon, after appointing a council composed equally of officers and MPs. The council would 

conduct the elections for the new representative and monitor selections so as to exclude the 

disaffected. Also, it would hold governing authority over the Commonwealth until the new 

representative was assembled. When the meeting adjourned, Cromwell believed he had a pledge 

from the parliament to proceed no further with the bill for the new representative until such time 

as the council had been appointed.
14

 On the morning of 20 April, however, there was a flurry of 

activity in the Rump to conclude debate on the bill and approve it at once, though no 

arrangements for an interim council had been made. When Cromwell was informed of this, he 

concluded that the Rump was attempting to extend its life by circumventing what he had 

proposed the day before. Consequently, he gathered about him a force of soldiers and hurried 

with them to the parliament chamber. After seeing for himself that the Rump was in the process 

of approving the bill, Cromwell called in the soldiers, putting an end not only to the proceedings 

but to the Rump itself. That afternoon he dissolved the Council of State.
15
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 Cromwell’s dissolution of the Rump was an act of “anger,” resulting “in what he 

regarded as untenable military rule.”
16

 As head of the army he now held a “virtual dictatorship,” 

and though he was “anxious” to shed that “burden as soon as possible,” his options for doing so 

were limited. The interim council he had proposed on 19 April was no longer viable, since there 

was no longer a legitimate authority to appoint it. There was likewise no legitimate authority to 

call for elections to a new representative, and in any case, those elections would be extremely 

prejudiced against the army.
17

   

 The Council of Officers had debated “two alternatives to the Rump.” “The first, proposed 

by Major-General John Lambert, was for the institution of a single ruler with a council that 

would be checked by mandatory parliaments.” The second, proposed by Major-General Thomas 

Harrison, “was for a nominated assembly, a body modeled on the Sanhedrin of the ancient 

Hebrews.” By the beginning of May, Cromwell had decided in favor of Harrison’s scheme.
18

  

During the first week of May, letters were dispatched in the name of Cromwell and the Council 

of Officers to congregational churches in England, Scotland, and Ireland, asking them to send in 

‘godly’ nominees for a new representative. In May and June, Cromwell and the army Council 

selected from these nominees and the result was a body of 140 members. When this body 

assembled for the first time on 4 July Cromwell resigned his dictatorship by having read to the 

assembly an instrument which devolved on them supreme governing authority until 3 November 

1654, when another representative should assemble. On 6 July this body voted to call itself a 
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parliament.
19

 Its detractors were soon calling it ‘Barebone’s Parliament’ after Praise (or Praise-

God) Barbon (or Barebone), one of its members.
20

 

 Barebone’s Parliament, or the ‘Nominated Parliament,’ collapsed “after five months 

mainly because its members came to disagree so deeply that they could no longer work 

together.”
21

 During that time the parliament men concerned themselves mainly with matters of 

law and religious reform, and attention to foreign affairs suffered.
22

 In England’s “relations with 

foreign powers,” the parliament “had inherited a situation of extreme complexity.” First, there 

was a maritime war with the Dutch Republic. Next, there was a war between France and Spain, 

and these states were also in competition to conclude an alliance with England to have the 

benefit of its navy. Lastly, in Guienne, France, the rebellion of Louis de Bourbon, Prince de 

Condé, against Queen Anne of Austria, regent for the young Louis XIV, and Cardinal Mazarin, 

had collapsed following the fall of Bordeaux to royalist forces, and it was up to the leaders of the 

Commonwealth to decide whether or not to reignite Condé’s rebellion as a way of protecting the 

religious liberties of Guienne’s Protestant population, and also as a way of keeping France 

preoccupied and unable to assist Charles Stuart in claiming his kingdoms.
23

 By September 1653 

Cromwell had assumed a leadership role on these matters from a negligent committee for foreign 
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affairs.
24

 His inclination was to conclude a treaty with the Dutch Republic and an alliance with 

Spain, to be followed by Anglo-Spanish military operations in Guienne.
25

 

 Sexby arrived in England “towards the end of September,” about the same time as an 

agent of the Prince de Condé who came to request English military assistance.
26

 In this context 

Cromwell proposed to send Sexby with 6,000 men and some ships to reignite rebellion in 

Guienne, on the condition that Spain would pay the expense. Cromwell considered this 

expedition quite carefully. He sent his proposal in writing to Spain and then dispatched Joachim 

Hane, a German-born engineer, to examine the defenses of Le Havre, La Rochelle, and 

Bordeaux, as potential bases for military operations.
27

 The expedition was to have worked in 

conjunction with a Spanish fleet stationed at the mouth of the River Gironde, but news of the 

departure of those ships for Spain brought its consideration to an end.
28

 In November “Sexby 

went to work monitoring mail packets for John Thurloe,” the Secretary of the Council of State 

and director of the Protectorate’s intelligence service.
29

 

On 12 December 1653 a majority of those present in parliament voted, “for the good of 

the Commonwealth,” to resign their powers to the Lord General Cromwell.
30

 Cromwell accepted 

their resignation, and a few days later accepted Major-General John Lambert’s written 
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constitution, the Instrument of Government.
31

 The Instrument established a government for 

England, Scotland, and Ireland composed of a Lord Protector, a parliament, and a Council of 

State, and named Cromwell Lord Protector for life. It vested “supreme legislative authority” in 

the Protector and parliament and “chief magistracy” in the Protector and the Council.
32

 

“Parliament was [to be] a single chamber composed of 460 members, including thirty each from 

Scotland and Ireland.” Adult males with property valued at £200 or more could participate in the 

selection of members. Parliaments were to be triennial and “of at least five months’ duration.”  

Members of the Council of State “served for life.” They were to advise the Protector “on civil 

and military matters” and legislate with him in the intervals between parliaments and until the 

first parliament assembled on 3 September 1654.
33

 To most observers “the most fundamental 

feature” of the [new] constitution, apart from its dubious military origins,” was that it settled 

power in “one single person and a parliament.”
34

 Impossible to overlook also was the fact that 

the Instrument provided for a standing army of 30,000 which the Protector was to command by 

virtue of his concurrent position as Lord General.
35

 

Cromwell’s Protectorate faced immediate opposition from a wide range of enemies.
36

 

The most united in principle were the royalists, some living in England, others in exile, all of 

whom longed to see Cromwell removed from power and the monarchy restored under the exiled 
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Charles Stuart, the eldest son of Charles I, whom they already regarded as king.
37

 Next, there 

were English republicans, united in their opposition to a return to monarchy, but divided over the 

sort of government they would have instead of Cromwell’s Protectorate.
38

 Most numerous were 

the ‘Commonwealthsmen’ who “looked back to the government which had existed between 1649 

and 1653 as the model of what a republican government should be.”
39

 They regarded Cromwell’s 

Protectorate “as an illegal regime ruling solely by a military force that had violated parliamentary 

sovereignty on 20 April 1653,”
40

 and “they demanded the restoration of the Long Parliament as 

the supreme authority of the state.”
41

 Also among the republicans were the ‘Fifth Monarchists’ – 

millenarians for whom the execution of Charles I had been a sign that the thousand-year reign of 

Christ on earth with his ‘Saints,’ as foretold by the prophet Daniel, was imminent.
42

 Such men 

wanted an English state in which only unassailably godly men were in positions of power, so as 

to prepare the way for Christ’s return. For them, the Nominated Parliament had been a step in the 

right direction, and so by assuming power as Lord Protector, Cromwell had usurped power from 

King Jesus.
43

 “Smaller in numbers,” and just beginning to form, was a group of men “who 

desired neither a parliamentary nor a theocratic republic, but a commonwealth with a constitution 

derived from Greek or Italian models.” Cromwell’s Protectorate stood in the way of all they 
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hoped to accomplish.
44

 Lastly, there were democratic republicans, among them former Levellers, 

determined to see an English state founded on the principle of popular sovereignty, in which 

successive parliaments, seated by manhood suffrage, held supreme power.
45

 “The one thing” that 

royalists and the republicans of the various sorts could all agree upon was that Cromwell’s 

“removal” from power was “the essential preliminary” to any regime change.
46

 

Much the most serious threat to Cromwell’s Protectorate, however, would come from 

within the army that was its underpinning. Many officers and soldiers, some of whom already 

identified with one or other of the republican groups, had within their grasp the makings of the 

military force that would be required to overthrow the Protectorate. For most of these men, 

“government by a representative legislature” had been a goal since 1642. They had not contested 

Cromwell’s forcible dissolution of the Rump, thinking it a necessary step towards achieving that 

goal, “but the peremptory imposition of the Instrument by a few grandee officers” and “the 

discretionary powers granted to the Protector” by that document “alienated” them. They had 

fought in the Civil Wars so that a king aiming for “unaccomptableness” would not reign over 

England, and now they perceived with alarm that a Lord Protector, with a standing army at his 

disposal, was to be “exempt from accountability.” Within a year of his inauguration, Cromwell 

had confirmed their fears and provoked some of them into conspiracy against him.
47
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II 

 

In early 1654 Sexby composed a long letter of advice on foreign policy to Cromwell from the 

position of someone who accepted England’s new constitution and Cromwell’s Protectorship.
48

 

Cromwell’s inauguration had established that he would be addressed as “Highness.”
49

 Sexby 

began the letter “May it please your Highnesse, Looking upon the intrest of all the faythfull in 

the nation, and myself with them, as being inbarked in that shipp that God hath made your 

Highnesse pilate off, I made bold . . . to offer these following lines, (with submission) to your 

Highnesses perusall and consideration.”
50

 Cromwell was considering whether England should 

seek an alliance with France and a war with Spain, or an alliance with Spain and a war with 

France.
51

 Sexby offered advice on this matter. He urged that an alliance be made with Spain and 

that Cromwell give a favorable response to the propositions recently presented to him by the 

Spanish ambassador. In sum, these asked that England assist Spain by diverting French forces to 

a new front in Guienne. Building on this plan, Sexby proposed that Cromwell agree to send 

7,500 men and some of the navy to attack La Rochelle and other French ports. England would 

gain positions from which to raid French and Dutch shipping and conduct trade. French 

Protestants would have places to be secure in their religion. War in Guienne would serve to 

hinder France in providing effective support for the restoration of monarchy in England under 

Charles Stuart. Spain would be asked to bear the expense of the operation. Planning on a six 

month timetable, Sexby estimated the cost of the expedition at £165,000, but he advised 
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Cromwell to insist upon at least £300,000, with £100,000 to be paid in advance. To increase the 

likelihood of success, Sexby advised the utmost secrecy. The commander of the expedition, and 

even its intended destination, were to be kept from the soldiers and sailors until after it was at 

sea.
52

 

 Sexby must have imagined himself in command of the expedition. The scheme that he 

outlined closely resembles what Cromwell had proposed for Sexby soon after Sexby’s return 

from France, when Cromwell considered sending Sexby with 6,000 men and some warships to 

rekindle rebellion in Guienne, with Spain covering the costs.
53

 Sexby’s advice on foreign policy 

is consistent with what Cromwell had favored in the autumn of 1653.
54

 But by the spring of 1654 

the latter’s foreign policy preferences had shifted in favor of an alliance with France, so Sexby’s 

advice was rejected. Cromwell had come to believe that he could more effectively secure French 

Protestants an unimpeded right to worship and deny Charles Stuart French support by the terms 

of such an alliance than by armed intervention in France.
55

 Also, to Cromwell and others of his 

generation, Spain was the agent of Anti-Christ and so to strike a blow at Spain seemed 

Providential. After a peace treaty was signed with the Dutch Republic in April, Cromwell began 

directing England’s foreign policy towards war with Spain and the ‘Western Design,’ an 

expedition to seize Cuba from the Spanish, or some other island in the West Indies.
56
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 In the spring of 1654 Sexby began pressing for the settlement of pay arrears and expenses 

stretching back to 1649.
57

 On 28 April Cromwell approved a warrant for the auditing of Sexby’s 

accounts.
58

 Soon afterwards, Sexby submitted a statement in which he claimed £116 were due to 

him for “journeys in England” he had made in 1649. Sexby had “hoped” to keep “a necklace and 

[a] jewel” in lieu of part of this amount, but he had “delivered them up” to the Council of State 

“as ordered.”
59

 In another statement, received by the Council on 9 May, Sexby gave an 

accounting of the mission he had led to France and the expenses he and his companions had 

incurred. The “secret committee” which had sent him to France, Sexby claimed, had agreed that 

he “was to have £1,000 a year” for himself and the “4 gentlemen” who accompanied him. Sexby 

claimed he had incurred over £53 in charges sending reports to the committee and “lost 2 trunks 

of apparel worth £200.” He had been paid £1,000 for “the first year’s salary” but “there [was] 

still due” to him just over £1,411 in “salary and charges” for a mission that had lasted “almost 2 

years.” Anticipating that the Council would object to so “large” a sum, Sexby explained that “no 

one could live in the foreign parts” where he and his companions had been “at less than £200 a 

year” and that their “expenses were some hundreds above the allowance.”
60

 

On 1 June the Council of State sent paperwork for Sexby’s claims to a committee, with 

instructions to investigate the validity of those claims.
61

 Almost three months later, Sexby was 

still awaiting his pay. For that reason, Sexby took his case to the Protector in the form of a short 

petition. Altogether different in tone than his letter on foreign policy, Sexby’s petition reads: 
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“The justice of my cause and the damage by 10 months’ delay compel me to appeal to you. I beg 

your order for satisfaction, or if, after all my hazards and expense for the public, for which 

payment has so often been voluntarily promised, I must expect nothing, I beg that it may be 

declared as your resolve, so that I may be freed from further charge and attendance.”
62

 Plainly 

evident here is Sexby’s frustration over delays and his disillusionment with state service. Though 

Sexby would be paid only about two-thirds of the amount for which he had submitted written 

claims, his petition does seem to have secured Cromwell’s order to speed his pay along. On 23 

August the Council ordered that Sexby be paid £1,000, in settlement of all his claims.
63

 Soon 

thereafter Sexby embarked on an implacable opposition to the Protectorate.
64

 

What caused Sexby to turn against Cromwell? Samuel Gardiner suggests that Sexby’s 

opposition towards Cromwell was “quickened into life by his disappointment of the command” 

that Cromwell had proposed for him soon after his return from France.
65

 But it was likely this 

disappointment in combination with several others. These may have included Sexby’s court 

martial and loss of command and Cromwell’s absence from Sexby’s trial, Cromwell’s adoption 

of a foreign policy so different from what Sexby had advised, Sexby not being paid the full 

amount he claimed was due to him, and frustrations and delays in getting the £1,000 he was 

eventually paid. Fundamentally more important than any or the sum of these things, however, is 

that Sexby must never have been at peace with either the Commonwealth or Cromwell’s 

Protectorate, since these regimes were not what Sexby and his comrades had wanted and agitated 

for  – a state founded upon the principle of the sovereignty of the people. Sexby’s work in 
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France, when he offered the Ormée the Levellers’ third Agreement of the People in French 

translation and that original Manifeste, is a sign that he was reconnecting with his commitment to 

this principle and to an English state thus founded.
66

 

 

III 

 

 

Sexby would have found encouragement for his break with Cromwell in meetings with John 

Wildman, a Leveller acquaintance of long standing, and other men committed to what would be 

called ‘the Good Old Cause.
67

 Coined in 1655, this phrase became “the common cry of men who 

rejected the regal rule of the Cromwellian Protectorate and concluded that the rights and liberties 

they had fought for in the Civil Wars could only be secured by a supreme legislature elected by 

the people and untrammeled by Lords, King, or any single executive.”
68

 According to Samuel 

Dyer, Sexby’s servant who later gave evidence against him, Sexby was meeting with Wildman 

and other disaffected men “soon after [Cromwell] was declared Lord Protector.”
69

 This being the 

case, in the spring and summer of 1654 Sexby was attempting to get what money he could from 

a regime he was thinking of turning against.
70

 During the summer of 1654, Wildman secured his 

election to the first Protectorate parliament with the assistance of John Lawson, a Vice-Admiral 

in the navy.
71

 A week into its sitting, Cromwell saw that republicans in the parliament intended 

to subvert the Protectorate by amending the Instrument of Government. Therefore, he had 
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soldiers positioned at the doors of the parliament chamber on 12 September to require that all 

MPs sign the ‘Recognition’ before proceeding to their seats. By signing, members pledged to be 

“true and faithful to the Lord Protector” and not to attempt to alter the settlement of government 

in “a single person and a parliament.”
72

 Wildman would not sign the Recognition and so he lost 

his seat. Also excluded were other men Sexby would conspire with over the next few months – 

Colonels Thomas Saunders and John Okey, Sir Arthur Heselrige, and Thomas, Lord Grey of 

Groby.
73

 Sexby had had some prior contact with at least two of these men. Okey had attended 

Sexby’s court martial in Edinburgh. Hesilrige had been unable to attend Sexby’s court martial, 

but he had sent letters to defend Sexby against the most serious charge made against him – that 

Sexby had lacked sufficient cause to order the execution of a soldier near Morpeth.
74

 

Notes by John Thurloe, the director of the Protectorate’s intelligence service, tell of a 

meeting in September attended by four colonels – Saunders, Okey, Mathew Alured, and Francis 

Hacker – and Wildman. Also present was Lawson.
75

 Thurloe’s notes tell of subsequent meetings 

attended by Wildman, Heselrige, Lord Grey, and Sexby, and “indicate that he was concerned 

about several, possibly interlocking plots.”
76

 One outcome of these meetings was a petition 

addressed to the army. It began with a reference to the army’s declaration of 14 June 1647 in 

which it had insisted that it was ‘no mere mercenary army’ but rather one raised to secure rights 
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and liberties.
77

 From that point the petition went on to warn the army that it was in danger of 

becoming “wholly mercenary” and of being used by the Protector to destroy “the being of 

parliaments” which would leave the people of England “under an absolute tyranny and 

vassalage.”
78

 In response to the exclusions that Cromwell had imposed on the new parliament 

with the Recognition, the petition demanded “a full and truly free parliament” to consider of 

“those fundamental rights and freedomes” which the Civil Wars had been fought to secure.
79

 

Those rights and freedoms, the petition declared, had been set down in the Agreements of the 

People. The aim of those documents had been “successive parliaments, freely chosen by the 

people and holding the supreme power in the state.”
80

 

Alured, Okey, and Saunders signed the petition, but Hacker, who may have been an 

informant for Thurloe, did not. Before the petition could be circulated for further signatures, it 

was seized and used as evidence to deprive Alured, Okey, and Saunders of their commands. A 

copy survived, however, and was published in London on 18 October, probably by Wildman, as 

The Humble Petition of Several Colonels of the Army.
81

 The following day there appeared in the 

city copies of a work titled Some Mementos for the Officers and Souldiers of the Army.
82

 James 

Holstun has observed some similarities between Some Mementos and Sexby’s Killing Noe 

Murder: each addresses the officers and soldiers of the army and assigns to Cromwell the 
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characteristics of a tyrant.
83

 But there are other things to suggest that Sexby wrote this earlier 

work. Some Mementos was a product of the same meetings that had produced the colonels’ 

petition and it echoes passages from that document.
84

 With a reference to the Good Old Cause, 

Some Mementos argued that if the officers and soldiers of the army failed in their prosecution of 

“that Great cause” for which they had engaged, they would be “the greatest traytors and rebels 

against God’s ordinance of government that ever breathed in English air.”
85

 The only way to 

secure those “rights and freedoms” for which they had fought was to abandon their mistaken 

loyalty to the Protector and settle the government of England upon “a just foundation” of “free 

successive parliaments.”
86

 Wildman is generally acknowledged as the draftsman of the colonels’ 

petition, but his authorship of Some Mementos is doubtful since that work is suffused with 

biblical language quite uncharacteristic of him.  Use of biblical language was a characteristic of 

Sexby, as demonstrated in his comments in the Putney Debates and by his letter to Cromwell on 

foreign policy.
87

  

The case for Sexby’s authorship of Some Mementos becomes stronger considering that 

copies of that work and the colonels’ petition were distributed together.
88

 Samuel Dyer, Sexby’s 

servant at this time, later testified that Sexby sent “papers” signed by Saunders, Alured, and 
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Okey, clearly meaning copies of their petition, and “several boxes of declarations,” almost 

certainly referring to Some Mementos, and “a hamper of arms” to Hartlerow in Essex. Shortly 

thereafter Sexby met with Lieutenant John Breman in Hartlerow and assigned him the task of 

taking “petitions and declarations” into Scotland.
89

 This same Breman or “Brayman” had signed 

an agitator paper with Sexby in May 1647.
90

 Sexby himself took “divers of those declarations 

and papers” into Warwickshire and at Warwick distributed them “among many countrymen.”  

From Warwick Sexby went to Coventry and from there to the home of Lord Grey of Groby 

where he entrusted “a great number of the . . . declarations and papers” with the lord’s butler 

before going on to Leicester were he dispersed “about 5,000 of them.”
91

 

Sexby and Wildman went beyond the dissemination of incendiary literature. At the same 

time they worked at organizing an insurrection against the Protector for which they intended this 

literature to act as an incitement. One insurrection was to have been led by Major-General Robert 

Overton, a Fifth Monarchist.
92

 In January 1654 Overton, who had approved of the dissolution of 

the Rump but not of the establishment of the Protectorate, met with Cromwell. He pledged loyal 

service to the Protector but added that whenever he perceived that His Highness “did only design 

the setting up of himself” that “he would not set one foot before the other to serve him.”
93

 The 

Protector accepted Overton’s pledge and assigned him to a command in Scotland under 

Lieutenant-General George Monck. Upon taking up his command in September, Overton 
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repeated to Monck the pledge he had made to Cromwell.
94

 Overton’s part in the conspiracy that 

followed remains unclear, but before leaving England he met with Wildman and, according to 

Thurloe’s notes, the two spoke of “their dislike of things.”
95

 It did not appear to Thurloe that 

plans for a rebellion were made at this meeting, but his notes record that Overton later sent word 

to Wildman that there was a “party” under his command “which would stand right for a 

commonwealth.”
96

 The tipping point for these officers and soldiers, and for Overton, had been 

news of Cromwell’s exclusion of republicans from parliament with the Recognition.
97

 

By December 1654, meetings at Overton’s Aberdeen headquarters of officers and 

soldiers opposed to the Protectorate were a matter of concern to Monck, but, even more 

alarmingly to Monck, not to Overton. Monck’s suspicions of Overton had been brought to life in 

October and November with his discovery of some copies of Some Momentos and the colonels’ 

petition, quantities of which Sexby had sent into Scotland by Lieutenant John Breman.
98

 On 4 

January 1655 Monck issued orders for Overton’s arrest and transportation to London, in response 

to Overton’s failure to appear when summoned to meet with him. Overton was committed to the 

Tower of London and he was held prisoner there for more than four years.
99

 He “professed his 
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innocence of any wrongdoing,”
100

 but Samuel Dyer, formerly a servant to Sexby, later reported 

to Thurloe that Sexby had told him that the plan had been for Overton “to seize on General 

Monck, and the headquarters, with his regiment and other friends.”
101

  

While ‘the Overton Plot’ proceeded in Scotland, Sexby and Wildman were involved in 

preparations for an insurrection against Cromwell in England. It was to have been led by Lord 

Grey of Groby, one of the republicans excluded from parliament by Cromwell’s Recognition.
102

  

The scope and details of this plot only came to light with the information that Samuel Dyer 

provided to Thurloe about two years later.
103

 After distributing copies of the colonels’ petition 

and declarations at Leicester, Sexby returned briefly to the home of Lord Grey, and then went 

“into Berkshire to the house of Major Wildman’s mother-in-law.” Sexby and Wildman then sent 

Dyer “with a packet of letters” for Lord Grey who instructed Dyer to tell Sexby to “be sure” to 

“perform” what Grey “desired him to perform” as Grey’s “Somersetshire friends would not fail 

him” and Grey hoped to have at his command a force of “more than five thousand.”
104

 

According to Dyer, Sexby had met somewhat earlier with Sir Arthur Hesilrige, another of the 

excluded republicans, at Woodstock where Hesilrige had told Sexby that he was “loath to begin 

the business” but that “as soon as he saw the candle lighted” he would commit himself.
105

 Dyer 

went on to describe Sexby’s itinerary from Wildman’s mother-in-law’s house to Bristol to meet 

with a Captain George Bishop, a Major Clerke, and an ensign named Jordan; to Alton in 
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Hampshire to meet with a Colonel Bishop and John Breman; to Mead in Sussex to meet with 

Wildman; to Deal in Kent to meet with Vice-Admiral Lawson; and from there to London to meet 

with Wildman, a Major Cockayne, a Lieutenant Penkeville, “a gentleman,” unknown by name to 

Dyer, often sent by Lord Grey with letters for Sexby and Wildman, and many other persons that 

Dyer could not identify by name.
106

 Somewhat earlier, Sexby had met with a major and a cornet 

from the cavalry regiment formerly commanded by Thomas Saunders, one of the colonels who 

had signed the original colonels’ petition.
107

 

What had been the purpose of all these meetings? Dyer was never privy to all that Sexby 

and Wildman were conspiring, but there was to have been an attempt by Lord Grey and members 

of the army to depose Cromwell.
108

 What was to have been Sexby and Wildman’s part in this 

coup? And what was it that the Lord Grey “desired” Sexby to “perform”?
109

 Dyer’s later 

testimony hints darkly at a plan for Sexby and Wildman to murder the Protector. At an inn near 

Brentford in Middlesex, Dyer heard Wildman say to Sexby: “Shall such a tyrant live? No; if it be 

possible to find two Feltons,”
110

 a reference to John Felton who had assassinated the first Duke 

of Buckingham in 1628.
111

 After instructing Dyer to wait for them in London, Sexby and 

Wildman left for Berkshire. Sexby, as Dyer subsequently found out, parted company with 

Wildman to meet again with Major Clerke in Bristol.
112
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In light of so many meetings involving so many persons, and their distribution of so 

much seditious literature, it was a matter of time before the conspiracy centered on Lord Grey 

was denounced to Thurloe. In early February 1655 Thurloe’s agents struck at the chief 

conspirators. The strike was made just in time, for the coup was about to be launched. Wildman 

was arrested near Marlborough on 10 February. A declaration he had been working was titled A 

Declaration of the Free-born People of England, now in Armes against the Tyrannie and 

Oppression of Oliver Cromwell, Esq.
113

 Lord Grey was arrested on 12 February in the act of 

transporting “5 case of pistols.”
114

 Cromwell clearly sought Sexby’s arrest in connection with the 

plot against him. Even before Wildman and Grey were arrested, Captain Unton Croke was 

searching for Sexby in the West Country. On 7 February Croke wrote to Cromwell to inform him 

that he had “sent all over Dorsetshire and Devon enquiring after Colonel Sexby.” He assured the 

Protector that he “need not doubt in the least of [his] viligence and care in all respects over those 

that are your highness and the nation’s enemies.” Croke remarked that he had “faithfull scouts in 

all parts of this countrie” in correspondence with him, and that he hoped, “if anything be 

hatching,” to be “instrumental” in its discovery and suppression.
115

 

But while searches for Sexby proceeded in the West Country, he was much closer to hand 

than Cromwell and Thurloe knew. According to Dyer, Sexby reacted to word of Wildman’s 

arrest by going to stay with a Captain Hall who had a house in Rotherhithe, a dockyard 

community across the Thames from London. Sexby assumed the name “Thomas Hungerford” 

and Hall assisted with the deception by giving “out to his neighbors” that Sexby was “a 
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merchant, that was broke.” Hall, as Dyer later reported, knew Sexby “well” and was “privy to 

Sexby’s design.” Sexby stayed with Hall “a week or two,” as Dyer remembered, and then went 

into other lodgings arranged for him by Lieutenant Penkeville. After he had relocated, Sexby 

sent Dyer to retrieve “some papers” he had left with Hall, which Sexby said “he would not lose 

for a thousand pounds.” But Hall, “mistrusting” Dyer, would not hand over the papers and 

instead “burnt them in [Dyer’s] presence.” According to Dyer, Sexby was “very sorry” when 

informed of the loss, for “these papers contain’d the principles of the design” that he and 

Wildman had been intent upon, and there were “among them letters from divers of their friends 

as well in England as Ireland.” Sexby sent Dyer to stay with Charles Francks, a minister at 

Thetford in Norfolk, with instructions to remain there until such time as Sexby sent word for 

Dyer to join him. Dyer recalled that he stayed at Thetford “about two months,” after which time 

he went with Francks to London where they met with Lieutenant Penkeville, who had received a 

letter from Sexby. With the lieutenant’s assistance, Dyer secured safe lodgings, where he 

remained “about three weeks,” during which time he received “three letters” from Sexby, 

“inviting” Dyer to join him in the Spanish Netherlands, “not as [a] servant,” but as “a cornet in 

the Spanish army, in recompense for his faithful service.” Accordingly, with money provided by 

Penkeville for his journey, Dyer went to Deal where he met Vice-Admiral Lawson, who 

arranged for a boat to take Dyer across the Channel to Ostend, from where Dyer traveled to 

Antwerp and joined Sexby.
116

 Assuming that Dyer and Sexby had parted company in England 

about the end of February, and adding up the time that had elapsed, Dyer joined Sexby about the 

middle of May 1655.
117
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Sexby’s movements for the period that he was separated from Dyer are obscure. Dyer 

later testified that Sexby “went into France” with Richard Overton and William Parker, a servant 

formerly in John Wildman’s employ.
118

 He said nothing to support the tradition that Sexby was 

closely pursued in the West Country before he escaped to the Continent.
119

 This pursuit could 

have occurred after Sexby and his servant parted ways, and Dyer may never have learned of all 

that transpired with Sexby during their separation, but Dyer’s testimony does raise the possibility 

that searches for Sexby went on in the West while he was at Rotherhithe or after he had departed 

England. On 19 February a “Mr. G. Forsington” wrote to the Protector about a search in 

Salisbury. He had questioned the postmaster about Sexby, emphasizing to the man the “sadd 

consequence, which would follow, if he knew where [Sexby] were,” and were caught lying to 

protect him. From Salisbury, Forsington intended to go to Marlborough to inquire after a man 

named “Cox.” A “very creditable person of good repute” in Salisbury had told him that this Cox 

had attempted to recruit him, saying “he should speake with Coll. Sacksbey” about “a riseinge in 

Somersetshire” that was to take place. Forsington asked that the Protector send him a warrant so 

that he might have sufficient authority to arrest Cox, should he find him.
120

 On 21 February 

Unton Croke wrote again to the Protector to report that he had “not beene carelesse in making 

the most curious search after Sexby, having had parties out after him both in Devonshire and 

Dorsetshire.” Some of the searchers had not yet returned, and Croke was hopeful “they have 

tracked him.”
121
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One of the search parties from which Croke wanted to hear was the company of soldiers 

that went into Weymouth in Dorsetshire on the afternoon of 20 February. As Croke was to learn 

and report to Thurloe, these soldiers had a dramatic encounter with sympathizers willing to 

frustrate searches for Sexby.
122

 After making some inquiries, they were informed that “if [Sexby] 

were in towne, he was at Captain Arthur’s house.” The captain not appearing to be home, a 

spokesman for the searchers spoke with a maid and then with a “Mrs. Ford” whom they later 

“supposed” to be Sexby’s “mistresse.” This woman demanded to know the soldiers’ “businesse” 

with Sexby and the spokesman said “hee had a letter to deliver to Colonel Sexbie.” Ford replied 

that Sexby was “not within” the house, but she would see that he received the letter. The soldier 

declined, explaining that he could give the letter to Sexby and no other. As the men were leaving, 

a servant named “Dudley” approached. He said he knew the soldiers’ business “was to 

apprehend Sexbie,” and, as “he loved the Protector soe well,” he wanted to be of assistance.  

“Sexbie was in towne,” Dudley said, and had indeed been staying at Captain Arthur’s house, and 

he would take the searchers to Sexby’s “very chamber dore,” provided that they would depart 

and return “very late” that night, by which time Sexby would have returned. “The soldiers were 

very joyfull at this news,” but at the appointed time Dudley “denied all that was said before, and 

would not goe forth with them.” In the meantime, it had become common knowledge in 

Weymouth “that souldiers were come to apprehend Colonel Sexby.”
123

 

The search party was next approached by four men, a Coronet Brockhurst, a Captain 

Lambert, a Major Hardinge, and a Mr. Waltham, the last two of whom, as Croke was “credibly 

informed,” were “highflowne men in their principles, and direct friends to Sexby,” who were 

angry to know that “souldiers should come to looke after any man without a written order.” 
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These men, with the approval of Weymouth’s mayor and the assistance of some sailors, 

succeeded in confining the soldiers in a house until “about noone” the next day, when the 

governor of Portland Castle arrived. The governor, a Captain Hurst, approved of the soldiers’ 

arrest, and they were “disarmed, and made prisoners indeed.”
124

 Croke wrote to Thurloe “that if 

Sexby were in the towne, he had libertie enough given him to make his escape.”
125

 

Croke had to go to Weymouth to secure the release of his men, and he used the occasion 

to make some inquiries. As he reported to Thurloe, he found that it was the “generall saying in 

the towne,” that Sexby had not been there in nearly a year. This was affirmed to him by the wife 

of Captain Arthur with whom Sexby had reportedly been staying, a “very godly woman,” and 

also by “Mr. Thorne, the pastor of the gathered church in Weymouth,” who assured Croke that 

“there was much knaverie in the information” of the servant Dudley and that “what Mrs. Arthur 

spoke was truth.” Croke spoke also with Major Hardinge, one of the men behind the detention of 

his soldiers, who declared that if the soldiers had arrested Sexby, “they having no written order,” 

he would have attempted “to rescue him out of their hands.” Additionally, the major had said that 

“Sexby was soe qualified, and had done such good service” for the man now addressed as Lord 

Protector, “that he wondered any should come to looke for him in that manner.”
126

 

Croke had also attempted to find out what he could about Weymouth’s mayor and the 

governor of Portland Castle and their role in the whole affair. Both men, he concluded, “were 

very innocent” of any wrongdoing, for they had acted “meerly at the request of others,” and 

neither seemed to have “any relation or neer acquaintance with Sexbie,” though he was sure that 
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“some of the other gentlemen” he had met with did. Croke did observe, however, that the 

governor, Captain Hurst, was “very wary” when discussing “present affayres.”
127

 Suspicious to 

Croke also, Hurst was “very affectionate” in his “expressions” towards a prisoner of his, Major-

General Thomas Harrison, a Fifth Monarchist who was being held at Portland Castle, by order of 

the Protector, on the chance that Harrison would lead a coup.
128

 Croke eventually got Hurst to 

share some particulars of a conversation that he and Harrison had had concerning the 

government’s search for Sexby. As Croke later informed Thurloe, Hurst had explained that 

Harrison “wondered to heare, that Sexby should be suspected.” Hurst had said that Harrison 

thought Sexby was a “decoy” for the Protector because Harrison had observed that “all those that 

Sexby had been with were secured,” but Sexby “himself” was “at libertie” as though he only 

“pretended to be searcht for.” Harrison had resolved to have “nothing to doe” with Sexby, 

knowing him to be “a treacherous fellow.”
129

 Sexby was not a spy for the Protector, as Harrison 

imagined him to be, but John Wildman became one, unbeknownst to Sexby, in exchange for his 

liberty after seventeen months of close confinement in the Tower of London.
130

 

 

IV 

 

A newsletter issued from Westminster on 10 March reported that a party of horse hunting for 

Sexby in the West Country had “seized on his portmantua with some writeings of concernement 
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therein, and likewise a sute of extraordinary armes,” but that he had escaped.
131

 Sexby had 

reached Antwerp in the Spanish Netherlands by the middle of May 1655, which is also the best 

estimate for when Samuel Dyer rejoined Sexby.
132

 Sexby was joined by a woman Dyer identified 

only as Sexby’s “wife.”
133

 This may have been the Mary whom Sexby acknowledged as his wife 

and provided for in the will he signed in September 1657.
134

 Sexby’s wife, as Dyer recalled, 

came over from England with money for Sexby sewn into her clothing.
135

 Sexby settled her at 

Ghent, where she gave birth to a son about early October 1656.
136

 

In the Spanish Netherlands, Sexby lost no time in making the acquaintance of leading 

English royalists in exile, meeting first, perhaps, with Colonel Robert Phelipps. On 21 May 

Phelipps wrote from Antwerp to Sir Edward Nicholas, secretary of state for the man whom 

royalists already regarded as Charles II, to report his having “fallen into an acquaintance with a 

most eminent Leveller.” This Leveller, Sexby as Phelipps eventually determined, had read to him 

four letters, each of which gave assurance that Cromwell would be brought “speadily downe” by 

Sexby’s associates in England. Phelipps had answered that he could “not perceive any 

advantage” to the nation in that work, since any post-Cromwell regime which did not recall the 

exiled king would have to “keepe upp an army and consequently taxes.” To this Sexby had 

replied that “if things were hansomly managed,” that “king and kingdome both might receave 

great benefit thereby.” Phelipps had not discussed the matter further, not knowing how he should 
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proceed. He assured Nicholas that his new acquaintance was the “principall man” of that “faction 

now out of Cromwell’s power,” describing him also as “very civill” and “communicative.”
137

 A 

week later, Phelipps wrote again to Nicholas, assuring him that while he shared the secretary’s 

caution that some men “under the pretence of Levellers have bin Cromwell’s spies,” he would 

“pawne [his] life” that “the man whom [he] mentioned to [Nicholas] in [his] last [letter] is 

mortally Cromwell’s enimie.”
138

 

On 15 June Phelipps wrote yet again to Nicholas. He had spoken at greater length with 

“the Leveller,” giving him (Sexby) “full libertie of expressing his sense of English affaires 

without contradicting him, which would have made him more shye and reserved.” In this 

atmosphere of free expression, Sexby had told Phelipps that his party, whom royalists were 

calling the “Levelling party,” had “soe greate an interest” in England, “in the armie, citty 

[London] and country” that “indubitably they shuld bee able to pull downe that false perjured 

rogue Cromwell,” so Sexby had termed him, but “he could not say what advantage the king 

[Charles Stuart] would reape thereby.” Sexby had then allowed himself to speculate that it was 

“possible,” in the “confusion and unsettledness of affairs” that would follow from Cromwell’s 

sudden removal from power, that his party, “under strict limitations for [the] convenience of 

[the] nation,” might “permitt [the] king to be [the] supreme minister in [the] vacancie of 

parliaments, [the] constant returne of which must bee certaine, to whom he alsoe must be 

accoumptable.” This was more than Sexby could say for his party with any confidence, but “for 

his owne part he could bee very well contented to see the king invested in all his legall rights,” so 

long as “the people were secured of theire liberties and proprieties.” Sexby had then pointed out 

to Phelipps the conundrum of the purchasers of lands formerly owned by the late king, bishops, 
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and royalists, and the people who held land by lease from those purchasers. “[N]othing [was] 

more dreadfull” to them, Sexby had said, than the “king’s returne,” for though they might “much 

desire” Cromwell’s removal from power, the “readmission of [the] king” would threaten the 

“securitie” of “themselves and theire estates.” And Sexby said that if the “king’s party” should 

succeed in a “design against Cromwell . . . they must expect to receave another contest from 

theire [Sexby’s] party.” Phelipps was hopeful this information would help the king and his 

ministers more skillfully manage their affairs with “the Levelling party.” It was best, he offered, 

“not at present to disgust them, but by all meanes to cajoyle them” Closing his letter to Nicholas, 

Phelipps passed along his discovery of the identity of the “fellow” with whom he had been in 

conversation, describing him as “Sexbie,” formerly “a colonell in Cromwell’s army” and “of 

great power and repute in [the] army,” but whom “upon some distaste betweene him and 

Cromwell quitted [the] army.”
139

 

By the start of June Sexby had met with Alonso Perez di Vivero, Count of Fuensaldaña, 

who was governor of the Spanish Netherlands.
140

 Sexby’s possession of inside information on 

Cromwell and his foreign policy intentions, in the context of worsening relations between Spain 

and England, made him a person of great interest to the Count and to other Spanish officials.
141

  

According to Samuel Dyer, the first meeting occurred when Sexby went to Brussels to inform 

Fuensaldaña of a “design” he had in mind “which might be profitable to the king of Spain.” 

Present at this meeting also was Father Peter Talbot, an Irish Jesuit who served as their 

interpreter.
142

 This Talbot was brother to Colonel Richard Talbot, a royalist plotting Cromwell’s 
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assassination in England.
143

 Peter Talbot functioned as interpreter and intermediary for Sexby on 

many subsequent occasions, and was a figure very much at the center of Charles II’s court in 

exile.
144

 Sexby proposed “to bring over 2,000 men from England” to “serve the king of Spain 

against the Lord Protector,” to which the Count, through Talbot, had replied that such men would 

be better employed against Cromwell in England. The Count then assured Sexby that “he would 

not want for money for his design,” and that, “if the business went well, Sexby should have what 

command he would in England.”
145

 Other details of this meeting were immediately passed to 

exiled royalist Sir Marmaduke Langdale, most likely by Talbot. On 3 June Langdale wrote from 

Brussels to Charles II at Cologne to report that “a considerable person of the party of the 

Levellers” had come to inform Count Fuensaldaña that Cromwell had sent an expedition “to take 

some island in the West Indies and intercept the Plate fleet,” and that he was bent on taking one 

of the Channel ports from the Spanish. This “Leveller” had assured the Count that his “party in 

England” was capable of taking possession of several ports and part of the navy, and could “put 

Irish soldiers” into England “for the king of Spain,” but first they must have the equivalent of 

£150,000 deposited at Dunkirk. “Their aim [was] to pull down Cromwell and set up a 

parliament.” The Count, as Langdale reported, was impressed enough to “send [Sexby’s] 

propositions to the king of Spain.”
146
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Over the course of a few days about the middle of June, Sexby also met several times in 

Bruges with George Goring, Earl of Norwich.
147

 Sexby gave his name as ‘Thomas Brookes’ but 

Norwich recognized him immediately from a previous encounter in England.
148

 Writing to 

Nicholas on 19 June, Norwich described Sexby as “the prime Leveller,” with “the most credit in 

Cromwell’s army, though now the greatest enemy to his person.” In Norwich’s “presence” 

Sexby “drank” to the “health” of Charles II, “with much seeming affection.” Norwich informed 

Nicholas that Sexby was “much harkened after by Count Fuensaldania.” He further described 

Sexby as “a very able man” and inclined to “greate kindnesse” towards him, on account of a 

friend of the Earl’s in Sussex who had helped “convey” Sexby “out of England.”
149

 On 21 June 

Norwich penned a note to Nicholas to report on a subsequent meeting with “the Leveller.” 

“Spayne courts him much,” Norwich reported, and “money” had been “sent into England” to “set 

worke a foote” against Cromwell.
150

 On 25 June Norwich wrote a letter to Nicholas describing 

Sexby as a person of great favor and influence with Count Fuensaldaña. Norwich was working 

hard to win Sexby’s “trust,” but he knew he would be “undone” if Sexby were to discover that 

the king’s party was being deceitful – willing to use Sexby and his friends to pull down 

Cromwell but by no means intending to grant them concessions in a post-Cromwell regime. 

Money had been sent “over into England for to take away Cromwell” but it must be the work of 

Sexby’s party alone. Sexby insisted to Norwich that none of the royalists must “soe much as 

seeme to stir till [the] mayne first blow were given and then, if [the] king will but be content to 

permit a free parlement, all may [be] well.” Norwich urged Sexby not to mistrust the intentions 
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of the king’s party, and the two had parted company.
151

 On 2 July Norwich referred to Sexby in a 

letter to Nicholas as “the greate Leveller” and “the Spaniard’s favorite” and reported that Sexby 

was “now working in England about Cromwell’s death.”
152

 And then on 11 July, having received 

a letter from Nicholas in which the secretary had inquired after Sexby, Norwich wrote back that 

“Saxby may well be a knave,” but “he is no foole.”
153

 

About the middle of July 1655, Sexby embarked for Spain at Dunkirk.
154

 He carried a 

letter from Fuensaldaña addressed to Don Luis de Haro, a member of Spain’s Council of State, 

requesting support for designs against Cromwell. Accompanying him were Samuel Dyer, one 

Don Francisco de la Hoste, and another Spanish nobleman.
155

 Sexby reached his destination by 

16 August when Peter Talbot wrote to inform Charles that Sexby had “arrived in Spain” and that 

“the Spanish ambassador in London writes as if [Sexby] were the only man able to oppose 

Cromwell.”
156

 On 28 July Talbot wrote to Charles Stuart at Cologne to relay the essentials of a 

conversation that he had had with Sexby before the latter embarked for Spain. Talbot had learned 

from the Earl of Norwich that the man he had been an interpreter for in Brussels was named 

Sexby. Over the course of a few days, Sexby had “received many letters from friends in England, 

remitting themselves to all that he might agree on.” Among these friends, Talbot reported, were 

Lord Grey of Groby, John Wildman, William Allen, who had been Sexby’s close associate in 

1647, more than fifteen colonels, and some officers in the navy. Talbot described Sexby to the 
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king as “a man of more than ordinary judgment and sagacity,” who “after many discourses, 

professes not to be opposed the king’s prerogative so far as it agrees with the liberty of the 

people, to whom he [Sexby] would give the legislative power.” Talbot had told Sexby “that 

Spain and Rome would never assist him to set up a Commonwealth, but might both give him 

satisfaction if he would join with the king’s friends.” But Sexby answered back that “the 

Cavaliers were a generation God cannot prosper, for their swearing, drinking, whoring, and little 

secrecy, and that Cromwell had been down before but for their folly.” Sexby acknowledged that 

there were “some moderate and honest men” in the king’s party, naming the Earl of Norwich and 

Sir Marmaduke Langdale. Norwich had asked that Talbot accompany Sexby to Spain to act as 

his interpreter, but Talbot, fearing the displeasure of his superiors in the Jesuit order, had 

declined the mission, instead giving Sexby a letter addressed to Don Luis de Haro. Sexby had 

twice urged Talbot “to go to Rome to the Pope,” and had “left money for the purpose before he 

embarked at Dunkirk,” but Talbot had declined Sexby’s request for “the same reason, his 

religious superiors being as much afraid of Cromwell as the Spaniards are.”
157

 Before departing 

for Spain, Sexby arranged for Richard Overton to maintain contact with the leading royalists in 

exile, stay informed of developments, and write to him during his absence.
158

   

According to Dyer, on “the same day” that Sexby reached Madrid, he went to see Don 

Luis de Haro and presented the letter Count Fuensaldaña had given him. Through an Irish Jesuit 

who served as his interpreter, Sexby told de Haro “that he knew there would be war between 

England and Spain, and that he would cause mutinies to be raised in England against the Lord 

Protector” as well as on “divers ships of the navy of England.” For this purpose he asked that 

£200,000 be deposited at Antwerp, for him to disperse, as needed, among those involved. Sexby 
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was well received in Madrid and remained there “several weeks,” during which time he was 

regarded as “the main instrument” through which Philip IV could strike a blow against England. 

Sexby was “maintained at the charge of the king of Spain” and had the use of royal coaches and 

horses.
159

 In the course of about six weeks, Sexby got at least two letters through to Overton.
160

 

Back in the Spanish Netherlands, English royalists were doubtful that Sexby would secure 

Spain’s support for designs against Cromwell, on a level that was likely to be effective. On 20 

September Sir Marmaduke Langdale wrote to Overton, giving his opinion that if Sexby were to 

declare that the royalists and the Levellers had come to an agreement and joined against 

Cromwell, “it would much facilitate” Sexby’s negotiations with the Spaniards and get them to 

provide the level of support the king’s party hoped for.
161

 On 28 September Sir Edward Nicholas 

wrote to Langdale, giving his approval for Overton to send word to Sexby to inform the Spanish 

that the king’s party and Sexby’s friends had joined, only he was doubtful, as others were, that 

Sexby had in fact gone to Spain. He cautioned Langdale that business with Sexby was to be 

“very warily and tenderly handled.”
162

 

After weeks of receiving no definitive answer to his propositions, Sexby made his 

intention to leave Spain known to Don Francisco de la Hoste, one of the noblemen with whom he 

had traveled from Brussels and with whom he was lodging in Madrid. De la Hoste immediately 

warned Don Luis de Haro that he was about to “lose one of the best friends the king of Spain 

could get.” Accordingly, de Haro used his influence for Sexby, and a few days later he informed 

Sexby that he would have some money to use against Cromwell. At their parting, de Haro 
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presented Sexby with some jewels, a purse containing about £800 in gold, and some papers 

allowing him to receive more money in the Spanish Netherlands. Sexby declined de Haro’s offer 

of an escort, and “went away privately” with a pass for himself and Dyer, to proceed without 

being searched, and so returned to Brussels.
163

 

In the Spanish Netherlands, Overton and Langdale had been anxiously awaiting Sexby’s 

return, referring to him in their letters as “Mr. Brookes.”
164

 At the end of September, Langdale 

asked Overton to write to Sexby, instructing him to declare to the Spanish that the Levellers and 

the royalists had overcome their differences and joined against Cromwell.
165

 But writing from 

Delft on 8 October, Overton replied: “If I should write about that business you wrote of to Mr. 

Brookes [Sexby], it is 1000 to nothing it would never come to his hands.” In his last letter to 

Overton, Sexby urged him to write to him no more, “for feare it should not come to his hands.” 

Overton expected “some sudden returne” from Sexby, “either by letter or in person.”
166

 

Meanwhile, Langdale had other people inquiring after Sexby. On 11 October he wrote to 

Nicholas to report that he had heard from an informant that Sexby had recently posted a letter 

from Saint Sebastian in Spain. Langdale in no way believed the misinformation he wanted Sexby 

to spread in Madrid. He wrote to Nicholas that “killinge Cromwell will little availe, if in his 

steade they set upp a Commonwealth, which is the greatest feare I have.”
167

 On 22 October 

Overton wrote to Langdale that he and his friends were now afraid for Sexby because they had 

received no word from him. Overton had decided that “if a few [more] weeks produce noe 
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news,” he would “make inquiry after” Sexby. He was anxious to hear what Sexby had achieved 

in Spain, so as not to be “in suspense about action.”
168

 Eight days later Overton wrote again to 

Langdale, stating that he intended to send someone to Brussels to inquire after Sexby. Overton’s 

“friends in England” now feared that Sexby was “dead,” for Overton had not received a letter 

from Sexby, he claimed, since 30 July. Overton then reiterated his impatience to learn of what 

Sexby had achieved in Spain.
169

 On 1 November Langdale wrote to Nicholas of his wish to meet 

with Overton and Sexby together, both to learn of what Sexby’s negotiations in Madrid had 

produced and to take steps towards making good on the fiction Sexby had been spreading, that 

the king’s party and the party represented by Sexby and Overton had reconciled. Langdale urged 

Nicholas to consider that if “these Levellers could be perswaded to put some considerable 

[English] port and part of their money into the king’s hands and join with his friends, it would be 

better for His Majesty than relying upon the dilatory Spaniards.” He confessed his belief that the 

Levellers “talke more then they are able to performe,” but “the Spanish ambassador” in London 

had “given a greate character of Mr. Brookes [Sexby] and his power in Cromwell’s army.”
170

 

On 8 November Langdale wrote to Nicholas to report that Sexby had been spotted in 

Antwerp, but whether Sexby was there “private or publique” he could not say. Langdale 

presumed from this news that he would soon be meeting with Sexby and Overton, and he hoped 

the Spanish had “converted” Sexby “to [the] king’s interest.
171

 Langdale presumed correctly, for 

just three days later he wrote to inform Nicholas of a meeting with Sexby and Overton in 

Brussels earlier that day. The meeting had not been propitious for royalists. In “two houres 
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discourse,” Langdale “never found” Sexby “inclinable to the kinge’s interest.” Langdale told 

Sexby he knew he had “gone into Spain . . . to negotiate with the Spaniard of the readiest way to 

destroy Cromwell” and that “the kinge and his party were so usefull that it was impossible to be 

done without them.” He said that the “present kinge was so good and gracious” that there was 

“noe reasonable thinge [he] would not grant.” Sexby only replied that “he had bene in Spaine, 

but would not relate any of his businesse there.” At this point in the meeting, Sexby had some 

reason to leave the room, and Langdale and Overton spoke for a few minutes. Overton said he 

would do the king what good he could and share with Langdale all he knew about Sexby’s 

negotiations in Spain, once he had learned of them, for Sexby had not confided even to him.  

Sexby reentered the room, and the three men agreed to meet again that evening. Closing his letter 

to Nicholas, Langdale wrote: “God send Mr. Brookes [Sexby] in a better humour.” After the 

subsequent meeting, Langdale added a postscript to his letter. Sexby had said that an “offer” on 

his part, to join with “the king’s party would ruine the design” he was planning in England. 

Langdale had had “longe discourses” with Sexby and Overton, but he could give Nicholas “noe 

hopes of good.”
172

 

On 16 November Langdale wrote another letter to Nicholas concerning Sexby and 

Overton. Sexby had stayed in Brussels but one day before departing for Dunkirk. He had come 

alone to Langdale’s lodgings, to speak with him privately, but finding Overton there would say 

no more than that he would see Langdale again within a week. Overton had said that Sexby was 

“much changed” since his return from Spain. Sexby had been “very peevish” towards him, and 

would tell him only that he had had “good successe in his negotiacion in Spaine.” Sexby and 

Overton had been saying “Cromwell shall not live longe.” But Langdale was “weary with 

discoursinge with them.” Unless Nicholas thought otherwise, they were “not worth the taking 
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notice of.”
173

 On 29 November Langdale wrote to Nicholas to report that Sexby had not kept his 

word to see him again within a week. He had heard nothing more from Sexby, who was in 

Brussels but Langdale knew not precisely where.
174

 By 3 December the Earl of Norwich was 

sharing with Nicholas his own gloomy observations on Sexby, writing: “I am afraid it will at 

length appear that Brookes [Sexby] is no better than an agent of Cromwell, or at least no friend 

to the King’s interest.”
175

 By 9 December Langdale and Nicholas were speculating that Sexby 

was Cromwell’s spy.
176

 

In Antwerp, Peter Talbot was having more success at ferreting out the business of the 

man he referred to not as Brookes but as Sexby. On 9 December he wrote to Charles at Cologne 

that Sexby had returned from Spain, “having made an agreement for some money.” The Spanish 

were to provide nothing more until “the [Leveller] party stirs by land and sea.” Talbot had heard 

“no mention” of what Spain and the Leveller party’s intentions were with regard to the king.
177

  

According to Dyer, Sexby had received, in Spain, “orders and letters of exchange” to receive the 

full amount of £200,000 he had requested for designs against Cromwell. Presenting these to 

Fuensaldaña in Brussels, Sexby “received several sums of money . . . to be sent over into 

England for his design.” Sexby employed Overton and other persons to deliver these sums, and 

to gather and bring to him information on affairs in England. Overton returned from one such 
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mission to report that Hull was to be seized and that Sexby could count on the support of more 

than three hundred men in London.
178

 

From England, John Thurloe was doing what he could to counter the threat that Sexby 

posed to the Lord Protector. On 1 December he addressed a letter to an agent in Brussels in 

which he wrote that “one Col. Sexby is in Brussels, a great foe of ours; he came from Madrid 

lately and has brought papers from Spain; I would you could get his papers some waye or other 

and send them hether; he must be looked after, to see what he does.”
179

 About the middle of 

November 1655, Colonel Richard Talbot, brother of Peter Talbot, was arrested in England in 

connection with a plot to murder the Protector.
180

 After escaping his captors and making his way 

to Antwerp, Talbot wrote to James Butler, Marquis of Ormonde that Cromwell himself had 

examined him about Sexby. Cromwell had asked Talbot “if he knew Sexby, who goes by the 

name of Brookes at Antwerp, or his business in Flanders,” to which Talbot had replied that he 

believed “that Sexby was employed by Cromwell” as a spy. In Antwerp, Talbot had come to 

view Sexby as “the greatest enemy Cromwell has.” Sexby was “looked upon [in Antwerp] as a 

person of great interest in England, and able to do the Spaniards great service.” Talbot had 

learned that Sexby had “been in treaty with Fuensaldaña on behalf of the Levellers four months,” 

and that recently the Levellers had “resolved to hazard something considerable” in England, to 

test their capabilities and make an impression on the royalists. Fuensaldaña had “commissioned 

Talbot to find out from England whether Sexby’s business is known to Cromwell or not.” 
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Closing his letter to Ormonde, Talbot warned that Sexby and his friends “abhor the king’s 

interest [as much] as they do Cromwell’s.”
181

 

On 24 December Peter Talbot wrote to Charles of a meeting between Sexby and 

Fuensaldaña in which he had acted as interpreter. The Count had said that Philip IV would be 

more inclined to help Charles if he became “a Roman Catholic.” “Then the king of Spain and the 

Pope” would “undertake to get [Charles] his own [dominions] very suddenly,” with Sexby and 

his associates having a role in the endeavor.
182

 On 17 January 1656 Talbot wrote again to 

Charles to report that “Sexby’s friends” had meant “to begin their business” the previous day, 

“but now it is put back.”
183

 Sexby was willing to have the support of royalists in England for 

what he and his friends were planning against Cromwell, but his friends in England were 

unwilling to strike at Cromwell if Charles would benefit.
184

 By the end of January, Sexby had 

directly communicated to Charles two plots. In the first, Sexby had proposed to start an uprising 

against Cromwell “with the aid of some Irish troops from Spain,” with Sexby and “his own 

party” providing leadership, with Charles “sitting still, and his name not being mentioned, 

although his friends” in England were “to assist.” To this Charles replied “that in case of success, 

[he] might only find that he had changed his enemy, while failure would deject his whole party 

and give credit to Cromwell.” As an alternative, Sexby proposed that Charles “undertake the 

business” against Cromwell, with royalists in England declaring for the king, while Sexby, 

“living privately in England,” worked “to get as many friends as possible to declare against 

[Cromwell] and to restrain them from opposing the king.” Charles was agreeable but proposed 
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that if Sexby would “engage his own party to begin the work on the account of public liberty, 

and be willing that the king’s friends appear at the same time for his interest,” Charles would 

“direct [his friends] to cooperate” with Sexby’s party “in all places where they move.”
185

 

 By early February 1656 Sexby begins to be mentioned in the correspondence of Sir 

Edward Hyde, whose History of the Rebellion and Civil Wars in England, published after the 

Restoration and Hyde’s elevation to the peerage as the Earl of Clarendon, contains an oft-quoted 

description of Sexby. It reads:  

 The man, for an illiterate person, spake very well and properly, and used those words 

 very well the true meaning and signification whereof he could not understand. He had 

 been, in the beginning, a common soldier of Cromwell’s troop, and afterwards was one of 

 those agitators who were made use of to control the parliament; and had so great an 

 interest in Cromwell that he was frequently his bedfellow, a familiarity he frequently 

 admitted those to whom he employed in any great trust, and with whom he could not so 

 freely converse as in those hours. He was very perfect in the history of Cromwell’s 

 dissimulations, and would describe his artifices to the life, and did very well understand 

 the temper of the army and wonderfully undervalue the credit and interest of the king’s 

 party; and make such demands to the king, as if it were in his power, and his alone, to 

 restore him.
186

 

 

“What did Clarendon mean by ‘illiterate’?” Henry Brailsford observed that Clarendon used the 

same term for Thomas Howard, Earl of Arundel, “famous for his collection of ancient coins and 

statues,” and also for Francis, Lord Cottington, “whom [Clarendon] describes as very wise,” and 

“widely read in French, Italian, and Spanish literature.” “He meant, presumably, that these 

persons . . . lacked a really scholarly familiarity with the Greek and Latin classics.”
187
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 On 8 February Hyde wrote from Cologne to royalist exile Sir Henry de Vic of Sexby, 

“whom the king wishes to proceed as a stranger having no regard to his service,” so that in the 

case of a failure by Sexby and his party, the royalists would not be implicated and humiliated.
188

 

On 3 March Peter Talbot wrote to the Marquis of Ormonde of Sexby’s resolution “to execute his 

design within three weeks.” Ormonde, who was with Charles at Cologne, had written to Talbot 

of the king’s intention to come to Brussels to negotiate with the Spanish in person. Talbot 

believed the king’s presence in the city would “divert Cromwell from watching Sexby.”
189

 After 

Charles and Ormonde departed Cologne for Brussels, Hyde wrote to Ormonde to suggest “the 

method of dealing with Sexby himself, if there be a conference with him.” Hyde advised 

Ormonde that “the privileges of Magna Charta and the power of free parliaments must be 

magnified as much as possible, and if it is necessary to consent to any unreasonable propositions, 

let it be with the clause, “If a free parliament shall think fit to ask the same of his Majesty.””
190

 

 Charles arrived in Brussels about the middle of March and took up residence “in strict 

incognito.”
191

 Sexby was nevertheless worried that word of the king’s presence would cause his 

associates in England to question Sexby’s motives. On 17 March Peter Talbot wrote to the king, 

informing him that “Sexby complains that the Cavaliers are his mortal enemies; it is necessary 

that they take no notice of him,” nor should they “seem to be his friends.” Count Fuensaldaña 

and Don Alonso Cardeñas, until recently Spain’s ambassador to England, would negotiate with 

Charles for the king of Spain, but they too were “fearful” that Charles’ stay in Brussels would 
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“not agree with Sexby’s business.”
192

 The resulting negotiations produced a treaty signed at 

Brussels on 2 April by Ormonde and Henry Wilmot, Earl of Rochester, for Charles, and by 

Cardeñas and another Spanish official for Philip IV. By its terms Spain was to send 4,000 

soldiers to Charles for an invasion of England. After Charles had secured his throne, he was to 

assist Philip in recovering Portugal. Charles was also required to return to Spain all English 

conquests made in the Caribbean since 1630 and to forgo any further conquests, and he was to 

suspend the laws against Catholics in his dominions, as well as to endeavour to produce their 

complete repeal.
193

 All this depended upon seizing a port in England for the disembarkation of 

Charles’ army and the neutralization of Cromwell’s navy for the duration of the invasion, and 

this is what English royalists and Philip’s representatives looked for Sexby and his associates to 

provide.
194

 For Sexby, everything rested upon Vice-Admiral John Lawson’s ability to incite a 

mutiny in the navy sufficiently large to allow an invasion force to cross the Channel. But Lawson 

had resigned his command in February, rendering the treaty between Charles and Spain a dead 

letter.
195

 Sexby nevertheless continued to be a person of great interest to royalists and Spaniards 

alike,
196

 although Charles was content to reside at Bruges on a Spanish pension.
197

 

 The treaty between Charles and Spain, involving Sexby and his friends, was “intended to 

be veiled in profound secrecy,” but its substance was soon known to Protectorate officials.
198

 On 

15 April Thurloe wrote of the treaty to Henry Cromwell, son of the Protector and a major-
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general with the English army in Ireland. After passing along news related to a Fifth Monarchist 

plot, Thurloe informed Cromwell that “the Levellers are at worke alsoe, who are certeinlye fallen 

in with the kinge of Spayne, whose money is imployed in their hands to set us together by the 

eares; and Sexbye is now at the court of Brussells upon this negotiation for the Levellers, and 

hath actually sent over some summs of money for the aforesayd purpose, £800 whereof is fallen 

into our hands; but this latter is to be kept secrett.”
199

 On 20 May, in another letter to Henry 

Cromwell, Thurloe wrote: “The Spanyard, Cavaleir, Papists, and Levellers, are all come into a 

confederacy. What monstrous birth this wombe will bring forth, I cannot tell. They threaten hard, 

but I perceive they are not yet quite ready.”
200

 

 About the middle of May 1656, Sexby employed William Parker, the servant of John 

Wildman with whom he had fled from England about fourteen months earlier, to carry letters 

into England. According to Samuel Dyer, Sexby’s servant at the time, Parker carried the letters 

concealed inside a hollowed-out walking stick.
201

 One of the letters was intended for Wildman in 

the Tower of London. Signing as “Thomas Brooke” from Antwerp, Sexby wrote:     

  

 My deare freind 

  

 It’s now about a yeare and two month since I left England, and longer since I writ to thee, 

 and received any from thee. I pity thy condition, but prithy be of good comfort; all hopes 

 of liberty is not utterly lost and gone; nor I doe not yet dispaire, but shall see England 

 againe, and thee too, before I dye, yea before many yeares passe, I trust many months . . . 

 Oh! what would I give for an houres discourse; but knowinge that cannot be, let us 

 converse this way, I desire, if possible. I understand thou art much dejected; I cannot but 

 exceedingly blame you for it: you have as little cause soe to be, as ever prisoner had in 

 his condition; for though your unrighteous judge and his janesaries thinke they sitt soe 

 sure, their’s noe danger of fallinge; yet I tell thee, he will not be himselfe of that oppinion 

 longe  . . .  That apostate think he knowes me, but if as pretend, would not be jealous of 
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 me, beinge in any pettie designe, I hate foolish buissinesses; those undertakings, and only 

 such can render hym in this fallinge condition. He is inconsiderable, marke what I say to 

 you; his way within few months will be hedged up by that necessity his owne designes 

 will bringe upon hymself: beinge frustrated therein, his soule (though as proud as 

 Lucifer’s) will faile within him. 

 

 

Sexby assured Wildman this confidence in Cromwell’s imminent ruin came not from some 

“fantastick dream” but from some “good grounds” he was privy to and would share with 

Wildman if he would reply back with “a cypher” and his “faithfull engagement to secrese.”
202

  

Wildman replied to Sexby’s letter “and sent the cipher as requested.” 
203

 

 Sexby trusted Wildman, but Wildman was about to betray that trust.
204

 On 26 June 

Wildman posted a surety bond of £1,000 and was granted three months’ liberty, ostensibly at the 

request of a group of creditors who had claims against his estates in Lancashire and wanted him 

to appear in court. On 3 July the Protector himself issued an order, commanding the Lancashire 

commissioners to discontinue any further court action against Wildman’s estates in that county. 

In addition, Wildman was left at liberty when the three months had passed.
205

 It was thus no 

coincidence that Sexby’s letter to Wildman came into Secretary Thurloe’s possession at the 

beginning of July.
206

 With a single-minded devotion to the Good Old Cause, Wildman had 

became a double agent – supplying Thurloe with enough information about the Protector’s 

enemies to keep his liberty, while plotting against Cromwell with Sexby and others. It is claimed 
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by a Wildman biographer that he “never betrayed anything of value to Cromwell’s ministers or 

did anything likely to endanger” a comrade whose cause was his own, but Sexby was betrayed 

prior to his arrest in England in July 1657, and so suspicion of Wildman’s actions remains.
207

 

 In early June, Sexby ventured to England himself, to make direct contact with his 

associates and others of Cromwell’s opposition, and to attend directly to his plot against the 

Protector.
208

 He remained in England undetected for several weeks, but his crossing of the 

Channel was reported to Sir William Lockhart, Cromwell’s ambassador to France and also an 

intelligencer for Secretary Thurloe. On 19 June Lockhart wrote to Thurloe: “Sexbie is in 

England, and upon a dangerous desyne. It is most certain he is their, and his returne is expected 

by Charles Stuart at Bruges. I have used all possible endeavors to learn, wher he is, and with 

whom he corresponds their, but with no successe; onlie I ame assured . . . that he hath large 

instructions to treate with all persons, that are dissatisfied upon whatsoever account.”
209

 After 

returning to the Continent in early August,
210

 Sexby sent a letter to Wildman in which he argued 

“that English liberty could only be restored by the judicious expenditure of Spanish gold 

amongst the army.” Appealing to the army’s base “interests” would succeed, whereas appeals to 

its “principles” had achieved nothing effectual against Cromwell.
211

 Sexby was taking a curious 

position for one who had attempted to change existing political arrangements with his pen, and 

who would attempt to do so again with Killing Noe Murder.
212

 Sexby wrote “They are madmen, 
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if not worse, that think that paper politics or great words can free us from our miseries.” 

Elaborating on this point, he wrote: 

     

 No, it’s that must free us from it [that] hath brought it upon us; the  sword is that now 

 enslaves us, and it’s that must deliver us. That which kept it sharp, and the users of it 

 so seemingly united, it’s not love, nor fear, but money. . . . Money is the only thing that 

 ties up this interest. . . . They begin at a wrong end who think to untie this knot without 

 this key. . . . I shall ruin him from abroad in three or four years, as I have ordered, and 

 am ordering my business, having money, which will not only gain the bodies but the 

 souls of men.
213

 

 

 

Sexby proposed that Wildman should gain the cooperation of the governor and garrison of 

Portsmouth, using Spanish money to purchase their betrayal of the Protector. At a time which 

seemed auspicious, such as after some occasion of opposition to Cromwell in the parliament, the 

cause of “liberty” was to be declared from Portsmouth.
214

 For his own part, Sexby vowed to 

“make such interest abroad as shall fill this perjured villain’s hands, so that they shall not be able 

to gather much of the army to molest Portsmouth.” Closing his letter to Wildman, Sexby offered 

that if the enterprise should fail, and if “the base spirit of slavery shall fall upon all our country,” 

then they could escape the worst punishment by making “terms” for themselves “with this 

accursed villain.”
215

 

 Sexby’s letter to Wildman, like the one Sexby had written in May, would ultimately end 

up in Thurloe’s hands.
216

 Thurloe was additionally informed from France where Lockhart wrote 

to the secretary, on 17 August, of Sexby’s return to Flanders and subsequent meeting with Don 
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Alonso Cardeñas. What exactly had passed between these two men he could not say, but 

Lockhart’s sources had assured him “that the Spanyards are very well satisfied” with Sexby’s 

mission into England, “and promise themselves great advantages from it.” Sexby, as Lockhart 

was informed, had assured the Spanish “of a castle or town, that hath the command of a harbor, 

where they may have a safe descent for any forces they will send into England, and that place is 

not farr from London.” Sexby had assured the Spanish also of “a notable mutinie” followed by 

“a revolt of a considerable number of shipps” of Cromwell’s navy, which would allow the 

Spanish forces to cross the Channel unopposed. Sexby had given the Spanish “hope” that if 

Charles Stuart were to appear at the head of these forces, many in the army of England would 

“declare for him.” Lockhart went on to write that there were several things to indicate that there 

was “something very extraordinary in this businesse.” Among the indicators were that “Charles 

and those about him have been very joviall of late,” and that Sexby had received “an order for 

30,000 crowns, which with the 40,000 [he had] received formerly, amounts to a summe, that they 

[the Spanish] use not to disburse, except upon the hope of very considerable returns.” Lockhart 

closed his letter to Thurloe, writing: “Sexby’s being so long conceal’d in England, when 

doubtlesse your diligence to fynd him owt hath been great, doeth perswade me, that those he hath 

dealt with have been few, and persons of interest. Their close carrying on of that businesse 

renders it not the lesse dangeros.”
217

 

 With forewarning from Sexby’s letter to Wildman and from Lockhart, Thurloe took 

action to secure Portsmouth and harbors “against treachery or attack.”
218

 On 26 August he wrote 

to inform Henry Cromwell in Ireland that Sexby, after being in England, had returned to 

Flanders and assured the Spanish of an English port, and also of a revolt in the English navy. The 
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Protector’s enemies had “many irons in the fire at this tyme,” and Thurloe hoped, “through the 

goodness of God,” to “prevent some of them from takeinge, if not all.”
219

 On 12 September 

Charles Baines, a merchant of London, wrote in a letter of how the Protector had assembled his 

officers and informed them that an army of Spaniards and royalists was “in a reddines” to invade 

England, “and that one coll. Saxston (or such like name) had the chiefe command.” This man 

(Sexby) “had given £800 to an officer of [a port] to give him entrance, but the vigillancy and 

wisdome of His Highnes has put an end to they’re villanies.”
220

 

 It was about this time, when an attempt to depose the Protector seemed imminent, that 

Sexby and Samuel Dyer parted company. As Dyer would later report to Thurloe, he and Sexby 

were “going from Brussels to Ghent” when Dyer inquired of Sexby “what his purpose was, that 

he did so much haunt the Spaniard, and shewed more affection to him than to the English nation, 

and why he did now seem to act against the Protector, whom he had at one tyme endeavoured to 

magnify, and who had advanced him to an employment in France, without which he could not 

have lived, and for which he had so great a recompence.” Dyer then “challenged” Sexby “that he 

was now neither for king, nor parliament, nor Protector, but did side with the malignant party 

there contrary to his professions made in England.” Sexby had at that point asked Dyer “why he 

spoke those words?” and Dyer had answered that “he did see him hold correspondence . . . with 

Cavaliers,” among them Captain Silius Titus, Sir Marmaduke Langdale, and the Earl of 

Norwich. In response, Sexby admonished Dyer, telling him he “was his servant, and was to serve 

him, and not to meddle with other business.” Sexby reduced the tension with promises that Dyer 

“should have a livelihood from him,” and that “he would shortly give him £500,” to which Dyer 

offered the explanation that what he had said “he did it not for the Protector’s sake, but for his 
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love to the English nation.” But after arriving at Ghent, Sexby arranged with some Spanish 

soldiers for Dyer to be “taken or killed,” which resulted in Dyer’s imprisonment in Ghent Castle. 

About eight months later, Dyer escaped from the castle, and he made his way to London where 

he was examined by Thurloe.
221

 

 

V 

 

The securing of Portsmouth and other English harbors “effectively frustrated . . . one part of 

Sexby’s scheme,” but “the most dangerous part of it was undetected.” “During his visit to 

England he had laid plans for the assassination of the Protector, and had enlisted agents amongst 

the many discharged soldiers who shared his political creed.”
222

 One conspirator, John Cecil, was 

recruited with the explanation “that there was a design in hand amongst some very considerable 

persons . . . for killing the Lord Protector,” that “it would be a very acceptable service to take 

him off,” that “the great ones” of the army “would never agree, who should succeed, but fall 

together by the ears about it,” and that “in that disorder the people would rise, and so things 

might be brought to a commonwealth again.”
223

 The man who offered Cecil that explanation, the 

man Sexby had selected to lead the assassination plot, was Miles Sindercombe, a man from 

county Kent who had an impressive record of conspiracy. While a quartermaster in the cavalry 

regiment of Colonel John Reynolds, Sindercombe had schemed with other troopers to produce 

the mutiny of that regiment in May 1649. Escaping capture, he had later joined Colonel Matthew 

Tomlinson’s regiment of horse as a private, and gone on to be “one of the principal agents in the 

[Overton] plot of 1654 for seizing General Monck and persuading the English army in Scotland 
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to declare against the Protector.”
224

 Because of his “humble position” in that army, Sindercombe 

was not recognized as an important figure of the plot until after he was cashiered, so he again 

avoided a fitting punishment.
225

 In view of Sexby’s involvement in the Overton Plot,
226

 he was 

likely familiar with Sindercombe’s capacity for intrigue. He allowed Sindercombe his own 

choice of accomplices and provided him with special firearms and plenty of money.
227

 After 

returning to Flanders, Sexby sent a letter to John Wildman in which he “boasted 

enigmatically”
228

 that he had “jackalls in the forest amongst the lions, and some cubs too who 

hath seasoned claws and teeth.”
229

 He did not explain himself but gave Wildman good reason to 

expect that “something important” would happen in September. 
230

It was therefore impossible 

for Wildman to reveal useful information to Thurloe. “All Thurloe knew was that the Spaniards 

and Levellers were concerting the Protector’s assassination, and the royalists were encouraging 

the proposal. How, or by what instruments, the deed was to be effected was unknown to him.”
231

          

 In early September Sindercombe recruited as an accomplice John Cecil, a cashiered 

soldier with whom he had served in Scotland. They were joined by a royalist, a mysterious man 

who crossed often between England and Flanders, an adept at disguises and fireworks, who gave 
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his name as ‘William Boyes’ but they never knew his true identity.
232

 It was decided to kill the 

Protector on 17 September, it being known to these three conspirators that Cromwell would 

proceed from the Palace of Whitehall to Westminster Abbey to attend a sermon and from the 

abbey to the Palace of Westminster to open his second parliament. In a house in Westminster, 

they hired a room with a vantage point of the Protector’s expected route, for they had planned to 

shoot him from a window as he passed by in his coach. “But each of the three, though bent on 

taking Cromwell’s life, was anxious not to risk his own.”
233

 The house, not appearing to have 

adequate doors from which to make an escape, discouraged them from making their attempt 

from this location. They therefore sought out and selected a house better suited to their design. It 

was close to the east doors of Westminster Abbey and had several doors opening on to a yard. 

They hired part of this house, thinking to shoot Cromwell after the sermon, as he passed from the 

Abbey to the Palace of Westminster. On the morning of 17 September, while the sermon was 

taking place, they carried into this second house a viol case in which were concealed a 

blunderbuss and some pistols. Immediately after the sermon, each of the conspirators took up a 

position with a firearm. But caution stayed their hands.
234

 “Finding so many people standing on 

both sides the way, before the Protector came by, and as he passed, they durst not do anything, 

for fear of being discovered before they shot.”
235

 The Protector passed by unaware of the 
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conspirators, who had decided to wait for a better opportunity.
236

 After reaching the Palace, 

Cromwell made a speech to parliament in which he gave Spain’s hostile intentions towards him 

as a reason for England going to war with Spain. He spoke of Sexby’s visit to Madrid, and 

described Sexby as “a wretched creature, an apostate from religion and all honesty.”
237

 Four 

months later, having learned of the attempt from Sexby, the royalist Captain Silius Titus wrote 

from Antwerp to Sir Edward Hyde of “the attempt, unhappily prevented, to kill Cromwell on the 

[first] day of the parliament.” “All things were as well prepared as could be imagined.” Titus 

believed if Sexby had been with the conspirators, success instead of failure would have been the 

result.
238

 

 

VI 

 

What was Sexby doing while Miles Sindercombe and his accomplices were hunting Oliver 

Cromwell? On 13 August, not long after his return from England, Peter Talbot wrote to Sir 

Edward Hyde from Ghent of Sexby’s intention to “do nothing [for] six weeks.”
239

 Sexby was 

likely awaiting news from England, expecting Sindercombe to succeed in the work assigned to 

him. Also, Sexby’s wife was pregnant and nearing her delivery date and this may have been his 

chief concern.
240

 Over the autumn of 1656, Talbot endeavored to win Sexby over to the cause of 

Charles II. Sexby gave Talbot discouraging, then encouraging signs. About the end of August, 
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Talbot wrote to Hyde of his continuous communication with Sexby, “who is not more inclined to 

the king than before.” Sexby had said “it [was] not in his power to do [the king] any good as yet” 

because “those with whom [Sexby] has to do” were “so much bent against” Charles. “The 

Cavaliers” at Ghent, Talbot reported, were “dispirited because nothing is done” against 

Cromwell, but Sexby had declared that “if [his] friends should know” that the Cavaliers were 

taking so close a “notice of their design,” they might abandon their projects.
241

 When Talbot 

wrote to Charles on 12 October, Sexby had shared with Talbot something of Sindercombe’s 

attempt on Cromwell’s life. “The business,” Talbot wrote, “though delayed by accident, is still in 

a good way.” “His friend” (Sexby) had come to Ghent “from Holland to see his wife, lately 

delivered of a son,” and Talbot intended to spend the day “endeavouring to draw him [Sexby] to 

the king.” Talbot asked “to have a letter” from Charles, “authorizing him to assure [Sexby] that 

the king will condescend to anything the Spaniards or he [Sexby] shall think reasonable.” Talbot 

had “a good opinion of [Sexby’s] honesty [and] understanding,” and advised Charles “that 

nothing shall be done without his [Sexby’s] advice, and all kept secret.” Talbot then shared his 

belief with Charles that “If the king gains him” (Sexby) to his cause, “he gains his kingdom 

without much bloodshed. The Earl of Norwich had encountered Sexby as he (Norwich) entered 

Ghent, “and although [Sexby] was disguised, presently knew him.” Talbot and Norwich agreed 

that Sexby “has as much moral honesty and honor as may be wished, or expected from one who 

is not a Cavalier.”
242

 

 On 18 November George Digby, Earl of Bristol, wrote to Hyde from Brussels of an 

apparent transformation in Sexby with regard to the king. Bristol had had “a long conversation” 

with Don Alonso Cardeñas who had “said that Saxby had been with him at Antwerp, and had 
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resigned himself up to him [Cardeñas] to serve the king.” Cardeñas “speaks wonders of Saxby’s 

capacity and probity, and thinks the king [Charles] may make excellent use of him.”
243

 On 22 

November Talbot wrote to Charles from Brussels of a negotiation with Sexby. Talbot had 

“persuaded [Sexby] to leave all but what concerns himself and his nearest friends to be resolved 

in a free parliament.” In a moment of self-interestedness, Sexby had said that “the king will have 

no difficulty in bestowing on him and [John] Wildman two good estates.”
244

 Talbot wrote of 

Sexby, “He consents to see the king privately, if thought convenient, but desires to be excused 

from kneeling, for he thinks that to be a kind of idolatry, and says the king’s father [Charles I] 

dispensed with him in that matter.”
245

 Finally, Talbot wrote that Sexby “does not despair of 

Cromwell’s being cut off, and has lately sent some strange engines for that purpose.”
246

 Sent to 

Sindercombe and his accomplices, these “strange engines” were firearms of unusual power that 

would propel as many as twelve lead slugs at a time.
247

 A week later Hyde wrote to Talbot from 

Bruges, in reply to Sexby for Charles, that “His friend [Sexby] may be sure of secrecy, and may 

choose whether he will speak with the king or with some one else; but he [Sexby] is much 

deceived if he thinks he is not much spoken of both here and in England.” Hyde wrote further 
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that “If he [Sexby] desires to speak with the king, the king will receive him very graciously, and 

as secretly as he can wish; for his scruple of kneeling, it is no necessary ceremony, and if he do 

not wish to kiss the king’s hand (which may appear another kind of idolatry) he will not be 

expected to kneel.”
248

   

 In early December 1656, Sexby offered to go to England with an army. With Talbot 

acting as interpreter, Sexby made his propositions known to Don Juan of Austria, a son of Philip 

IV of Spain who had succeeded Count Fuensaldaña as governor of the Spanish Netherlands.
249

 

According to Talbot’s notes of the meeting, Sexby had said “The only way to prevent Cromwell 

from doing more damage to the king of Spain is by setting him on war at home, either by way of 

the king of England or of Sexby’s friends; if by the former, he [Sexby] will be well satisfied and 

will endeavour to help it forward; if by the latter, he cannot effect anything unless the royalists 

make no mention of the king till Cromwell be destroyed, but speak only of the liberty of the 

country.” Offering to lead an armed force against Cromwell, Sexby requested “a thousand Irish 

foot, and 500 horses, for which he will find the men,” and Sexby was “assured the greatest part 

of Cromwell’s army with join with him,” as also “the most considerable places and persons of 

England.” As for landing his force, Sexby informed Don Juan, through Talbot, of “three places 

[in England] with good ports and fortresses of whose governors he is sure,” and that “the best 

part of the success consists in attempting something of importance next month.”
250

 

 Within a few days, Charles had communicated his thoughts on Sexby’s propositions to 

Sexby through Don Alonso Cardeñas. Of the meeting between Charles and Cardeñas, Hyde, 

acting as secretary, recorded that “If Sexby applies his interest to begin the war [against 
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Cromwell] at the same time with the king, the later [Charles] will direct his friends in those parts 

where Sexby’s party appears in arms to join with them, without any mention of the king till 

Cromwell be destroyed.” “But if the furthering of Sexby’s plans must retard the king’s, or oblige 

him to suspend his own enterprise, he cannot consent to it for these reasons;” first, “because 

Sexby does not undertake for his party that they shall serve the king, so that the latter [Charles], 

if they overcome Cromwell, will only have changed his enemy and will still have to recover his 

own by a war; and if they are beaten, the dejection that will possess the nation will prejudice him 

little less than if they were his own party;” and second, “because Sexby’s design is more likely to 

miscarry than the king’s, his [Sexby’s] party consisting of men of very different humours, 

inclinations and interests, and hardly united in any one particular except the destruction of 

Cromwell, whereas all the king’s party have one end and interest, and consists of persons of all 

the considerable fortunes and families in the kingdom.” A few days later, Charles had the Earl of 

Bristol to deliver some further stipulations to the Spaniards with whom Sexby had been meeting.  

First, “the king’s own forces cannot be used to assist Sexby, as they are known to be devoted to 

him, and Sexby desires secrecy.” Second, “if [Sexby’s] design be defeated, it will dishearten the 

people, and give Cromwell reputation, and therefore it ought to be undertaken about the same 

time as the king’s attempt.” Also, “if Sexby secures any considerable places,” their defense must 

be entrusted to Englishmen and not Spaniards, so as to avoid inciting local opposition through 

xenophobia. Finally, “If great alterations in church or state be required, or the pardon of any who 

had immediate hands in the murder of the king’s father,” these were matters that were 

fundamentally impossible. “Besides the infamy, the king would lose better friends than any he 

could regain, nor is it possible to satisfy the monarchical interest together with the republical, or 

the Episcopal or Catholic with the Presbyterian.” 
251
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 The invasion that Sexby proposed was not to be. The determining factor was not the 

difficulty of securing a port and “landing 1,500 men in England,” but the impossibility of 

“uniting such discordant parties as the Levellers, Royalists, and the rest of the English 

malcontents, for any combined attack on the government.”
252

 After many months of negotiation, 

around and through Sexby, “the one thing” all parties could agree upon was that “the ‘removal’ 

of Cromwell” was “the essential preliminary” to a collapse of the Protectorate. Royalists, 

normally suspicious of the motives of Sexby and his friends, “raised no objection when schemes 

[for killing Cromwell] were proposed.”
253

 “No man,” declared Sir Edward Nicholas, “that should 

effect so glorious a work can possibly fail of an ample and very honourable reward for it on earth 

as well as in heaven.”
254

 

 

VII 

 

All this while, Miles Sindercombe and his companions had been attempting “to carry out 

Sexby’s commission.” After passing up the opportunity to shoot the Protector at the opening of 

the parliament (17 September 1656), they had “resolved to seize the opportunity which his 

journeys to Hampton Court afforded.” It was habit for Cromwell to go “there on Saturdays to 

spend a day or two” away from the commotion and polluted air around Whitehall.
255

 With this 

information, Sindercombe set a new trap. First, he hired a house in Hammersmith, a town on the 

road between London and Hampton Court.
256

 Belonging to this house was a little building 
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described as a “banqueting house” and this stood by the roadside at a “narrow, dirty place of 

passage” where coaches had to proceed slowly.
257

 It was well situated for an ambush and the 

conspirators intended to shoot the Protector as he passed by, out of this little house, with 

“screwed guns” which could “break the coach in pieces, and kill him where he sat.”
258

 These 

guns were the “strange engines” that Sexby had sent over.
259

 Next, Sindercombe brought into the 

conspiracy John Toop, one of the Protector’s lifeguards with whom Sindercombe had in former 

times been acquainted. Toop was recruited with £10 and the promise of an additional £1,500 and 

a colonel’s commission under a post-Cromwell regime. His part was to provide timely notice as 

to the Protector’s movements and let his co-conspirators know “in what part of the coach His 

Highness should sit, going to Hampton Court, that so they might be sure not to miss him.”
260

 

 The conspirators had everything carefully arranged, with special thought to an exit 

strategy. There were stables in back of the main house where they could keep their horses 

waiting in concealment, and there was “an outlet to another road” allowing for their escape after 

they had committed the act.
261

 But what they did not foresee is that the Protector would give up 

his visits to Hampton Court. By late September, the business of the parliament was making it 

impractical for him to leave London, even for a brief period. Cromwell therefore had to settle for 

outings to Turnham Green, Kensington, or Hyde Park. On these occasions, he sometimes rode a 

horse, other times he preferred the comfort of a coach, but he was invariably accompanied by a 
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retinue that included some of the lifeguard. The mysterious William Boyes was in Flanders, but 

John Toop was still on board the conspiracy and he “constantly gave [Sindercombe] notice of the 

lifeguard’s going abroad.”
262

 About the end of September, Sindercombe and John Cecil, his 

principle accomplice, made it their strategy “to thrust themselves in among those that rode about 

with his Highness” with the intent of killing him with swords and pistols.
263

 Due to the 

generosity of Sexby’s funding, they went about on two of the fleetest horses that could be found 

in London. Sindercombe rode a bay purchased for £80 while Cecil rode a black horse that had 

cost £75.
264

 These were “enormous sums” for horses. By comparison, Sexby and William Allen, 

as agitators in 1647, had been provided with special horses, paid for out of an army contingency 

fund for £10 each when an average trooper’s mount could be purchased for £5 or less.
265

 The 

quality of the conspirators’ horses almost led to Cromwell’s demise. Sindercombe and Cecil 

followed the Protector on four outings, stalking him from the fringes of his retinue but never 

taking the risk required to close the distance and assault him. Previously they had trained their 

horses “as if to run a race” and Cecil later boasted that “he could have rid his black horse one 

hundred miles without drawing bit,” and “at such a speed that in ten miles he could have left 

behind him most horses in England.”
266

 And then on the fifth outing an opportunity presented 

itself in Hyde Park when Cromwell, the cavalryman of his former days alive within him, alighted 

from his coach, and seeing Cecil, approached him to admire his horse and inquire about it. The 
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Protector and Cecil had a conversation. Here was the best of all opportunities. Sindercombe was 

at that moment waiting outside the park near a gate he had forced open so as to assure Cecil of an 

exit. Cecil could have shot Cromwell at point-blank with his pistols. Cecil later explained that 

fear of capture stayed his hands – that he “doubted his horse, having at that time got a cold” – but 

it was more likely the close encounter with Cromwell that caused him to lose his nerve.
267

 

 After the missed chance in Hyde Park, Sindercombe rode forth by himself on one 

occasion to kill the Protector and returned to tell Cecil about it. All of their attempts on 

Cromwell’s life having been ineffectual, the conspirators decided to postpone further attempts 

till the spring, and in the meantime to set fire to the Palace of Whitehall. Though the act itself, 

was not likely to produce Cromwell’s death, it would give Sexby, “their beyond sea 

correspondent,” proof of their resolution.
268

 Besides, it would make the Protector an easier target. 

Sindercombe encouraged John Toop to the work, saying that Whitehall “was so strong a place, 

and so many turnings and windings therein, that it was the fittest hole for a tyrant to live in it; 

and if that were burned, there is never another place in England where he could hide and secure 

himself.”
269

 William Boyes, recently returned from Flanders to carry his weight in the 

conspiracy, produced for the purpose an incendiary device made up in a hand-basket. This 

contained a mixture of ingredients that produced a “most active flaming stuff” and had attached 

to it two slow-burning matches, a primary and a back-up, each of a length and composition to 

produce a delay of about six hours.
270

 Boyes also told his fellow conspirators that “forces were to 
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come over from Flanders in ships, to be hired of the Dutch with the king of Spain’s money,” that 

“a great part of the [English] fleet” was to declare against the Protector, that Portsmouth, 

Plymouth, or one of the West Country ports was to be seized or procured through treachery, and 

“that Colonel Sexby is the man, that doth agitate these affairs at Brussels.”
271

 

 The device that Boyes prepared was kept at Toop’s quarters while Sindercombe, Cecil, 

and Toop, “by means of [Toop’s] access to the interior of Whitehall,” considered several places 

and then decided on a centrally-located chapel as the best spot from which to spread a fire.
272

 On 

or about 4 January, 1657, Sindercombe relocated the device to Cecil’s lodgings on King Street, 

Westminster, probably because he and Cecil were suspicious of Toop’s commitment to the 

project.
273

 Meeting together on Thursday, 8 January, the three men agreed to meet again at five 

o’clock that evening for the purpose of planting the firework. At the appointed time, they 

proceeded to the chapel. Finding at that place no cause for alarm, Sindercombe and Cecil went to 

retrieve the device leaving Toop to stand watch. Upon their return, Sindercombe and Cecil put 

the basket and its contents into the chapel, with both matches lighted, and then closed and locked 

a door behind them. It being about six o’clock, “they conceived it would have fired about twelve 

o’clock” and that Whitehall would be ablaze soon after.
274

 What Sindercombe and Cecil did not 

know is that Toop had given in to fear or conscience, or a combination of these, and some hours 

before the firework was deposited, “informed the Protector of the plot.”
275

 Consequently, the 
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conspirators were shadowed by guards, not too closely, and as soon as they had departed the 

chapel, an officer opened the chapel and put out the matches. The following morning, 

Sindercombe and Cecil were taken into custody.
276

 Sindercombe, caught without a weapon at 

hand, “fought desperately” against three assailants, and was only subdued after a guard got 

behind him and nearly severed his nose from his face.
277

 Brought before the Protector soon 

thereafter and questioned by him about the information Toop had provided, Sindercombe was 

defiant and would admit to nothing.
278

 By comparison, Cecil was cooperative. Under 

examination by Thurloe, he gave a detailed statement, admitting to his own involvement with 

Sindercombe in several attempts on the Protector’s life, and identifying Sexby as the instigator of 

those attempts.
279

 Toop likewise provided Thurloe with a statement.
280

 On 10 January 

Sindercombe “was committed close prisoner to the Tower of London” on a charge of “high 

treason,” with “strict orders” from the Lieutenant of the Tower, Sir John Barkstead, for warders 

“to be most careful of him.” It was a timely precaution, for Sindercombe at once tried to escape 

by means of offering the warder assigned to keep him a bribe of £200. The warder informed 

Barkstead and as a result a commissioned officer and some soldiers were put to guarding 

Sindercombe.
281
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CHAPTER 5 

 

 

KILLING NOE MURDER 

 

 

The previous chapter showed how Sexby plotted Oliver Cromwell’s assassination through Miles 

Sindercombe and his accomplices.
1
 This chapter begins with a section that shows how the 

discovery of that plot helped produce the second Protectorate parliament’s offer of the crown to 

Cromwell in the spring of 1657.
2
 As Sindercombe’s employer, Sexby was, ironically, a figure 

behind the offer of the crown.
3
 But there is an additional irony to observe, for the offer of the 

crown to Cromwell inspired Sexby’s Killing Noe Murder.
4
 Described as “the most brilliant 

republican polemic of the 1650s,”
5
 and finished about the end of April 1657, when the 

excitement over the offer of the kingship to Cromwell was at its height,
6
 Killing Noe Murder was 

a sixteen-page public incitement to Cromwell’s assassination, published under the name of 

Sexby’s close associate and fellow army agitator in 1647, William Allen. The pamphlet’s 

provocative title derives from its argument that Cromwell was a usurper and a tyrant, and 

therefore outside the normal protection of the law, and so his killing by a private citizen could 
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not rightly be regarded as an act of murder.
7
 This chapter considers the contents of Killing Noe 

Murder, after sections which show Sexby’s state of mind in early 1657 and situate his pamphlet 

in relation to some earlier works of a republican opposition to Cromwell. Later sections consider 

efforts to suppress copies of the pamphlet and some reactions of those who read them, and, 

finally, the circumstances of Sexby’s arrest by Protectorate officials on 24 July 1657, of his 

confinement in the Tower of London, and of the illness which took his life on 13 January 1658.
8
  

 

I 

 

On 19 January 1657 John Thurloe was in parliament to inform the members of “a late heinous 

plot” against the life of the Lord Protector, carried from Flanders “by one Sexby.”
9
 The plot 

involved Spaniards, the party of Charles Stuart, and the Levelling party. Three plotters had been 

taken; their names were Miles Sindercombe, John Cecil and John Toop. Under examination, 

Cecil and Toop had confessed their involvement in several attempts on the Protector’s life and 

provided information Thurloe thought sufficient to hang Sindercombe, who wasn’t saying 

anything. Thurloe then read out the statements of Cecil and Toop. Cecil’s statement confirmed 

Sexby as Sindercombe’s employer and said that “when the Protector was dispatched, forces were 

to come over from Flanders in ships, to be hired of the Dutch with the king of Spain’s money” 

and “that Col. Sexby is the man that doth agitate these affairs at Brussels.”
10

 Finally, Thurloe 
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shared the information that an accomplice of the plot, one William Boyes, likely not his real 

name but certainly “a considerable person” of Charles Stuart’s party, had escaped to Flanders.
11

   

 Thurloe’s presentation was “hard hitting.”
12

 The members realized at once the danger the 

Protector’s life had been under for the last four months. They realized, too, the peril to the 

government and to themselves, for the Protector’s death would mean the collapse of the 

Protectorate and likely their own ruin.
13

 Accordingly, they ordered a public thanksgiving to God 

for this “great deliverance” and they congratulated the Protector on his escape.
14

 Next they 

turned their attention to the as-yet unsettled matter of the succession, for as long as the 

government’s survival “depended on Cromwell’s life alone,” England’s future hung in the 

balance.
15

 This was an opening for members to speak not only in favor of hereditary succession 

but also of monarchy. In the midst of this debate, one member, John Ashe, moved that any 

congratulatory message to the Protector have added to it something which, in his opinion, 

“would tend very much to the preservation of himself and us, and to the quieting of all the 

designs of our enemies,” and this was “that his Highness would be pleased to take upon him the 

government according to the ancient constitution, so that the hopes of our enemies in plots would 

be at an end.”
16
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 “Ashe’s proposal was deeply controversial,” but found support among members of the 

parliament who sought to replace the army-based Protectorship founded on The Instrument of 

Government with a more traditional form of government.
17

 The upshot was the draft of a new 

constitutional document, introduced into the parliament on 23 February. Originally titled The 

Remonstrance, its preamble referred to Sindercombe’s plot as a reason for its composition. Its 

first article then asked Cromwell to assume the “name, style, title, dignity, and office of king,” 

and, in order to prevent the confusions which might otherwise follow his death, to appoint and 

declare the person to succeed him.
18

 Cromwell was shown The Remonstrance on 26 February. 

The next day about one hundred army officers came to Whitehall to express their hope that he 

would refuse the title of king. Contrary to what they had expected, Cromwell praised the work of 

the parliament and defended the civilian constitution, at one point losing his temper and shouting 

at the officers.
19

 In consequence, there was a lull in the officers’ opposition and parliament’s 

consideration of The Remonstrance was allowed to proceed without hindrance. On 3 March the 

parliament approved the clause of the first article which asked that Cromwell appoint and declare 

his successor. Two days later the second article, which asked that future parliaments consist of 

two houses, was approved. By 24 March all that remained for the parliament to consider was the 

clause of the first article which asked the Protector to assume the title of king. This clause was 

approved the following day, on which day also it was agreed to change the title of the document 

from The Remonstrance to The Humble Petition and Advice. About three days were spent in 
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improving its wording. The reference to Sindercombe’s plot remained in the revised preamble.
20

 

On 31 March members of parliament assembled in the Banqueting House at Whitehall to 

formally present the renamed document to the Protector. The Speaker then urged Cromwell to 

take the title of king. Cromwell replied that he must have time to deliberate on such a weighty 

matter. “For the moment, therefore, the decision was postponed,” but it was “the general belief 

that Cromwell would accept” the offer.
21

 

II 

In Flanders, meanwhile, Sexby’s determination to see Cromwell killed was not diminished by 

the news of Sindercombe’s arrest.
22

 On 27 January Silius Titus wrote to Sir Edward Hyde from 

Antwerp that Sexby was resolved on going to England for the purpose of killing Cromwell 

himself.
23

 About the end of January, Sir William Lockhart wrote to John Thurloe from Paris to 

report that Sexby had delayed his departure for want of money, but had received 14,000 pieces of 

eight and planned to be in England by 1 February. Lockhart was informed that Sexby 

“expresseth great regraitts that the plot against his higness lyfe did not take, and giveth outt that 

he will lose his own rather then faile to accomplish that desygn.”
24

 On 3 February, in another 

letter to Hyde, Titus gave his opinion that the plot to set fire to Whitehall had stood little chance 

of success. This had been Sexby’s view also, but John Wildman had approved of the scheme, 
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thinking that even if Cromwell escaped, the fire would have precipitated a general uprising 

against him.
25

 On 6 February, in a letter to Peter Talbot, Sexby was hopeful, “through the 

goodness of God,” to conclude the “Cromwell business,” and “resolved to go through with it or 

perish.” Sexby had learned that John Cecil and John Toop had identified him as Sindercombe’s 

employer, but he assured Talbot that Sindercombe would “die ten thousand deaths” before he 

would inform against anyone, and “take it all upon himself.”
26

          

 Sindercombe’s trial took place in Westminster Hall on 9 February. He was tried by the 

terms of a recent act “rendering conspirators against the Protector liable to the penalties of high 

treason.”
27

 His accomplices, Toop and Cecil, who had turned informer, gave evidence sufficient 

for him to be convicted and sentenced to a traitor’s death; he was to be drawn in a hurdle from 

the Tower of London to Tyburn Hill, “there to be hanged on the gallows until he be half dead, 

and then to be cut down, and his intrails and bowels taken out, and burnt in his own sight, and his 

body divided into four quarters, and be disposed of as his Highness the Lord Protector shall think 

fit.”
28

 This gruesome sentence, however, was never carried out. On the evening of Friday, 13 

February, Sindercombe drank a poison obtained from a sister who had visited him in the Tower 

and died, or so it was reported in Mercurius Politicus, the Protectorate’s quasi-official 

newspaper.
29

 Suspicion surrounded Sindercombe’s death, for it was also reported that surgeons 

examining his body on 14 February found evidence of a death by “contusion” or other 
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“extraordinary violences” but no signs of poisoning.
30

 On 15 February Sindercombe’s warders 

reported their discovery of a note in which he claimed to have taken his own life in order to 

avoid “all the open shame of the world” being executed upon his body.
31

 On 17 February 

Sindercombe’s body, without clothing or coffin, was buried on Tower Hill, beneath a scaffold 

used for common executions, with an iron stake driven through his chest, and part of the stake 

remaining above ground to stand “as an example of terror to all traytors for the time to come.”
32

  

Three days later public thanksgivings for the Protector’s deliverance from Sindercombe’s 

plotting, as ordered by the parliament, were observed in England, Scotland, and Ireland.
33

 

 On the day that Sindercombe was buried, Titus wrote to Hyde from Antwerp that Sexby 

was “not at all discouraged” and intended “to go to England” after going into Holland to deceive 

some enemies. In the same letter Titus reported hearing from Sexby, who had learned from 

Wildman, that there was a “design” in the parliament “to make Cromwell king.”
34

 On 15 March 

Titus wrote to Hyde from Breda that Sexby was “resolved on either Cromwell’s death or his 

own.” Sexby had shared with Titus his belief that “Cromwell’s being king will increase the 

number of his [Sexby’s] friends and lessen his enemies.”
35

 On 3 April, three days after 

parliament had presented him with The Humble Petition and Advice, Cromwell refused to accept 
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the title of king. The very next day the parliament resolved to offer the crown again.
36

 On 10 

April Titus wrote to Hyde that he had been with Sexby in Holland and found him “more and 

more sanguine” but also “more phlegmatic.” But after reading some letters that Sexby had 

showed him, Titus understood Sexby’s confidence. Sexby had all things ready for his mission in 

England, and would depart as soon as he had received a reply to a letter he had sent. Sexby had 

said that he and his friends are “doing most when they appear [doing] least,” but Titus thought 

that what Sexby was calling “cunning” was really “fear.”
37

    

 On 9 April the Fifth Monarchist preacher Thomas Venner and about fifty supporters were 

arrested following an attempt to start an insurrection against Cromwell in London. This was 

discouraging news to royalists as well as to republicans.
38

 But on 26 April, in a letter to Talbot 

from Amsterdam, Sexby insisted this latest failure from amongst Cromwell’s enemies was of no 

consequence. Sexby wrote, “Be not discouraged! So long as Sexby lives there is no danger but 

Cromwell shall have his hands full, and I hope his heart ere long; for I have more irons in the fire 

for Cromwell than one.”
39

 Sexby then passed to Talbot news that Colonel John Hewson, a 

member of parliament, had stood up in indignation and declared that the parliament was “worse 

than the Devil” to offer the crown to Cromwell a second time, when the Devil had offered Christ 

the kingdoms of the world but once.
40

 Hewson, as Sexby reported, had then predicted to the 

parliament that Cromwell’s kingship would lead to their ruin and the destruction of “all the three 
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nations” of England, Scotland, and Ireland.
41

 Closing his letter to Talbot, Sexby declared “either 

I or Cromwell must perish.”
42

   

 

III 

On 18 May Silius Titus observed in a letter to Sir Edward Hyde how “the republical party” was 

praying “that Cromwell would take the title of king.”
43

 The context of this remark is that, 

counterintuitively, the parliament’s offer of the kingship had raised hopes amongst republicans in 

England, for they intended to take advantage of the general indignation, and quite likely a coup 

by the army, which they believed would follow from Cromwell’s acceptance of the crown.
44

 The 

“confusion” Sindercombe had hoped to produce by killing Cromwell might happen after all, 

“and so things might be brought to a commonwealth again.”
45

 

 England’s republicans had been expressing opposition to Cromwell’s Protectorate in 

pamphlets published by London’s presses, and their body of work is another context for Sexby’s 

Killing Noe Murder. In May 1654 John Streater had published, at the end of a newsbook, a 

commentary on the life of Julius Caesar. At a time when panegyrists were comparing Cromwell 

to Caesar, Streeter had written that to compare any ruler to Caesar was “in effect to say they 

deserve to be killed by a Brutus as he was.”
46

 Nigel Smith observes that Cromwell’s 
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assassination was “obliquely on the agenda here.”
47

 As we saw in the previous chapter, 

republicans excluded by Cromwell from the first Protectorate parliament, some of them colonels 

in the army, along with John Wildman and Sexby, had plotted a coup against Cromwell from late 

1654 to early 1655, behind Wildman’s The Humble Petition of Several Colonels of the Army and 

Some Mementos for the Officers and Souldiers of the Army, the latter of which was possibly 

Sexby’s work.
48

 The Humble Petition had condemned the Protector’s power to veto legislation 

and denounced the Protectorate as a polity in which a “single person” held the power to “destroy 

at his pleasure the being of parliaments,” and had demanded “successive parliaments freely and 

equally chosen by the people” that would henceforth hold supreme power in the state.
49

 Like 

Killing Noe Murder was to do, Some Mementos had assigned tyrannical characteristics to 

Cromwell.
50

 In October 1655 there had appeared a work titled The Protector, So Called, In Part 

Unvailed, with the thundering subtitle Or a Word to the Good People of England, Scotland, and 

Ireland, Informing Them of the Abominable Apostacy, Backsliding, and Underhand Dealing of 

the Man Above Mentioned; Who Having Usurped Power Over the Nation, Hath Most Wofully 

Betrayed, Forsaken, and Cast Out the Good Old Cause of God, and the Interest of Christ, and 

Hath Cheated and Robbed His People of Their Rights and Priviledges.
51
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 In 1656 there had appeared three important republican works, each including an attack on 

Cromwell. These works were Sir Henry Vane’s A Healing Question, Marchamont Nedham’s The 

Excellencie of a Free State, and James Harrington’s The Commonwealth of Oceana.
52

 Each was 

also a response to a “crisis” for “idealists of the ‘Good Old Cause.’”
53

 The crisis was that the 

arbitrary proceedings to which Cromwell had been driven in order to maintain his Protectorate 

against republicans in parliament had combined with the despotism of military rule to produce a 

general reaction in favor of a return to government according to the ancient constitution, and 

Cromwell was noticeably distancing himself from the army and heading in this conservative 

direction.
54

 In this context, Vane, Nedham, and Harrington each wrote against a return to 

hereditary monarchy.
55

 In A Healing Question, along with outlining a program for securing the 

Good Old Cause, Vane had compared Cromwell to the Old Testament’s Achan, whose sinful 

self-interest amidst the spoils of Jericho brought down a curse upon the people of Israel which 

God only lifted after Achan was stoned to death.
56

 Nedham’s The Excellencie of a Free State, 

essentially a reissue of articles he had written in 1650, 1651, and 1652 for Mercurius Politicus, 

was a more subtle attack, for written to prove the advantages of the Commonwealth, and of 

republican government over any monarchical form, in their new context they warned against a 
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return to monarchy under Cromwell.
57

 Finally, Harrington concluded The Commonwealth of 

Oceana with a Corollary in which the ruler of the fictional commonwealth of Oceana, the Lord 

Archon Olphaus Megaletor – “Oliver the great-hearted” – founded a republic on principles set 

forth earlier in the work, and then resigned power and retired into private life.
58

 James Holstun 

observes this was “a heroic action, with its ultimate precedent in Plutarch’s Lycurgus, but an 

awkward suggestion for a work dedicated to Cromwell.”
59

         

 On 27 January 1657, eight days after John Ashe spoke in the parliament in favor of the 

kinghood for Cromwell, there had appeared a pamphlet titled The Difference Between An 

Usurper and a Lawfull Prince, Explained in Their Several Characters. Its first part, which 

described “the character of an usurper that hath no title at all,” was meant for Cromwell, and it 

declared that “an usurper without any title is one that necessitates himself to be always a 

tyrant.”
60

 On 1 March, when the excitement over the offer of the crown was growing, William 

Prynne published a work titled King Richard the Third Revived, with a title-page that made the 

parallel between Cromwell and the reputed tyrant even more obvious. That page said that the 

work contained proof of Richard’s contriving, “while Protector,” to make himself king.
61

 The 

title-page ended with an epigraph from 1 Samuel: 
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 The Lord shall send thunder and rain, that ye may perceive and see, that your 

 wickednesse is great which ye have done in the sight of the Lord, in asking you a king. 

 And all the people said unto Samuel, pray for thy servants unto the Lord thy God, that we 

 die not; for we have added unto all our sins, this evil, to ask us a king.
62

          

 

 

On 26 March Samuel Chidley published an address to parliament. It began with a reminder of 

how after slaying the kings of Midian, Gideon had refused to be king, and of how the men of 

Israel had later disregarded Gideon’s injunction against kingship and brought God’s curse by 

setting up a king. Chidley then wrote, “O ye chosen and betrusted princes of England, what is in 

your mindes, that ye now are about to set up a king over us again, since we have been and still 

are set free by your predecessors, the former parliament, who after long and large experience 

abolished the kingship, which you are about to establish? And Oliver Lord Protector, then Lieut. 

General, consented heartily thereunto, as in (charity) we believed.” Then, after recalling how the 

men of Israel had disregarded Samuel’s counsel against kingship, and that God gave them a king 

in His anger, Chidley declared, “Oh ye senators of England, take heed of setting up the office of 

a king again, lest you intangle the Commonwealth again, with the grievous and intolerable yoak 

of regal and tyrannical bondage. For God hath said what the king will do, he will oppress the 

people, though chosen by the most high.” Chidley then went on to provide examples from 

Scripture of kings that had “come justlie to untimely ends.”
63

 Like Sexby was soon to do in 

Killing Noe Murder,
64

 Chidley gave the example of “Eglon, king of Moab, kild by Ehud.”
65
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 This survey of republican oppositional writing has taken us to where we were earlier, the 

spring of 1657, when Sexby was hell-bent on producing Cromwell’s death.
66

 The “excitement” 

over the offer of the crown to Cromwell presented Sexby with an “opportunity.” Every man of 

the Good Old Cause viewed the Protector “as an apostate and a usurper,” and “many held him 

[as] a tyrant.” Here was a chance to set forth the doctrine and tradition of tyrannicide against 

Cromwell with a chance of success. The result was the pamphlet titled Killing Noe Murder.
67

 

IV 

 

David Wootton includes the text of Killing Noe Murder in an anthology of political writing in 

Stuart England.
68

 Of Killing Noe Murder he writes that “It is indeed perhaps the finest of all 

tracts in favor of tyrannicide,”
69

 and while considering the thought behind the tract he places 

Sexby in some remarkable company: Sexby argued as Grotius before him and as Locke was later 

to do that “the power to punish, particularly the power to execute malefactors, belongs initially to 

each and every individual,” whereas “the orthodox view” in Sexby’s time “was that the authority 

to punish with death was a peculiar attribute of the state.”
70

 But Sexby would give to “each and 

every individual, and not merely political communities as a whole, the right, not only to defend 

themselves against, but also to punish, a tyrant who has broken the social contract.”
71

 John Ponet 

had extended this right to individuals in 1556, in A Short Treatise of Politique Power.  

Republished in 1642, A Short Treatise asks “Whether it be lawfull to depose an evill governour 
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and kill a tyrant?” Ponet assigned that right to “every private man” from Scripture and the law of 

nature.
72

 Such a belief would justify Sexby’s conspiracy as an individual against Cromwell, and 

now justified his public incitement to individual action against Cromwell with Killing Noe 

Murder.  

 The text of Killing Noe Murder consists of two epigraphs, two prefatory epistles, an 

introduction, a conclusion, and a body of three sections addressing these questions: “Whether my 

Lord Protectour be a tyrant or not? Secondly, if he be, whether it is lawful to do justice upon him 

without solemnity, that is, to kill him? Thirdly, if it be lawful, whether it is like to prove 

profitable or noxious to the commonwealth?”
73

 In a sixteen-page pamphlet Sexby answers each 

question in the affirmative, invoking books of the Old Testament and works by Ames, Appian, 

Aristotle, Augustine, Bacon, Cicero, Grotius, Hooker, Machiavelli, Milton, Plato, Plutarch, 

Polybius, Seneca, Sophocles, Suetonius, Tacitus, Tertullian, Tully, and Xenophon.
74

 Sexby’s 

extensive use of humanist sources recalls Thomas Hobbes’s claim in Leviathan (1651) that the 

English monarchy was brought down by the widespread reading, through translation, “of the 

books of policy, and histories of the antient Greeks and Romans.”
75

 From such reading, Hobbes 

explains, “young men . . . unprovided of the antidote of solid reason” or the “correctives of 

discreet masters,” as through institutionalized education, came to believe that “the subjects in a 

popular commonwealth enjoy liberty,” but that “in a monarchy . . . all are slaves,” and that it was 

“lawful, and laudable” for “any man” to kill his king, “provided before he do it, he call him 
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tyrant.”
76

 It is due in part to Killing Noe Murder that scholars of the period of the Civil Wars and 

Interregnum have come to appreciate the possibilities for “systematic plebeian learning.”
77

 

Wootton has Sexby in mind when he observes that some of the radicals of the 1640s and 1650s 

drew “a direct inspiration from an intellectual inheritance which they shared with the educated 

elite,” and that “it would be wrong therefore to assume that the radicals were out of touch with 

the intellectual culture of their day.”
78

 On the basis of Killing Noe Murder, Wootton believes that 

Sexby was “an accomplished author” before he composed that work.
79

 He suggests Sexby as the 

author of the anonymous England’s Miserie and Remedie.
80

 Appearing in September 1645, this 

pamphlet condemned the arbitrary proceedings of the Long Parliament, the imprisonment of 

John Lilburne in particular, while arguing for “the ultimate sovereignty of the people.”
81

 Most 

remarkable, its author meant “by the people ‘the multitude,’ . . . all those, without distinction of 

rank, who had originally gathered together to form a body politic.”
82

 England’s Miserie and 

Remedie thus sought to defend “the rights of the people not as a corporate body but as a group of 

equal individuals.”
83

 With Killing Noe Murder, Sexby not only defended but sought to incite 

individual action against Cromwell.
84
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 Sexby, who opened the Putney Debates with Biblical language,
85

 begins with epigraphs 

from 2 Chronicles.
86

 They describe the “serial tyrannicide” of Athaliah and Amaziah.
87

 James 

Holstun, in a recent analysis of Killing Noe Murder,
88

 explains their meaning as follows: “Just as 

Amaziah succeeded [the] slain tyrant [Athaliah], and was himself slain after he turned away from 

the Lord, so Oliver Cromwell [had] succeeded the tyrant Charles, and must now be slain because 

he has degenerated.”
89

 Holstun adds that the comparison prepared the ground for Sexby to “adapt 

to Cromwell’s case arguments originally directed against Charles.”
90

 

 The pamphlet’s first prefatory epistle, “To his Highnesse, Oliver Cromwell,”
91

 was by 

itself capable of inspiring Cromwell’s assassination, for while it addressed Cromwell “directly,” 

the more important readership was all of England, addressed “indirectly” in an exhortation to 

launch a republic by killing him “at the first opportunity.”
92

 This epistle’s most memorable 

feature is that Cromwell’s projected death, while so “powerfully present” throughout, is so 

comedically understated.
93

 Wootton probably has this part of Killing Noe Murder in mind when 

he offers the pamphlet as an example of Stuart political texts that “are similarly capable of 
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provoking and entertaining in their own right.”
94

 The closest Sexby comes in the epistle to an 

outright call for Cromwell’s assassination is when he writes, “To your Hignes justly belongs the 

honour of dying for the people.” This observation leads into a discussion of all the “titles” that 

Cromwell could justly claim after his death, and all the ways England would “benefit” in the 

aftermath: Cromwell becomes “the deliverer of [his] country,” freeing it from “a bondage little 

inferiour to that from which Moses delivered his;” and he becomes a “true reformer” by restoring 

“religion,” asserting “liberty,” giving parliaments “those priviledges they have fought for,” 

allowing the people to have “laws . . . besides those of the sword” and “justice . . . otherwise 

defined than as the will and pleasure of the strongest.” Sexby lastly called Cromwell “the true 

father of [his] country,” for so long as Cromwell lives the people can call “nothing” their own 

but only hope for their “inheritances” to come along after his “happy expiration.” In sum, even 

Cromwell’s “greatest enemies” would not deny that the “good” to come from his death will 

“balance” the “evils” of his life, or deny that he will expire “to the universal benefit of mankind.”  

Sexby then declares, “To hasten this great good is the chief end of my writing this paper.”
95

    

 In the second prefatory epistle, to the “Officers and Soldiers of the Army,” 
96

 Sexby takes 

a different tone from that of the first, not one of comedic understatement but one of shaming 

directness. After attacking the army for its “tame sufferings,” meaning its inaction in the face of 

England’s present crisis, he writes “For you that were the champions of our liberty, and to that 

purpose were raised, are not you become the instruments of our slavery? And your hands that the 

people employ’d to take the yoake from off our necks, are not those the very hands that now doe 

put it on?” Sexby then beseeches the officers and soldiers to consider what they were raised as an 
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army to do, in comparison to what they had done under Cromwell’s Protectorate, and “give not 

posterity as well as your own generation the occasion to mention you with infamie.” After some 

more sentences meant to shame the army, 
97

 Sexby gives the officers and soldiers but one way 

out of their disgrace and back into the “trust and love” and “prayers” of the country, and that is 

an immediate act of “vengeance upon [Cromwell’s] faithless head.” Sexby then writes, “To let 

you see you may doe this as a lawfull action, and to perswade you to it as a glorious one, is the 

principall intent of this following paper.”
98

 

 The introduction of Killing Noe Murder contains the first of two elegiac references in the 

work to Miles Sindercombe, Sexby’s fallen comrade and proxy in England.
99

 Sexby, who had 

“fancied himself, it seems, as a master army propagandist” with the New Model in 1647,
100

 now 

declares himself free of “any ambition to be in print.” But he had been “goaded into writing”
101

 a 

pamphlet, he claims, by word reaching him of the parliament’s reaction to the discovery of 

Sindercombe’s plot,
102

 in Sexby’s words, of the members coming to congratulate Cromwell on 

“his happy deliverance from that wicked and bloody attempt” and ordering that God be “mockt 

with a day of thanksgiving” and that “the people shal give publique thanks for the publique 
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calamitie.” If he had read in Scripture that the Israelites had cried out to the Lord “not for their 

own deliverance” but for the long life of Pharaoh and “the daily encrease of the number of their 

bricks,” it could have been “no more galling” to Sexby.
103

 Sexby now declares his “principle 

intention” is to examine whether “Mr. Sindercombe” had plotted against Cromwell, or, more 

likely according to Sexby, if Cromwell had plotted against Sindercombe. His inquiry would 

determine also whether, or not, the work of Sindercombe and his accomplices deserves the 

epithets the Speaker of the parliament gave to it, “of bloody, wicked, and proceeding from the 

Prince of darknesse.” The parliament and the public were mistaken, Sexby declared, to conclude 

from the discovery that “the Protectour was to be kil’d” that “a man was to be murdered, not a 

malefactour punished.” Had Sindercombe and his accomplices succeeded in their work, they 

would not have “killed a magistrate” but “destroyed a tyrant, over whom every man is naturally a 

judge and an executioner; and whom the laws of God, of nature, and of nations expose, like 

beasts of prey, to be destroyed as they are met.”
104

  

 The first section of the body of Killing Noe Murder addresses the question, “Whether my 

Lord Protectour be a tyrant or not?” Distinguishing between “tyrants of two sorts,” as the “Civil 

Lawe” of the Romans had done, Sexby proceeds to argue that Cromwell qualifies as both sorts: 

Cromwell is “tirannus sine titulo” because “he hath no right to govern,” and “tirannus exercitio” 

because “he governs tyrannically.” Sexby writes, “We shall sufficiently demonstrate who they 

are that have not a right to govern, if we shew who they are that have; and what it is that makes 

the power just, which those that rule, have over the naturall libertie of other men.” He then 

invokes Genesis and Aristotle to explain how “commonwealths” or societies first emerged from 

multitudes of dispersed families and Richard Hooker to maintain that “all power . . . lawfully 
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exercised” over a society derives from God’s “appointment” or “the consent of the society 

itself,” who next to God have the power “of disposing of their own libertie, as they shall think fit 

for their own good.” Next, he draws from Exodus, 1 and 2 Samuel, and Deuteronomy to show 

how God appoints “vice-regents” to rule under him, allows “the people” to make “the election,” 

or makes “the choice” but leaves “the confirmation [and] ratification of that choice to the people 

themselves.” This discussion reveals a “manifest truth,” that “all just power of government is 

founded upon . . . God’s immediate command, or the people’s consent.” It follows, therefore, 

that “whosoever arrogates to himself that power, or any part of it, that cannot produce one of 

those two titles, is not a ruler but an invader,” and that “those subject to that power, are not 

governed, but opprest.” Applying the “truth,” Sexby asks Cromwell these questions on behalf of 

the people of England: “Who made thee a prince and a judge over us? If God made thee, make it 

manifest to us. If the people, where did we meet to do it? Who took our subscriptions? To whom 

deputed we our authority? And where and when did those deputies make the choice?” Cromwell 

is a “tirannus sine titulo” because he has no acceptable response to these questions, for “instead 

of God’s command, or the people’s consent, his Highness hath no other title but force and fraud, 

which is to want all title.” To argue that Cromwell is “tirannus exercitio” by governing 

tyrannically, Sexby assigns to him fourteen “characters” by which tyrants may be known. Sexby 

gives himself greater credibility, and joins in “a long-standing anti-tyrannical tradition,”
105

 by 

insisting these characters are not of his “owne stamping” but such as he finds in works by “Plato, 

Aristotle, Tacitus, [and] his Highnes own Evangelist, Machiavell.”
106

 Like tyrants in former 
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times, Cromwell had once been a general “for the people,” under a pretence of “defending theire 

liberties,” only to subvert the government and “invade that liberty” himself. This is Cromwell’s 

first tyrannical character. The next thirteen characters are apparent in Cromwell’s governance as 

Lord Protector: he accomplishes “much more by fraud then force;” purges men with 

“conscience” and “courage” to oppose his designs; suffers “no assemblies;” uses “spies and 

delators” to discover those who oppose him; is afraid to appear in public “without a guarde;” 

impoverishes the people with taxes to deprive them of “the power,” if they have “the will,” to 

attempt anything against him; “diverts and busies” them with a war and as “a pretence” to levy 

taxes; employs ministers who “torture the Scripture” and “prove his government lawfull;” 

assigns his “odious” work to others and then sacrifices them to appease the people; appears to be 

“wonderfull carefull of the publique” in the management of the state; conducts high-profile 

confiscations of delinquents’ properties to give the impression that he exacts “the less of the 

people;” affects divine “inspirations” for what he does; and, lastly, pretends “a love to God and 

religion.” Concluding consideration of the pamphlet’s first question, Sexby writes “Certainly 

whatever these characters make any man, it cannot be denied but his Highness is, and then if he 

be not a tyrant, we must confess we have no definition [or] description of a tyrant left us.”
107

         

 The second section of the body of Killing Noe Murder is the most carefully argued of the 

three sections. It addresses the question raised earlier in the pamphlet, “whether it is lawful to do 

justice upon [Cromwell] without solemnity, that is, to kill him?” Sexby now answers this 

question in the affirmative while discussing the larger question, “Whether it be lawfull to kill a 

tyrant?” He begins by acknowledging a dispute among “authors” on the matter of “supreame 

magistrates, who degenerate into tyrants.” On the one hand, William Ames insists they must be 

endured, like “bad parents,” and Tacitus includes them with “mischiefs” that have no “cure” but 
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“patience.” On the other hand, some authors agree that they may be opposed “by that supreame 

law of the people’s safety” and removed from power by “the people’s representatives for the 

breach of their trust.” Of these last authors, none “of sober sense” makes allowance for “private 

persons” to judge or remove a magistrate, for fear this would act to “subvert all government.” 

But in the case of “a usurper, who can pretend no title,” and as Sexby makes Cromwell out to be, 

no author gives that sort of tyrant “any kind of indemnity.” Invoking Genesis, Sexby declares 

that a tyrant without title, like Cromwell, has “no more security” afforded him “then Cain,” who 

was “to be destroyed by him that found him first.”
108

                

 For Sexby, the reason why the case of a tyrant without title, that is, Cromwell’s case, is 

“particular,” with “every man” having “that vengeance,” which in other cases is “reserved” to 

God and the representatives of the people, “cannot be obscure” if it is “rightly consider[ed]” 

what he “is,” what “his crimes are,” and what his relationship is to “the commonwealth” and to 

“every member of it.” For Sexby also, if the usurping kind of tyrant is found to be “an enemy to 

all humane society, and a subverter of all laws,” and one that by great “villanies” makes himself 

secure against “all ordinary course of justice,” then it cannot be thought “strange” that “he have 

no benefit from human society” and “no protection from the law” or from “justice” in its other 

“formes.” In support of these assertions, Sexby argues three points. His first is that “the end” of 

all human societies or commonwealths is “to live happily.” Aristotle argues that “this 

happinesse” is not to be had unless the members of a society are subject to its “lawes.” A 

society’s laws, derived from the laws of “reason,” “justice,” and “nature,” are its “sinews,” 

without which, it must “dissolve.” Tyranny violates a society’s laws, and so Aristotle denies that 

tyrants are members of a society, for a true member of society “obeys the laws.” It follows from 

Sexby’s first point that a “commonwealth,” by falling under a tyranny, “absolutely loses that 
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name” and becomes “another thing.” Augustine maintains that societies where “law and justice” 

are absent are “not commonwealths” but “great confederacies of thieves and robbers.” Similarly, 

Sophocles observes that a city “which is one man’s, is no city,” and Hugo Grotius concludes that 

“where all are slaves, ‘tis not a city but a great family,” with the tyrant as master and father. 

Sexby’s second point is that a usurping tyrant, by putting himself “above all law” and beyond the 

reach of magistracy, also becomes subject to “justice” delivered by “the stroak of some generous 

hand.” For, he argues, “the safety of mankinde were but ill provided for, if there were no kind of 

justice to reach great villanies” and “tyrants should be secured by the greatness of their crimes.” 

If that was the case, “lawes” would be as “cobwebs,” made “only to catch flies, [and] not to hold 

wasps or hornets.” But it was instead the case that “he that will secure himself of all hands 

secures himself from none,” that “he that flies justice in the court finde[s] it in the street,” and 

that “he that goes armed against every man, armes every man against himself.” According to 

Cicero, “we have warr with those against whom we can have no law,” and “when no justice can 

be had, every man may be his own magistrate, and doe justice for himself.” Sexby’s third and 

final point is that it is “contrary to the laws of God and nature” and “the common safety of 

mankinde” that men with no appeal to “the law” should be “forbidden to repel force by force” 

and so be “left without [any] defence and remedie against injuries.” For “God himself left not the 

slave without remedie against the cruel master.” It was therefore contrary to reason to suppose 

that the people of England, “a free people, who have no superiour but their God,” should have no 

remedy at all against Cromwell. And yet Sexby knows there are men in England who suppose 

exactly as such. These men will not hesitate to “kill a thief,” if they believe they cannot “bring 

him to justice,” but they will not raise a finger against Cromwell, their “common robber” and 

against whom “no law can take hold.” Their mistake is to judge Cromwell by his “appearance,” 
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not his “nature.” What could be more “absurd” and “contrary to all common sense,” Sexby asks, 

“then to call him thief and kill him, that comes alone, or with a few to robb me, and to call him 

Lord Protectour and obey him, that robbes me with regiments and troops?” “But sure,” he insists, 

“no Englishman can be ignorant, that it is his birth-right to be master of his own estate, and that 

none can command any part of it but by his own grant and consent, either made expressly by 

himself, or virtually by a parliament.” It should be obvious that “All other waies are meere 

robberies in other names.” Of Cromwell Sexby writes, concluding the point, “This firebrand I 

would have any way extinguisht: This ulcer I would have any hand to lance. And I cannot doubt 

but God will suddenly sanctifie some hand to doe it, and bring down that bloody and deceitfull 

man, who lives not onely to the misery, but the infamie of our nation.”
109

  

 Sexby assures the reader that the confidence he has in “the justice” of his opinions on 

Cromwell came not only from his own “interpretations,” but also by “the examples that are left 

us by the greatest and most vertuous, and the opinions of the wisest and gravest men, that have 

left their memories to posterity.” First to be invoked is Grotius, who maintains that “a usurper 

that by only force posseseth himself of government, and by force onely keeps it, is yet in the 

state of warr with every man,” and that “therefore everything is lawfull against him, that is 

lawfull against an open enemy, whom every private man hath a right to kill.” Second is 

Tertullian, who argues that “against common enemies, and those that are traitors to the 

commonwealth, every man is a soldier.” Third is Xenophon, who records that “the Grecians, 

who suffered not murderers to come into their temples, in those very temples erected statues to 

those that kil’d tyrants, thinking it fit to place their deliverers amongst their gods.” Fourth is 

Cicero, “an eye witnesse of the honours that were done such men,” for “the Greeks attribute the 

honours of the gods to those that kild tyrants.” Fifth is Plato, “who tells the ordinary course they 
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tooke with tyrants in Greece: If the tyrant cannot be expuls’t by accusing him to the citizens, then 

by secret practices they dispatch him.” In republican Rome, in accordance with the Valerian law, 

“whosoever took magistracy upon him, without the command of the people, it was lawfull for 

any man to kill him.” Sixth, therefore, is Plutarch, who makes the Valerian law “more severe,” 

that “it was lawfull by that law, before any judgment [was] past, to kill him that but aspired to 

tyranny.” Seventh is Polybius, who, on the subject of “conspiracies against tyrants,” judges that 

they involved “not the worst and meanest of the citizens, but the most generous, and those of the 

greatest virtue.” Eighth is Cicero again, to attest to the quality of “those that conspired against 

Julius Caesar,” who “himself thought Brutus worthy to succeed him.” Also, Cicero, who if not 

actually involved in the “designe” against Caesar, “at least affected the honour of being thought 

so,” recalls that “all good men, as much as in them lay, killed Caesar: Some wanted capacity, 

some courage, others opportunity, but none the will to doe it.” Sexby himself observes “the 

extent” of the Romans’ “severity against a tyrant,” writing first that “they exposed him to fraud, 

as well as force, and left him no security in oathes and compacts: that neither law nor religion 

might defend him that violated both.” He then draws from Appian to write that “with a tyrant the 

Romans thinke no faith to be kept, observe no religion of an oath,” and from Seneca to write that 

“whatever there was of [a] mutual obligation” between a magistrate and the people, “his 

destroying the laws of human society dissolved.” The Greek and Roman authors are in 

agreement, therefore, “that a villany might be committed against an enemy,” that “a tyrant could 

receive no injustice but to be let live,” and that “the most lawfull way to destroy [a tyrant] was 

the readiest, no matter whether by force or fraud.” Sexby assures the reader that he can provide 

“many more testimonies” from Greece and Rome to conclude the argument, that a tyrant may be 
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lawfully killed, but that he “shall conclude with authorities that are much more authentique,” and 

“examples” that are “much more safely imitate[d].”
110

                                

 Sexby writes that “The law of God itself decreed certaine death to that man that would 

doe presumptuously and submit to no decision of justice.” “Who can read this and thinke a tyrant 

ought to live?” For Sexby, even more indubitably than the examples left by the Greek and 

Roman authors, the Old Testament shows that “in a tyrant’s case processe and citation have no 

place,” and that if a people “will have only formal remedies” against a tyrant, they “are sure to 

have none.” There is a “High Court of Justice,” he declares, “where Moses brought the Egyptian; 

whether Ehud brought Eglon; Samson, the Philistines; Samuel, Agag; and Jehoiada, the she-

tyrant Athaliah.” Sexby considers each of these examples and applies them against Cromwell. 

The example of Moses is from Exodus 2:11-12: Moses, while out witnessing for the first time 

the burdens of the Hebrews, sees an Egyptian smiting a Hebrew, one of his brethren. He kills the 

Egyptian and buries him in the sand.
111

 Applying the example, Sexby writes that “every 

Englishman hath as much call as Moses, and more cause than he, to slay this Egiptian that is 

alwayes laying on burdens, and alwayes smiting both our brethren and ourselves. For as to his 

call, [Moses] had no other that we read of, but the necessity his brother stood in of his help. He 

look’t on his brethren’s burdens, and seeing an Egiptian smiting an Hebrew, knowing he was out 

of the reach of all other kind of justice, he slew him.” Sexby is careful to emphasize that it “is as 

lawfull for any man” to act against Cromwell “as it was for Moses, who was then but a private 

man, and had no authority for what he did, but what the law of nature gives every man: to oppose 

force to force, and to make justice where he findes none.” Later he writes, “Now sure if it were 

lawfull for Moses to kill that Egiptian that opprest one man, being there was no way to procure 
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an ordinary course of justice against him, it cannot be but absurd to think it unlawful to kill him 

that oppresses a whole nation, and one that justice as little reaches as it defends.”
112

 

 The story of Ehud holds a special fascination for Sexby, for he writes earlier in the 

section, “All remedie . . . against a tyrant is Ehud’s dagger.”
113

 Sexby refers here to the account 

in Judges 3: 12-30, of Ehud, the divinely-inspired killer of the tyrant Eglon, a Moabite, under 

whom the people of Israel had suffered for eighteen years, and against whom they had prayed to 

God for a deliverer. Ehud, after forging a double-edged dagger and strapping it to his thigh, 

under his clothing, attended an audience with Eglon. He was then allowed into a private chamber 

alone with Eglon, on the pretext of delivering confidential information. Once they were inside 

the chamber, Ehud announces a message from God for Eglon and thrusts his dagger into Eglon’s 

belly. After escaping from Eglon’s palace, Ehud leads the men of Israel in an uprising which 

kills ten thousand Moabites and ushers in eighty years of peace for the Israelites.
114

 Sexby’s hope 

is that the story of Ehud will inspire an Englishman to reenact the story with Cromwell. He 

writes: 

The example of Ehud shews us the naturall and almost the only remedie against a tyrant, 

and the way to free an oppresst people from the slavery of an insulting Moabite: ‘tis done 

by prayers and teares, with the help of a dagger, by crying to the Lord, and the left hand 

of an Ehud. Devotion and action goe well together, for beleeve it, a tyrant is not of that 

kinde of devill that is to be cast out by only fasting and prayer. And here the Scripture 

shews us what the Lord thought a fit message to send a tyrant from himself: a dagger of a 

cubit in his belly, and every worthy man that desires to be an Ehud, a deliverer of his 

countrie, will strive to be the messenger.
115
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 The example of Samson is from Judges 15: 1-8: After some Philistines burn Samson’s 

wife, he kills many Philistines in retaliation.
116

 Sexby emphasizes that Samson was justified in 

taking a “private injury” as “sufficient grounds to make warre upon the Philistines,” and that he 

was acting on no authority but that of “a private man.” Samson “knew what the law of nature 

allowed him, where other lawes have no place, and thought it a sufficient justification for smiting 

the Philistines hip and thigh.” Applying the example, Sexby argues that what was “lawfull for 

Samson to doe against many oppressours” is lawful for Englishmen “to doe against one,” there 

being no other way for their “reparation.” Just as Samson used the jaw-bone of an ass against the 

Philistines, Englishmen, in their “just fury,” may “lawfully” employ “the first weapons” they lay 

hands on against the “Philistine” that oppresses them. Sexby writes less about the prophet 

Samuel who, with his own hands, slew the Amalekite king Agag in return for the Israelite 

women left childless by Agag’s tyrannies.
117

 But applying the example he asks, “How many 

mothers has our Agag, for his own ambition, made childlesse? How many children fatherlesse?  

How many have reason to hew this Amalekite in pieces before the Lord?”
118

   

 Sexby’s final Old Testament example of tyrannicide is the account in 2 Kings of Jehoiada 

and the she-tyrant Athaliah. After her son Ahaziah, king of Judah, dies of wounds received in 

battle, Athaliah usurps the throne by having his children killed, excepting only a son, Joash, who 

is helped to escape from the king’s house. Six years later Jehoiada, a priest, raises an army, 

enters Jerusalem, and has Joash crowned in the Temple. After Athaliah enters the Temple to find 

out what is afoot, Jehoiada orders that she be led away and not killed in the house of the Lord. 
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Therefore, Athaliah is slain beside the king’s house, by a dung-hill near a horse-gate.
119

 Sexby’s 

moral is that Jehoiada acted with no authority “but the equity [and] justice of the act itself.” He 

had “no immediate command from God for what he did,” nor “any authority from the Sanedryn,” 

and “therefore any man might have done what Jehoiada did as lawfully.” As for Athaliah, the 

“fact” of her tyrannies was “her triall.” She was “onely let live till she got out of the Temple, [so] 

that holy place might not be defiled by the blood of a tyrant, which was fitter to be shed on a 

dung-hill, and so they slew her at [a] horse-gate, and by the king’s house, the very Whitehall, 

where she had caused the blood royall to be spilt.” What Sexby does here is draw a parallel 

between two spillers of royal blood, Athaliah and Cromwell, and suggest Whitehall, where 

Charles met his end, as a fitting place for Cromwell to be killed.
120

             

 At the end of the section, Sexby provides “solutions” to “two objections lying in [his] 

way.” The first objection is that the examples of tyrant-killers he provides “out of Scripture” 

were men “inspired of God,” that therefore had a “call and authority for their actions” that no one 

can “pretend to” against Cromwell, and so “it would be unsafe . . . to draw their actions into 

examples.” To this objection Sexby replies first with “learned Milton” that “if God commanded” 

the Old Testament tyrannicides, “‘tis a signe they were lawfull and are commendable.” Next he 

replies that neither Samson, Samuel, Moses, nor Jehoiada had God’s commission when they 

committed their killings, only “retaliation, and the apparent justice of the actions themselves,” 

and “that common call which all men have, to doe all actions of justice that are within their 

power, when the ordinary course of justice ceases.” The second objection is that there being 

“now no opposition made” to Cromwell’s government, but “the people following their callings 

[and] traffique,” and “making use of the laws, [and] appealing to his Highnes courts of justice, 
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argues the people’s tacit consent to the government,” therefore making his government “lawfull” 

and “the people’s obedience voluntary.” Sexby replies that “if commerce and pleadings were 

enough to argue the people’s consent, [and] give tyrannie the name of government, there was 

never yet any tyrannie of many weeks standing in this world,” and then “certainly we then 

extremely wrong Caligula [and] Nero in calling them tyrants, and they were rebels that conspired 

against them,” for the reason that shops, temples, and courts remained open in Rome. It was 

likewise with “absurdity to imagine” that in the eighteen years that Eglon ruled Israel, and in the 

six years Athaliah reigned, that the Israelites “quite desisted” from all public activity, or else 

Ehud was a “traitor” for killing his king and Jehoiada one for killing his queen.
121

        

 The third section in the body of Killing Noe Murder addresses the question, “whether the 

removing [Cromwell] is like to prove of advantage to the commonwealth or not?” Sexby thinks 

this is the same as “to enquire whether ‘tis better the man die, or the impostume be lanc’t, or the 

gangren’d limbe be cut off?” But there were some Englishmen whose “cowardice [and] avarice” 

provided them with “arguments to the contrary,” and others who were “cautious and prudent” 

behind “a servile fear they falsely call a Christian patience.” In response to these persons, Sexby 

writes “there is indeed that necessity which [others] think there is, of saving the vineyard of the 

commonwealth, if possible, by destroying the wilde boar that is broke into it.” Having argued it 

is “lawfull” to kill Cromwell, Sexby now argues that it is indeed “expedient.” For if “to be under 

a tyrant is not to be a commonwealth, but a great family, consisting of master [and] slaves,” it 

follows that, “whilst this monster lives,” the English “are not members of a commonwealth, but 

only his living tools and instruments.” Moreover, the English must not think they “can long 

continue in the condition of slaves, and not degenerate into the habits [and] temper that is 

naturall to that condition;” their “mindes will grow low,” and “being accustomed to live like 
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slaves” they will “become unfitt to be anything else.” For according to Tacitus, “the fiercest 

creatures, by long constraint, lose their courage.” Also, Sir Francis Bacon observes that God’s 

blessing “falls not” upon a people “crouching under burdens,” like “asses,” but upon a people 

that have “the spirit of lyons.” But losing God’s blessing will not be the end of it, for following 

Cromwell’s example, the English will, in time, “turne perfidious, deceitful, irreligious, flatterers, 

and whatever else is villainous and infamous in mankind.” Signs that a process of degeneration 

was underway in England were clear to Sexby. Among other questions, meant to demonstrate 

that process, he asks the reader: 

  

 Whats the thing cal’d a parlement but a mock? Composed of a people that are only 

 suffered to sitt there because they are knowne to have no vertue, after the exclusion of all 

 others that were but suspected to have any? What are they but pimpes of tyranny, who 

 are only imployed to draw in the people to prostitute they’re liberty? What will not the 

 army fight for? What will they not fight against! What are they but janizaries, slaves 

 themselves; and making all others so? 

 

 

Sexby warns that if Cromwell’s tyranny continues, “the little vertue that is yet left to stocke the 

nation, must totally extinguish, and then his Highness hath completed his worke of reformation.”  

Until that work is complete, Cromwell “must not endure vertue” for virtue “will not endure him; 

for “he that will maintayne tyranny must kill Brutus, sayes Machiavell,” and “a tyrant, sayes 

Plato, must dispatch all vertuous persons or he cannot be safe.”
122

 

 Sexby is careful to dispute arguments from patience and notions that Cromwell might 

improve with time. Invoking Machiavelli again, he writes that “Men deceive themselves that 

think to mollify arrogancy with humility.” Employed next are Tacitus, who observes that “never 

did any man manage that government with justice that got it by villany,” and Plato, who warns 

that “the longer the tyrant lives the more the tyrannical humour encreases in him,” for “new 
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occasions daily happen, that necessitate [him] to new mischiefs, and he must defend one villanie 

with another.” But supposing Cromwell is “changed to the better by great fortune (of which he 

yet gives no symptomes),” what could be “more miserable then to have no other security for our 

libertie, no other law for our safetie, then the will of a man.” For as Aristotle observes, “we have 

all our beast within us, and whosoever is governed by a man without a law, is governed by a man 

and by a beast.” Sexby draws from Cicero to ask, “If [Cromwell] be good, so was Nero for five 

yeares, and how shall we be secure that he will not change?” And besides, “the power that is 

allowed to a good man” may be “taken by an ill.” Thus, “Cicero’s moderation is to be trusted,” 

and “an unlimited power . . . trusted to none,” for “if it does not find a tyrant,” it “commonly 

makes one;” or “if one uses it modestly ‘tis no argument that others will,” and so “Augustus 

Caesar must have no greater power given him, then you would have Tiberius take.”
123

 

 Sexby replies “very briefly” to two other objections. He finds some Englishmen of “a 

strange opinion, that it were . . . a noble action to kill his Highness in the field, but to doe it 

privately they think it unlawfull.” He compares this “generous” approach to allowing “a thief” 

opportunity to draw his sword and put himself “in a posture to defend himself and kill me” 

before attempting to apprehend him. Sexby replies further with the argument that to attempt to 

remove Cromwell “by open force, will very much hazard the totall ruine of the commonwealth.”  

For according to Suetonius, “a tyrant is a devill that teares the body in the exorcizing; and they 

are all of Caligula’s temper, that if they could, they would have the whole frame of nature fall 

with them.” A second, more common objection that Sexby finds is a fear of what may follow “if 

his Highness were removed.” He responds figuratively: “I am fallen into a ditch where I shall 

certainly perish if I lie, but I refuse to be helpt out for fear of falling into another. I suffer a 

certain miserie for feare of a contingent one, [and] let the disease kill me because there is hazard 
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in the cure.” Sexby’s final comment on this objection is, “Sure, ‘tis frenzie not to desire a change 

when we are sure we cannot be worse.”
124

         

 Before concluding his work, Sexby makes another appeal for action to the officers and 

soldiers of the army, or as he now puts it, to those who “best deserve” to be called “Englishmen,” 

and “our selves, that have fought . . . for our liberties under this tyrant, and in the end, have 

purchased nothing but our slavery with the price of our blood.” Sexby includes himself in this 

category. He writes, “To us particularly it belongs to bring this monster to justice, whom he hath 

made the instruments of his villany, and sharers in the curse and detestation that is due to him 

from all good men. Others only have their liberty to vindicate, we our liberty and our honour.”  

Comparing Cromwell to Charles he asks, “Shall we that would not endure a king attempting 

tyrannie, shall we suffer a profest tyrant?” In “a concession to royalist sentiment,”
125

 and to his 

royalist confederates, Sexby suggests it would be better if Charles still ruled, this by invoking 

Cicero, to write, “we wish we had rather endured thee (O Charles) then have been condemned to 

this meane tyrant, not that we desire any kinde of slavery, but that the quality of the master 

something graces the condition of the slave.” Next follows an argument for immediate action.  

Cromwell “knowes very well ‘tis onely [the army] that have the power to hurt him,” and so he is 

taking action “to secure himself.” He knows also the army’s “principles, how directly contrarie 

they are to that arbitrarie power he must govern by,” and so he suspects men “that have alreadie 

ventured [their] lives against tyrannie” will do so yet again. Cromwell is sure to understand from 

Machiavelli, “his practice of pietie,” that he must destroy those “that hath been accoustumed to 

libertie” or “be destroyed” himself. Sexby adds a more explicit warning: the officers closest to 

Cromwell must not think themselves secure. To argue this point he gives the example of the 
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tyrant Dionysius, who was said “to use his friends, as he did his bottles,” hanging them up when 

he had no use for them, so “they should not trouble him and lie in his way.”
126

 

 The conclusion of Killing Noe Murder begins with one of the work’s more explicit and 

compelling calls for Cromwell’s assassination: “let every man to whom God hath given the spirit 

of wisdome and courage, be perswaded by his honour, his safetie, his own good and his 

countries, and indeed the dutie he owes to his generation, and to mankind, to endeavour by all 

rational means to free the world of this pest.” A little further along, for the second time in the 

work, Sexby elegizes Miles Sindercombe:  

 

 Our nation is not yet so barren of vertue, that we want noble examples to follow amongst 

 ourselves. The brave Sindercombe hath shewed as great a minde, as anie old Rome could 

 boast of, and had he lived there, his name had been registered with Brutus, and Cato; and 

 he had had his statues as well as they. But I will not have so sinister an opinion of our 

 selves . . . as to think so great a vertue can want its monuments even amongst us. 

 Certainlie in every vertuous mind there are statues rear’d to Sindercombe. When ever we 

 reade the elogies of those that have died for their countrie: when we admire those great 

 examples of magnanimitie, that have tired tirants cruelties: when we extol their 

 constancie, whom neither bribes nor terrours could make betray their friends: tis then we 

 erect Sindercombe statues, and grave him monuments.
127

 

 

The mood of the pamphlet’s prefatory epistle to Cromwell is “light,”
128

 but the mood of the 

conclusion’s final paragraph is truly dark. In it Sexby writes: 
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 But to conclude, let not this monster think himself the more secure that he hath 

 suppressed one great spirit.
129

 . . . Ther’s a great rowle behinde, even of those that are in 

 his own muster-rowles,
130

 that are ambitious of the name of the deliverers of their 

 countrey: and they know what the action is that will purchase it. His bed, his table is not 

 secure, and he stands in need of other guards to defend him against his own.
131

 Death and 

 destruction pursues him where ever he goes: they follow him everywhere, like his fellow-

 travellers, and at last they will come upon him like armed men. Darkenesse is hid in his  

 secret places, a fire not blown shall consume him; . . . He shall flee from the iron weapon,  

 and a bow of steel shall strike him through. . . . We may be confident, and so may he, that 

 ere long, all this will be accomplish’t: For the triumphing of the wicked is  but short, and 

 the joy of the hypocrite but for a moment. Though his Excellencie mount up to the 

 heavens and his head reacheth unto the clouds, yet he shall perish for ever like his own 

 dung. They that have seen him shall say, where is he.
132

 

 

                  

V 

Killing Noe Murder was finished in April or early May, when it was generally believed in 

England and abroad that Cromwell would accept parliament’s offer of the crown.
133

 Sexby had 

his manuscript made into a pamphlet in Holland, possibly in Amsterdam, and copies shipped to 

England about the middle of May.
134

 The text was printed “in small type on thin paper” to 

produce a smallish pamphlet that could be more easily distributed.
135

 “In what seems to have 
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been a rough practical joke,”
136

 Sexby had “By William Allen” printed on the title page.
137

 Allen, 

who had been “a trooper in Cromwell’s own regiment of horse” and Sexby’s close associate and 

fellow New Model agitator in 1647, had obtained a commission, and in 1651 been made 

Adjutant-General of horse for the army in Ireland.
138

 “Long suspected” by Cromwell and John 

Thurloe “of disaffection” towards the Protectorate, Allen had resigned his post in November 

1656 because his scruples would not allow him to serve it any longer.
139

 The upshot of Sexby’s 

joke on Allen will be shown later in the section.    

 Copies of Killing Noe Murder were circulating in London on 18 May when “notice was 

given” from Whitehall, to The Publick Intelligencer, “of the dispersing of divers abominable 

desperate pamphlets up and down, many of them being sealed up in brown paper covers, laid in 

the streets, and scattered in the Mews by Charing Cross, and other places in and about the City, 

striking at the honor and safety of His Highness and the commonwealth.”
140

 On 19 May, John 

Coltman, a customs agent searching houses near St. Catherine’s dock, for smuggled goods 

arriving on Dutch vessels, found seven parcels of Killing Noe Murder, each containing about 200 

pamphlets. A trap set by Coltman on the following morning, for the return of the person or 

persons assigned to move this seditious cargo, resulted in the arrest of one Edward 

Wroughton.
141

 A haberdasher by trade, Wroughton had been a member of Thomas Venner’s 

Fifth Monarchist congregation, and had been examined by Thurloe in August 1656 regarding the 
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distribution of a pamphlet which vilified Cromwell and called for the election to parliament of 

men who would work to overturn the Protectorate.
142

 Around midnight on 22 May, Thomas 

Gregory, an officer of the Tower of London on his way home, discovered a bundle of about 140 

copies of Killing Noe Murder under the steps of a house.
143

 On the afternoon of 25 May, John 

Spencer, an agent of the excise office, followed a woman from East Smithfield to Tower Hill, 

suspecting her of carrying goods on which the excise had not been paid. Finally stopping the 

woman and searching the bag she was carrying, Spencer found two parcels, containing about 380 

copies of Killing Noe Murder. Spencer returned to East Smithfield with two fellow agents, and 

after taking up positions from which to watch a street, they arrested one John Sturgeon, after he 

came along carrying a bundle of pamphlets under each arm. At the moment he was stopped, 

Sturgeon took a pistol from a bag and attempted to use it against the agents.
144

 A Baptist and a 

Fifth Monarchist, Sturgeon had served in the army, and had been in Cromwell’s lifeguard until 

August 1655, when he was dismissed as the likely author of a pamphlet which charged that 

Cromwell intended to purge Baptists from the army.
145

 On 26 May the news of Sturgeon’s arrest 

was reported from Whitehall to The Publick Intelligencer, which now described Killing Noe 

Murder as a “treasonous” pamphlet, “written to infect men’s mindes with that inhumane and 

damnable doctrine of privy murther and assassination.”
146

 Wroughton and Sturgeon were taken 

to the Tower of London and questioned separately.
147

 Wroughton admitted to meetings with 
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Sturgeon, but denied knowing the contents of some parcels he had helped Sturgeon collect from 

a Dutch ship.
148

 Sturgeon was examined before Cromwell himself, but when he was asked where 

he received the bundles of books he had been carrying, and about the nature of his involvement 

with Wroughton, he replied that he would not answer those questions, or any others, “though it 

be whether two and two make four.”
149

 Examined at least four times, Wroughton succeeded in 

talking himself out of serious trouble, for he was given the liberty of the Tower on 27 May.
150

  

Sturgeon remained a prisoner of the Tower until the Restoration.
151

 Their involvement suggests 

that Sexby coordinated the arrival of Killing Noe Murder with Fifth Monarchists,
152

 while 

Sturgeon’s involvement reminds us that Sexby’s reach extended into Cromwell’s lifeguard.
153

                 

 On 26 May Thurloe wrote to the Lord Protector’s youngest surviving son, Henry 

Cromwell, who was a Major-General in the army in Ireland, about the arrival of Killing Noe 

Murder in London. He described it as “a very vile booke,” written “to stirre up men to 

assassinate His Highnes.” Thurloe reported he was searching for its “spring-head,” but had yet to 

find that person. He then shared with Cromwell that the night before, “one Sturgeon, formerly 

one of His Highness’s lifeguard, [and] a great Leveller,” had been “taken in the street, with two 

bundles of [pamphlets] under his arme.” Thurloe offered his suspicions that “the same fellow had 

a hand in Syndercombe’s business, and fledd for it into Holland, and is now come over with 
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these bookes.” Closing the letter, Thurloe added that he was sending Cromwell one of the books, 

“though the principles of them are soe abominable” he was reluctant to do so.
154

 On 3 June, after 

he had received and read the copy of Killing Noe Murder, Cromwell wrote back to Thurloe, “The 

pestilent booke you sent mee tells me noe news; for I have thought there were long since more 

copies of it in the heart of wicked men, then have beene lately printed upon paper.” Cromwell 

added that he had been “bold to advertise” the dangers of assassination to his father about six 

months earlier.
155

 There are indications that Oliver Cromwell, who worried Thurloe and his sons, 

Richard and Henry Cromwell, by not taking the threat of assassination as seriously as they would 

have him to do,
156

 did take the threat posed by Killing Noe Murder very seriously. Sturgeon, as 

we just learned, was examined before Cromwell, and probably questioned by Cromwell 

himself.
157

 Also, we see now the product of Sexby’s decision to put William Allen’s name to the 

pamphlet: Cromwell had Allen brought to him and asked if he was the author. “Allen desired to 

see the booke, which Oliver lent him to read; and then Allen told him, that he knew well enough 

that he had not capacity enough to be the author; but that if he had been able to have writ it, he 

would with all his heart have done it.”
158

 On 1 June, the Venetian ambassador in London wrote 

to the Doge, describing a near frenzy wrought by the pamphlets and reporting Cromwell’s order 

that seized copies be buried or burned.
159

 Wilbur Abbott records that a copy was tossed into 
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Cromwell’s coach.
160

 A most memorable account of the Killing Noe Murder phenomena in 

London is that provided by Samuel Moreland, who on 4 June wrote to John Pell that: 

     

 there has been the most dangerous pamphlet lately thrown about the streets that ever 

 has been printed in these times. I have sent you the preface, which is more light, but, 

 believe me, the body of it is more solid; I mean as to showing the author’s learning, 

 though the greatest rancour, malice, and wickedness that ever man could show – nay, I 

 think the devil himself could not have shown more.
161

    

 

 In September there would appear an anonymous response to Killing Noe Murder, under 

the title Killing is Murder: Or, An Answer to a Treasonous Pamphlet Entitled Killing is No 

Murder.
162

 Like Sexby had done in the introduction of his pamphlet,
163

 the author of Killing is 

Murder describes feelings of indignation as “the true cause” of his writing. After declaring he 

wished that “so good a subject, as the answering so dangerous an error, had lighted upon some 

better pen” than his, he writes, “But when I saw the wiser sort gazing one upon another, and the 

rest greedily swallowing it,” that is, Killing Noe Murder, “either because they understood it not, 

or believed the others might, I thought it my duty to evince to the world, that every man was not 

of the author’s opinion, and that a general silence had not begotten a general consent.” He then 

claims that the title of Sexby’s pamphlet is “no more than the Decalogue tythed, or one 

commandment thrust clearly out of doors.” Also, though the pamphlet he attacks is “bound up 

under the name of William Allen,” he suspects its author is “alien-born” or an “English-man 

abroad.” “But whoever he be,” he will “bestow some ink upon the tetter, that it spread no 

further.” What follows is close to a line by line disputation of Killing Noe Murder, but which the 
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disputer admits is most “craftily put together.” Among the observations he makes of Sexby’s 

work is that it warrants “the assassination and murdering of all kings, good or bad, whenever the 

people shall be discontented with them.”
 
Of Sexby himself he observes that though he charges 

that “Machiavel” is Cromwell’s own “apostle, evangelist, and practice of piety,” the “gentleman” 

who wrote Killing Noe Murder, by frequent recourse to that author, shows himself to have made 

Machiavelli “his own vade mecum, and is better read in him then in the Bible.” The author 

concludes with “a word to the discontent” in England, the readership Sexby “principally 

intended” with the pamphlet: “be quiet, and submit to the government.”
164

 

 In Flanders, exiled royalists observed some favorable things about Killing Noe Murder, 

“despite its republican principles.”
165

 On 30 May Sir Edward Hyde wrote from Brussels to Sir 

Edward Nicholas:   

 I have seen here a printed paper of some two or three sheets, entitled “Killing No 

 Murder,” and is only to show the lawfulness and conveniency that [Cromwell] be 

 presently killed, and is dedicated to Cromwell himself with as witty an epistle as I have 

 seen, and in truth the whole piece is so full of wit that I cannot imagine who could write 

 it; it seems to me written on this side of the sea by the paper and the letter.
166

 

 

On 8 June, after Nicholas read a copy of Killing Noe Murder in Bruges, he wrote to Lord 

Culpeper:  

 We have here seene a most excellent treatise entitled, Killing Noe Murther, dedicated to 

 Crumwell, shewing both scripture and many reasons, that it’s not only lawfull, but even 

 necessary to kill him, being an usurper and a tyrant, who ought noe more to have any law 

 then a wolf or a fox; and I heare Crumwell is much afrightened att the publishing that 

 treatise; for that he says, it will satisfy any man in point of honor and conscience, that 
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 they ought to kill him; and it renders him noe lesse fearefull then Cain was after the 

 murther of his brother Abell.
167

    

 

 Yet for all its notoriety and careful argument, Killing Noe Murder “proved entirely 

innocuous” to Cromwell, because “it came too late.”
168

 “After much agonizing,” in a speech to 

the parliament on 8 May, Cromwell had rejected the offer to become king.
169

 “A major personal 

reason for this decision was his providential world-view.”
170

 “As he saw it, the monarchy had 

been abolished in 1649 according to the will of God. Therefore to have restored it would have 

been to have flown in the face of God’s judgement.”
171

 In a speech to parliament on 13 April, ten 

days after he first refused the crown, Cromwell “made that providential reason against becoming 

King Oliver I very clear.”
172

 He had said, “Truly the providence of God has laid this title aside 

providentially . . . he hath blasted the title . . . I would not seek to set up that that providence hath 

destroyed and laid in the dust, and I would not build Jericho again.”
173

 Instead, on 25 May, the 

very day Sturgeon was caught carrying two bundles of Killing Noe Murder, Cromwell accepted 

from the parliament a revised version of The Humble Advice and Petition which appointed him 
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Lord Protector.
174

 This development and Cromwell’s refusal of the crown very effectively 

“falsified” all of Sexby’s claims. He had counted on Cromwell’s acceptance of the crown, and 

afterwards, a “swelling tide of indignation” amongst the people of England. There was instead “a 

general feeling of satisfaction that some kind of settlement had been arrived at,” and 

“Cromwell’s government was stronger than ever.”
175

 Instead of The Instrument of Government, 

“a constitution drawn up by a few army officers and imposed upon the nation by the army, 

England had at last a constitution drawn up by the representatives of the nation in parliament, 

even though it was a packed and mutilated parliament.”
176

 “The representatives of the people had 

ratified the dubious title which [Cromwell] had originally derived from the choice of the army.  

A republican might still regard him as an apostate, but he could not consistently argue that he 

was a usurper.”
177

 

 

VI 

 

On 23 May Silius Titus described Sexby in a letter to Sir Edward Hyde as “much altered” and 

“morose” at “disappointments in his affairs” caused by “Cromwell having refused to be king,” 

for his taking the crown was “a thing whereon [Sexby] founded much of his hopes.”
178

 But Titus 

also described Sexby as “still sanguine, which is either his artifice or his disease.”
179

 On 26 
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April, about the time Killing Noe Murder was completed,
180

 Sexby had revealed in a letter to 

Peter Talbot from Amsterdam, that “I have more irons in the fire for Cromwell than one,”
181

 and 

at least one of these other plots was unaffected by Cromwell’s rejection of the crown. Sexby 

wanted to be in England to kill Cromwell himself, but he had been forced to call off several 

departures.
182

 On 26 June Titus wrote to Hyde that Sexby was about to embark for England when 

“news came of the apprehension of Sturgeon, an agent of Sexby’s, with a bundle of pamphlets 

against Cromwell.” The news made Sexby stay at Amsterdam until he knew how Sturgeon 

reacted under interrogation, for he could provide his interrogators with information about Sexby.  

Titus commented that Sturgeon’s capture was “caused by his own gross folly, for he went 

himself to the ship were the pamphlets were, and took a bundle away, and on being stopped by a 

searcher, drew a pistol, whereupon he was apprehended.”
183

 

 Not long after he learned of Sturgeon’s arrest, Sexby risked a visit to England.
184

 He was 

able to remain there for nearly a month, “in spite of all the vigilance of the government.”
185

 But 

on Friday, 24 July, Sexby was arrested. Mercurius Politicus reported his capture as follows: 

  

 Colonel Edward Sexby, who was formerly of the army, but of late years hath been in 

 Flanders, and there engaged in designs with the Spanish party against his Highness and 

 the Commonwealth, coming over into England lately to promote the said design, and 

 being this day under sail to return into the Low Countries, was apprehended in the Hope, 
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 in a mean habit, disguised like a country-man, and his visage altered by an over grown 

 beard . . . 
186

         

 

After an examination by Cromwell, Sexby was taken to the Tower of London,
187

 where the 

lieutenant, Sir John Barkstead, was ordered to keep him “close prisoner” on a charge of “high 

treason.”
188

 Cromwell’s government regarded Sexby’s capture a great achievement. On 28 July 

John Thurloe wrote in a letter to Henry Cromwell in Ireland, that “Sexby, the great apostate and 

traytor, is taken, and in the Tower.”
189

 For 31 July Cromwell’s Council of State records: “We 

have apprehended the grand traitor, Col. Sexby, as he was going to the Low Countries.”
190

 On 4 

August William Lockhart wrote to Thurloe from France that Cardinal Mazarin received the news 

of Sexby’s arrest “as became one, who hath a great respect for his highnes.”
191

 In Ghent, Peter 

Talbot had learned of Sexby’s “ill-fortune” by 18 August when he wrote to Sir Edward Hyde that 

Sexby “was betrayed both in Holland and England.”
192

 Sexby may have been betrayed by John 

Wildman. On 16 October, in a letter in which he described “the Levellers” as “disheartened and 

divided, so as not one of them gives a good word about the other,” Sir Edward Nicholas wrote 

that “Col. Courten saith Major Wildman is a juggler and Sexby saith Wildman hath brought him 

into the condition he is, being a prisoner in the Tower; and Wildman saith Sexby is a knave.” 
193
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 Sexby died in the Tower, of an illness, on Wednesday, 13 January 1658.
194

 About a week 

after his death was reported,
195

 an account of his final months was published in Mercurius 

Politicus.
196

 According to this account, Sexby fell sick within ten days of being imprisoned in the 

Tower, of “an ague and a vomiting . . . which turned into a feverish distemper, in which sickness 

he continued about nine weeks.” The severity of Sexby’s sickness was reportedly such that “it 

brought him into many distracted fits for a great part of that time, in which condition he would 

cry out often, That he was damned and in Hell and utter such like expressions; and his usuall 

answer to them that spake anything to him, was, That it was a lye.”
197

 Sexby’s condition 

improved in October.
198

 He was well enough to enjoy the company of one “Katherine Whitehead 

alias Linsey widow,” who was summoned on 17 October by the Middlesex Sessions to answer 

for “her uncivil carriage in going to bed to Colonel Sexby when she kept him in his sickness.”
199

 

Sexby was also cared for by “his own physitian,” an uncle “who was often with him in his 

sickness,” and “his wife,”
200

 who arrived from Holland in early September,
201

 and then “attended 

him constantly save around the time she gave birth.”
202
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 According to the Mercurius Politicus account, on 12 October, during a break in his 

illness, Sexby sent for the lieutenant of the Tower, Barkstead, and made a confession. As 

Mercurius Politicus reported it, Sexby said he was “guilty of the whole business of Sindercombe, 

as to the design of killing the Lord Protector,” and “to that purpose” had furnished Sindercombe 

“with about 500£ in money, and also with arms, and tyed him to an engagement that he should 

not reveal the design.” Sexby said also that he had been “with Charles Stuart” and “acquainted 

him” that he (Sexby) “was an enemy to the Lord Protector,” and that he had “received a large 

sum of money” from Spain “to make what confusion [he] could in England” by “the killing of 

the Lord Protector.” The “better to effect” that work, Sexby had himself come “into England in a 

disguised habit,” and while there had engaged “others” in the “design.” Mercurius Politicus 

reported that on 14 October, Sexby made another confession, this time to Barkstead and several 

other witnesses.
203

 In Thurloe’s account of this second confession, Sexby began by owning his 

first confession, saying “it was all truth.” He then said “he was the only man that put 

Sindercombe upon the design to kill the Lord Protector.” He again confessed to meetings with 

Spaniards, and to having accepted “money from them to carry on his said design against the Lord 

Protector.” As for “the books intitled Killing Noe Murder,” Sexby “owned them as his own 

work.” He said that he had left 250 of the books in Holland, and that he had brought some copies 

to London, but these he understood had been discovered and burned. The books, Sexby said, 

“were made before the Lord Protector was settled by parliament,” when Sexby believed “he 

might have destroyed the Protector, because he was not chosen or set up by the people; but that 

now the case was altered, the parliament having settled the government on him.”
204
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 Because they come to us from his captors, Sexby’s confessions, and the account of his 

final months in Mercurius Politicus, may be contrived in places.
205

 For instance, in view of his 

years of ferocious opposition to Cromwell’s government, and recent murderous intent towards 

Cromwell, through Sindercombe and with Killing Noe Murder, Sexby’s avowal, in his second 

confession, that “the case was altered” for him,
206

 that the parliament’s establishment of a new 

Protectorate with The Humble Petition and Advice had suddenly reversed his outlook, is hard to 

accept as the truth.
207

 In Killing Noe Murder, Sexby described the second Protectorate parliament 

as a “Junto” that profanes the name parliament. Later in the pamphlet, as we saw earlier, Sexby 

asks, “Whats the thing cal’d a parlement but a mock? Composed of a people that are only 

suffered to sitt there because they are knowne to have no vertue, after the exclusion of all others 

that were but suspected to have any? What are they but pimpes of tyranny, who are only 

imployed to draw in the people to prostitute they’re liberty?”
208

 Can we believe, that after nine 

weeks’ in the Tower, Sexby came to regard this same parliament as a legitimate representative of 

the people, qualified to draft a constitution for England and install Cromwell as Lord Protector? 

It seems more likely that Sexby kept his opinions on Cromwell and the Protectorate and offered 

what opposition he could, as, for instance, with feigned and carefully managed fits of ‘madness.’  

Inside the confessions and the Mercurius Politicus account, we may detect evidence of this.
209

  

For example, during the second confession, when Sexby was asked:   
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 upon what account he came over, since the act of parliament? and whether it was not to 

 carry on the same design of killing the Protector, notwithstanding his former expression, 

 the case was altered, the parliament having settled the [government] on him? he 

 presently seemed to fall into his former distraction and wild speeches, and appeared 

 unwilling to discover any further.
210

   

 

In the same confession, after professing himself “the only man” that put Sindercombe to the plot 

of killing Cromwell, Sexby said he knew he had “cast away his own life” with this admission, 

but yet “he should be a mad rogue indeed, if he should go about to cast away the lives of others;” 

and therefore, “as to [his] confederates,” he would not betray them. Sexby seems to have 

attempted to provide his confederates still at work against Cromwell with a lull in government 

counter-insurgency: Sexby asked his confessors to believe that his confederates “will not meddle 

any further” in plots against Cromwell, they “having had their undertaking so frustrated, and 

seeing plainly, that God was against them.”
211

 This was not a promise of their acceptance of the 

new Protectorate. The Mercurius Politicus account notes that, notwithstanding Sexby’s usual 

“condition of madness,” he had intervals during which he spoke “very rationally.” On some of 

these occasions, Sexby would send for Barkstead late at night to hear “something of secresie” 

about “the state and commonwealth” that Sexby felt compelled to reveal before his death, only to 

say, when Barkstead arrived, that “the Devil would not let him speak out the truth.” The 

newspaper account notes also that on occasions when Sexby’s bodily condition was improved, 

“he continued disconverted in minde, and used many subtile shifts and wiles to have the guards 

taken from him, and was something perplexed, because he could not affect it.”
212

 Sexby it seems 

was thinking to escape and rejoin his confederates.   
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 A truly puzzling matter concerning Sexby’s final months is why he was not brought to 

trial, in contrast to Sindercombe, who was brought to trial about three weeks after his arrest.
213

 It 

may be that Sexby’s illness sheltered him from prosecution.
214

 But this explanation does not rule 

out several intriguing possibilities. One is that Cromwell had somehow retained enough affection 

or admiration for Sexby to spare him. This possibility is not all that improbable in view that 

Cromwell and Sexby had a close relationship in the years that followed their battle royal in the 

Putney Debates.
215

 Another possibility is that Cromwell wished to avoid another high-profile 

treason trial that would end, presumably, with Sexby being sentenced to the same spectacular 

death as Sindercombe. Sindercombe’s failure to appear at what was planned as “a very public 

display of the fate of traitors and plotters” had been “little short of a disaster for the 

government.”
216

 “Worst still,” the suspicion surrounding Sindercombe’s death in the Tower, 

reportedly by suicide but not generally accepted as the truth, had been fuel for “mutterings” 

about the government for “several weeks.”
217

 Cromwell may have thought better than to risk a 

similar outbreak of public mutterings, over Sexby, so early in his new Protectorship, which had 

officially begun on 26 June, in a ceremony very much like a coronation.
218

 There is also the 

possibility that Sexby knew something incriminating or embarrassing about Cromwell that a trial 

might reveal. This speculation gains weight when we recall how he teased Barkstead with hints 
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of “something of secresie” touching on “the state and commonwealth.”
219

 Sexby may have had a 

real political bombshell to drop on Cromwell. This intriguing possibility supplies a motive for a 

suggestion that Sexby’s warders smothered or poisoned him at a time when he was sick anyway 

in order to protect the Protector. In such case, the Mercurius Politicus account of Sexby’s final 

months becomes part of an elaborate cover-up. The author of the account is certainly careful to 

describe the good care that Sexby received and how, in spite of that care, he relapsed into what 

proved to be a terminal illness about the end of December.
220   

 According to Mercurius Politicus, Sexby’s symptoms were difficulty breathing, fever, 

sweating, an inflamed throat, and red spots and dimples, or pustules, about his chest, neck, and 

arms. These symptoms continued until the morning of 13 January, when Sexby said, “Lord have 

mercy upon me, I am very sick,” breathed his last, and died.
221

 A coroner’s jury, brought in to 

rule on Sexby’s cause of death, declared as follows: 

 
 

 We find that upon the last day of December in the year of our Lord 1657, Edward Sexby, 

 late of the parish of Peter in Bonds, in the County of Middlesex, Esq., at the Tower of 

 London . . . fell sick of a certain disease called a violent fever, and lived languishing from 

 the said last day of December until the thirteenth day of January in the year aforesaid . . . 

 and . . . of the fever aforesaid, dyed. And so we find that the said Edward Sexby dyed by 

 God’s visitation in manner and form aforesaid, and by no other wayes or means.
222

 

 

When the coroner’s jury had given their verdict, Barkstead sent a warder and a lieutenant to 

Sexby’s wife, who was at her mother’s home in White Fryers, in order to know her desire as to 

Sexby’s burial. “Mris Sexbey” sent her maid “with forty shillings to his keeper for his burial in 

the Tower, seeing he was a prisoner there.” And so Sexby’s body was “put into a coffin, and a 
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grave made for him in the usual burying place near the Tower Chapel.” At about twelve o’clock 

on Friday, 15 January 1658, a bell “having been rang for some space of time,” and with warders, 

officers, and soldiers of the Tower in attendance, Sexby’s coffin “was in a seemly way carried” 

to the grave and interred.
223

       

 Sexby’s death on 13 January 1658 was one month short of the anniversary of Miles 

Sindercombe’s death on 13 February 1657, and less than eight months before Cromwell’s death 

on 3 September 1658.
224

 Both Sexby and Sindercombe met their ends attempting to shorten the 

life of a man who governed less than fourteen months by the terms of The Humble Petition and 

Advice.
225

 As plotters against Cromwell’s life, Sexby and Sindercombe had been figures behind 

the creation of that document.
226

 We may imagine one of Sexby’s former confederates crafting 

an epitaph for Sexby from the elegy he wrote for Sindercombe in Killing Noe Murder: Sexby 

showed a “great” and “virtuous mind” and “died for [his] country” while opposing a tyrant.
227
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CONCLUSION 

 

 

This dissertation examined Edward Sexby’s ‘career’ (April 1647 to July 1657) and considered its 

impact. In doing so, it examined written works to which Sexby put his name, and written works 

suggested of him, in their various contexts. Two main conclusions can be drawn from this 

dissertation. The first main conclusion is that Sexby’s career was consequential, for he was 

behind some of the momentous developments that occurred in England between the spring of 

1647 and his capture in July 1657. The second main conclusion is that Sexby was almost 

certainly involved in the production of several written works during the course of his career, 

which explains the level of accomplishment evident in Sexby’s Killing Noe Murder (1657). 

 In addition to these two main conclusions, several other conclusions about Sexby and his 

career may be drawn from this dissertation. A clearer picture of Sexby emerges, and this picture 

adds to our knowledge of Sexby’s character, his relationship with Oliver Cromwell and Sexby’s 

place in the period of the Civil Wars and Interregnum (1642-1660). Born in or about 1616, 

Sexby was about thirty-one years of age when his career began, and was the social near-equal of 

Cromwell and others who factored into his career. Probably a younger son of a gentleman, Sexby 

may have had primogeniture, the ‘curse of the younger son,’ and a sense of injustice as early 

influences. Exposure to Civil War radicalism in London and in the New Model Army must have 

been influences on Sexby’s career.
1
 Sexby’s career was sometimes motivated by ideological 

concerns, and sometimes by personal ambition. As an agitator, then as a new agent, Sexby’s 
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motivation was primarily ideological: he detected tyranny encroaching on the birthrights and 

liberties that he and his fellow soldiers had risked their lives in the Civil War to recover, and he 

strove to secure those birthrights and liberties with like-minded companions. As an agitator, 

Sexby helped to produce The Apologie of the Common Souldiers and The Humble Petition of the 

Souldiers of the Army.
2
 These were key texts behind the transformation of the New Model Army 

into a political force and a factor in a postwar settlement of England. Sexby may have written 

The Grand Informer, a tract which defended the New Model Army’s involvement in the process 

of a national settlement.
3
 Sexby was a pivotal figure behind the Putney Debates. Sexby’s status 

as both agitator and new agent served to link the new agents and their Leveller associates to the 

General Council of the Army, then meeting at Putney. It was through Sexby that the texts behind 

the Putney Debates, The Case of the Armie Truly Stated and the Levellers’ first Agreement of the 

People, were brought before the General Council. Also, it was through Sexby that the Levellers 

John Wildman and Maximillian Petty, who came as spokesmen for the Agreement, were able to 

appear before the General Council 
4
 This dissertation supports a suggestion that Sexby was the 

principal author of The Case of the Armie.
5
 It showed that Sexby’s speeches in the Putney 

Debates were compatible with The Case of the Armie.
6
 

 Ideological concerns were still foremost in Sexby’s mind when he functioned as 

intermediary between the Leveller John Lilburne and Oliver Cromwell. Messages carried by 

Sexby between Lilburne and Cromwell laid the foundations of an alliance between the Levellers 
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and the leaders of the New Model Army against those in the parliament who, in spite of Charles’ 

instigation of a second Civil War, were willing to restore Charles to regal authority. The alliance 

cleared the way for New Model leaders to purge the parliament, place the king on trial for his 

life, and launch the English Republic or Commonwealth in the aftermath of Charles’ execution.  

As an intermediary, Sexby was a figure behind this ‘English Revolution’ of late 1648 and early 

1649.
7
 

 The Commonwealth was not a victory for the radical cause. As a servant of the 

Commonwealth, Sexby was motivated by personal ambition, for he turned his back on the 

Leveller agenda and earned and accepted promotion from the Commonwealth from captain to 

colonel. Radical resentment of this fact was on display during Sexby’s court martial.
8
 While 

functioning as an intelligencer in France for the Commonwealth, Sexby embraced ideological 

motivations once again. In association with leaders of the Ormée, a radical group that aspired to 

make Bordeaux a democratic republic, and with the assistance of Thomas Arundel, who had 

accompanied him from England, Sexby produced L’Accord du Peuple, a translation into French, 

with some omissions, of the Levellers’ third and final Agreement of the People, and an original 

work titled Manifeste. L’Accord made the Levellers’ demand for a republican government by 

sovereign parliaments. The Manifeste asserted the right of the people to rebel against a tyrant and 

their right to choose the government by which they were to be governed. These documents read 

as indicators of Sexby’s eventual opposition to Cromwell’s Protectorate.
9
 

 At points in his career, Sexby was close to Cromwell, but Sexby came to view Cromwell 

as an apostate, usurper, and tyrant. Sexby was like many other participants of the Civil Wars, 
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who followed Cromwell loyally and admired him, but then turned against him for both personal 

and ideological reasons, as they witnessed Cromwell’s ambition, willingness to wield power, and 

methods of maintaining his power against republicans in the first Protectorate parliament. The 

radical cause against Cromwell came to be called the ‘Good Old Cause.’ Sexby embarked on the 

Good Old Cause with John Wildman and other republicans excluded by Cromwell from the first 

Protectorate parliament. Sexby was deeply involved in linked civilian and military plots against 

Cromwell.
10

 This dissertation supported a suggestion that Sexby wrote a call for military 

opposition to Cromwell titled Some Mementos for the Officers and Souldiers of the Army. This 

work made Cromwell out to be a tyrant, just as Killing Noe Murder was to do.
11

 Sexby and 

Wildman plotted Cromwell’s assassination in connection with these linked plots.
12

 After 

Wildman was taken into custody, Sexby eluded searches for him and crossed to the Continent, 

where he worked to bring exiled English royalists, republicans in England, and Spain together in 

a joint campaign against Cromwell.
13

 The most dangerous part of Sexby’s conspiracy was his 

recruitment of Miles Sindercombe to assassinate Cromwell.
14

 The discovery of Sindercombe’s 

several attempts on Cromwell’s life helped to produce the second Protectorate parliament’s offer 

to restore monarchy in England, with Cromwell as king.
15

 As Sindercombe’s employer, Sexby 

was a figure behind the offer of the crown to Cromwell.
16
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 Sexby’s career shows the most spectacular example of how a Civil War soldier, turned 

pamphleteer and plotter, could have an impact in the midst of the political instability of the 

Interregnum. Sexby’s plotting helped to produce the offer of the crown to Cromwell, which of 

course was not Sexby’s intention, but the offer serves to show that Sexby’s plotting could help 

shape developments in England at the highest level. In comparison to other pamphleteer-plotters, 

like John Lilburne, Richard Overton, and John Wildman, Sexby was the pre-eminent plotter of 

the period of Oliver Cromwell’s Protectorate. No other plotter worried Oliver Cromwell and 

John Thurloe more.  

 During his career, Sexby was often caught between competing ideological and personal 

impulses. In 1647, the positions that Sexby would have had the New Model Army take made him 

“the most radical” of the agitators.
17

 Over the same period, Sexby was being paid substantial 

sums from an army contingency account, indicating that he was willing to benefit financially 

while he was being careful not to antagonize Sir Thomas Fairfax, Oliver Cromwell, and Henry 

Ireton, who were acting to restrain the army.
18

 In the Putney Debates, after Ireton had argued that 

the franchise must remain restricted to men with a material stake in the nation, Sexby argued for 

a widening of the franchise to include the soldiers who had fought for the parliament in the Civil 

War. Sexby argued from ideological and moral standpoints, and also out of anger at Ireton’s 

“social insults.”
19

 In early 1654 Sexby advised the new Lord Protector Cromwell on foreign 

policy, thinking himself fit to command a proposed expedition to rekindle rebellion in southwest 

France.
20

 During the same period, however, he was meeting with Wildman and other republicans 
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who were ideologically opposed to Cromwell’s Protectorate.
21

 Sexby turned against Cromwell 

and joined with Cromwell’s opposition in the autumn of 1654. Not neglecting considerations that 

affected him personally, Sexby was careful to burn his bridges with Cromwell’s government 

only after he had been paid £1,000 of the amount for which he had submitted claims for his work 

in the service of the Commonwealth.
22

 Finally, Killing Noe Murder is based on republican 

ideology, but the work refers to a close relationship between Sexby and Cromwell that had 

degenerated and produced Sexby’s personal animosity towards Cromwell.
23

 

 Scholars of England’s 1640s and 1650s will do well to remember the impact of Sexby’s 

career. Sexby was behind developments in the New Model Army in 1647 which produced 

discussions in the army of changes to England’s ancient constitution, he was a figure behind the 

New Model and Leveller alliance which was a contributing factor in the English Revolution of 

late 1648 and early 1649, and he was a figure behind the offer of the crown to Oliver Cromwell 

in the spring of 1657. For these three main reasons, and for many other reasons presented in this 

dissertation, Sexby’s career merits closer attention and a wider appreciation among scholars of 

England’s Civil Wars and Interregnum. 
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